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FOREWORD

This is the eighth volume on the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) to be published by the Strategic Studies Institute. It is the product of a conference held at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, from September 23-25, 2005, to examine the PLA and the global security environment in which it operates. This gathering was the 18th in a series of annual conferences on China’s PLA. I have been privileged to be involved with and/or attend most of these gatherings over the years. At the 2005 conference, I was honored to deliver the keynote address in which I offered some of my insights and observations about China derived from a lifetime of living in or working on the Middle Kingdom. More than 50 experts on China participating in this conference provided critical comments and guidance on the initial drafts of the chapters included in this volume.

These contributions contained herein address the role of the Chinese military in shaping its country’s security environment. Of course, the PLA itself is shaped and molded by both domestic and foreign influences. In the first decade of the 21st century, the PLA is not a central actor in China’s foreign policy the way it was just a few decades ago.

Nevertheless, the significance of the PLA must be understood. The military remains a player that seeks to play a role and influence China’s policy towards such countries and regions as the United States, Japan, the Koreas, Southeast Asia, South Asia, and, of course, Taiwan. It is important not to overlook that, in times of crisis or conflict, the role and influence of the PLA rise significantly. Indeed, this was one of the findings of last year’s volume (Chinese National Security Decisionmaking Under Stress) in this series of annual edited volumes published by the U.S. Army War College.

The 2005 conference was one of the best because of the vigorous and spirited exchanges, the revelation of interesting facts such as the PLA using target models of U.S. planes in its exercises, and the participation of top China scholars, such as Andy Nathan and Tom Christensen, who added depth and fresh insights into the process.
I commend to you this latest contribution to enhance our knowledge about the PLA and Chinese national security thinking. I know a careful examination of this volume will provide readers with important insights and a greater understanding of Chinese military and strategy.

Ambassador James R. Lilley
Senior Fellow
American Enterprise Institute
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Andrew Scobell
Larry M. Wortzel

For 2 decades after the People’s Republic of China (PRC) was established, there was no question that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) had a central role in shaping China’s security and foreign policy. Indeed, the PLA also was a major actor in domestic policy. The new leaders that took over China in 1949 all came from the military or Communist Party cadre who fought the Nationalists from 1927 through the Anti-Japanese War, and then fought the final battles of the civil war. At the local, provincial, and national level, the Party, the Army, and the government were almost synonymous. The PLA’s influence in national policy declined in subsequent decades, however. Today, one must carefully count the number of senior leaders with military connections in the Communist Party Politburo to debate the extent of PLA influence in China.

In 1950, when the Chinese forces poured across the border into the Korean War, there was no doubt that the PLA was a principal actor in shaping the security environment in China. The same is true of the PLA’s actions in the Sino-Indian War and in the Cultural Revolution, when the military restored order. In Africa, PLA Railway Engineer Corps troops advanced China’s interests with projects like the Tan-Zam Railway. During the American involvement in Vietnam, some 50,000 PLA troops deployed to North Vietnam and Laos in support of China’s political and security interests. In 1979 and again in 1989, the generation of PLA veterans in the central Chinese government turned to the military. The numbers of military personnel in the National People’s Congress and the leading bodies of the Communist Party today, however, are far lower than they were in the first few decades of the PRC’s existence. This volume is an attempt to characterize the way that the PLA shapes, and is used by the government to shape, China’s security environment. The military clearly is not as central an actor as it was in the past. The editors and the authors attempted in this volume to characterize the extent to which the PLA shapes the
domestic, regional, or global security environment to meet China’s interests.

We asked each of the contributing authors to examine a series of questions as he or she addressed the topic:

- How does the PLA function as an actor in China’s security and foreign policies?
- Is the PLA the principal actor in policy formulation, or does it provide support for foreign policy and security initiatives?
- At what point in the policy process does the PLA interact with the various central Party and government “leading groups” that decide foreign and security policies?
- Is the PLA shaping the security environment through such mechanisms as defense exchanges, arms sales, visits by senior officers, student officer exchanges, or military exercises?
- Is there a clear security or foreign policy agenda in specific geographic regions attributable to the PLA?

The short answer to these questions is that the PLA remains an important actor and factor in shaping the international and domestic security environment for the central leadership. Clearly, the military is not the central player that it once was. Rather, the PLA is one of a number of foreign policy and security actors, and it responds to the Politburo Standing Committee and Central Military Commission, whose members are no longer almost exclusively military veterans.

This book is not all inclusive of the world, or all of the international activities by the PLA. The authors cover the domestic landscape in China and the state of civil-military relations. The book also explores how the PLA assesses U.S. military actions, the strength of the U.S. military, and the situation in and around the Taiwan Strait. For Asia, the book assesses the PLA’s posture with respect to South Asia, Southeast Asia, Japan, and Korea. Clearly, the PLA also is active and a factor in China’s security related interests in Latin America, the Middle East, Central Asia, and Africa. This volume does not cover these regions. However, we believe that the way that the authors have characterized the PLA’s interests and activities is a good guide to the way that it is used, and behaves, as a security actor in other parts of the world.
In chapter 2, Frank Miller examines civil-military relations in China. The relationship between the populace and the military is in flux and evolving in response to Beijing’s own domestic reforms and the changing international environment. The influx of western investment and business, broadened educational opportunities, generally higher standards of living, and greater freedom to travel all have created alternatives to military service, which once was an attractive way to gain some social mobility in Communist China. These new opportunities have created serious competition to the PLA in its traditional support and recruiting base. China’s One-Child Policy, higher educational standards for the military, and efforts to stem corruption also have had a significant effect on the recruiting base from which the PLA can select. That said, rising nationalism has helped PLA recruiting and increased the interest of youth in anything military. The PLA has respect and support from the majority of Chinese citizens.

The General Political Department’s (GPD) challenge is to fill the PLA’s rolls with qualified and motivated youth who are loyal to the Party and the military. Miller makes the point that the PLA is examining personnel and recruiting systems in other modern militaries, in particular the United States, Russia, and India. The rise of nationalism in China also is a factor in civil-military relations. It has created increased interest in military service among China’s youth. The PLA also has offered incentives to attract young people to military life, including tuition assistance, and a guaranteed technical assignment.

Miller concludes that the PLA is not as close to the people as it once was, and its claims of a close relationship to the people are exaggerated. That the PLA is searching for new ways to recruit and retain is an indication that the PLA is no longer seen as a good opportunity, and the rise of nationalism, by itself, is not enough to aid recruitment. The changing environment of civil-military relations is an aspect of China’s overall social modernization and its emergence as a regional and global power. Recruitment issues provide a window into the PLA’s relations with the people, the government, and the party. The bigger long-term question is whether the PLA retains its unique position in Chinese society as the unquestioning defender of the Communist Party, or becomes a professional military more motivated by affairs of the state.
In chapter 3, Ellis Joffe reminds the reader that there is widespread agreement that the Chinese armed forces have made remarkable, even surprising, progress in modernizing. Although the PLA is no match for the U.S. military, the fast growth of Chinese military capacity and the PLA’s ability to use the weapons systems it has fielded have become serious considerations in U.S. Government assessments of China.

Joffe believes that the long-term objectives of China’s military modernization reach far beyond settling the issue of Taiwan. In his view, Beijing’s long-term plans are to provide the military underpinning for China’s goals of rising to great power status. China’s leaders have opted for slow and incremental military advances rather than for major but unrealistic attempts to modernize rapidly.

The near-term goal for the PLA is to be capable of conquering Taiwan and coping with U.S. intervention. Over the past decade, a concerted effort to acquire this capability was the strategic focus of China’s military buildup. Specifically, China wants to be able to overrun Taiwan rapidly, preferably before the United States intervenes; to deter the United States by raising the costs of intervention; to deny U.S. forces access to the theatre of operations, primarily by improving China’s naval capabilities; and, if all else fails, to defeat the United States in combat around Taiwan.

In the future, without Taiwan as the driving force, the scope and pace of the buildup might be reduced. The buildup also will be influenced by the continued availability of Russian weapons. The state of China’s economy also will affect the future military buildup. Joffe thinks that if rural and urban unrest increase, the leadership might try to reduce increases in military appropriations in order to divert funds to other sectors. Nonetheless, according to Joffe, the dominant factor shaping civil-military relations will be the common objective of building up China’s military power for the sake of objectives arising out of an assertive nationalism.

Susan Puska, like Frank Miller, is a former military attaché in China. In chapter 4, Puska tells us that, while overall bilateral U.S.-China ties moved in a more positive direction after September 11, 2001 (9/11), both the Chinese and American militaries remained mutually wary and cautious. The U.S. Secretary of Defense did not
choose to make his first official visit to China until October 2005. When he was in Singapore in June of that year, he asked the pointed question about the ultimate goals of China’s military buildup.

During the October 2001 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) meeting, President Jiang Zemin expressed strong opposition to terrorism. He said China supported military operations in Afghanistan, but it was not open-ended support, and he cautioned that Afghanistan’s sovereignty and independence must be ensured. The APEC meeting was an opportunity for China and the United States to begin counterterrorism intelligence cooperation. In addition, China generally acquiesced to the U.S. military intervention in Afghanistan, as well as U.S. cooperation with Pakistan and Central Asia. Puska says that, whereas they were cautiously supportive of operations in Afghanistan against the Taliban, China’s collective leadership was skeptical of U.S. intentions to resort to military action in Iraq to remove Saddam Hussein.

Strategic level examinations of the motives and objectives of U.S. military interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq are discussed freely in official civilian press reports in China. These can be found in the People’s Daily and People’s Liberation Daily, as well as academic journals. The talking points are highly formulaic and reinforce one another through repetition. There also are operational and tactical assessments of the coalition effort in Iraq in technical and academic journals, both civilian and military. The articles tend to be straightforward discussions of U.S. capabilities, but they imply that the PLA also must have these capabilities as part of its own modernization efforts. With respect to operational doctrine and procedures, the PLA emphasizes operational and tactical logistics, high-technology weapons and equipment, information technology, and psychological operations. China’s military contacts have widened in recent years, but China’s central military relationship will likely remain with Russia for the foreseeable future. This military cooperation, which began largely as a marriage of convenience after the end of the Cold War, continues to mature in ways beyond arms sales of second-string Russian products and tentative cooperation.

Finally, Puska tells us that China’s perception of the threat to its sovereignty posed by Taiwan independence and U.S. intervention provides urgency to China’s military modernization. She thinks
that, if China is to gain great power status, it must further develop its military in all components of power—land, sea, and air. China cannot afford and likely does not want to achieve parity with the U.S. military because the cost to China’s overall national development would be destabilizing. However, China recognizes it must possess a credible military deterrent to protect China’s national interests in the post-9/11, post-Iraq War era.

In Chapter 5, Lonnie Henley, former Defense Intelligence Officer for East Asia, examines how the PLA fits into the Chinese security establishment in managing conflicts and conflict escalation. Defining the issue, Henley reminds us “war control is the deliberate actions of war leaders to limit or restrain the outbreak, development, scale, intensity, and aftermath of war.” The measures that may be taken include arms control, crisis control, and control of the scale of conflict.

According to Henley, Chinese military writings focus on how to prevent unwanted escalation of a crisis or conflict and how to ensure that military operations are controlled and modulated to serve broader political objectives. A central insight from Henley’s review of books and papers from the PLA Academy of Military Science and the National Defense University is that PLA military academics have begun formal consideration of the issue only in the past 5 years. He believes that the concepts will continue to evolve over the next decade.

Preventing the unintended escalation of a political crisis into a military conflict, or a small-scale conflict into a major war, is part of a broader Chinese concept known as “containment of war” or “war control.” China’s military literature treats this as an activity involving all elements of national power designed to shape the international environment. The PLA’s goals are to reduce the risk of war, manage crises, and prevent unintended escalation. Ultimately, the PLA seeks to adopt measures that will put China in a favorable position if war occurs and ensure military operations serve larger political objectives. PLA literature emphasizes that a principal contribution the military can make to control a fast-developing crisis is to be a highly visible and capable force obviously ready to take action.

There is a growing body of work in the field available in China, but it often is not examined in the English-speaking world.
Henley believes that a vigorous effort should examine Chinese-language sources and incorporate them into our understanding of PLA modernization efforts. Henley calls for greater exploration of Chinese concepts of nuclear escalation and war control in general. The discussion of crisis management, containment, escalation, and war control in Chinese military writing is a blend of classical Chinese strategic thought, practical considerations common to all modern militaries, sophisticated assessment of the political and military challenges the PLA would face in a crisis, and optimism about China’s ability to mold the situation and control the course of events. There is a distinctively Chinese perspective that may have a significant influence on Beijing’s behavior in a crisis, to include a potential conflict in the Taiwan Strait.

Paul Godwin, a veteran analyst of the PLA who taught for years at the National Defense University, looks at U.S. assessments of the implications of China’s military modernization in Chapter 6. In the United States, the improving capabilities of the Chinese PLA are perceived as a potential threat to U.S. strategic interests in the West Pacific. China’s intent to develop a self-sustaining military industrial complex also is a target of American concern.

China has broadened its foreign policy approach to pursue positive relations with the world. It has reached beyond its earlier concentration on Asian neighbors. Beijing seeks to work closely with the European Union and to extend its diplomatic influence into Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa. Godwin argues that much of China’s diplomacy is to ensure access to the energy supplies, but it also is designed to reinforce Beijing’s status as an influential player on the world scene. Although the strategy has made China richer and more influential, Godwin does not think that Beijing’s defense policy reflects the confidence one might expect. Instead, Godwin sees a fundamental apprehension of U.S. power and military presence both globally and in the Asia-Pacific region.

Neither China nor the United States accept the legitimacy of each other’s defense policies and strategies, according to Godwin. Instead, they are locked in “strategic distrust.” Godwin thinks that Washington and Beijing must concentrate at senior levels on programs and contacts to ease mutual apprehension. Ultimately, however, Godwin argues that both sides must agree on mutually
acceptable roles in Asia. Beijing and Washington cannot escape from some level of political and economic competition, but they must seek reciprocal acceptance of their military security policies.

John Tkacik, of The Heritage Foundation, assesses how the PLA views North Korea in chapter 7. Tkacik tells us that in 1950, at the start of the Korean War, senior Chinese military commanders did not think that North Korea was worth a war. At the time, the whole Politburo had military experience in one form or another, since China had just emerged from the war against Japan and its own civil war. Military commanders knew relatively little about North Korea then, and the ultimate decision to go in was forced by Mao Zedong, who believed that “when one’s neighbors are on fire, we (China) cannot sit around crying about it.” The decisionmaking process was something of a mystery then, according to Tkacik.

Tkacik tells us that things today are not much different. The Chinese Navy seems to be providing basing for North Korean special operations vessels. China facilitated the North Korean nuclear program by ensuring that transports from Pakistan could transit Chinese airspace carrying equipment to North Korea. In return for the nuclear help, North Korea sent back a Nodong ballistic missile to Pakistan after a refueling stop at a Chinese air base. Thus, the “support thy neighbor” analogy still seems to apply today. The PLA is quite concerned that the Korean Peninsula historically has been a corridor for aggression against China. Certainly, Japan took advantage of this route over a number of centuries. Thus, the Chinese military does not want to see North Korea collapse, but still defends the border to ensure that millions of North Koreans do not stream into Manchuria.

Robert Sutter, a former National Intelligence Officer for East Asia, looks at Japan’s defense posture vis-à-vis China in Chapter 8. Sutter opines that a series of political and historical issues have molded the political climate in China in such a way that China and Japan face the most serious deterioration in Sino-Japanese relations since they established diplomatic relations over 30 years ago. Looking at the PLA, Sutter thinks that its priorities reflected in recent Chinese National Defense White Papers reflect a general worsening of security relations with Japan across a number of key national security issues in recent years.
To a certain extent, Japan’s policies toward Taiwan affect PLA priorities about Tokyo. Moreover, China’s emphasis on territorial integrity, as well as the goal of securing strategic resources such as oil and gas, makes Japanese forces a focus of PLA planning. In the year or so leading up to the October 2005 conference where Sutter’s analysis was presented, PLA naval forces deployed in ways that exacerbated tensions with Japan, worsening relations.

Despite concerns over Taiwan, sovereignty, and contested maritime claims, Sutter sees “powerful reasons why Chinese leaders, as well as Japanese leaders, will seek to avoid further deterioration and restore more businesslike relations.” One of the chief reasons for Beijing to moderate its own behavior is China’s drive to project around the region an image that it is a leader in Asia, a benign good neighbor, and one that will show flexibility in accommodating the interests of regional partners.

Sutter points to tension among U.S. specialists on Asia over the outlook for China-Japan relations. Some U.S. specialists argue that the Sino-Japanese friction is against U.S. interests, and the United States should take concrete measures to reduce tensions. People advocating this approach suggest that the United States should discourage Japanese prime ministerial visits to the controversial Yasukuni war memorial. The same people believe that the United States should push the Japanese government officials to be more forthright in accepting responsibility for Japanese aggression in the Pacific War. The other side of the debate in the United States, Sutter says, are those specialists who see Sino-Japanese relations as unlikely to deteriorate substantially. They believe that it is in American interests to avoid actions that would offset Sino-Japanese tensions.

Sutter believes that the national security priorities of the PLA suggest that PLA leaders will focus less on economic and diplomatic consequences of escalating disputes in Sino-Japanese relations and more on security and historical aspects of relations. Thus, PLA concerns will serve as a drag on efforts by Chinese leaders to manage relations with Japan.

South Asia has not been the principal focus of China’s attention over the last 5 decades. This is not to say that it has been overlooked: China fought a war with India in 1962, assisted Bangladesh and Pakistan in its sovereignty efforts, and has been a major military
and foreign assistance supplier to both of the latter countries. The PLA was a major actor in all of these matters. However, the PLA’s attention in the recent period generally has been on the eastern seaboard of the country, specifically towards Taiwan, Japan, Korea, and the South China Sea. The Soviet Union and its successor states, including Russia, also drew strong attention from China.

In chapter 9, Srikanth Kondapalli interprets the PLA’s perspectives on South Asia. In a review of Chinese scholarship on the region, Kondapalli notes that China focuses on the major problems between the two countries such as the Tibet issue, the 1962 war, and relative configurations of power in Asia, including China-Pakistan relations. PLA scholars recognize that the domain of policy perspectives on South Asia is principally that of the foreign ministry. The PLA does not challenge this primacy. The same is true of areas including arms control.

The PLA’s views on South Asia at times have differed from those of the civilian leadership. The primary differences have involved India, while there has been a coincidence of views of both the PLA and the civilian leadership regarding other South Asian countries. Kondapalli notes that although confidence-building measures (CBMs) have increased between India and China, some in the PLA have argued for “encircling” India. PLA scholars have suggested it would be a good idea to help other South Asian countries as a hedge against India and to curb its “regional hegemony” or chances of becoming a “great power.”

The PLA’s strategy of confronting India has become more nuanced in recent years. Still, in Indian military circles, China’s actions were seen as an attempt by the PLA at “strategic encirclement” or “marginalization” of India. China’s late 1985 PLA naval visits to Chittagong, Colombo, and Karachi (skipping Indian ports) are read this way, as are the continuing arms transfers to Pakistan and Bangladesh.

Overall, in Kondapalli’s assessment, the PLA sees South Asia as a region dominated by India. The Chinese reaction is to develop closer relations with Pakistan and Bangladesh. While there is still PLA military cooperation with Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, and Myanmar, the PLA has been expanding its contacts with the Indian military forces in terms of preventive CBMs and exchanges. While
there has never been a military alliance between China and Pakistan or with Bangladesh, these states are being courted extensively for their value in countering India, besides being sources of raw materials and markets for Chinese low technology arms.

In chapter 10, Larry Wortzel assesses China’s successful diplomacy and increasing influence in Southeast Asia. Wortzel thinks that the PRC has undertaken a diplomatic strategy of moderation and reassurance in Southeast Asia over the past decade, with the objectives of easing fears of China as a military threat to the region, building influence, working with multilateral organizations, and lessening U.S. influence in the region. The PLA has influenced and supported this strategy, but has not been the major actor in articulating the strategy.

Beijing uses its “comprehensive national power” to advance political, economic, military, and other security goals in Southeast Asia. The Foreign Ministry and the Chinese Communist Party, including its liaison and propaganda organs, have been major architects of the strategy and agents of its articulation. China’s military organs have played a supporting role in articulating the strategy, but a role that has been clearly subordinate to the Foreign Ministry. However, unlike the situation in the 1960s and 1970s, there is no strong ideological component in today’s strategy. Even though the Chinese Communist Party maintains friendly party-to-party relations with the Communist parties in the region, especially those of Vietnam and Laos, the Foreign Ministry plays the main role in articulating the strategy.

Still, Wortzel argues that, while the PLA is not the major instrument through which China addresses its goals in the region, it has an important role in advancing China’s interests. The PLA provides the backdrop of military power that makes the nations in the region consider China’s security interests as a factor in their policies. Southeast Asian nations, meanwhile, hedge their security interests. The nations in Southeast Asia maintain good relations with China, but want the United States and Australia present and active in the region. However, Southeast Asian nations would not “buy into” an American-led containment policy against China. China’s public diplomacy is successful, but its military power is enough of a latent threat that Southeast Asian nations still hedge their security.
Wortzel argues that there has been a strong security component to all relationships in the region. The growing military power of China, and its increased ability to send its Navy around the region, have been factors in ensuring good relations. Thus, the PLA may not be leading in all relations, but it can certainly see itself as a major factor behind China’s improved standing in Southeast Asia.

In summary, the authors have painted a picture that shows a part for the PLA in China’s foreign and security policies, but not the leading part. Whether in domestic policy or foreign policy, the PLA is a major actor, but it is clearly subordinate to the dictates of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the domestic policy organs, respectively. China’s foreign policies today are nuanced, with the PLA playing a prescribed role. That said, in domestic policy, it is still the military that is the ultimate guarantor of party control and stability.
PART I:

WHAT’S SHAPING THE PLA?
A lawsuit was filed in Guangzhou earlier this year claiming damages by the Ministry of National Defense’ Tri-Service Honor Guard for the image of several of its soldiers being used without permission by a Chinese toymaker. The Shenzhen-based company was directed to remove all advertising featuring the servicemen, issue a public apology and pay RMB 100,000 Yuan (US$12,3300) in compensation.¹

The PLA is the army of the CPC and of the country and of the people²

There is no doubt that the Civil-Military Relationship within the People’s Republic of China (PRC) is evolving in response to many factors resulting both from Beijing’s reforms and the changing international environment. The influx of western investment and business, broadened educational opportunities, generally higher standards of living, and greater freedom to travel all have created serious competition to the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA) traditional support and recruiting base. To compound the situation, China’s One-Child Policy, higher educational standards, and efforts to stem corruption also have had a significant effect on the recruiting base from which the PLA can select. To its favor, the PLA can count on the benefits of rising nationalism, increased interest by the youth in anything military, and a growing level of respect and support by the majority of Chinese citizens.

None of these benefits, however, translate directly into recruiting numbers, and actions are being taken to identify and solve the problem. The General Political Department’s (GPD) Cadre Department is studying hard how to fill the PLA’s rolls with qualified, motivated, and loyal (to both the Party and the job) youth. Their task in many ways is very similar to that of U.S. recruiters under strong economic conditions. Concurrent with the GPD’s efforts is that of the General
Staff Department (GSD), which is trying to professionalize the PLA’s professional military education (PME) system to reflect the needs of an informationalized military in a high-tech world.

The PLA is treading on new ground here, and they know it. To help them understand the problem they face, both the GPD and GSD are seeking truth from fact by researching the personnel systems of modern militaries, in particular the United States, Russia, and India (all of which have greater than a million personnel under arms) and the United Kingdom. While they have reached out to these countries for direct assistance in answering specific issues, the two responsible organizations have not integrated their strategies, and often are competing with each other for time with the foreign interlocutor. Major conferences are being convened and study tours arranged to each of the above countries to gain ground truth (and, according to one PLA officer, to open the travelers’ eyes to the need to change), while relationships with each other and with the foreign militaries are being subordinated to the search for a “Holy Grail” in personnel policies.

The desire to change their personnel policies is very real and can be attributed to their awareness that much of their modernization goals depend on getting it right. What is still at issue, though, is whether they have instituted a basic change in their principles regarding their role in society. Is the PLA changing its core values or just its façade? Are these attempts to make a military career more attractive to its dwindling recruitment base enough to overcome traditional Chinese norms, which are growing in importance as the strength of Cold War ideologies subside? And can they retool their educational system to match the industrial retooling that is equipping more and more of their combat units? Perhaps more accurately, can the PLA create a benefits package that attracts the tech-savvy talent already being trained in China’s civilian institutions? And if they do build it, will anyone come? Will the PLA ever again be able to attract good iron to make its nails? Or must it create a system that builds on what it can get, stressing an independent system of education and advancement that is realistic in assessing its place in society? This question is the dilemma and source of divergence in the approaches taken by the GSD and GPD. It also is reflective of a changing relationship between the PLA and the people it claims
to represent. On a larger scale, this change also represents a shift in personal loyalties of the average citizen in China. In the end, this change has the potential to be profound, leading observers to watch closely for the direction taken by the PLA. As the concept of a People’s Army fades into the reality of the modern world, will the “P,” which stands for “People,” come to really mean “Party” or “Professional”? The path taken could be a harbinger of the larger political transition, and while it certainly needs to be watched, is arguably also worth attempting to influence.

CLAUSEWITZ, WITH CHINESE CHARACTERISTICS

This chapter attempts to introduce two areas in which the search for a new personnel policy has highlighted a change in relationships to which the PLA must find a way to adjust. At the strategic level, the PLA is facing a significant change in its relations with both the Chinese people and with the government/party. This section seeks to identify and dissect the relations of the PLA as an institution with its main constituents—the PRC government, the Communist Party of China (CPC), and the Chinese people themselves. In Clausewitzean terms, the PLA sits comfortably in one corner of a double-summit “trinity,” with a singular loyalty to the people and dual loyalties to the government and the party. As shown in Figure 1, the duality of governance in China allows for two seemingly congruous organs—the Party and the Government—shown separately in the Chinese version of Clausewitz’s trinity model. The placement in the model is purposeful, to show that the Government is closer to and therefore more influential on the daily lives of the people, while it is the Party that has the greater influence on the PLA. Conversely, the influence of the government on the PLA and of the Party on the people is more indirect and usually through the actions of the other governing organ. The reality of this model is somewhat hidden by the convenience of having the national leadership hold concurrent positions in both organs, leading the casual observer to see a model that peaks at the Politburo, or more accurately its Standing Committee (PBSC) (See Figure 2.) In the model depicted below, the national leadership operates in extremis to both organs of power, with the ability to choose the route of influence based on the current situation and goals.
To the people, the PLA’s current relationship is as an employer, a protector, and — at least among the youth — a growing source of pride. The growing professionalism of the PLA speaks to its relationship as an arm of the Chinese government, while the career aspirations
of PLA officers are more closely linked to the PLA’s relationship to the Communist Party. A recent article in the Chinese Academy of Military Science’s monthly journal highlights the historical duality of PLA relationships with the government and with the people. The author, writing from the PLA’s perspective, seems to imply the PLA’s relationship with each has room to improve, and that the PLA’s sacrifices over the years obligates the others to work harder to better support the PLA. By its absence of consideration, however, the author has demonstrated the relative closeness of the PLA to the Party.4

At a lower level, the incongruence in the PLA’s parallel approach to personnel policy modernization has placed the General Staff and General Political Departments in competition with each other—with each major stakeholder stressing the area in which it is familiar. The GPD is trying to understand the mind of the Chinese youth in an attempt to develop benefit packages that will not only attract new blood, but that then keeps them in the military for the full term. The GSD is struggling to reform a backbone PME infrastructure that allows them on the one hand to prepare officers for each stage in their career, while on the other being itself the enticement needed to keep the officer on the rolls until retirement. In this search, the GSD actually is trying to sell its PME as part of a benefits package—and in so doing has become a competitor of GPD. This position on the part of the GSD seems to imply a pessimistic view of the Party and GPD’s ability to attract quality recruits.

The GPD is responsible for ensuring Party loyalty through political education, promotions, assignments and overseeing the PLA’s civil-military relations.5 The latter is key to understanding the PLA’s ability to give itself a makeover. The PLA sees itself as having three distinct roles in Chinese society. It is a key part of the PRC’s national security apparatus, both at the tactical and operational level—following Mao’s declaration that it be first and foremost a combat team6— and at the strategic level as an integral part of the Chinese policymaking apparatus. It is therefore an institution of the Chinese government that demands a great deal of respect from both foreign and domestic entities wishing to deal with Beijing. To Chinese society, the PLA also is used as an employer and as an educator,
the latter role being especially important to the Communist Party, which continuously calls on the PLA to be the “model” in whatever political campaign is currently being undertaken.

ROLES

The Institution.

The PLA considers itself one of the founding members of the PRC, and as such, takes a great interest in its role in preserving the viability of the nation. At the same time, it seeks to preserve its traditionally deep connection with the people, and to maintain its stake in the central leadership of the nation and of the party. In many ways, these two relations are different and can be at odds with one another. The PLA is still considered a Party Army. Constitutionally, however, the PLA is linked to the National People’s Congress (NPC) and State Council through the Central Military Commission (CMC), though this linkage is limited. The CMC is in Jiang Jingsong’s seminal English-language work on the National People’s Congress a “distinct state institution,” though he later admits that only through its dual role in the CPC can the CMC exert direct power on the military. Additionally, Jiang points out that the CMC is unique as a state institution by not having any responsibility to the NPC. Only the Chairman of the CMC is constitutionally responsible to the NPC, though how he is accountable to the NPC is a question left unanswered by Jiang. Despite not being accountable to the NPC, the PLA receives special consideration by the NPC for its own allotment of NPC Deputies and authority (through the CMC) to introduce bills or reports to the NPC Standing Committee directly. The result of this arrangement is a military that is significantly closer to the Party than the Government. The PLA has learned to use this double peak to its advantage, playing one off the other as the situation requires. Such advantage has created a semi-autonomous sub-group within the greater Chinese society that, while not able to fully govern itself, is able to ensure its equities are taken into account with all matters of state.
The PLA, even after this year’s 200,000-man reduction, is still the largest army in the world, employing 2.3 million active duty and reserve troops and over 10 million militia. The People’s Armed Police, also a sector of China’s armed forces, brings in another one million plus, for a total of about 14 million under arms. Much of this number consists of 2-year conscripts, with each new year offering another 13 million males who reach conscription age. In a country of 1.3 billion, with a birth ratio of 1.12 males to every female — created by the 25-year-old one-child policy — one would expect these numbers to be easy to maintain. It seems, however, that this is not the case, as the PLA recently announced a decision to hire civilians to fill many of the roles traditionally held by officers.

Conscription is not really a problem for the PLA. First, it is legislated by law. Second, the potential pool of conscripts is not going to dwindle anytime soon. The PLA is, for many young kids in the countryside, a chance to escape the drudgeries of near-subsistence farming. Rural families are normally supportive of filling a quota if they have a son, less so if they have a daughter. Urban families are more constrained by the one-child policy and are starting to lose the allure for letting their only child join the army.

In the case of one PLA women’s sport team, the recruitment typically occurs at the age of 12-13, at which time the girls are sent to special schools to train and study, so that when they are old enough to join the PLA legally (18 years old), they have already mastered their sport. This allows the girls to complete their service obligation of 6 years (to pay for school) by the age of 24-25, leaving them still culturally eligible for marriage. Girls selected for the various PLA Song and Dance Troupes are sent to special schools as early as age 5, which can be witnessed on any televised variety stage show sponsored by or for the PLA.

The story is different for officer accessions. As an employer, the PLA is finding itself in stiff competition with the much higher paying high-tech industrial base, which is rapidly expanding in China. The need to modernize into a high-tech force capable of fighting on the 21st century battlefield means the PLA is seeking to hire officers from...
the very same pool of candidates from which Lenovo, Haier, AVIC, and a whole host of foreign companies are recruiting. At present, the PLA is able to meet their goals because of the vast economic disparity across China. The fact that the PLA operates its own college-level institutions allows them to recruit promising high school students from the villages of economically backward areas. The recruitment of these students is assisted by the presence of military departments at all levels of government. This is a recruiting support system that no other institution, with the obvious exception of the Communist Party itself, can claim.

This advantage is doomed to be lost as the economic growth expands domestically to include the harder to reach inner provinces. What today is an army led by coastal citizens and populated by Han Chinese from “upriver,” will soon find itself led by those upriver-sourced officers and populated by an ever-decreasing pool of economic recruits (those who join for economic reasons) and an increasing percentage of non-Hans. This will require the PLA to change its relationship significantly with the people, to give it a greater attraction among the growing middle class and among the ethnic minorities. This is a task the PLA recognizes as essential, and it is working hard to figure out how to accomplish this transition. A recent briefing by the Xinjiang Military District Command noted that the PLA now has five ethnic Uighur and one Kazakh general officers. This comment was intended to show that the PLA values the contributions of China’s ethnic minorities, but was followed by the realization that these numbers lagged far behind the civilian government numbers and will have to grow.15

The Educator.

I have already mentioned a key advantage of the PLA over other major employers in China — its own system of colleges and academies. This system is antiquated, however, and is no longer considered capable of preparing the number of junior officers, technicians, and conscripts needed to field an army under the high-tech conditions of the 21st century. In 2004, the ability to teach warfighting skills was enhanced by rotating former field commanders into teaching positions at the PLA’s National Defense University.16 In contrast, a
recent CMC decision has approved a plan to hire contract civilians to handle nonwarfighting jobs in support of the military. While details of just which jobs fall under this category are unavailable, it shows a recognition by the military leadership that it can no longer afford to recruit, educate, train, and retain qualified uniformed personnel for all of its required activities. It must, therefore, outsource certain jobs to civilian companies who can better recruit from the increasingly mobile population. This decision provides some insight into the limitations of the support provided to the PLA by the nation’s civilian leadership. This concern is strong enough to have made it into the toast presented to the PLA and foreign military attachés at the annual PLA Birthday celebration. In the same venue, the Minister of Defense also stressed the PLA’s leadership role as a model for ideological education.

PATH TO PARTY MEMBERSHIP

An unspoken role of the PLA is as a quick path to Party Membership. Current membership figures for the Communist Party are around 65 million, with the PLA-based membership always over one million. Approximately 95 percent of all Army officers are Party Members, while only 20 percent of enlisted have joined—or been allowed to join—the Party. These numbers are more reflective of a limitation the Party places on its members than of desires by its members. The author has met dozens of PLA officers over the years who will admit their Party Membership was more a job benefit than a personal goal. It is a necessary criterion for advancement beyond the rank of major, and for key assignments and prestige. But it does not garner any more pay; better housing, or other direct perks for the member, making several junior officers question its immediate benefit to them.

In early 2004, a new revision of the rules for Party recruitment was implemented which, according to the PLA Daily, drew on the experiences of recent recruiting drives. The article assures the reader that the original principles for membership have been retained, but the fact that they see a requirement to update the rules in order to “maintain progressiveness . . . of the CPC” demonstrates recognition of a changing recruiting base. So how does the PLA recruit its future
generation of officers? While details of the recruiting “plan” are not available to the author, much can be derived by asking the young officer candidates why they joined.

WHY JOIN THE PLA?

In discussions with National Defense Students (Guo Fang Sheng), roughly equivalent to the U.S. ROTC program, the majority stated that someone in their family had been or was in the military, and that they had been a major influence in convincing the students to join the program. Of 10 students interviewed at Nanjing University, two had parents currently in the military, while another four had either grandparents or uncles that had been PLA. One of the remaining four claims to have always dreamed of being a soldier. All 10 agreed the money paid toward tuition helped their decision to join. These percentages generally are reflective of other conversations the author has had with military cadets around the country, indicating a major source of officer recruiting is by portraying the army as a family business. Other reasons offered in discussions with school cadre and students are discussed below.

Quota.

Each military region is responsible for recruiting within its area of responsibility (AOR). They are given quotas from GSD, but the actual recruiting is decentralized from the Military Regions to the Districts, who work with the relative Provincial Military Headquarters.

Incentives/enticement.

National Defense Students are provided tuition assistance. In return, they incur a service obligation following graduation.

Sense of Duty (Nationalism).

Nationalism in China is reaching fervor. This extends well beyond those who actually join the military. Chatrooms and blogs are filled with pro-China and anti-everyone else rhetoric. 22
Combined with a rising interest in anything military, nationalism is creating a generation more aware of China’s role in the world and the importance of building a strong military to support this new role. When I asked a group of students who had accepted the National Defense scholarship how the recruiters had convinced them to decide so early to join the military, nationalism and patriotism was the number one response. One student went so far as to list the logic used to sign him, saying:

1. The recruiters persuaded us to work for the motherland.
2. They convinced us that the military provides a platform in which we could pursue our career goals (he was studying to be a computer engineer).
3. They assured us the PLA could provide a relatively good and stable quality of life.

In a follow-up with the school recruiter (a PLA Captain), he admitted that problems still exist with this technique—that it is not effective enough for the academically highest students. The students the author met with all had scores in the high 500s to low 600s on the national college entrance exams, good enough to gain entrance into Nanjing University, which is typically ranked around fifth in the nation.23

CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS CHANGING OVER TIME?

Traditionally, the Chinese peasant feared the army. Seeing an approaching army on the horizon was never good news. Typically, the sons were conscripted on the spot, while the crops were destroyed in the fields or stolen from the cribs. This relationship, such as it was, existed into the Nationalist Army period and was a critical component for the success of Mao’s Red Army in earning the respect of the peasants among which it hid during the fight against the Japanese and later against Chiang Kai-shek’s ruling Kuomintang (KMT). The PLA’s propaganda apparatus was very effective in promulgating the difference of the PLA by emphasizing the closeness to the people.24 This theme has somewhat changed since the end of the honeymoon on June 4, 1989. The PLA has become more professional over its 78
years of history. Today, posters calling for the people’s support to the nation’s defense do not exalt the PLA as much as the more abstract responsibility to love and defend the country.\textsuperscript{25} Even Minister of Defense General Cao Gangchuan openly admits the need to place a renewed emphasis on building reserve forces and strengthening the National Defense Mobilization Committees.\textsuperscript{26}

By the time of Deng Xiaoping’s Openness and Reform Period, the PLA had inculcated itself into society by consolidating gains made in the Cultural Revolution. Utilities that were “nationalized” were incorporated into local units, and Garrison Commanders became virtual warlords of their areas. This practice apparently was allowed to continue so long as it did not get out of hand. By the late 1980s, Deng’s Four Modernizations placed economic development squarely ahead of defense issues, forcing an even greater commitment of a unit’s time in nondefense-related activities. Units were forced to make up for themselves a budget share that could not maintain a decent quality of life, much less provide for ample training. In the mid 1990s, however, the need to modernize both the economy and the military signaled an end to the decentralization of quality-of-life budgeting. All division-level units and below were ordered to divest themselves of their businesses and get back into the training areas. This decision, in turn, required a steep increase in the central budget dedicated for defense issues, but since too much would have been destabilizing, much of the front-end research and development (R&D) and procurement lines were moved out of the MND and consolidated into the newly reorganized Committee on Science Technology and Industry for the National Defense (COSTIND). This divergence helps account for the consistent reduction of defense spending as a percentage of the overall state expenditures from 17.37 percent in 1979 to 7.6 percent in 2004.\textsuperscript{27}

\textbf{Post-Tiananmen.}

The PLA’s relationship with the people probably was never lower than in the years following the actions of late May and early June 1989, though the author doubts there was a corresponding drop in recruiting numbers. The PLA suffered not only from the general populace due to its obvious association with the hardliners in the
Politburo Standing Committee who had directed it to take action against the people, but also from within its own ranks. To date, this internal debate apparently is not entirely over, as witnessed by the astounding call of Dr. Jiang Yanyong in 2004 for the CPC to admit its errors that night 15 years earlier. Ironically, Dr. Jiang also played a major part in part of the PLA’s major come-back roles—taking charge in stopping the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak from reaching epidemic proportions. This action by the PLA, when other government agencies were denying a problem existed, helped convince skeptics that the major flood relief efforts of 1998 were not an anomaly; that the PLA was once again the People’s Army.

Currently, the PLA enjoys a widespread and growing recognition for its service to the nation. The corruptive practices of the 1980s have been dealt with, and the distrust from June 1989 into the early 1990s have faded with time. For the PLA’s part, it took stock of its floundering relationships and actively campaigned to restore its reputation. By the turn of the century, the PLA was well on its way, taking advantage, at the same time, of a new passion for youth video games. The more popular games in the exploding number of on-line gaming centers required knowledge of military tactics and weapons, fuelling a surge in the interest of China’s “Generation Y” for anything military related. Websites and chat rooms were created that specialized in everything from Military Doctrine and Strategy to the specific characteristics of the various types of military ammunition. Fashions discovered camouflage and cargo pockets, and no wardrobe is complete without some sort of unit patch-bearing muslin or rip-stop nylon. The military motif of a popular new nightclub in Beijing is advertised as one of its drawing points.

That being said, playing army and joining the army are two entirely different things, which the PLA is finding out to its chagrin. The kids who can afford to play these games, join the clubs, spend hours on the internet, and wear the latest fashions also can afford to avoid the lure of a free education in exchange for a 10-year commitment. They are the new urbanites from relatively wealthy double-income families who can send them to good high schools. They score relatively high on the entrance exams and therefore can get into the more prestigious universities. They are not, in the words of Howard Krawitz, “politically dependable members [of]
Chinese society most willing to accept the party’s authority and most susceptible to manipulation through propaganda.”  

Those who do not get accepted to the top schools often are sent overseas to attend university, for to accept a lower-end degree in China is to limit the wage-earning potential of the family’s only chance for a successful future—the only child.

**THE ONE-CHILD POLICY**

The one-child policy has had a tremendous effect on PLA recruiting and retention, especially among the growing population of females. A retired colonel who coached one of the PLA’s national sports teams explained that, with only one child, parents are reluctant to allow them to join the army. In the past, this was not the case, though the army typically would get the second or third child from families with a business background. For those already in the military, the effect of the one-child policy on their benefits has been positive. They are now allowed one trip home per year, vice the previous allowance of once every other year. According to a PLA squad leader, this change is attributable directly to complaints from parents under the one-child policy who were missing the traditional family observances with their only son or daughter deployed with the PLA.

The problem is common to societies whose economies are coming of age and whose members see a rosy future. How do you get intelligent, computer-savvy youth who will be needed to operate or command the operators of an army’s future high-tech equipment to give up the chance for a high-paying job and benefits to join the army? How do you get a college graduate—who traditionally could earn enough to hire a gardener if desired—to willingly waddle in the mud and rain, freeze at night, and bake during the day, just so he can lead a platoon of peasant conscripts in digging out irrigation ditches in momo cun [nowheresville] China? Worse yet, how do you get the increasingly computer-savvy peasant conscripts to dig that ditch? This is essentially the question directed to the commandant of the U.S. Army Infantry Center during a senior level visit of PLA officers in 2004. The visitors were astounded that the students were college graduates, were volunteers [for the Infantry], and were conducting
field training like privates. The head of the delegation invited the Commandant to visit China and explain to Chinese academy leaders how he motivates American lieutenants to “get down in the dirt and practice the drills.”

Efforts to find and fix this problem have been ongoing for several years. A study of the world’s other large militaries focuses primarily on those with over a million in uniform; the United States, Russia, and India. This effort has demonstrated perhaps the clearest split in the PLA since Tiananmen. From the author’s participation in many of the meetings to hear how the United States can help in professionalizing the PLA, several areas clearly are not agreed to by all within the PLA. While the author cannot always point to a specific reason, the body language, refusal to even sit in on sessions by certain staffs, and times when previous meetings were maligned by a member of another staff section, all point to an ongoing internal conflict on how best to modernize the personnel management system of the PLA—from recruitment through retirement and everything in between. To the author, it is clear that the GSD is not willing to trust that the GPD’s recruiting strategy will succeed.

NATIONALISM

Of interest is a simultaneous rise in nationalism within China. This rise corresponds with the same phenomenon throughout all of Northeast Asia, but combined with the increased interest in the military, one cannot help but speculate that at least some in the government and military condone the trend. Incentives also have risen to convince some to commit early to a military life, including tuition assistance, and a guaranteed technical assignment. In other words, the PLA will teach you a skill and pay you while you both learn and apprentice. And finally, when your commitment is over, the PLA’s commitment is not, as it is tasked to “demobilize” all of its officers into appropriate jobs. In many cases, this means finding an appropriate-level management position in a state-owned enterprise, but more recently, private and international corporations are being successfully contacted. A significant amount of the 2005 Defense Budget’s announced growth of 12 percent over the previous year apparently is dedicated to the costs of demobilization.
CONCLUSION

The actions taken in response to the changing recruitment pool indicates a split for the PLA at two distinct levels. First, the PLA is not as close to the people as it once was and still claims to be. That the PLA is searching for new ways to recruit and retain is an indication not only that the PLA is no longer seen as a good opportunity (relative to others), but that even the rise of nationalism is not enough to aid recruitment without internal adjustments by the PLA. Second is within the PLA itself, particularly between the GSD and GPD, over how to make the needed adjustments. The GSD is working to fix its training base to not only better prepare its officers for a changing environment, but also as a recruiting incentive to attract the better candidate to enter their training pipeline. The GPD is working to adjust promotions, pay systems, and assignments issues.

Both reflect a desire to recruit and retain through retirement the best officers. Both agree that what defines “best” in an officer is changing with the Revolution in Military Affairs and other ongoing changes within the PLA, and both are faced with the same pressures that competition for resources creates.

The difference in how to overcome these pressures, however, is the potential source of inter-staff competition. If the GSD creates a system of Education and Training that is based on getting what it gets (in qualitative terms) and then polishing a diamond from the rough, it may find itself in competition with the GPD’s ideas of increasing the quality of recruits at accession. This combination could also run counter to the GSD’s own goals by not providing a challenging enough academic environment for the increasingly smart youth being recruited out of the high schools and universities. On the other hand, if they build a system of PME institutions based on the GPD’s plan to entice higher quality recruits, they risk a mismatch in needed prerequisite knowledge should the GPD plan fail. If the two staffs get the combination right, however, each staff’s adjustments will have a synergistic improvement over the current system. This is an area to watch.

Another area to watch is the demographics of PLA recruitment. In much the same way that the University of Michigan’s Lee and Campbell Group is researching family relationships in Liaoning,
the issue of a shifting recruit pool needs to be studied in depth. Where are regional quotas being filled by actual volunteers, vice selections from an unwilling population? And from where are the officer candidates recruited? Are there demographic similarities that support analysis of a shifting recruitment pool? Can this pool be linked to economic conditions or academic opportunities? Is there a pattern geographically or in terms of economic opportunities that can be detected? And perhaps much can be deduced by asking the young members of China’s growing high-tech industries why they did not consider a career in the military. The PLA also will need to answer all of these questions in the coming years to determine if their reforms are having the desired impact.

The changing environment of the PLA’s civil-military relations is an important aspect of China’s overall social modernization and emergence as a regional and global power. Recruitment issues provide a good window into the PLA’s relations with the people, the government, and even the party. Further study is necessary to determine if the anecdotes presented in this chapter become trend lines. The outcome of this transition will determine whether the PLA retains its unique position in Chinese society as the unquestioning defender of the Communist Party, or as a professional military more motivated by affairs of the state. The future is fraught with contradictions. Ironically, the latter case is a possibility should the GPD succeed in its goal of attracting highly educated urban recruits, especially if they have the opportunity for overseas study before their PLA-sponsored political indoctrination. On the other hand, a more professional military—one that is closer to the government than to the party—also moves closer to the people, a long-time goal of the post-Tiananmen PLA.

Areas for further study include the use of nationalism as a recruiting tool, especially among the minorities, and whether the technologically growing PLA also is acquiring the requisite moral, ethical and legal bases for managing their personnel. As the PLA’s weaponry becomes more lethal, the failure to instill a sense of professionalism in their future leadership will create a danger to itself and to the region. It is for this reason that foreign scholars and governments alike should pay particular attention to this sector of the PLA’s transformation.
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CHAPTER 3

CHINA’S MILITARY BUILDUP: BEYOND TAIWAN?

Ellis Joffe

Although specialists on the Chinese military are divided as to the ramifications of China’s military modernization, there is widespread agreement that in the past few years the Chinese armed forces have made remarkable and unexpected progress. Even though the conventional wisdom only a few years ago was that the Chinese army was no match for the U.S. military and that the gap would widen, the surprising growth of Chinese military power clearly has become a serious consideration in U.S. Government assessments of China’s behaviour in its vicinity and beyond.

This growth was considered substantial enough by 2005 to have elicited expressions of concern, if not alarm, by top U.S. Government and intelligence officials over China’s military buildup. Its extent and implications were detailed in the report on China’s Military Power submitted to Congress by the Department of Defense (DoD) in July 2005,¹ which asserts that, although China does not face a direct threat from another country, it continues to increase its military buildup.

What, then, have been the objectives of China’s military buildup? How have they shaped its course and content? What does the buildup indicate about the possible use of China’s military power, and where is it headed?

The Objectives of China’s Military Buildup.

Although China’s military buildup began at the start of the 1980s, there is no doubt that the catalyst for its acceleration and for the acquisition of advanced capabilities from the late 1990s has been the emergence of the Taiwan issue in a form that is unacceptable to the Chinese—unacceptable because Taiwan leaders reject the “one China” principle and are intent on moving toward separation from
China. However, a broader look at the process shows that, despite the supreme significance of this issue, the process began in earnest before its emergence, and presumably will not end even if tensions over Taiwan will be reduced substantially, if not resolved.

The long-term objectives of China’s military modernization are more far-reaching than the Taiwan issue: they are to provide the military underpinning for China’s coveted rise to great power status, beginning with the attainment of regional preeminence backed by military power. However, China’s leaders realized from the outset that the enormous gap between their capabilities and whatever capabilities were commensurate with their long-range objectives was unbridgeable for a long time due to the appalling backwardness of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and the low level of China’s economic and technological development. China’s leaders therefore opted for slow and incremental military advances rather than for major but unrealistic attempts to modernize rapidly.

In the meantime, their long-term objectives remained dormant and did not influence the course of military modernization for more than a decade. During this decade, modernization proceeded unevenly: following a successful spurt in the early 1980s, it slowed down until the end of the period. However, this spurt was limited largely to the nontechnological aspects of the army’s combat capabilities and was marked mainly by the upgrading of old weapons rather than the acquisition of new ones.

The turning point occurred in the early 1990s with the appearance of several factors conducive to military modernization. The fortuitous combination of these factors convinced Chinese leaders that their long-term objectives did not have to remain dormant any longer, and enabled them to begin the long process of building up military forces that are essential for a rising power. From then on, these objectives have provided the broad strategic impetus to the step up of China’s military buildup.

The first factor was the Gulf War. The vast array of modern weapons that demolished the Iraqi army demonstrated dramatically to the Chinese military that, despite a decade of modernization, their armed forces were still generations behind those of the United States. Not that this was news to them, but knowing something theoretically
was one thing, seeing it on their screens, quite another. And what they saw convinced the Chinese that they had to initiate sweeping changes that would begin to pull the PLA out of its backwardness and prepare it for a different kind of war: “limited war under high technology conditions.” These changes encompassed operational doctrines and training, but the most pressing need was for new weapons.

Meeting this need was beyond the capacity of China’s military industries that were mired in technological backwardness and bureaucratic incompetence. Although the Chinese also began to initiate reforms in these industries, it was clear that this would be a long process, the success of which was not guaranteed. In the meantime, the Chinese surely would have been unable to move ahead if not for the second factor that worked in their favor: the collapse of the Soviet Union and the availability from 1992 of advanced weapons from Russia. In turning to Russia, the Chinese broke two of their own rules against large imports of new weapons: the desire not to become dependent on foreign suppliers and the difficulty of absorbing such weapons. The readiness of the Chinese to do this, and the timing of the arms deals, which began several years before the Taiwan crisis, was a clear indication of China’s desire to push ahead with military modernization independent of specific contingencies.

The third factor was economic. Modern weapons are expensive. China is estimated to have spent about $20 billion on imports from Russia alone, with some $12 billion worth of weapons and equipment delivered by 2004. High cost was the chief reason for the small quantities of weapons that the Chinese had bought until then, and it was the strongest rationale of the Deng Xiaoping leadership for rejecting military demands for more money. Its argument was that economic development had to precede military advances. By the early 1990s, this argument began to weaken. After a brief recession due to leadership differences that followed the suppression of the Tiananmen demonstrations, the Chinese economy began to move ahead rapidly. Deng’s 1992 “southern tour,” during which he castigated conservative leaders who opposed China’s transition to a market economy, broke the logjam and released the enormous energies that have powered China’s subsequent economic surge. The new party leader, Jiang Zemin, could no longer hold off the financial
demands of the generals by telling them that they had to wait for the expansion of the economy.

Jiang could not hold them off for political reasons as well. Lacking the political authority and military stature of his predecessors, Jiang could not rely on the automatic support of the military, as they could. Although his rise had been sanctioned by Deng, Jiang had to win over the generals by being receptive to their needs. Foremost among these was money. In addition, Jiang genuinely seemed to be committed to modernizing the armed forces not only for internal political reasons, but also because he was fully aware both of their backwardness and of their importance for advancing China’s external aims.

Despite the push that this combination of factors gave to military modernization in the interest of far-off objectives, progress still was relatively slow until the second half of the 1990s precisely because the objectives were far off. What the endeavor lacked was a strategic focus that would give it a clearly defined target and a sense of urgency. This much-needed focus was provided by the emergence of the Taiwan issue.

Taiwan and China’s Military Buildup.

The Taiwan issue first emerged in a new and, from China’s standpoint, provocative form as a result of Taiwan President Lee Teng-hui’s trip to the United States in 1995, which sparked a crisis that intensified for nearly a year and reached a climax during the spring of 1996 in the run-up to elections in Taiwan. In the end, the crisis brought two U.S. carrier groups into the vicinity of Taiwan, and forced a humiliating Chinese retreat from missile firing exercises. Tensions remained high in the following years and were further exacerbated by Lee Teng-hui’s 1999 enunciation of the “two state” theory. As his successor, Chen Shui-bian, continued to push for the de facto separation of Taiwan from China, the Taiwan issue remained deadlocked.

After the 1995-96 crisis, the Chinese began to prepare for military action in order to prevent separation. There is no doubt that from the outset of their preparations the Chinese considered such action to be only a means of last resort, not only because of the uncertainty of the outcome, but also because of the enormous political and economic
damage that it would wreak on a rising China. At the same time, there also is hardly any doubt that in the event of a formal declaration of independence by Taiwan, concern for national honor, international credibility, and internal politics would leave the Chinese little choice except to make good on their threat of war. Nonetheless, their preparations were designed first of all to deter war, not to wage it.

Not that militarily the Chinese had much choice. The gap between their capability and an effective warfighting one was evidently still too wide for the Chinese to contemplate seriously an invasion of the island, even without the possibility of American intervention. Their initial steps, therefore, were directed at increasing and improving their missiles opposite Taiwan on the apparent assumption that the threat of a missile strike would deter the Taiwanese from pushing for separation too far.³

Whether at this time the Chinese already were certain of an American counterattack if they struck Taiwan with missiles is not clear, but given the dispatch of carrier groups in 1996 and the U.S. policy of “strategic ambiguity” toward the Taiwan issue, they must have taken such a possibility into account. In any case, missiles alone could only be an interim solution for the Chinese. First, because there was always the possibility that a missile attack, while crippling Taiwan, might not bring about its capitulation, leaving Taiwan defiant and China without the option of following up its attack with an invasion. Such a failure would cause China an enormous loss of national face. It would damage severely China’s relations with the United States, even if the United States refrained from military action. And it would harm China’s economy, international posture, and regional relations. The Chinese surely could settle for nothing less than Taiwan’s surrender.

Similar calculations presumably came into effect in case China tried to subjugate Taiwan by imposing a naval blockade. A blockade—the forms of which could range from marking shipping lanes for missile strikes, through physical stopping of ships, to submarine attacks—could presumably undermine Taiwan’s economy, or even destroy it if imposed over a long period. However, this, too, was an unsure option due to uncertainty about its results, as well as doubts about China’s ability to enforce it, the possibility of U.S. intervention, and international pressure.
This left only one certain option—a successful invasion and occupation of Taiwan. However, in the second half of the 1990s, China was woefully unprepared to undertake such an invasion. Its weapons were still far from adequate, new ones were still in the process of absorption, and indigenous acquisition programs begun several years previously—especially of naval vessels—was still in early stages. Chinese troops, moreover, apparently were still not ready for complex operations.

At the same time, by the end of the decade the possibility of U.S. intervention became, for the Chinese, a certainty. The “U.S.-led” North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) bombardment of Yugoslavia during the Kosovo crisis was viewed by the Chinese as reflecting U.S. readiness to bully other nations in order to impose its will. Foremost among America’s adversaries, as the Chinese saw it, was China, whose rise to great power status the United States was determined to block.

The conclusion was clear to the Chinese: their armed forces had to be capable of conquering Taiwan and coping with U.S. intervention. A concerted effort to acquire this capability therefore became the strategic focus of China’s accelerated military buildup. Its specific aims have been to enable China’s armed forces to overrun Taiwan rapidly, preferably before the United States intervenes; to deter the United States by raising the costs of intervention; to deny U.S. forces access to the theatre of operations, primarily by improving China’s naval capabilities; and, if all else fails, to defeat the United States in combat around Taiwan.

China’s weapons acquisition and troop preparations have both been oriented toward these aims. Foremost among the new or improved weapons have been ballistic and cruise missiles; submarines and surface vessels armed with advanced attack and defense systems; sea lift capabilities; advanced aircraft, new air refueling capabilities, and early warning and control aircraft; and new air defense systems. For the ground forces, the emphasis has been on improved armor and artillery, helicopters, amphibious capabilities, and joint service operations. Command, control, communications, and computer systems also were improved, as well as logistics and the use of information technology.\(^4\)
Although it is clear that, as a result of these efforts, the Chinese have increased greatly the quality and quantity of weapons and equipment, it is not at all clear what progress they have made in the professionalism and proficiency that are required to make effective use of their new acquisitions. The extent of such progress is uncertain. Even though the Chinese have increased slightly the transparency of their armed forces, this has not contributed much to facilitating an assessment of their combat capability. Nonetheless, there can be little doubt that the proven quality of Chinese soldiers and basic-level leaders, combined with new weapons and extensive preparations, have increased greatly the reach and effectiveness of the PLA.

How does this increase relate to the objectives of their buildup? The Pentagon report is vague on this question. It states that “the cross-Strait balance of power is shifting toward Beijing” and notes that China’s “attempt to hold at risk U.S. naval forces . . . approaching the Taiwan Strait” potentially poses “a credible threat to modern militaries operating in the region.” At the same time, it notes major defects in interservice coordination, joint operations, and operational experience, and states that “China’s ability to project conventional military beyond its periphery remains limited.” Nevertheless, the bottom line seems to be that an acceleration of China’s military modernization threatens stability in the Taiwan Straits and the safety of U.S. personnel.

Top U.S. naval experts take exception to this view of China’s threat on the seas. According to one, all of China’s outstanding strategic problems are maritime, so it is not surprising that it is building up its naval forces. China is not building a huge navy for sea control but is aiming at sea denial with submarines, land-based aircraft, and ballistic missiles. To achieve this, the Chinese need a highly sophisticated targeting network that would not be vulnerable to disruption. This is a very ambitious objective, and China still has a long way to go. The U.S. Navy will have time to take appropriate action to make sure that U.S. forces are not denied access to the region.  

Do the Chinese think they are on the way to achieving this objective with respect to Taiwan? Obviously this is not a subject that they tend to discuss openly, and their occasional public statements are marked
by bravado and confidence. However, during an internal debate on China’s security several years ago, some Chinese analysts candidly acknowledged U.S. military superiority over China in a Taiwan conflict.⁶ Although China has made much progress since then, so has the United States, and it is doubtful whether Chinese strategists now consider the Chinese armed forces capable of stopping or defeating the United States in a Taiwan conflict.

One clue to their thinking in 2005 inadvertently may have been given by a Chinese general known for his outspoken views. Responding to a reporter’s question about China’s ability to defend itself against U.S. intervention (especially with aircraft carriers) in a Taiwan conflict, he replied that China is the weak side, and the balance of power between the United States and China is such that China has no capability to wage a conventional war against the United States. In the event of war, therefore, China will have to respond with nuclear weapons.⁷ Although his preposterous conclusion was presumably a silly attempt at weakening American resolve over Taiwan, his admission of China’s inferiority probably reflects a realistic appraisal that is widespread among the Chinese military.

In conclusion, China may be able to invade and occupy Taiwan, and it may be able to inflict damage on U.S. forces approaching the battle zone. But it clearly does not have the ability to deny access to these forces. Since this is one of China’s main objectives in the event of war, it will continue to build up its forces to that end as long as the Taiwan issue remains unresolved. But is this the only objective driving China’s military buildup?

**Beyond Taiwan?**

This is a difficult question because China’s accelerated buildup has “dual-use” possibilities. Even if the strategic focus and fuel for the buildup has been provided by the Taiwan issue, the new weapons and improved combat skills acquired for that purpose already have given China a capability that it can use for limited purposes beyond Taiwan. For example, the penetration of an advanced Chinese submarine into Japanese waters in November 2004 may have been a response to rising tensions with Japan, especially due to Japan’s
strengthening of strategic ties with the United States. And in another show of force, five Chinese naval vessels, including a missile destroyer and two missile frigates, were spotted by the Japanese in September 2005 in the vicinity of a disputed undersea exploration site.

Since China’s purpose is to disable U.S. forces as far from Taiwan as possible, it will continue to develop naval and air capabilities that increase its regional reach. As these capabilities develop, China might be inclined to use them against other countries in the region as backup for its diplomatic or economic interests. As long as the Taiwan issue continues to generate tensions, the military buildup increasingly will provide China with “dual-use” capabilities. But what if both sides settle on a stable status quo and tensions are vastly reduced?

It is a safe bet that the military buildup will continue. Just as in the early 1990s China’s leaders took initial steps toward developing the armed forces appropriate for a rising power unrelated to Taiwan, so they view the continuation of this development as an essential component of China’s ascent. China’s stunning surge in the world economy and the concurrent rise in its international stature can only have strengthened this view. The necessity of acquiring this component is underlined by the concern of China’s leaders over the impact of U.S. power on the global situation, and on China’s security as a result of its military presence and its alliances, most notably with Japan, in the region. It also is underlined by their concern for protecting China’s sea lines of communication, especially in view of its thirst for oil. If the Chinese continue on their current trajectory, it is possible that they will present a substantial military challenge to U.S. preeminence in the Western Pacific in a couple of decades.

However, without Taiwan as the driving force, the scope and pace of the future buildup might be reduced. The buildup also will be influenced by some of the same factors that started it in the first place. First, although the continued availability of Russian weapons is not ensured, given the unease of some Russian generals with the building up of China’s armed forces, China’s improving military industry presumably will be able to fill many of China’s needs.

More important will be the future state of China’s economy. If it continues to develop at similar levels, it will be difficult for the political leaders to make big cuts in the military budget on
economic grounds. Even so, if rural and urban unrest increases due
to widespread disaffection, a leadership worried about instability
might try to reduce increases in military appropriations in order to
divert funds to these sectors. However, if the economic fault lines
identified by many observers cause a serious economic slowdown, if
not worse, the military undoubtedly will be under pressure to reduce
expenses.

How competing economic and military demands balance out will
depend largely on civil-military relations. Almost a year after Hu
Jintao replaced Jiang Zemin as head of the military establishment, his
relations with the generals seem to be correct but cool. The military’s
expressions of support for Hu are sparse and lukewarm; his public
presence on the military scene is low key, if not elusive; and Hu’s
statements of support for military modernization are perfunctory.

This coolness presumably reflects the increasing separation
between a development-oriented civil leadership and an increasingly
insular professional military. If Hu succeeds in consolidating his
control over the generals—primarily by using his vast institutional
powers of appointment and dismissal—he should have no difficulty
in keeping down the military budget in the event of an economic
slowdown. If not, his attempt to do this presumably will cause friction.
Nonetheless, the dominant factor shaping civil-military relations
will be the common objective of building up China’s military power
for the sake of objectives arising out of an assertive nationalism.
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PART II

WAR AND DEFENSE MODERNIZATION
INTRODUCTION

The September 11, 2001 (9/11), terrorist attacks on America provided a strategic opening for China and the United States to rebuild bilateral relations most recently damaged by the April 2001 EP-3 Incident. President Jiang Zemin, watching the unfolding events on CNN, wasted little time in contacting President Bush to express his condolences personally. The following month, President Bush attended the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum hosted by the Chinese in Shanghai. Meeting President Jiang for the first time, President Bush cautiously began to reenergize the bilateral relationship. With top-down authority on both sides, relations shifted to a more positive and constructive approach that have continued to grow over the last 5 years.

While overall bilateral ties moved in a more positive direction after 9/11, both the Chinese and American militaries remained mutually wary and cautious. The U.S. Secretary of Defense, for example, did not choose to make his first official visit to China until October 2005, 5 years after assuming office, and 4 years after President Bush told Jiang Zemin in October 2001 that military-to-military ties were an important part of bilateral relations and should be resumed. While bilateral military activity has increased gradually since 9/11, with promises for more contacts in 2006, they remain uncertain and vulnerable to recurring cancellations and postponements.

During the October 2001 APEC meeting, President Jiang Zemin expressed strong opposition to terrorism. He said China supported military operations in Afghanistan, but it was not open-ended support, and he cautioned that Afghanistan’s sovereignty and
independence must be ensured. The APEC meeting, nonetheless, led the way for U.S.-China counterterrorism intelligence cooperation and China’s general acquiescence to the U.S. military intervention in Afghanistan, as well as U.S. cooperation with Pakistan and Central Asia.

Whereas they were more cautiously supportive of operations in Afghanistan against the Taliban as a direct response to 9/11, China’s collective leadership was far less supportive of U.S. intentions to resort to military action in Iraq to remove Saddam Hussein, although they were not capable of stopping military action. In general, Chinese leaders put a priority on maintaining stable relations with post-9/11 America, while asserting China’s fundamental foreign policy principles (expressed in the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence), which provide a counterpoint to U.S. priorities and international action since 9/11. At the same time, China’s leaders used the mechanisms of influence available to them, such as the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), to protect and promote China’s national interests along China’s periphery from India and Pakistan to Central Asia and Russia, often in reaction to U.S. initiatives to support Afghanistan operations and the wider war on terrorism.

In the summer of 2002, China’s official press began to question U.S. motives toward Iraq, particularly after President Bush’s West Point commencement address in which he implied that the United States would use preemptive and unilateral force. Chinese military interlocutors in Beijing at the time expressed surprise and frustration with the “Bush Doctrine.” Some in the official press attributed this “shift” in U.S. policy to America’s global dominance, which stimulated “hegemony.” The polemic analysis in civilian and military press in response to the Bush Doctrine sidestepped any recognition that any country, including China during its 1979 unilateral and preemptive intervention in Vietnam, reserves the unstated right to resort to preemptive military action against national threats. These criticisms of the United States were largely masked behind the “personal opinions” of the writers, which avoided damaging bilateral relations with more direct official criticisms.

Yuan Jing-dong, a Chinese national security academic writing for a Western audience succinctly characterized China’s complicated policy toward U.S. military intervention in Iraq based on three often
contradictory considerations: (1) China’s principle of sovereignty and nonintervention, (2) U.S.-China relations in the post-9/11 era, and (3) “[China’s] growing concern over the implications for [China’s] security [within the context] of an expanding campaign against terrorism.” Chinese civilian leaders and the military worried what implications U.S. preemptive action could have on China’s national security. In particular, the Bush Doctrine raised old and new worries about whether or not the United States might be more inclined to intervene on Taiwan’s behalf. After the 2002 State of the Union address, they also faced the prospect that the United States might attack North Korea militarily, which the President had identified as a member of an “axis of evil.” Lacking sufficient power to persuade the superpower, and also prudently assessing that confrontation would only undermine China’s long-term national interests, especially economic development, the Chinese leadership sought nonconfrontational and new indirect ways to promote Chinese interests. Consequently, China’s post-9/11 national security strategy has given more weight to diplomatic cooperation with the United States. At the same time, China has sought to enhance its image as a positive force for peace and economic development within the Asia-Pacific and the rest of the world.

As a result of a more cooperative approach to the United States, the general arch of U.S. China bilateral relations since 2001 has been relatively positive and cooperative, dominated by diplomatic cooperation under the purview of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA). The People’s Liberation Army (PLA), for the time being, is taking a back seat on national security policy. Since 2003, China’s leadership has taken greater initiative, such as its work to ease tensions on the Korean Peninsula, which has enhanced bilateral ties and raised China’s stature in the Asia-Pacific region and globally.

While the possibility of an American intervention in East Asia was raised by the Bush Doctrine, which required delicate handling, China nonetheless also has benefited from the strategic breathing room of a distracted and aggressive United States. Particularly since 2003, the United States remains intensely focused on achieving complete “victory” in Iraq stabilization and reconstruction. Extensive work also remains unfinished in Afghanistan, while the vital mission to protect the U.S. homeland against terrorist attacks has been
unfulfilled in key areas. Beyond security issues directly arising from America’s global war on terrorism, domestic challenges, such as the need for extensive domestic recovery and reconstruction in the wake of the Katrina disaster, weigh heavily on the attention of leaders at all levels of government and national resources. Combined with the U.S. intent to reduce its military footprint in Asia, the U.S. focus on Iraq provides China with an opportunity to strengthen its own influence among Asia neighbors.

But beneath the relatively positive political atmospherics and targeted bilateral cooperation, the foundation of U.S.-China ties remains unstable and vulnerable to disruption during the next bilateral crisis. As China’s confidence and military capabilities mature, and issues that are essential to China’s national security, such as Taiwan reunification, remain unresolved, the U.S. preoccupation allows China to reshape its regional presence. Core issues of potential conflict in the bilateral relationship merely have been papered over. Resolution of explosive issues, such as Taiwan, remain perpetually deferred to an undetermined future, when it may be too late to negotiate peaceful solutions. Mutual threat perceptions, distrust, and even underlying hostility, particularly between the militaries and other influential national security actors in each country, are potential tinder to the overall relationship.

Despite cosmetic improvements since the EP-3 incident, the bilateral military relationship continues to be treated as an expendable facet of bilateral relations, or a stick with which to beat the other side to demonstrate distrust and suspicion. Within national security and military circles on both sides of the Pacific, it is now common to entertain the likelihood of conflict between China and the United States as an inevitable outcome. Some even cavalierly welcome the prospects of a conflict between the United States and China, too easily disregarding the potential costs of such a confrontation or what end-state such a war could achieve. Consequently, the next bilateral crisis easily could wipe away this recent positive trend, but this time the consequences to regional stability could be quite high, and the ability for both sides to recover may prove elusive.

Within this complex and contradictory civil-military context, an examination of China’s ongoing national security assessment and adjustments to a post-9/11 America may provide a more realistic, if
sober, view of mid to long-term U.S.-China relations than the current rosy picture provides. At a time of post-9/11 global military activism, U.S. operations in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as its antiterror operations in other countries, have been of particular interest and concern to Chinese leaders, academics, diplomats, and military observers, causing China to adjust its national security posture in Central Asia, for example, as well as its bilateral relationship with Russia. Below the strategic level, the Chinese military plays a role in assessing operational capabilities that the Chinese military may have to fight or employ itself in the future as its military develops modern informational military capabilities. Having been at peace internationally since the 1979 intervention in Vietnam, the PLA lacks any modern military wartime experience. Consequently, observations of America at war in Afghanistan and Iraq provide proxy experience for study, evaluation, and adaptation to the PLA modernization.

This chapter examines overall analytical trends in both civilian and military writings on the U.S. war in Iraq and Afghanistan. Civilian writings tend to focus on the strategic level and overall foreign policy issues that address why the United States intervened and what it hopes to achieve internationally and in terms of U.S. national security. Military writings concentrate on how the military has carried out its operations and the tactics employed.

This is not intended to be an exhaustive study of all Chinese writings, but rather draws on a representative sample. Many of the Chinese writings (civilian and military) heavily exploit Western (especially American) writings on the war. The use of indirection, particularly when criticizing the United States, has been strong in Chinese open source writings, so the author has attempted to filter out original Chinese viewpoints, rather than regurgitate Western writings.

The chapter addresses the following strategic questions:

- Why, according to Chinese assessments, did the United States militarily intervene in Iraq and Afghanistan? What are its long-terms goals as they affect China? What are the implications of U.S. military intervention on China’s national security?
- How has China’s threat assessment of the United States been effected by the Iraq and Afghanistan military operations?
• What strategic opportunities do the U.S. interventions in Iraq and Afghanistan provide China and how are the Chinese exploiting these?
• Has China’s assessment of America’s comprehensive strength and influence, as well as its military, changed since 9/11?

At the operational and tactical level, the chapter will identify some of the PLA’s main areas of interest and discuss how the PLA is using these American operations to promote its own interests and enhance their own military modernization.

THE ROLE OF THE PLA IN NATIONAL SECURITY DECISIONMAKING

The PLA has enjoyed a monopoly over military matters in China during much of the reform era since 1979. Loose civilian oversight depended upon key personalities at the highest levels, such as Deng Xiaoping, who possessed Long March military credentials, or Jiang Zemin, who tried to follow the Deng model despite his lack of military experience. Jiang worked assiduously to buttress his position as Deng’s heir by developing special links to military leaders through promotions and intense courting.

Over time the PLA’s role and influence on central politics declined in relative terms. In national security affairs where Chinese policies toward the United States remain centrally and tightly controlled, the PLA plays a subordinate role, but it still can influence policy by advocating certain positions. It can also shape policy through its management of military information.

Military influence on national policy is not unique to China. The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) influences national policy and public threat perceptions of China when it emphasizes particular aspects of Chinese military modernization in the Annual Report to Congress, or when Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld pointedly questions Chinese intentions for acquiring certain military capabilities and declaring that China has no threats that justify these, for examples. Although the PLA has come to play a more “normal” role as one of many interest groups in Chinese politics, it still is unique
in the amount of control and compartmentalization it exercises over military information. Further, the PLA’s special relationship to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) through its officer corps, all ostensibly embedded Party members, assures the PLA will have special influence over foreign policy, although not necessarily decisive. In bilateral military relations, as an example of PLA power and influence, the PLA is often a check on greater openness and transparency in the name of protecting “state secrets,” which may inhibit the scope of bilateral relations. In the case of the EP-3, the PLA could not resolve the international crisis with the United States, which was the responsibility of the MFA to resolve, but they could inhibit resolution through withholding of information and general foot dragging, which complicated MFA negotiations. The PLA also withheld health information during the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) crisis, for example, which could have helped the central authorities respond quicker to the crisis.

ASSESSING AMERICA’S MILITARY OPERATIONS

The Chinese view of the U.S. military’s performance in Afghanistan and Iraq can be found openly in the official press, as well as military and civilian works published throughout China. Relatively well-informed academics and journalists, who interviewed named and unnamed military experts, have written extensively on various aspects of the operations. Writers also have depended on Western sources, quoting Americans at length. While many reports are long quotes of Western media and government statements, others pick and choose criticisms, which allow the Chinese official press to criticize the United States, using Western reporting.

In general, strategic level discussions of the motives and objectives of U.S. military interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq are discussed freely in official civilian press reports such as People’s Daily and People’s Liberation Daily and academic journals. The talking points are highly disciplined and reinforce one another through repetition. Operational and tactical assessments can be found in technical and academic journals, both civilian and military. At the operational and tactical level, Chinese writings on Iraq and Afghanistan are
more technical. These technically oriented assessments address capabilities. The articles tend to be straightforward discussions of U.S. capacity, sometimes without comment of the implications for PLA modernization. At other times, however, the articles imply that the PLA also must have these capabilities as part of its modernization effort, if it hopes to provide a viable deterrent capability or will have to fight the U.S. military in the near future. Countermeasures generally are not discussed directly in open sources publications; however, mistakes and miscalculations that the U.S. military makes often are discussed in some detail. The needs of the PLA in terms of doctrine and procedures, as well as capabilities, are also discussed in general terms, with emphasis on operational and tactical logistics, high-technology weapons and equipment, information technology, and psychological operations.

With some exceptions, Chinese civilian and military observers of the 21-day military campaign to topple Saddam Hussein viewed U.S. military operations with admiration for the speed of offensive operations and the employment of high-technology weapons and equipment. The U.S. arsenal of military precision-guided weapons, high-tech communications, and modern throughput logistics system performance were praised in broad, sometimes unrealistic, terms. Many compared these capabilities to the Gulf War, and noted how far the U.S. military capability had developed as a fully informational force. The brevity of the military campaign reinforced the view of some Chinese analysts that the PLA must acquire modern weapons and equipment faster to develop into an effective force. Although peer military capability with the United States is judged to be far beyond China’s reach for the near to mid-term, some analysts argued that China must possess high-technology weaponry and equipment in the information age to deter a preemptive attack on China’s territory. Some writers charged that the dramatic mismatch between the Iraqi military and U.S. forces demeaned the value of the U.S. defeat of Iraqi forces, but many Chinese observers remained focused on the methods and results of American high-technology and its information age military.

Professor Qiao Xinsheng of the Zhongshan University of Finance, Economy, Political Science, and Law writes an example of an academic, nontechnical piece focused on a polemic criticism of the
U.S. war in Iraq,\textsuperscript{11} including an examination of several “paradoxes” of the war. He wrote, for example, that the Iraq War was a “real war,” in which two powerful armies met in battle, but it also was an “unreal war,” in which one side (Iraqi military) melted away into the general population, rather than defend its positions or take effective measures to delay the advancing U.S. Army, such as destroying bridges.\textsuperscript{12}

Qiao said Iraq was a “just war,” because a hated dictator was disposed. But it also was an “evil war” because it lacked clear international legal authority and caused untold suffering for the Iraqi people. The American goal to liberate the Iraqi people, who had suffered for years under a ruthless dictator and 12 years of sanctions, was undermined, Qiao wrote, by the number of civilian casualties and damage to property that the U.S. military operation caused.\textsuperscript{13}

Qiao observed that although the war seemed to be prepared carefully, with advance assembly of forces and materiel over a period of months, it also was launched hastily without the support of Turkey and lacking an effective plan for reconstruction.\textsuperscript{14} Writing prior to the insurgency in the summer 2003, Qia wrote that the American “victory” in battle did not justify the use of force. He thought that the Iraq War provided an “impressive display” of American military capability, but in the end, he wrote, “the most modern military in the world could only defeat an underdeveloped Iraqi military, which easily allowed the Americans to decapitate the Iraqi regime.”\textsuperscript{15}

Further, Qiao saw the Iraq War primarily as “America’s war.” Unlike the 1991 Gulf War, which had a powerful coalition force that shared a large portion of the costs of that war, the Iraq War had a small coalition of the willing and depended largely on a preponderance of American forces, equipment, weapons, and financing.\textsuperscript{16}

Several commentaries concentrated on the miscalculations of the Iraq War, in particular. For example, a commentary by Lin Bo of the National Defense University Strategic Studies Research Institute on March 27, 2003, analyzed military miscalculations during the first week of the conflict. He wrote that the “myth of the U.S. military’s “zero casualties” (more a reflections of Chinese beliefs that the United States would shrink away from escalating American casualties). He argued that the strategy of “no contact” (stand off) war, created in
the 1990s, had been “demolished.” Lin assessed that the Iraq War could not be fought, let alone won, merely through air and precision guided attacks. He echoed what many retired American soldiers would also conclude—only land power can seize and hold terrain and ferret out a hidden enemy and command structure.

Lin also noted several “lessons” from the war, such as the “taboo” of making last minute changes during battle preparations because of the “failure” to get Turkey to support a northern route of advance, which left the 4th Infantry Division on board ships in the Mediterranean. According to Lin, this caused a shortfall in U.S. ground forces, which led to problems during the battle. Lin’s focus on the plan and a failure to follow the script is more of a political comment on U.S.-Turkey relations than a military assessment, despite any debate of whether or not the United States has ever provided sufficient troops to accomplish the mission in Iraq. Lin’s attention on the plan also reflects a difference between Chinese and American military planners. Chinese planning tends to be rigidly developed from the top to the bottom. Chinese military planners stress the importance of “the plan” and executing it to the letter. American military planners and commanders, on the other hand, value advance planning, but also flexibility to adjust to the conditions on the ground, according to the situation and relying on the initiative of officers and soldiers alike.

Among the other lessons Lin identified, he anticipated problems to come when he predicted: “Once the war gets into the stage of urban warfare and guerrilla fighting, it will be difficult for the United States to bring its advantages to bear, and its casualties [will mount].” He assessed that the use of outdated U.S. equipment in some units would cause higher casualties, a situation that would hurt some units that lacked sufficient body armor and hardened vehicles. He also said problems in the military information system would lead to friendly fire and misdirected attacks.

In terms of the overall shortcomings of U.S. forces, Lin wrote that the war against Iraq exposed numerous problems in the U.S. military information systems. He noted that U.S. guided missiles hit a British [jet] fighter because the enemy identification systems analysis was “not stable.” He also wrote that numerous incidents of “impeded signals” also occurred, which disrupted operations. In the
battle of Umm Qasr, for example, Lin noted that the United States and Iraqis fought for 5 hours while ground support aircraft took a very long time arriving—a delay he attributed to communications system problems.

Lin found that the U.S. military global positioning system (GPS) experienced interference and, consequently, precision bombing effectiveness was not as good as “publicized.” Additionally, he said, U.S. fighters violated Iranian airspace and launched a number of missiles into Iranian territory, which resulted in Iranian casualties.19

Although Lin’s comments also were reflected in Western analysis before and after the war, they nonetheless present a view of Chinese modernization priorities and concerns, such as communications, precision bombing, close air support, use of GPS, etc. Such comments also could serve to caution a domestic audience in the PLA leadership that may be inclined to overemphasize acquisition of high-technology as the magic weapon for PLA modernization. Lin’s assessment does not reflect any appreciation of the softer elements of military power, such as training, nor the battlefield complications that can degrade the effectiveness of weapons and equipment for any informational era army, including a modernized PLA.

Another report in People’s Liberation Daily directly questioned whether U.S. forces intended to remain in Iraq “because, in the global strategy of the United States, having troops stationed in Iraq is of major strategic significance.” The commentary of this author, Yu Zi, was consistent with other civilian commentaries that claimed the United States seeks control over Middle East oil, while others see the U.S. role to be a more expansive objective to unilaterally shape the world in America’s favor. Yu noted that, although the United States said it would withdraw when “the conditions are right,” the United States likely would only “withdraw its forces from Iraq in a limited, controlled, and gradual manner.” He added that the United States would concurrently, “ask the UN [United Nations] to send international peacekeeping forces (which actually may quite possibly still be mainly U.S. forces) to Iraq in order to ensure the military presence and dominant position of the United States there.”20

In an otherwise admiring report on the Internet version of People’s Daily by Li Xuejiang,21 the author wrote: “While the United States spent nearly a year to prepare for it, when it came the time to start
it, it was launched in a hurry,” which echoed other criticisms. Li added, “the advance [to Baghdad] was met with repeated resistance, eventually the quick end came with the surprisingly easy capture of the capital . . . the victory was won after all in only 3 weeks. A war myth was thus created,” which he suspected had less to do with the ability of the American forces and more to do with the voluntary collapse of Iraqi forces.

“In all fairness,” he continued, “the U.S. military is really good and laudable for many of its innovations in strategy and tactics.” First, he said, the “decapitation operation” was effective. The U.S. military persistently and continuously used its absolute domination of the air and superiority in precision guidance technology to “track-bomb” Saddam and his senior officials. As a result, he said, the Iraqi army lost its commander-in-chief and became disorganized like a group of “headless flies.”

Second, the “theory of shock and awe” was applied successfully, Li wrote. “With its air superiority,” it was like “entering an unpeopled land,” as the United States carried out an unprecedented large-scale bombing of the Iraqi capital. The strategy overwhelmed Iraqi commanders, disintegrating and demoralizing the army, and the Iraqis soon realized that it was impossible to fight the superior U.S. military, he wrote. Consequently, the Iraqi military reached the “pessimistic conclusion” that to put up a desperate resistance would be “like hitting an egg against a rock,” and they fled or surrendered.

Third, Li judged, the most noteworthy point was the “bold strategy” of a “direct thrust into the heart.” The thrust could be separated into a major and minor round. During the first round, the British army nibbled away at such cities like Umm Qasr and Basra, while the U.S. main force advanced unchecked toward Baghdad. This was a risky move, Li thought, since an insufficient number of American troops were stretched thinly in exposed positions along over 500 kilometers of supply lines. For a time, this overextension was a “fatal flank,” which compelled the Pentagon, Li wrote, to adjust its strategy and dispatch another 120,000 troops.

The second round opened on April 5 and 7, when armored detachments were ordered into the center of Baghdad. “Fortunately,” Li said, “the Iraqi command in the city had already been paralyzed.”
Consequently, the Iraqi troops had no leaders. The Republican Guards collapsed into “stragglers and disbanded soldiers,” with no possibility to organize any “meaningful resistance,” he wrote.26

In Li’s assessment, the Iraqi forces should have and could have done much more to counter the U.S. invasion, such as bomb out bridges, dig deep defensive ditches, construct high forts, and deploy large number of troops to protect the capital. Li assessed that the Iraqi army’s defensive strategy was a complete “blunder,” but the “foolishness and impropriety [of military commanders] obviously contributed” to Iraq’s defeat. “The easy capture of Baghdad [by U.S. forces] was due half to good planning and half to luck. In the annals of war, it can be regarded only as an “exception and not a model,” he wrote.27

Finally, Li wrote, the most significant characteristic of the war was the unprecedented disparity in the balance of strength of the U.S. and Iraqi forces, a comment echoed by other commentaries. The U.S. superpower, he said, defeated a “tired and weak country” that had not yet recovered from the Gulf War. The Iraq War, consequently, was a confrontation between a modern army equipped with 21st century high technology against a “motley force” that lacked discipline and was poorly equipped with the outdated arms and equipment from the 1970s and 1980s. As a result, the circumstances of the Iraq War “were really like . . . a falcon catching a rabbit, there is no chance of a miss,” Li said.28

Wu Liming and Liao Lei, writers for the Hong Kong Xinhua service, marveled at the ability of the United States to send aircraft into the region without the need of forward operational bases. They also expressed admiration for air operations, including “the U.S. forces’ B-2 bomber [which] took off from the continental United States, stopped and reorganized at a U.S. military base in the Indian Ocean after completing its mission, and then returned to the United States.”29 The ability of the United States to project air and naval power from the continental United States to Afghanistan and Iraq impressed Chinese observers, but, so far, has not tipped the balance to support investment in a comparable Chinese capability. It has stimulated the China military, however, to find lower cost ways to counter aircraft carrier power, while also looking to what will replace the carrier battle group in the future.
Several Chinese writers extensively examined the role and effectiveness of U.S. psychological operations and informational warfare during the Iraq War. They assessed that the United States had a considerable advantage over Iraqi forces because the United States has psychological assets within its force structure, including special psychological warfare units. The use of over 400 news media from different countries that were embedded in U.S. forces, but strictly controlled, was praised as an effective means for U.S. troops to maintain the initiative in propaganda.

The U.S. military also was praised for being able to carry out “electronic interference” over the Iraqi media, as well as use the exploitation of more traditional propaganda means, such as distributing flyers by air. “Secret agents” and “special troops” also were praised for their ability to “instigate rebellion” within Iraqi forces effectively, as they did during the Gulf War, which resulted in over 80,000 troops surrendering at that time, according to one Chinese report.

U.S. forces were lauded by the Chinese for their stress on disinformation (rumor and information fed to news media) to carry out “soft killing” to shake popular support for the regime and military morale. The American forces, practiced resourceful “deception to create confusion . . . giving the impression that there is indeed someone inside the Iraqi Government passing information” to U.S. forces, according to one report.

Despite their achievements in psychological warfare in Iraq, however, the American forces were found to be less effective than they could have been. Sowing rumors and false information, as well as dropping pamphlets, for example, were not as effective in the Iraq War as in the earlier Gulf War because some were discredited quickly. Further, the U.S. military did not suppress Iraqi radio and television completely. As a result, pictures of civilians being bombed, U.S. prisoners of war, and downed U.S. aircraft were broadcast nationwide, boosting the morale of the Iraqi forces.

Nonetheless, according to Chinese assessments, the U.S. operation in Iraq showed that “modern psychological warfare” plays an increasingly important role in information warfare. “The present
war in Iraq could mark a turning point in the development of this warfare as it moved from the backstage to the front stage to play a more important role in battle,” according to one article. Through its reliance on its “military superiority” and the application of extensive “modern high technological means,” the United States carried out “the most extensive and most complex psychological warfare against Iraq since the Vietnam War.”

The Chinese military, which has its own long history in the effective application of propaganda, seemed to learn or reinforce much from the American experience in the Iraq War during the 21-day campaign. Chinese analysts assessed that propaganda is even more important in the information age. Control over the media and other electronic means must be ensured early and thoroughly, as the U.S. military did, to ensure success. The campaign reinforced that the propaganda message also must be controlled, while consistency and repetition must be ensured. Bluff, intimidation, and deception remain effective means to force your adversary and the population to give up or give in to your wishes, but advanced technology is essential to maintaining command and control over the message.

If the psychological warfare lessons of the Iraq War discussed above prove influential on China’s military modernization, we can expect the PLA to put greater emphasis on psychological operations as a wartime specialization, rather than simply a means to maintain good order and discipline, and ensure subordination of the military to the Party, which appears to be the primary mission of PLA propaganda departments at present. The commissar system likely would be changed by greater emphasis on wartime propaganda in the information age. If we see greater professionalism within the wartime propaganda function, we also should expect to see some reorganization of propaganda entities into special psychological warfare units, similar to U.S. PSYOPS units.

Psychological warfare and the lessons of the U.S. experience in the Iraq War likely would be most relevant to Chinese ongoing training and military modernization to execute a Taiwan contingency operation. During such an event, however unlikely, the Chinese military could be expected to attempt to avoid giving the appearance that they are attacking “Chinese people” in Taiwan. Hence, Operation IRAQI FREEDOM as a war of liberation may provide some useful lessons
to the PLA for a possible Taiwan contingency. As a cautionary tale, however, Iraq also is useful in demonstrating the limits of propaganda and good works. The Iraqi insurgency demonstrates how a relatively small number of nonbelievers can wreak havoc, disrupting even the most modern and powerful army in the world as it tries to stabilize an area after a military victory. Although the PLA likely would dismiss the lesson of the liberation of Iraq as it applies to Taiwan because the latter is filled with welcoming compatriots, it should not be lost on the Chinese that even if a small number of people on Taiwan were to resist the PLA after a successful liberation (with or without the use of force), it could be very costly and disruptive to post conflict stabilization, reconstruction, and political consolidation.

Insurgency Assessment.

The role and effectiveness of the post-conflict insurgency in Iraq has received less attention that one would expect from Chinese civilian and military writers, given China’s history in guerrilla warfare and the enshrinement of people’s war within its national strategy. Several writers prematurely anticipated the United States becoming ensnared in an insurgency. Wu Liming and Liao Lei, for example, wrote: “The entire nation in arms is another ‘assassin’s mace’ (sha shou jian) of Iraq’s.” The authors cited reports that Iraq had sent out “tens of thousands of assault rifles to more than 2,000 clans” in advance of the war to prepare for guerrilla war and ambushes. They wrote that Iraq’s large tribes resolutely would resist the U.S. force’s invasion.” Although these and other writers were wrong about guerrilla tactics being used against the U.S. forces as they advanced through Iraq, they eventually were proven right after the end of major combat. Nonetheless, authors have not dwelled on the effectiveness of guerrilla warfare to disrupt and terrorize, and potentially influence political decisions on the ground. This oversight perhaps reflects a view among PLA analysts that information war and military modernization is more important for the PLA’s future than its historic reliance on guerrilla warfare. China’s military may still straddle the old and new, but the PLA clearly wants to move in a direction that takes it into a modern future, rather than its historic past.
Logistics Assessment.

U.S. military logistics operations during the Iraq War were of particular interest to civilian and military observers. Assessments of U.S. military logistics in the Iraq War focused on modern logistics trends, such as large-scale operations, integration, accuracy, and specialization. They reflect a trend toward greater professionalism within integrated joint logistics planning and advance preparation, and a greater recognition of the importance logistics plays in modern warfare.

Since 2003, numerous articles have been published in Chinese technical journals that analyze U.S. logistical support during the war. Several articles proposed that China expend greater energy researching modern military logistics operations that can be applied to the PLA’s modernization. Although some analysts criticized the American military’s long logistics lines, which were vulnerable to disruption in Iraq, they also recognized the lesson for China. Even in peacetime, China’s military operations are spread widely over a complicated topography slightly larger than the United States. Already stretched by domestic operations, in a contingency, the PLA also would face the challenges of protecting stretched lines of communications, which would be exacerbated if and when China’s military force is projected outside continental China.

High-technology Assessment.

Among the topics of greatest interest regarding American high-technology application during the Iraq War and Afghanistan, Chinese observers have shown special interest in America’s Integrated Joint Battlefield Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance System (in Afghanistan), use of the GPS, and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), among others.

China’s military modernization can be expected to continue, even accelerate, opportunities to exploit off-the-shelf purchases and other military acquisitions of advanced military weapons and equipment.
Afghanistan Assessment.

With the exception of the article mentioned on battlefield intelligence, much of the writing on Afghanistan military operations has concentrated on the political-military consequences of a long-term U.S. military presence in Central Asia, how this intrusion promotes U.S. long-term national interests in control over Eurasia’s heartland, and how this challenges, not only China, but also Russia.

One author’s criticism of the lingering presence of U.S. military in Afghanistan is typical: “After the end of the Afghanistan War, the United States said it would be even harder to predict whether or not it could capture the leaders of the al-Qa’ida organization. Consequently, it has kept on sending military personnel to Central Asia, which has made the anti-terrorism war more complicated. Think about it this way: (According to the U.S. media) the United States clearly understands how . . . the leaders of the al-Qa’ida organization enter and exit the country. Therefore, people have reason to doubt whether or not the United States will lose the reason for the continued establishment of its military bases in Central Asia, as well as for the maintenance of its military forward deployment there.”

Although the military, in particular, was very suspicious of the long-term intentions of the U.S. presence in Central Asia to support Afghanistan operations after 9/11, they were not in a position to resist U.S. intervention and, in fact, were not inclined to protect the Taliban, in any case. Still, they resisted participation in the U.S.-led coalition. Some military representatives at the time said the PLA was considering sending PLA engineers, whom they had also provided to Cambodia, but they expressed concern over their ability to provide their own force protection and logistics support. China’s primary response to the U.S. intervention in Afghanistan and its ongoing presence in Central Asia has been at the diplomatic level, where they have over time been able to reenergize the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and promote Chinese perspectives within the collective body. Economic development and the quest for greater energy security also have guided China’s post-9/11 priorities in Central Asia, which over time has proven more effective than a
confrontation with the United States over its military presence in Central Asia.

On the military and security side, military diplomacy and multilateral exercises have supported diplomatic moves. Additionally, the attack on Islamic extremism on China’s testy western border has helped the PLA and internal security forces step up operations to suppress Islamic extremism in Xinjiang Province, all in the name of fighting the global war on terrorism. Han migration, infrastructure improvements, and economic development also were accelerated after 9/11 as a means to stabilize the area.

While the United States remains engaged in Afghanistan but primarily concentrating on operations in Iraq, China may find increasing opportunities to fill a void and promote its own interests in Afghanistan, but diplomatic and economic development, rather than military involvement, remain at the top of their strategy.

Some Lessons for Chinese Military Modernization.

The Iraq War, and to a lesser extent the Afghanistan War, have reinforced the necessity of advanced technology, professionalism, and specialization to develop a modern military, which is the ultimate guarantor of national security. Chinese observations of America at war, combined with a perceived propensity for post-9/11 America to use preemptive force unilaterally throughout the world, added urgency to China’s military modernization, but the primary response has been at the diplomatic level, which the Chinese have reinforced by continuing to further economic relations in Central Asia, for example. In China’s foreign policy since 9/11, the role of the military has been to support foreign policy through its military diplomacy and bilateral engagement, while striving to achieve concrete results in military modernization to provide a more credible military deterrent and to be prepared to fight, if diplomacy fails.

At an operational and tactical level, we can expect the Chinese military to adapt relevant methods and equipment from the Iraq War that the PLA deems applicable to its border and sovereignty challenges, particularly Taiwan, and that fit within the overall defense
budget. For example, as recognized by many Chinese observers of the Iraq War, an essential component of Chinese military modernization is advanced communications, and the ability to command space (satellites). In military logistics, emulation and integration of best practices in asset visibility, accountability, precision resupply, surge capacity—all of which are based on advanced communications—also is essential to the modernization of the PLA.

We can expect, consequently, that the Chinese military will continue to emphasize the importance of communications, as well as advanced weaponry. China must buy more modern military assets to enhance its capability, where feasible, while continuing to tilt priority toward economic strength as the base of China’s growing power.

Although it has not been discussed widely in the open literature, the Chinese should be both reassured and cautioned that Mao’s People’s War is still relevant to modern warfare. The Chinese military can rest assured that China retains a significant insurgency advantage if deterrence fails and China is invaded by a ground force, even of a superior military, such as the United States.

But they also may be sobered by how effectively an asymmetrical force can harass, tie down, and otherwise hamstring a superior force when they plan for possible operations against Taiwan, if China decided to resort to force to resolve this sovereignty issue. The Iraq insurgency has retaught the old lesson that a superior military force that is willing to endure casualties, may not be defeated militarily by an inferior force, but its strategic objectives may, nonetheless, be thwarted. At best, they may be achieved only after a much higher cost in troops, equipment, and treasure. Ultimately, the costs of prolonged low intensity war may undermine the strategic objectives of any “liberation,” and in the case of a Taiwan liberation, there could be an even more effective native resistance than the United States has faced in Iraq.

While China, so far, faces small-scale and sporadic “insurgency” problems in Muslim areas in Xinjiang and elsewhere, this problem presently remains operationally manageable. China’s assessment that it can better address these domestic insurgent (terrorist) problems through economic development, integration, Han migration, local
control (through the good auspices of the police, PLA, and Party), as well as through cooperation with Muslim countries, may prove correct. China’s ongoing collaboration with the U.S. global war on terror (GWOT) gives China’s strategy to suppress Islamic extremism more legitimacy and urgency. Intelligence cooperation with the United States may even enhance the effectiveness of these efforts and may help China prevent this problem from growing over time.

**Lessons for China’s National Security Calculus.**

This model of occupying a country first and then forming a constitutional government . . . has become the United States’ fixed way of thinking in the second half of the 20th century. From Haiti and Panama in Central America to Europe’s Yugoslavia and Asia’s Afghanistan, the United States was constantly reliving its fond dream [of] World War II. 46

The purpose of the United States in sending troops to Iraq is to realize U.S.-style democracy in Iraq. We believe that in the future, a U.S. democratic framework will emerge in Iraq. However, can the United States bring about the spirit of democracy? Absolutely not. Democracy realized with missiles is no democracy. It is the mockery of democracy. 47

In truth, the image of the United States was ruined entirely by the United States alone. As long as the United States does not change its biases against certain ethnic groups, certain countries and certain religions, there are more troubles to come for the power politics of the United States. 48

Solutions of major international issues need collective wisdom, enhanced international cooperation and the rule of the UN and the Security Council. 49

China’s international policy decisions since 2001, and especially since the war in Iraq in 2003, reflect an estimation that:

- A decline of U.S. power is not imminent, but its post-Cold War preeminence has eroded, and its domestic economy may be weakened by foreign debt-dependency and war expenditures. The United States is a wounded superpower, which makes it more dangerous and unpredictable, but one that is still critical to the stability of the world economy and China’s economic development.
• Engagement, rather than confrontation, with the United States suits China’s national interests for the foreseeable future. China must hedge its bets, however, by cooperating without getting too close, avoiding confrontation without sacrificing Chinese national interests.

• The present unpopularity of the United States throughout the world, especially in the oil rich Muslim areas, makes it prudent for China to balance its international policy with emphasis on cooperation that is dominated by diplomacy and economic development, while setting itself apart from the United States in basic principles.

• The relative decline of American prestige, particularly in the developing world, provides China with an opening to promote its own national interests throughout much of Asia and the world. Building on its long-term relationship with the developing world, China is well-positioned to enhance its position with the developing world through its emphasis on diplomacy, cooperation, multilateral fora, and economic development.

• Regardless of the risks of confrontation with the United States, China cannot allow the United States to intimidate it. It must rely on diplomacy as the first line of defense against the United States, but its national security depends upon its own military strength and its ability to use force, if necessary, even against the United States, in matters of national sovereignty, particularly Taiwan reunification.

• Anti-China forces within and outside the U.S. administration require China to remain on guard against U.S. movements that could damage China’s national interests. China may be able to build a wider and deeper U.S. domestic coalition over time, but this always will be vulnerable to negative domestic trends. Anti-Chinese sentiment may even grow more hostile over time.

• The U.S. deemphasis, even dismissal, of multi-lateral mechanisms provides an opportunity for China to play a more active role internationally. Benefit may be accrued
if China promotes regional and international initiatives and is seen to provide responsible leadership, all of which China has avoided in the past. China must continue to build wider coalitions to counter U.S. power and dominance. U.S. containment or constrainment of China can best be addressed through multilateral relations—a Chinese version of the coalition of the willing to counter American power.

- Resources: U.S. intervention into Central Asia and the Middle East has the long-term objective of ensuring U.S. (and its allies) access to oil. Given China’s increasing dependence on foreign oil, China must proactively ensure access to multiple and dependable sources of oil and other key resources (water) in order to promote its own national security and foundation for future economic development.

- The U.S. mission to promote democracy is a cover for U.S. hegemony. It is an indirect threat to China, as the United States seeks regime change in China to eliminate the Chinese Communist Party’s monopoly on power.

- Regardless of American intentions in the global war against terrorism, it provides an opportunity for China to address its domestic terrorism threat, while cooperating with the United States and the rest of the world. Within the context of antiterrorism, cooperation with Central Asia and Russia through the mechanism of the SCO can be strengthened. This strategy provides greater security to China’s vulnerable west, enhances needed access to resources and trade, and helps check the limits of U.S. influence in Central Asia.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Chinese leaders pragmatically engage the United States and the world to promote stability that provides a supportive environment for China’s revival. This national strategy reassures most regional and global powers that the outcome will be a “peaceful rise” for China. Meanwhile, the Chinese military plays a supporting role to diplomatic and economic efforts, but continues on its long road to building a modern military that will be commensurate with China’s
great power status and provide more leverage with regional and
global powers, such as Japan and the United States. Buying time for
national development by avoiding confrontation with the United
States tugs China’s national policy toward cooperation with the
United States for the near term. But the bilateral relationship still
lacks solid stability and durability. Chinese leaders cannot hope
for the best in this mercurial relationship with the United States.
They must provide a credible military capability that can ensure
China’s national security. Looking into the future, a credible military
capability also will be essential to China’s global role, as it becomes
increasingly dependent on imported resources, especially oil.

The lessons of America’s wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, which
displayed the latest and greatest of modern military might, lay
bare China’s historic vulnerability to powers with overwhelmingly
superior military strength. Even though Chinese leaders have little
choice today but to pursue cooperation and dialogue because the
United States represents China’s biggest potential threat, China
also recognizes that the United States is its best hope for continued
economic development and a chance to maintain peace and stability
on China’s doorstep through America’s close ties to Japan and
Taiwan, and America’s legacy role on the Korea Peninsula. For
both sides, there is still time to mature the relationship into a more
lasting and stable arrangement to promote peace and stability, but
the window is closing as China’s comprehensive strength continues
to grow.

China’s need to sustain its national security strategy based on
independence and greater multilateralism has been accentuated
by the Afghanistan and Iraq Wars, and America’s stark policy of
preemptive and unilateral use of force. Following an initial setback,
when the Chinese watched helplessly as Central Asia powers and
Russia scurried to accommodate the United States with bilateral
agreements that seemed to undercut the relevancy of the SCO,
Russia and the Central Asia powers have since become even more
receptive to promoting collective efforts with China under the SCO.
The reinvigoration of the SCO sees China playing a key role, if not
the leader, then certainly the coach, to keep the momentum going to
deepen and mature the regional organization, an accomplishment
that may radiate out, affecting China’s role in the UN and ASEAN/
ARF, where China has become more proactive since 9/11. As China demonstrates its willingness to take a more visible role in hosting events and supporting initiatives, its “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence” mantra becomes more attractive, regionally and globally.

China’s longstanding cooperation with the developing world, which arose out of mutual economic conditions and political necessity, has over time become a useful counterweight to the United States. China can develop these ties further as it increases its economic strength, leveraging its goods, services, and expertise for assured access to natural resources, and in return for access to China’s long dreamed of market. This base of developing world support already has helped China fend off U.S.-sponsored human rights resolutions, but these relations also may assist China in diversifying its oil supply.

In a broader sense, the U.S. lack of interest, even hostility, toward collective bodies, such as the UN and international agreements, provides China an opportunity on the international stage to increase its multilateral cooperation and promote its influence through its ability to work with countries, large and small, on economic development and other concerns of interest throughout the world.

For China’s military modernization, the Iraq War, in particular, provides impetus and benchmarks for the next stage of its modernization. China can be expected to continue to combine domestic research and adaptation of advanced military methods and technologies. Its military contacts, which have deepened and widened in recent years, will continue to augment international relations, while providing the PLA exposure to diverse and specialized military capability throughout the world, where it can sample the variety of approaches to modernization among large and small powers with limited defense budgets. China’s military will continue to adapt what is most relevant. But China’s central military relationship likely will remain Russia for the foreseeable future. This military cooperation, which began largely as a marriage of convenience after the end of the Cold War, continues to mature in ways beyond arms sales of second-string Russian products and tentative cooperation. If the Peace Mission 2005 Exercise in August
is any indication, China-Russia military ties in the wake of the Iraq War will continue to address a growing and mutual suspicion of the use and objectives of U.S. military power in the post-9/11 era.

Through a combination of imaginative and diversified foreign military cooperation, Chinese military modernization has in recent years moved beyond the “one step forward, two steps back” pace. This effort is now spiced up by a dogged persistence and eagerness that is especially reflected in a new generation of better educated military officers and buoyed by China’s growing national wealth, confidence, and national expectations of revived greatness. Further, China’s threat perception of Taiwan independence and U.S. intervention provide spark and urgency to China’s military modernization. After feeling like watching paint dry for many years of observing China’s military modernization, observers now express alarm and shock, as well as suspicion over China’s motives for seeking a modern military capability. But the ease with which the U.S. military superpower defeated the Iraqi military and decapitated the regime in only 21 days should leave no doubt of the lesson for China. If China is to regain its great power status fully, it must further develop its military in all components of power—land, sea, and air. China cannot afford and likely does not want to achieve parity with the U.S. military because the cost to China’s overall national development would be destabilizing. But China recognizes it must possess a credible military deterrent to protect China’s national interests in the post-9/11, post-Iraq War era.
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CHAPTER 5

WAR CONTROL: CHINESE CONCEPTS OF ESCALATION MANAGEMENT

Lonnie D. Henley

War control is the deliberate actions of war leaders to limit or restrain the outbreak, development, scale, intensity, and aftermath of war. The objective of war control is to forestall the outbreak of war, or when war cannot be avoided, to control its vertical and horizontal escalation, to strive to minimize the consequences of war, or to strive to achieve the greatest victory for the smallest cost. War control includes arms control, crisis control, control of armed conflict, etc., and is a major component of contemporary strategic research and strategic guidance.¹

Containing war is not only a task in peacetime; the issue exists in wartime as well. In wartime, it generally takes the form of containing enlargement of the scope of the war, restraining escalation of the war’s intensity, and so forth. Sometimes it even finds expression in the war aim of “using war to restrain war,” particularly by countries with a defensive strategy.²

This chapter examines Chinese military writings on how to prevent unwanted escalation of a crisis or conflict, and how to ensure that military operations are constrained and modulated so as to best serve broader political objectives. It relies primarily on the writings of scholars at the Academy of Military Science (AMS), National Defense University (NDU), Shijiazhuang Army Academy, and other leading military academic institutions. A central insight is that People’s Liberation Army (PLA) military academics have only begun formal, methodical consideration of the issue since 1999, and that the concepts explored here will continue to evolve over the next decade. Notwithstanding the field’s early stage of development, however, it draws on deeper springs of Chinese military and strategic thought to constitute a coherent strategic viewpoint significantly different from Western concepts of escalation control. It is likely that “war control” concepts will have a major influence on Chinese behavior in any future crisis, particularly a conflict with the United States over the Taiwan issue.
GENERAL CONCEPT

Although preventing unwanted escalation is implicit in Chinese concepts of how to fight and win local wars under high-technology conditions, the term “escalation control” seldom appears in Chinese writings. Instead, preventing unintended escalation of a political crisis into a military conflict, or a small-scale conflict into a major war, is part of a broader Chinese concept known as “containment of war” (èzhì zhànzhēng) or “war control” (zhànzhēng kòngzhì). War control is a wide-ranging activity, uniting all elements of comprehensive national power to shape the international environment and reduce the risk of war; to manage crises and prevent unintended escalation; to put China in a favorable position if war does occur; to control the conflict once it is underway and ensure military operations serve larger political objectives; and above all to ensure China retains the political and military initiative and is not forced into a defensive or reactive position without control over the pace, scale, intensity, or conclusion of the war.

War control is not a prominent topic in Chinese military writings, but has attracted some serious examination in the past 5 years or so. It was not discussed in the 1987 edition of the landmark Academy of Military Science (AMS) volume Zhànliùè Xué (The Science of Strategy), or in the 1999 National Defense University book of the same name; by 2001, however, it merited a chapter in the second edition of the AMS volume.³ Dan Xiufa, a researcher on Mao’s military thought at AMS, noted in 2003 that “there has not been much deep research into Mao Zedong’s thought on preventing and containing war,” a sure sign it has not been central to Chinese military theories heretofore.⁴ His is one of two recent articles that mine Mao’s writings for insights on the issue, both reaching the unsurprising conclusion that Mao was a master of war control, despite his lack of any explicit reference to the concept.⁵ The most in-depth treatment of the subject is a 2001 National Defense University (NDU) doctoral dissertation by Colonel Xiao Tianliang, an assistant professor in the Strategy Teaching and Research Institute at “NDU.”⁶ This present study draws heavily on Xiao’s dissertation, together with the 2001 Zhànliùè Xué and shorter articles by researchers from AMS, NDU, and other military academic institutions.
War control stresses the comprehensive employment of political, economic, diplomatic, and all other instruments of national power, but military means of course figure largely in the strategic equation. War control includes many factors.

Measures to Shape the International Security Environment, Peacefully Resolve Disputes, and Reduce the Threat of War.

These range from mediation and negotiation of economic and territorial disputes, through “military diplomacy” and confidence-building measures, to arms-control and arms-reduction treaties and formal international security mechanisms.

Measures to Manage Crises and Prevent or Postpone the Outbreak of War.

Crises should be contained both geographically and in terms of their subject matter and intensity. Allowing a crisis over one issue to expand and include other political, economic, or territorial issues is a sure way of losing control. Such horizontal escalation increases the risk of vertical escalation toward higher-intensity political or military confrontation. It also increases the risk of the crisis becoming internationalized, attracting unwelcome intervention by other concerned parties or, even worse, by great powers and international organizations. This could limit China’s freedom of action and ability to control the crisis to its advantage. In some cases, however, deliberately enlarging the crisis may be a useful tactic to gain control and seize the initiative for China.

Effective crisis management depends a great deal on whether the crisis has been foreseen and analyzed in advance, as well as the effectiveness of crisis management leadership structures. Anticipating crises, thinking through the causes and possible responses before they occur, and having appropriate resources at the ready are the key to gaining control and maintaining the initiative. Leadership decisionmaking processes are at a premium in a fast-developing situation with too little information.

Good crisis management does not preclude the use of military force. In fact, ostentatious force deployments may be a key part
of the political and psychological pressure China uses to gain the initiative and win the contest of wills at the heart of any crisis. Xiao Tianliang notes that of four main approaches to a crisis, the war-mongering model (hàozhàn xíng) is too likely to provoke the other side to extreme action—besides being “unsuited to China’s national character”—while a soft approach (runruò xíng) may overly embolden the opponent and lead him to do something rash. The recommended approaches are either military intimidation (wēishè xíng) or bargaining (jiāoyì xíng). Bargaining is often successful, but if one decides on intimidation, the intent is to use overweening military power to “cow the opponent into submission (shèfú duìfāng).”¹² (The meaning of weishe here is clearly “intimidation,” not “deterrence.”) In the extreme, as other authors note, the military approach may include “fighting a small war to prevent a large war.”¹³

**Measures Taken During War to Control the Scale, Pace, Scope, or Intensity of the Conflict.**

This includes efforts to prevent escalation, minimize destruction, and shape the course of the war to serve larger political and foreign policy objectives. The main principle underlying Chinese thought on war control is that military operations must be firmly subordinated to the larger national interest and broader political, diplomatic, and economic objectives. This may sometimes require halting military operations short of their intended objectives, or modulating the pace and intensity of operations to create the proper climate for pursuing political ends.

This does not always mean lowering the intensity; “sometimes political goals require decisive victory, sometimes creation of an advantageous situation, sometimes just a symbolic attack.”¹⁴ In particular, when issues of territorial sovereignty or national dignity are at stake, economic interests already are compromised, and firm military action is required. But in general, the prevailing international environment of peace and development, as well as China’s long-term economic interests, are deemed to require preventing rather than inciting escalation, using closely coordinated political, economic, diplomatic, and military means, because “an excessive military attack can put us on the defensive politically.”¹⁵
THEORETICAL BASIS

Chinese military thinkers generally underpin their practical suggestions with an appeal to universal military theory, and those discussing war control are no exception. The central theoretical issues in war control are the evolution of warfare and human society on the one hand, and the changing international strategic situation on the other. Throughout most of human history, warfare necessarily was unlimited, because the political objectives were so out of proportion to the military means at hand as to provide no stopping point short of absolute victory or absolute defeat. From the stone age through the end of the Cold War, most conflicts involved existential threats to a country’s political system or even the survival of its population. The material means of warfare, in the meanwhile, did not include sufficiently subtle or agile control mechanisms, or sufficiently detailed timely knowledge of the battlefield situation, to permit careful modulation of the pace and intensity of the conflict.

The current political and technological situation is seen to be fundamentally different as far as war control is concerned. The advent of “war under high-technology conditions,” largely through the application of information technology to the mechanized warfare forces of the late industrial age, creates the novel possibility of grasping and directing large-scale far-flung military operations in real time. At the same time, the advent of nuclear and other weapons of enormous destructive power make unlimited war far too dangerous to contemplate.

The global strategic situation has also changed, such that no major power faces a fundamental threat to its existence or its most vital national interests. Crises are inevitable, maybe even more likely than in the past, and may well escalate into open war. But much less is at stake in such a conflict than in past eras. In China’s view, the prevailing international trend is toward peace and development, driven by the strategic trifecta of multi-polarity, globalization, and “informationization.” Furthermore, conflict is more “transparent” than in the past and much more subject to scrutiny by the international community and the general public, again due to the ubiquitous spread of information technology. Finally, of course, nuclear weapons make uncontrolled escalation far too dangerous. As a result, they feel, the
era of unlimited warfare is over. The material ability to contain war exists, as does the political imperative to do so, a major reversal of the situation that prevailed throughout much of human history.\textsuperscript{18}

**MILITARY MEASURES TO CONTAIN WAR**

What we call “shaping the situation” refers to making full use of the strategic commander’s subjective initiative, on the basis of our own military power, through the rational concentration and employment of forces, to create a powerful posture and strong offensive capability that is irresistibly fierce and overpowers the enemy.\textsuperscript{19}

As noted above, containing war requires comprehensive application of political, economic, diplomatic, and military capabilities. The military part of this effort encompasses a wide range of actions to shape the overall situation (zàoshì).

**Military Intimidation and Deterrence.**

One of the first contributions the military can make to controlling a fast-developing crisis is the existence of a highly visible and capable military force obviously ready to take action. “Preparedness for war and containment of war are a dialectical unity.”\textsuperscript{20} Overt shows of force and vigorous deployments toward a crisis zone put pressure on the opponent, helping China gain the initiative and control development of the crisis. Depending on the situation, this may include moving strategic nuclear forces or elite conventional units. In other cases, it may be necessary to limit visible deployments so the opponent does not over-react and escalate more than China wants. Even then, however, clandestine deployments usually are necessary in case the crisis does escalate, because in modern high-technology local war, the first battle is often decisive.\textsuperscript{21} One way or another, the proper posture (and posturing) of China’s forces is seen as a central aspect of early crisis management.

In an age of local wars, Chinese strategists believe, the primary deterrent factor is no longer nuclear weapons, important though they remain. The ability to deter encroachment on China’s territory or vital interests lies mainly in the nation’s overall economic, political, diplomatic, and military strength, its comprehensive national
power (\textit{zōnghé guólì}). In addition to nuclear missile forces, the major military components of China’s strategic deterrent include its large and increasingly capable conventional forces. PLA strategists also see the nation’s perceived willingness to fight over issues of vital interest—Taiwan, for example—as an important deterrent factor that reduces the likelihood they will need to do so. Finally, the ability to mobilize and organize huge quantities of manpower, technology, and resources from society at large, under the rubric of People’s War Under Modern Conditions, “is still the magic weapon for deterring and preventing a large-scale invasion by the enemy.”

\textbf{Control of Overall War Objectives.}

Unless fundamental national interests are at stake, military objectives in the conflict should be constrained to stay in consonance with political objectives. The history of warfare reveals many instances where military war aims outstripped the guiding political objectives, resulting in uncontrolled escalation and complete loss of the political initiative.

\textbf{Control of Military Targets.}

A limited war requires careful balance in the selection of military targets. On the one hand, one must attack vital targets that have a decisive effect on the enemy’s military capability and will to fight. On the other, the targets must be such that the opponent can endure the loss without being driven to an implacable quest for vengeance and that the international community can tolerate without being moved to large-scale political or military intervention. Failure to strike the right balance can cause unwanted escalation, or put China on the political defensive and cause it to lose control of the overall situation.

\textbf{Control of Military Operational Parameters.}

Having decided on overall war aims and the general nature of the target set, there is still a decision of what “form of warfare” (\textit{zhānzhēng xíngshì}) the military operation should embody. Chinese
theory groups these into the two broad categories of offensive and defensive warfare, each expressed in various “forms of operations” (zuòzhàn xíngshì)—mobile, positional, or guerrilla warfare; protracted war versus wars of quick decision; wars of annihilation versus wars of attrition or modern effects-based operations; whether the conflict should be high- or low-intensity, symmetric or asymmetric. A critical step in Chinese military planning is the “commander’s determination” of the situation (zhhuīyuán de juédìng), which includes a decision on the overall military requirements and objectives, designation of the primary and secondary operational directions (zuòzhàn fāngxiàng), and selection of the size and type of forces to employ. A correct decision on these operational parameters at the outset has a significant effect on the ability to maintain control of the conflict.²⁵

Control of Warfighting Techniques (Zhànzhēng Shuduàn).

The increased killing power of modern weapons, and the increased “transparency” of the battlefield due to modern news and information media, require strict control on the selection of weapons and tactics. Inflicting excessive damage on the enemy, especially on the civilian population or vital infrastructure, will stir up intense resentment and bring into play political factors that make it much more difficult to control the situation. This is not to say extreme measures are not sometimes necessary, of course; merely that they are inherently difficult to control, and should be carefully considered. The military commander must not succumb to the temptation to use whatever means is available to achieve the military objective. As always, the warfighting techniques should serve the overall political objectives of the war.²⁶

Control of the Pace, Rhythm, and Intensity of the Conflict.

AMS specialists studying U.S.-British operations in Iraq in 2003 concluded that they represented the epitome of “highly-contained warfare.” Allied forces tightly controlled the degree to which military operations interacted with political, economic, and psychological aspects of the situation, in addition to the more visible
and unprecedented control over military targets and the overall pace and rhythm of the conflict. Careful modulation of the pace and intensity of the fight can create favorable conditions for the political and diplomatic struggle. The side that holds the initiative can press the offensive and bring the conflict to a resolution while its advantage still holds; the side that lacks the initiative can slow and drag out the conflict while it seeks an opportunity to reverse the situation.

**Control the End of the War.**

Purely military considerations must not be allowed to determine when and how the conflict comes to an end. Throughout most of human history, wars were for national or societal survival, and political war aims could not be achieved without the complete achievement of military objectives. In an era of limited war, on the other hand, it is quite possible that political objectives may come within reach before the military operation has played out to its intended end. In such a case, continued conflict could harm rather than serve the national interest, and the wise leader will either terminate or prolong the conflict if it is politically advantageous to do so. PLA analysts assess that China has done this well in every conflict since 1949, and that it represents a particular strength of the Chinese strategic perspective.

Properly ending the conflict is not only a matter of timing, but also of close coordination between military operations and political maneuvering in the final stages of the conflict. It may be necessary to pause the fighting to create space for negotiations, or intensify the fighting in order to force the opponent to the negotiating table; to spring unexpected “assassin’s mace” weapons and throw the opponent off balance at a critical point; or to accelerate seizure of key objectives before the situation stabilizes. This is a particularly critical juncture in the struggle to “influence the situation” (zàoshi) and seize the initiative. It requires military superiority on the battlefield, which may entail rapid commitment of additional elite forces in the final stages of the war. But it also requires flexibility and precise control of military operations. If the war has gone badly for China, it may require great political agility to gain the best from a bad situation.
Control the Post-Conflict Situation.

The military’s role in war control does not end when the shooting stops. Continued military pressure may be needed to make the enemy abide by terms of the settlement, potentially including a resumption of military conflict to make the enemy return to the agreement.31

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE INITIATIVE

Mao Zedong incisively pointed out: “War is a competition of subjective capabilities between two military commanders competing for superiority and for the initiative, based on the material foundations of military and financial strength.”32

Throughout Chinese discussion of war control, the emphasis is on seizing the political and military initiative (zhēngq qióng) and avoiding situations that would put China in a reactive, passive, defensive posture (bèidòng). Holding the initiative creates leeway and freedom of action, letting China set the agenda. A reactive position limits China’s options, making it impossible to maintain control of the situation.

Seizing and holding the initiative requires rapid reaction to an incipient crisis, including immediate deployment of sizeable forces as early as possible. It requires clear, quick, and correct decisionmaking. It requires strong standing forces, as well as thorough contingency planning and rapid mobilization of societal resources. It requires a resolute and principled political stance, firmly asserted at the outset and throughout the confrontation. It requires a rapid transition to war when events reach that level, and employment of formidable military power at every stage, particularly when settlement talks seem near. And it requires avoiding internationalization of the problem or outside political and military intervention, especially by hegemonic powers.33

It is difficult to overstate how prominent the concept of the initiative is in Chinese writings. To an outside observer, there seems a clear risk that such strong emphasis on gaining the initiative may lead China to over-react to a developing crisis, creating a cycle of
reaction and escalation. There certainly is some discussion about the need to avoid provoking the enemy beyond the point of tolerance, as discussed above, driving him to a quest for vengeance that renders the conflict beyond control. But Chinese war control theorists give little thought to the possibility that what China considers a resolute response that maintains the initiative, the opponent might misconstrue as alarming preparations for aggressive military action. Chinese military authors seem to be unable to get outside their own subjective view of China’s innocent intentions, unable to view China as others might view it. The Chinese are certainly not alone in this weakness; our own society is not particularly good at seeing ourselves as others see us. But it is possible this strong belief in seeing the initiative as the key to crisis management and war control could itself contribute to unwanted escalation.

RELEVANCE TO A TAIWAN STRAIT CRISIS

From America’s perspective, and certainly from Taiwan’s, the central question is how these concepts would affect a crisis involving China, Taiwan, and possibly the United States. Available Chinese writings do not provide direct answers to that question, but a bit of informed speculation is possible.

Before we can proceed, however, a few assumptions are necessary. First, we cannot be sure these publicly available writings accurately reflect the real state of Chinese thought on this subject. It is possible, indeed probable, that there are classified documents containing more explicit discussion of how to manage an emerging crisis and prevent undesired escalation. PLA contingency plans and war plans must address these issues, at least implicitly, and it is likely there is more systematic discussion in other classified venues. It seems reasonable to assume, however, that the public writings reflect the general tenor of any more detailed classified discussion, both in the general concepts involved and the level of interest in the subject.

Second, we cannot be certain that the theoretical and doctrinal discussion we observe among mid-level PLA academics reflects the thought processes and perspectives of the national-level political and military leadership. In fact, some differences are inevitable, given the different background, outlook, and professional experience of
the two groups, in China or any other country. But given the nature of the Chinese political system, it is likely that the public writings of PLA academics do not diverge sharply from the general outlook of the top leadership, though with large caveats about the role of individual personalities within the leadership collective.

With those assumptions as a foundation, we can draw a few tentative conclusions about the relevance of Chinese war control concepts to a Taiwan conflict or crisis. First, these concepts have only recently become a factor in Chinese planning for a Taiwan contingency. From the available evidence, it appears serious theoretical consideration of war control among PLA academics began around 1999. Yu Shifu and Yin Xinjian’s “Initial Exploration of Mao Zedong’s Thoughts on Containing War” was among the first articles on the subject, published in early 2000. Other Western authors assert this is roughly the same time Jiang Zemin and the Central Military Commission (CMC) ordered the PLA to begin serious efforts to prepare for a Taiwan conflict, with a target readiness date variously cited as 2005, 2007, or 2010. (Some go further and portray this as an intention to attack on a certain date, but most interpret it as a target to achieve a specified military capability, separate from any political decision to go to war.)

It seems reasonable to view the interest in escalation control as part of the broader consideration of what a conflict with Taiwan really would require. If we are right that the PLA is currently working on its first serious, fully-developed operations plans for a Taiwan contingency, we can expect all aspects of those plans to improve as they are refined and updated in coming years. Like other aspects of serious operational thought and planning in China, Chinese concepts of war control are still evolving and will show increasing levels of sophistication and practicality over the coming 5 to 10 years.

As an aside, the PLA has shown a keen awareness of the need for more competent staff officers as an essential prerequisite for better planning. There have been several professional military education texts published in recent years on “military operations research” (jūnshì yùnchóuxué)—embodying an explicitly American approach to detailed military planning—as well as many studies on how to develop and train competent staff officers and guides to staff officer duties and functions in peacetime and wartime.34
A second conclusion we might draw is that large troop movements, mobilization of strategic nuclear forces, and other apparently threatening actions are likely in any serious crisis, whether or not Beijing intends to attack. The importance of maintaining the initiative, the value of troop movements for creating political leverage, and simple military prudence may all impel PRC leaders to order large deployments early in a crisis, whatever their ultimate objectives. Significantly, such movements are among the few visible indicators American and Taiwan intelligence can use for warning of attack, but the war control literature suggests they may provide little insight into China’s real intentions.

Third, it is no great revelation to say the Chinese will take a rigid stance on issues of principle at the start of a crisis, but the war control and crisis management literature reinforces this expectation. Vigorous assertion of China’s (invariably) correct and principled stance is seen not just as a political/moral imperative, but also as an effective tactic for gaining and maintaining control of the situation. It is less clear whether this means ultimate compromise on matters of principle is impossible, or merely unlikely.

Fourth, it is likely any attack on Taiwan will be designed carefully to achieve political rather than purely military objectives. Again, this is not an earth-shaking revelation, but war control literature provides another source of insight into Chinese thinking on the issue. In particular, war control theorists emphasize the careful selection of targets to undermine the enemy’s will to fight, without arousing such resentment and hatred that it produces the opposite effect. That said, there is little indication in other Chinese writings of any concern over strong resistance from the Taiwan military or populace, and the war control writings do not mention Taiwan by name in this context, so perhaps we should be cautious in stretching to that conclusion. But even so, it is clear that war control thought advises careful attention to the negative as well as positive political effects of striking any particular target.

Fifth, in the immortal words of Yogi Berra, “it ain’t over till it’s over.” Even in what seem to be the final stages of the conflict and negotiations for its termination, Beijing will struggle vigorously to hold or regain the initiative, particularly if the war has gone badly
for China. Rather than putting the best face on defeat, war control theorists would advocate bold and unexpected actions to create a more favorable environment for the final political struggle. And as noted above, a political settlement may not end the fighting if China feels that “post-conflict” military strikes are necessary to keep the enemy within the terms of the settlement as China sees them.

THE EFFICACY OF “WAR CONTROL” IN PREVENTING ESCALATION

Escalation control certainly does not occupy a central place in PLA strategic theory as it did in U.S. thought during the Cold War. War control is a new and still secondary part of Chinese strategic military thought, and escalation control is only one aspect of war control. But as discussed above, social and technological developments in recent decades are seen as making it easier to manage crises and prevent unintended escalation of a conflict. Chinese writers almost seem to think this makes the world safe for war once more, or perhaps safe for the first time. There is a danger that this belief in controllable war, together with the extreme emphasis on maintaining the initiative, could combine to increase rather than decrease the likelihood of escalation.

FUTURE CONTINUED DEVELOPMENT OF WAR CONTROL DOCTRINE

It seems to this observer that since the early 1990s, the PLA has developed a fairly standard pattern for developing new operational concepts, best illustrated in the development of joint operations doctrine in the Eighth through Tenth Five-Year Plans (FYP). The Eighth FYP (1990-95) was a period of discussion and experimentation, defining operational requirements and conducting small-scale, decentralized experimentation on various warfighting techniques at a number of units around China. The Ninth FYP (1996-2000) was a period of consolidation and codification, combining the new techniques into a comprehensive concept of operations and developing a body of written doctrinal regulations, teaching materials, and training standards published since January 1999. The
Tenth FYP was the period of implementation, focused on education in military academies and schools and training in military units to inculcate the new approach to warfare.

The flood of new doctrinal publications, teaching materials, and training standards since 1999 is likely to represent only the first generation of modern Chinese operational doctrine.\textsuperscript{36} We can expect the PLA to continue refining and developing its doctrine to incorporate lessons learned from field training and foreign (primarily U.S.) developments, as well as new thinking on topics such as war control. The development, codification, and implementation of operational doctrine is a seminal event in PLA history, a new level of maturity and competence in the complex business of developing modern military capabilities.

Considering the concept of war control against this backdrop, its state of development seems to parallel that of joint operations in the early 1990s. Serious discussion began around 1999-2000, and it now appears as a major topic in works such as the 2001 \textit{Science of Military Strategy}. It is being debated among the same genre of military academics who were central to the development and codification of joint operations doctrine in the 1990s. But it is not yet the topic of major authoritative monographs bearing the official imprimatur of the AMS or General Staff Department, as many other strategic and operational issues have been. In short, we can expect further development of war control concepts in the PLA over the coming decade.

\textbf{DOCTRINAL REFORM IN THE CONTEXT OF PLA MODERNIZATION}

This codification of operational and managerial processes is only one reflection of a fundamental transformation of the Chinese officer corps. At the end of the Cultural Revolution, in 1975, Deng Xiaoping berated the PLA for being bloated, undisciplined, disorganized, lazy, and combat ineffective.\textsuperscript{37} When Deng gained full power in 1979, and with the PLA’s dismal performance in Vietnam to vindicate his criticisms, the PLA launched on a reform program that is now in its 25th year.\textsuperscript{38} In the early stages of reform, the most serious obstacle to progress was the extremely low educational level and
military competence of the PLA officer corps. For nearly 2 decades prior, since the end of the PLA’s first reform period in the 1950s, the armed forces had focused on political education, intense factional strife, and public order amidst the chaos of the Cultural Revolution, even taking control of local and provincial government after party and government structures were destroyed in the political struggle. The generation of officers who led the PLA in 1979 largely were uneducated peasants recruited in the Civil War and anti-Japanese war era (1930s and 1940s), and had spent the previous 2 decades doing everything except develop competence in modern combat operations.

Twenty-five years later, a major improvement in the quality of the officer corps represents the most profound change in the PLA’s military capabilities. For the first time in Chinese history, the PLA has reasonably well-educated officers chosen and promoted primarily on the basis of military competence. Even more important, the entire cadre of officers up to senior colonel (brigadier general equivalent), the core of military planning staffs at every level, have spent their whole career in a PLA dedicated to reform and modernization, where realistic training and complex combined arms operations are the norm. The previous period of professionalization, in the 1950s, lasted only 8 to 10 years by the most generous estimate. In contrast, the current reform period has lasted 25 years so far, and looks set to remain on course for decades to come. The PLA is achieving a critical mass of competent officers able to tackle the challenges of modern warfare in a way their predecessors never could. The same phenomenon is visible in every other aspect of Chinese government and society, from fiscal management to infrastructure development to international relations.

Chinese forces were starting from an extremely low base when today’s colonels were lieutenants, and the program has suffered fits and starts along the way. Only 10 percent of PLA line officers, and 30 percent of all cadres (line officers, technical officers, and PLA civilian personnel) now hold a full university degree, for instance, compared to nearly 100 percent in the U.S. forces. The PLA still has a long way to go before it is a fully competent, modern armed force. There is no question, however, that in every field, the PLA will achieve greater progress in the coming decade than it did in the last.
CREDIBILITY OF DOCUMENTARY SOURCES

As discussed above, it seems likely the kind of sources consulted for this chapter—writings by faculty members and doctoral candidates at the AMS, NDU, Shijiazhuang Army Command Academy, etc.—accurately reflect the thinking of those charged with developing and implementing PLA doctrine. These sources are not authoritative, meaning they are not regulatory documents issued under authority of the Central Military Commission or General Departments. Such documents, with titles such as Outlines (gāngyào) and Regulations (tiáolìng, tiáoli), are the official promulgation of PLA operational doctrine and managerial procedures. Academic writings of the kind cited here occupy a lower but important place in the hierarchy of PLA doctrinal materials.

The official regulations provide only very general guidance. Responsibility for fleshing out these guidelines falls to military academic institutions, especially NDU, AMS, and the Command Academies, which produce materials to translate that guidance into detailed operational concepts and promulgate them throughout the officer corps. For example, the 2000 Science of Campaigns and 2002 Guide to the Study of Campaign Theory seem to implement the classified 1999 PLA Outline on Joint Campaigns. There has been a flood of teaching materials published in the past few years, as the PLA implements and popularizes the new generation of doctrine developed and codified in the 1990s.

The articles cited in this chapter rest on the third rung of the ladder of authoritativeness. They are neither official orders and regulations, nor the direct implementing materials used to train officers in the new concepts those orders dictate. Rather, they are the professional conversation ongoing among those who write such materials, intended for one another as well as for the more general military audience. They do not represent official doctrine, but they probably embody the general state of understanding of an issue among those who write doctrine. This is particularly true, in my view, of military science doctoral dissertations from NDU and AMS, like Xiao Tianliang’s work cited here. The dissertations published in NDU’s Military Science Doctoral Dissertation Archive series all seem to spend the first three-quarters of the work demonstrating mastery
of the current state of the field, then add the student’s thoughts and suggestions in the few chapters. The strong similarity between Xiao’s dissertation and the shorter discussion of war control in the 2001 Zhanlue Xue reinforces this interpretation. In my view, this makes such dissertations particularly valuable for gauging the PLA’s current thinking on a given issue.

Limitations Imposed by the Sources.

On a topic like war control, however, the PLA’s is not the only perspective that matters, and perhaps not even the most important. It is indeed important for the PLA to be conscious that military operations must support broader political objectives. But it is the political leaders who determine those objectives, and determine what military posture best furthers them. Whether political leaders think in terms similar to those outlined here for the PLA remains an open question.

It is possible that a similar body of writings exists, perhaps from the Central Party School, to instruct rising political leaders on escalation control and crisis management in the same way these writings educate rising military leaders. If such writings do exist, however, we do not seem to have any window into their content or concepts. And of course, anything used to train today’s rising mid-level cadres may have only limited relevance to how senior leaders would behave in a crisis. We can speculate that rising political leaders are being trained in concepts similar to what military officers are hearing, and that the training given mid-level political and military leaders reflects the perspectives of senior leaders who order such training. But without direct evidence on the issue, we can only draw tentative conclusions.

CONCLUSION

The field of PLA studies has changed enormously in the past 10 years with the sudden flood of valuable Chinese-language materials readily available in PRC bookstores, mail-order catalogs, and online. We have long castigated the Chinese for insufficient “transparency”
on military issues, and there remain important areas where Beijing continues to conceal information other countries believe a major power should make public in the interests of mutual understanding and stability. The transparency charge is beginning to wear thin, however, in light of the enormous and growing volume of public information on PLA issues that has not been examined in the English-speaking world. We should make a vigorous effort to better use these Chinese-language sources and incorporate them into our understanding of PLA modernization efforts.

In the field of war control and escalation control, we need to find more information about Chinese concepts of nuclear escalation, and to compare it to both U.S. nuclear escalation thought and Chinese war control thought. The writings discussed here make occasional reference to nuclear issues, such as the deployment of strategic nuclear forces for purposes of political signaling, but do not directly address nuclear escalation.

We also need to look for reflections of war control thinking in the statements and writings of the national political and military leadership. We may conclude tentatively that PLA writings on war control probably parallel the top leadership’s views, but we need more direct evidence before we can be confident in that conclusion.

The discussion of crisis management, containment, escalation, and war control in Chinese military writings seems to represent a blend of modern and traditional Chinese strategic thought, practical considerations common to all modern militaries, sophisticated assessment of the political and military challenges the PLA would face in a crisis, and optimism about China’s ability to mold the situation and control the course of events. Taken together, war control constitutes a distinctively Chinese perspective that may have a significant influence on Beijing’s behavior in a crisis, to include a potential conflict in the Taiwan Strait. As in other aspects of Chinese military development, we can expect to see increasing sophistication and realism as PLA theorists continue to explore and develop this relatively new field of strategic thought.
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INTRODUCTION

There is a seeming contradiction between China’s increasing influence in global and regional politics and the apprehension seen in Beijing’s perception of its security environment. Without a doubt, China today is more influential in world politics and the Asia-Pacific region than at any time in the modern era. Yet, Beijing’s official national defense policy suggests China is extremely uncertain about its national security environment. So apprehensive is Beijing that it believes military power is becoming increasingly important in preserving China’s security. This public anxiety comes after 15 years of double-digit percentage defense budget increases and what appears to be an acceleration of China’s military modernization programs.

Over the 25 years since their initiation, China’s current defense modernization programs have reached the point where they suggest that Beijing’s objective is to build Asia’s dominant defense establishment. In the United States, the improving capabilities of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA—as the services and branches are collectively named) increasingly are perceived as a potential threat to U.S. strategic interests in the West Pacific. The purpose of this chapter is to assess China’s military modernization programs by addressing seven issue areas. First, how does Beijing’s enunciated defense policy fit into the overall objectives of China’s security policy? Second, how does Beijing define the threats to China’s security? Third, to what extent do China’s acquisitions and indigenous development programs reflect Beijing’s defense policy and the military strategy it suggests? Fourth, China’s military
capabilities will be assessed in light of Beijing’s threat assessment and the strategy it has evidently developed in response to this perceived threat. Fifth, the issue of the PLA’s conventional force projection capabilities will be addressed. Sixth, a brief assessment will be made of the progress in China’s intent to develop a self-sustaining military industrial complex. Finally, an assessment will be made of possible events that could change the direction of China’s defense policies.

In addressing these issues, the chapter’s primary focus will be on the trends seen in China’s military modernization programs rather than present capabilities. Given the broad scope of China’s programs that range from modernizing the strategic nuclear deterrent to developing capabilities in information warfare, trends are a stronger indicator of possible intent than current capabilities. The chapter’s conclusion will assess the policy implication these trends suggest for the region and the United States.

**CHINA’S PERSPECTIVE ON ITS NATIONAL DEFENSE POLICY**

Beijing’s defense policy is formulated in an era where China is more secure from imminent external military threat than at any time in the past 150 years. Moreover, although Beijing does not view China as a “great power” because it lacks the technological sophistication of the world’s most advanced economies, Beijing has become a major player in the international system seeking great power status. Beijing is conducting an active diplomacy implementing a foreign policy strategy with multiple objectives collectively designed to transform China into a major world power.¹ This diplomacy is intended in large part to uphold an international environment conducive to sustaining and expanding the global trade and commerce necessary to build the economy and technological sophistication China needs to be a great power. This trade does more than enrich China and contribute to its domestic economic development. It also provides access to many of the technologies and manufacturing skills required to achieve Beijing’s most critical long-term defense modernization objective: a self-sustaining defense research and development (R&D) infrastructure and military industrial complex (MIC).

This same foreign policy strategy now pursues positive relations with the world beyond its initial concentration on China’s Asian
neighbors. Beijing seeks to work closely with the European Union (EU) and to extend its diplomatic influence into Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa. While much of this diplomacy is intended to ensure China’s access to the energy supplies demanded by a rapidly expanding economy, it also is designed to reinforce Beijing’s status as an influential player on the world scene. Within Asia, this diplomacy has established Beijing as a primary player in regional security forums while simultaneously easing, but not eliminating, apprehension over China’s increasing military capabilities. In brief, the strategy executed by Beijing has made China richer and more influential in the world than at any time since the mid-18th century. Nonetheless, Beijing’s defense policy does not reflect the confidence one might anticipate from China’s diplomatic achievements. What it does reflect is a fundamental apprehension of U.S. power and military presence both globally and in the Asia-Pacific region.

National Defense Policy.

The authoritative statements of Beijing’s perception of its security environment and the defense policy and strategy it requires are found in China’s defense white papers. Whereas the most recent white paper, published in December 2004, sees the international system as stable, “factors of uncertainty, instability, and insecurity” are viewed as increasing. In an only thinly veiled reference to the United States, the white paper states that “tendencies of hegemonism and unilateralism have gained new ground, as struggles for strategic points, strategic resources, and strategic dominance crop up from time to time.” This statement and the white paper’s reference to the U.S. invasion of Iraq as exerting a “far reaching influence on the international and regional security situations” demonstrates Beijing’s apprehension over the power and influence of the United States. These judgments also explain the white paper’s conclusion that “(t)he military factor plays a greater role in international configuration and national security.” The United States is unquestionably at the center of Beijing’s military security concerns. The reason for this is found in the white paper’s logic explaining why Beijing sees military power assuming greater importance in protecting China’s national security.
First, the metric employed in describing the developments in military capabilities changing the conduct of war is clearly drawn from the technological advances and doctrinal changes found in the U.S. armed forces. The white paper focuses on the consequences for military operations of the transition from mechanization to “informationalization”—referred to as the “World Wide Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA).” In Beijing’s view, as the world’s major militaries undergo this transformation and battlefield technologies change the conduct of war to “[a]symmetrical, noncontiguous and nonlinear operations,” the global military imbalance is widening. Because American armed forces are the leaders in this transformation and have applied advanced technologies to military operations in war, the imbalance of most concern to Beijing is between China and the United States. Second, as Chapter III of the white paper details,⁵ the PLA’s modernization is now dedicated to “building an informationalized force and winning an informationalized war. . . .” The only military adversaries the PLA potentially will confront with the capabilities it fears most are the U.S. armed forces. Currently, should that confrontation occur, it could be over Taiwan. Preventing Taiwan’s independence is declared the PLA’s “sacred responsibility.”⁶ In preparing China’s armed forces for this contingency, the white paper is explicit in its attachment of foremost priority to modernizing the PLA’s naval, air, and strategic missile forces. This priority is necessary “in order to strengthen the capabilities for winning both command of the sea and command of the air, and conducting strategic counterstrikes.”⁷ A military confrontation with the United States over Taiwan is the only probable scenario requiring this combination of military capabilities.

This apprehension over U.S. capabilities is stated clearly in the white paper’s assessment of the Asia-Pacific security environment. Although viewed as essentially stable, responsibility for any potential instability is placed on U.S. policies and strategy. Whereas the Six-Party Talks seeking to end North Korea’s nuclear programs are described as weak and terrorism and transnational crimes are recognized as major problems, the United States and Japan are seen as the principal sources of potential regional instability. The white paper states:
The United States is realigning and reinforcing its military presence in this region by buttressing military alliances and accelerating missile defense systems. Japan is stepping up its constitutional overhaul, adjusting its military and security policies and developing the missile defense system for early deployment. It also has markedly increased military activities abroad.8

As expected, the United States is criticized for increasing the quantity and quality of its arms sales to Taiwan. The Taiwan issue, however, was to become even more salient following the February 2005 meeting of the U.S.-Japan Security Consultative Committee (SCC).

The SCC’s joint statement issued on February 19 included a carefully worded reference to Taiwan as being among their agreed “common strategic objectives.” Specifically, the United States and Japan agreed they would “[e]ncourage the peaceful resolution of issues concerning the Taiwan Strait through dialogue.”9 China’s Foreign Minister, Li Zhaoxing, was inflexible in his response during a press conference. He declared that “[a]ny move to include Taiwan directly or indirectly in the scope of U.S.-Japan security cooperation constitutes an encroachment on China’s sovereignty and an interference in China’s internal affairs.”10

This focus on the U.S. military presence in the region, the alliance with Japan, and the centrality of Taiwan in Beijing’s perception of its Asian security environment contrasts sharply with Beijing’s assessment of the role played by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). The white paper declares:

China has established a strategic partnership with the ASEAN dedicated to peace and prosperity in the region, and engaged in comprehensive cooperation that has seen rapid expansion. Cooperation in East Asia, with the ASEAN and China, Japan, and the ROK [Republic of Korea] as the main players, keeps expanding, leading to greater economic development and political and security trust in the region. The ARF as the most important official channel for multilateral security dialogue in the Asia-Pacific region, plays a positive role in promoting security cooperation in the region.11

Even with the tensions so evident in Sino-Japanese relations, the contrast between China’s apprehension over U.S. capabilities and
strategy and the contributions ASEAN and ARF make to regional security could not be more starkly stated.

Nor are Beijing’s concerns necessarily misplaced. Certainly, the degree of cooperation achieved between China and the United States in the years following the tragic terrorist attack of September 11, 2001 (9/11), on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon has increased significantly. Nonetheless, despite this enhanced cooperation, U.S. mistrust of China’s long-term strategic intentions toward the Asian region has been stated in official documents laying out American national security and defense strategies. One year after the 9/11 tragedy, The National Security Strategy of the United States warned that “In pursuing advanced military capabilities that can threaten its neighbors in the Asia-Pacific region, China is pursuing an outdated path that, in the end, will hamper its pursuit of national greatness.” On September 30, 2001, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Quadrennial Defense Review’s (QDR) reference to a possible “military competitor with a formidable resource base emerging in Asia” could only be read as referring to China. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld’s statement at the recent Asian security conference held in Singapore would confirm to Beijing that U.S. concerns over China remain high among the Defense Department’s priorities. In his prepared remarks, Secretary Rumsfeld asserted that because no country threatened China, Beijing’s investments in its military modernization programs were questionable.

Beijing’s concentration on defeating or offsetting U.S. military capabilities can be seen in the trends found in China’s acquisitions from foreign sources, especially Russia, and indigenous programs and R&D projects. Nonetheless, although the primary driver for China’s current military modernization programs is preparing the PLA for a possible military conflict with the United States over Taiwan, the weapons, equipment, operational doctrine, and training being developed are fungible. The capabilities being developed can be applied to military contingencies other than a Taiwan scenario, and these are not minor capabilities. Simply listing them, some of which have their origins in the 1950s, attests to the level of military capabilities sought by Beijing.
• R&D in space systems to provide wide area intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities.
• R&D in anti-satellite systems.
• Cruise missile acquisitions and programs dedicated to improving the range, speed, and accuracy of land, air, and ship-launched weapons.
• Ballistic missile programs improving the range, survivability (mobile systems), reliability, accuracy, and response times of tactical, regional, and intercontinental-range weapons to augment or replace current systems.
• Construction of new classes of nuclear-powered attack and ballistic missile submarines (SSN/SSBN) to augment or replace those now in service.
• Acquisition and development of advanced diesel-electric submarines armed with sub-surface launched cruise missiles and guided torpedoes to augment or replace older vessels now in service.
• Development and acquisition of more capable surface combatants armed with advanced antiship cruise missiles, antisubmarine warfare, and air defense systems.
• Air power programs developing and acquiring technologically advanced multiple-role combat aircraft, together with airborne early warning and control system aircraft (AWACS) and aerial refueling to increase their effectiveness and combat radius, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) designed to attack an adversary’s air defense radars.
• Air defense programs developing and acquiring surface-to-air missiles (SAM) and aircraft capable of providing an integrated air defense of China’s territory.
• Ground force programs modernizing armor and artillery weapons, deploying increasing numbers of helicopter aviation units, improving airlift for airborne units, deploying increasing numbers of special operations forces units, and increasing amphibious warfare capabilities.
• R&D in offensive and defensive information warfare operations.
• R&D and deployment of improved command, control, communications, and computer systems (C4).
• Increasing the tempo and complexity of exercises to make the PLA capable in the joint service operations essential for contemporary warfare, including amphibious operations.

Although undoubtedly now primarily intended for a possible military conflict with the United States over Taiwan, as they mature these trends will provide military capabilities China can apply to its maritime claims and defense of its land borders. Beijing’s defense requirements should not be underestimated. China’s land border stretches some 13,728 miles, extending from Russia and North Korea in the north and northeast to Southeast Asia and South and Central Asia, touching on no less than 14 countries. China’s coastline extends some 9,000 miles from Russia in the north to Vietnam in the south. China’s current threat environment, however, is low, and Beijing’s regional diplomacy is dedicated to sustaining a cooperative relationship with all neighboring states, including resolving border disputes. Moreover, even now, no single Asian power can match China’s military power on continental Asia. With the possible exception of Japan, it is likely that within a decade or so no Asian country will be capable of challenging China’s naval and air power in maritime East Asia. Only India conceivably will be able to countervail a Chinese naval presence in the Bay of Bengal and the Indian Ocean, should Beijing choose to patrol that distance from its home waters.

The question arising from this unfolding range of military capabilities is what future security environments are China’s defense modernization programs designed to prepare for? It is difficult to assume they are intended primarily to enhance China’s prestige by presenting Asia and the world with technologically advanced highly trained armed forces. It is reasonable to conclude that China’s defense programs, especially the intent to develop an indigenous capability to design and manufacture any defense items Beijing believes it requires, are calculated to make China Asia’s dominant military power. If this should be the objective, then what are Beijing’s strategic
intentions when this goal is achieved over the coming two decades? Currently, the United States is the Asia-Pacific region’s predominant power with every intention of remaining so.

The Sino-American Paradox.

Despite the undeniable focus of Beijing’s defense modernization on potential military confrontation with the United States, Washington and Beijing recognize that their national interests are served best by avoiding direct confrontation. Both are expanding cooperation in all realms serving their mutual interests. That is, China and the United States are pursuing parallel polices of pragmatic mutual engagement. More recently, when the two leaders met on the sidelines of the November 2004 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) meeting in Chile, President Hu Jintao asked President George W. Bush to engage in what he referred to as a “strategic dialogue.” President Bush agreed, but because the term “strategic dialogue” is reserved for close allies, Washington chose to term the meetings a “global dialogue.” Nonetheless, the United States and China agreed to hold regular high-level talks on political and security issues.16 The first of these was held in Beijing on August 1, 2005, by Vice Foreign Minister Dai Bingguo and Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick.17 These meetings can be seen as paralleling the Sino-American Defense Consultative Talks (DCT) between the two defense establishments. This mutual engagement is a positive consequence both of reciprocal concerns over the potential costs of open confrontation, as well as the reality that Beijing and Washington have much to gain through cooperation. Nonetheless, the strong opposition the United States and Japan presented to the EU’s potential lifting of its post-Tiananmen arms embargo on China is indicative of the tensions that mark this engagement. The central argument presented by the United States and Japan was that lifting the embargo threatened the regional balance of military power by potentially assisting China in its already accelerating military modernization programs.18 Similar arguments were raised by the United States with Israel in the dispute over Israeli arms and technology sales to China.19

This reciprocal pattern of apprehension and cooperation reflects the utility China and the United States see in a pragmatic relationship.
Perhaps contradicting China’s defense white paper, China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) has expressed the view that it welcomes a continuing strong U.S. regional presence because it contributes to regional security and stability.20 A sustained American political, economic, and military presence provides those Asian states apprehensive over Beijing’s growing influence the ability to hedge against any potential attempt by China to dominate the region. In this sense, the United States assists in providing the regional stability that allows Beijing to pursue its primary external strategic objective of sustaining an international environment conducive to enhancing China’s economic development and modernization.

There is a paradox underlying this policy of mutual engagement. Even as this pragmatic cooperation forms the core of their relationship, China and the United States are simultaneously preparing for war with each other over Taiwan. Both will have contingency plans on the shelf containing operational designs to defeat the other.21

**ASSESSING CHINA’S MILITARY CAPABILITIES**

Whereas Beijing’s aspirations for its military modernizations programs seemingly are evident, PLA capabilities are far less so. As a matter of policy and despite improvements over the years, Beijing’s lack of transparency in its military capabilities and programs makes a confident assessment impossible. For example, for some years now the PLA has focused on developing the capability to conduct joint warfare, but what can be known from reports on military exercises or the occasional visits of observers is too limited for reliable judgment. Nor can any estimate be confident that it properly assesses PLA logistic capabilities for joint operations. The effectiveness of PLA Navy (PLAN) anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and anti-air warfare (AAW) cannot be determined for the same reasons. The quality of training, maintenance, and all the other factors that contribute to effective ASW and AAW simply cannot be determined from the information available. Similar problems affect assessments of essentially all other realms of warfighting. Any evaluation therefore is left with trying to make informed guesses from the platforms, weapons, and supporting systems in the PLA’s inventory joined with what is known about
PLA operational doctrine and the exercises conducted to train for this doctrine. This is not firm ground for assessing capabilities.

The second dilemma an assessment has to confront is the difficulty of determining the PLA’s capabilities against a specific adversary or adversaries in a particular scenario. An example of this difficulty is found in the debate between Michael O’Hanlon of the Brookings Institution and Lyle Goldstein and William Murray of the U.S. Naval War College. The central issue they debated was the potential cost in U.S. Navy (USN) ships required to defeat a PLAN submarine blockade of Taiwan.\(^\text{22}\) One could assume, given the overall ASW superiority and numbers of USN SSN, destroyers, aircraft carriers, and land-based P-3 aircraft that any Chinese attempt to enforce a submarine blockade of Taiwan would be defeated quickly. However, continuing improvements in China’s submarine force joined with the complexities of ASW operations in the Taiwan area and the post-Cold War withering of U.S. ASW assets led Goldstein and Murray (an experienced retired USN submarine officer) to argue to the contrary.\(^\text{23}\) In doing so, they criticized an earlier essay by Michael O’Hanlon, who had argued that in the most severe case while assisting the Taiwan navy, the USN could possibly lose two ships.\(^\text{24}\) Goldstein and Murray conclude that in the best case, U.S. losses would be three ships, and in the worst case 14 ships could be lost in a single tactical exchange.\(^\text{25}\)

In part, these problems are the result of basing analyses on open sources. It is possible that the U.S. intelligence community (IC), drawing on its multiple sources, can assess the PLA’s capabilities with more confidence. Nonetheless, even the IC has to grapple with the secrecy enveloping China’s modernization programs. The recent DoD report on China’s military power states that because of this secrecy, the report’s “findings and conclusions are based on incomplete data.”\(^\text{26}\) Furthermore, as China’s armed forces modernize across the board and the MIC becomes more capable in the R&D and production of sophisticated platforms, weapons suites, and supporting systems, estimating the PLA’s future capabilities is becoming even more difficult. Equally uncertain is the PLA’s capability to command, control, coordinate, and provide timely intelligence to its modernized forces. The PLA could be moving faster
or slower toward its aspirations than an external observer, especially one using only open sources, will know with any confidence.

U.S. AND CHINA: MILITARY STRATEGIES

In terms of military strategy, the U.S. position in Asia serves as the maritime balancer to China. In essence, the military strategies of China and the United States consist of a continental power countered by a maritime power. American forces deploy throughout the Asia-Pacific region from U.S. and foreign-hosted bases and facilities. These bases and facilities extend from the West Coast of the United States to Hawaii and Guam, and from the Republic of Korea and Japan in the north through Southeast Asia down to Australia and Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean. Possibly, U.S. access to bases in Central Asia (Uzbekistan, which is ending, and Kyrgyzstan) could be included in this listing. Their purpose, however, is to support coalition operations in Afghanistan rather than serve as facilities for possible operations against China.

Given this continental-maritime structure, Beijing’s basic military strategy for defense against the United States is to maintain strategic deterrence through a credible second-strike capability and to defend China’s territory and littoral seas. Because of its location some 100 miles from the mainland, Taiwan is encompassed by this strategy. The trends in China’s defense modernization programs listed earlier are designed in large part to make this strategy increasingly robust.

Strategic deterrence will be bolstered by the new class (094) of SSBNs armed with 12 JL-2 submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBM). These ships will grant China a survivable sea-based strategic force. It safely can be assumed they will be quieter and more reliable than the troublesome single-ship Xia-class that represents China’s first generation SSBN. The new SSBN force will complement the solid-fueled, mobile land-based DF-31 and DF-31A intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) now under development for deployment in the near future. These new weapons will be quicker in responding, more accurate, and survivable than the 20 slow responding, liquid-fueled silo-based DF-5A ICBMs that form the core of China’s current deterrent. Equally important, even if only two 094 SSBN are deployed
in the coming decade, they would add 24 ICBM to the 20 land-based weapons now in place. When the DF-31/31A are deployed, the number of ICBMs capable of striking the United States will increase even more. There are many unknowns about China’s nuclear force planning. Among them is how Beijing conceptualizes its future strategic force structure as it confronts the U.S. national missile defense (NMD) program and is capable of deploying increasing numbers of weapons at sea and on land. Possibly, rather than relying on a just a few weapons—a minimal deterrent—as it has in the past, Beijing will conclude that, with NMD on the horizon, a significantly larger force is necessary.

Strengthening littoral defense is sought by improving the PLA’s naval and air power capabilities to conduct operations several hundred miles from China’s coast. When employed in a joint service campaign, these capabilities will provide the basis for a “local sea denial” or “anti-access” defense potentially extending 200 miles or possibly much more from China’s territorial waters. The military objective is to present a threat to U.S. aircraft carrier strike groups that will slow their advance into the Taiwan area of operations (TAO). Once in the TAO, the objective is to make U.S. Navy operations extremely hazardous and costly.

Although China is exploring the use of ballistic missiles to strike ships, the greatest imminent threat to U.S. naval forces is the deployment of modern Russian and indigenously developed quiet, diesel-electric submarines (SS) and a new class (093) of SSNs. The 093 SSN, Russian Kilo, the latest Song, and the Yuan SS are armed with submerged-launch long-range anti-ship cruise missiles (ASCM) and wake-homing and/or wire-guided torpedoes. This deployment is complemented by the acquisition and development of more modern and lethal surface combatants, including the Sovremenny-class guided-missile destroyers (DDG) from Russia and the indigenous development of DDGs and guided missile frigates (FFG). The ASCMs arming these ships are increasing in range, speed, and lethality.

Air power improvements focus on the acquisition from Russia and indigenous development of fourth-generation multiple-role combat aircraft. The new air-launched cruise missiles (ALCM) arming these aircraft have greater range, supersonic speed, and the ability to take
evasive maneuvers to defeat the target ships’ defenses. The combat potential of these aircraft will be enhanced by the deployment of AWACS and aerial refueling aircraft. When these two capabilities mature, they will grant PLAN aviation and PLA Air Force (PLAAF) aircraft greater range and effectiveness.

In response to U.S. “deep strike” operations, point defense of essential military, industrial, and political installations is being replaced by an integrated air defense system (IAD) that includes SAMs, air defense artillery, and offensive counter air operations. The “high-tech” contribution of advanced SAMs and air defense aircraft to IAD is joined by a 21st century version of “people’s war.” “People’s Air Defense” units formed out of China’s urban militia now are assigned the task of repairing bombing and missile damage, restoration of electricity and water supplies, reestablishing communications, and responding to all other consequences of enemy air and missile attacks.  

Although our ability to determine what progress has been made is minimal, the PLA’s interest in offensive and defensive information operations must not be overlooked. The PLA views these operations as “Integrated Network Electronic Warfare” and as a capability essential to seizing battlespace initiative through “electromagnetic dominance in the early stages of a conflict.”

Looking further ahead, China’s space programs are to provide two capabilities critical to a littoral defense strategy. Wide-area ISR capabilities will serve to locate and track U.S. aircraft carrier strike groups and permit over-the-horizon (OTH) targeting for China’s air and ship-borne cruise missiles. Should China’s anti-satellite program be successful, it would be used to damage the ISR and command and control satellites so important to U.S. military operations. Finally, as mentioned earlier, the 2005 DOD annual report states that China is exploring the possibility of using ballistic missiles to attack USN task forces. Clearly, using ballistic missiles to target American aircraft carriers will require both maneuvering warheads and space-based ISR to locate, track, and target the strike force.

The actual number of modern platforms currently in the PLA’s inventory is relatively small, therefore the current capacity to implement this antiaccess strategy is quite limited. The majority of China’s air, naval, and strategic missile forces consists of older types
incorporating updated 1960s technologies. For example, of some 2,600 combat aircraft in the PLAAF and PLAN aviation units, only about 300 are third and fourth generation types armed with sophisticated munitions. Nor have the capabilities of AWACS aircraft and aerial refueling yet been developed sufficiently by training to be considered operational. The PLAN suffers from a similar imbalance in both its surface combatants and submarines. Most are older, although often updated, ships. More important is the direction the acquisition and development trends demonstrate.

It seems evident that in the foreseeable future, and even with the anticipated improvements in U.S. platforms, weapons, and supporting systems, China’s littoral defense is going to become even more difficult to penetrate. Indeed, it would be prudent to anticipate that future Chinese SS will incorporate air independent propulsion (AIP). Extending the number of days PLAN diesel-electric submarines can stay submerged operating on their batteries would make them even more difficult to locate and kill than they are today. The same level of improvement also should be anticipated for China’s new SSN over the noisy first generation Han-class. Similarly, the well-known deficiencies in the air defense capabilities of the PLA surface combatants evidently are being overcome by the introduction of two indigenously developed Aegis-type DDGs referred to as Project 052C. None of this progress suggests that China’s armed forces are intended to match overall U.S. capabilities. What PLA modernization programs do demonstrate is that China systematically is overcoming the deficiencies found in the existing legacy platforms and weapons systems as it brings its armed forces into the 21st century. Although China’s naval and air forces clearly are not as numerous or well-equipped and trained as their U.S. counterparts, they are reaching for capabilities that will make a military confrontation with them more hazardous and costly.

As Thomas Christensen so concisely stated the problem several years ago, China can cause problems for U.S. security policy without matching American military capabilities. The distribution of the U.S. Pacific Fleet’s large inventory of sophisticated and extremely competent combatants serves as an example of the problem. The submarine force contains 26 SSN, 7 SSBN, and 3 nuclear-powered guided missile submarines (SSGN-converted Ohio-class SSBN capable
of being armed with 154 Tomahawk land-attack cruise missiles). Sea-based air power consists of five aircraft carrier air wings. A sixth aircraft carrier, the Ronald Reagan (CVN 76), does not have an assigned air wing. Each air wing contains 60-85 aircraft. A typical air wing’s missions include strike, airborne early warning, electronic attack, ASW, and logistic support. The Pacific Fleet’s surface combatants consist of 11 guided missile cruisers (CG), 22 DDG, 2 destroyers (DD), and 13 frigates (FFG). This inventory is divided among the Third and Seventh Fleets, Task Force 12, and Task Force 14. Only the Seventh Fleet, headquartered in Yokosuka, Japan, is forward-based in the West Pacific. The Seventh Fleet’s combat power centers on the Kitty Hawk (CV 63) Strike Group composed of the aircraft carrier’s air wing, 35 2 CG, 3 DDG, 2 FFG, and 2 SSN.

Thus, although the U.S. Pacific Fleet’s aggregate capabilities are far superior to anything China can put to sea, few ships are forward-based in the West Pacific. Any major confrontation with China would require the redeployment of ships to the West Pacific, requiring considerable transit time. U.S. naval vessels steaming at 14 knots would take 18 days to reach the East China Sea from the U.S. West Coast. From Pearl Harbor, the steaming time is 14 days; and from Yokosuka, 5 days. Ships in the Persian Gulf would steam for 15 days to reach the East China Sea. More rapid advance, say 20 knots, would result in ships arriving in the operating area with engineering problems and most likely with weapon systems and sensors needing maintenance. This speed of advance also would restrict crew training and readiness for combat operations, especially for the air wing embarked on aircraft carriers. Furthermore, the increased speed would require either additional refueling stops or additional replenishment ships for underway refueling. Therefore, a moderate advance of 14 knots would result in greater combat effectiveness in the area of operations despite the longer transit times. Nuclear-powered submarines have shorter transit times, because their speed is not affected by the sea state; therefore their machinery and weapons suites are not susceptible to the vibrations and other consequences of high-speed surface transit.

Recent U.S. responses to China’s improving military capabilities are difficult to separate from what could also be preparation for a potential North Korea crisis. Nonetheless, changes being made to U.S.
air and naval forces in preparation for a Taiwan or North Korea crisis can be applied to either contingency.\textsuperscript{38} The Pacific Fleet has moved three SSN to Guam, placing them closer to China. Consideration is being given to moving an aircraft carrier and its air wing from the Atlantic Fleet to be based in Pearl Harbor. In May 2005, the 13th Air Force moved from Guam to Hawaii. According to General Paul V. Hester, commander of U.S. Pacific Air Forces (PACAF), the new 13th Air Force headquarters will provide an air operations and warfighting center to cover the entire Pacific region. General Hester plans to establish a strike force at Andersen Air Force Base (AFB) on Guam composed of 6 strategic bombers and 48 fighters rotated from U.S. bases. These combat aircraft will be joined by 12 aerial refueling aircraft to provide a long-range force projection capability. In November 2004, Major General David Deptula, PACAF’s Director of Air and Space Operations, anticipated the strategic bombers being employed for maritime control. Available technologies now provide strategic bombers with all-weather, day/night precision anti-ship capability.\textsuperscript{39} In addition, three \textit{Global Hawk} unmanned reconnaissance aircraft will be based on Guam. With 28 hours endurance and a range of more than 11,780 miles at altitudes up to 65,000 feet, a \textit{Global Hawk} will be capable of missions covering 62,000 square miles a day, from Bangkok to Beijing. Adding to these developments, Lieutenant General Henry Obering, USAF, Director of the Missile Defense Agency, has stated that China would be treated as a potential missile threat in the development program for national missile defense. This decision was made, he said, because it was “prudent” to do so.\textsuperscript{40}

As these contingency preparations were being made, the paradox of Sino-American relations continued. In April 2005, the DCT were held as scheduled in Washington. General Xiong Guangkai of the PLA General Staff Department met with his counterpart, Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Douglas Feith, and other senior officials, including National Security Adviser Stephen Hadley. China’s news agency \textit{Xinhua} reported that General Xiong discussed China’s December 2004 defense white paper, and that both sides had agreed they should strengthen their military dialogue and exchanges “in order to enhance mutual understanding and trust.”\textsuperscript{41} Other patterns of normal military ties between the two countries also were
sustained. U.S. and Chinese centers of professional military education (PME) continued their exchange of visits, and on July 16, General Liu Zhenwu, commander of the Guangzhou Military Region, departed China for a visit to U.S. PACOM at the invitation of its commander, Admiral William J. Fallon, USN. In a press interview before General Liu’s arrival, Admiral Fallon stressed that he sought to strengthen military ties between his command and the PLA. Admiral Fallon is reported as saying “I don’t see a threat, I don’t want to be perceived as the military commander here to be offering or proposing a threat to China.” 42

Moreover, in October Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld made his first visit to China, and in July 2006 General Guo Boxiong, Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission, visited the United States. Symbolically, these two official visits restored military relations to the point they were prior to the 2001 collision between a PLA Navy fighter and a U.S. Navy reconnaissance aircraft.

CHINA’S FORCE PROJECTION CAPABILITIES

Although in principal the emerging capabilities of the PLA are applicable to scenarios other than Taiwan, the current DoD report judges that “China’s ability to project conventional military power beyond its periphery remains limited.” 43 The question arising from this statement is how limited are these capabilities? With the PLAN conducting exercises in the South China Sea and its nuclear submarines patrolling further east, on one occasion circling Guam, 44 this question requires more detailed assessment.

Assessments of PLA conventional force projection capabilities have to address how far from China’s borders and against what adversary? Beijing is working diligently to resolve its remaining land border disputes, and no state in Asia is contemplating an invasion of China. Consequently, beyond possible border incidents that China must prepare for, a ground war is so unlikely that it does not warrant discussion. Should a border incident flare up, PLA ground forces are capable of responding effectively. These forces have been undergoing modernization, including PLAAF initial training in close air support. Furthermore, and despite the uncertain results of Beijing’s 1979 incursion into Vietnam, ground warfare is the PLA’s forte.
In China’s maritime realm, tensions in Northeast Asia involve primarily territorial disputes with Japan. With Japan an ally of the United States, a major military confrontation over these disputes is improbable. Moreover, Japan’s Maritime and Air Self-Defense Forces (MSDF/ASDF) are themselves extremely capable. Indeed, the only potential but still unlikely use of China’s force projection capabilities other than in a Taiwan crisis is over the continuing territorial disputes in the South China Sea.

In a South China Sea scenario, as in all other uses of military force, one has to ask the purpose of the force projection. Is it to establish a “presence” or to conduct sustained combat operations? If it is the former, perhaps as an act of coercive diplomacy, the PLAN can carry out the mission with ease. A surface action group (SAG) flotilla composed of four or five DDGs and FFGs accompanied by one or two submarines and an underway replenishment ship would make China’s intent clear. If, however, a PLAN SAG has to prepare for possible sustained combat operations, then two deficiencies come into play.

Despite the PLAN’s introduction of Aegis-type DDGs, the fact remains that almost all PLAN surface combatants only have limited AAW capabilities. This means that if the PLAN is conducting sustained combat operations in the South China Sea, its surface combatants are exposed to land-based air attack from several regional air forces. Some protection for the SAG could be provided by China’s land-based aircraft using aerial refueling, but this technique has not been operationalized thus far. Moreover, the defending aircraft would require frequent refueling to ensure sustained loiter time over the area of operations. This is far beyond the PLA’s capabilities. An aircraft carrier with fixed-wing aircraft would be needed for sustained air operations in an area as distant as the South China Sea. Such a ship remains only a distant dream for the PLAN.

A second deficiency is the limited wide-area surveillance capability available to the PLAN. In the 1990s, China equipped Y-8 turbo-prop transports with British Skymaster surveillance and early warning radars capable of identifying surface and air targets and vectoring ships and aircraft. With a flight endurance of 10.5 hours and a cruising speed of 340 mph, the Y-8 could partially compensate
for this deficiency. A potential third PLAN deficiency is ASW. The PLAN is acquiring improved ASW helicopters for its surface combatants and the new submarines will have an improved ASW capability, but how competently these capabilities can be employed simply is not known. Nonetheless, a PLAN flotilla would not be defenseless. Assuming one or two submarines are part of the SAG, surface ships attacking with ASCM confront a daunting task. In addition to facing the SAG’s submarines, the PLAN’s newest DDGs, especially the Sovremenny, are armed with lethal, supersonic long-range ASCM.

This discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of a PLAN SAG operating in the South China Sea, however, begs a basic question. Should Beijing employ military coercion to enforce China’s sovereignty claims, would any state in Southeast Asia choose to challenge the kind of SAG the PLAN can dispatch today? Would any regional navy and air force choose to challenge a SAG escorting an amphibious group planning to seize one of the many of the disputed Spratly islets? Looking ahead a decade, does any Southeast Asian nation’s military modernization programs contemplate developing the capabilities to challenge China’s future naval and air power? Even without an aircraft carrier, China’s drive for a major regional navy is marked clearly by current acquisitions and indigenous programs. Thus far, the only regional navies that will sustain the capabilities to meet or exceed the PLAN are those of Japan and India. Indeed, today the capabilities of Japan’s air and naval forces exceed those of the PLAN and the PLAAF.

**CHINA’S MILITARY INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX**

As it has been since the first defense modernization programs began in the mid-1950s, Beijing’s long-term strategic objective is to build a self-sustaining defense R&D and military industrial complex. Extensive industrial reforms undertaken in the late 1990s have made a substantial improvement in China’s defense production. R&D procedures and production methods have all improved, with consequent progress in the quality of the output. Nonetheless, even in the sector that has demonstrated the most progress other than the missile industry, shipbuilding, reliance on imported components
and technologies continues. Whereas significant headway has been made in the production of platforms, China’s most advanced ship types contain critical imported components and technologies. The PLAN’s newest diesel-electric submarine, the Yuan-class, likely draws upon some Russian submarine technology. The most recent Song-class submarines rely on German diesel engines and copies of the French DUUX-5 digital sonar system and other copies or imports of European, Russian, or Israeli components. The PLAN’s newest destroyers use Ukrainian gas turbine engines and Russian antiaircraft missile systems and search radars.

The aviation industry has demonstrated the least progress. Despite China’s development of the Kunlun turbo-jet engine and the anticipated WS-10 advanced turbo-fan power plant, the engine for China’s first indigenous fourth generation combat aircraft, the F-10 designed with Israel’s assistance, is supplied by Russia—the A1-31FN built by Salyut. That China continues to rely on importing Russian aircraft for the PLAAF and PLAN aviation demonstrates the aviation industries’ continuing deficiencies. Naval aviation, for example, is being enhanced by the purchase of Russia’s Su-30Mk2 armed with the supersonic Kh-31 ASCM.

Even China’s missile industry, which has had pride of place among the defense industries since the mid-1950s, has its own weaknesses. The industry’s successes can be seen in the development and production of solid-fueled ballistic missiles and new classes of cruise missiles. China’s cruise missiles are increasing in range and accuracy and a land-attack cruise missile (LACM) is under development as is a long-range surface-to-air missile perhaps comparable to the U.S. Patriot or Russian S-300. These successes must be tempered with the recognition that the United States has had solid-fueled ICBMs since the 1960s. Moreover, whereas LACMs, beyond-visual-range air-to-air missiles, and anti-radiation missiles have long been in the inventories of Western and Russian militaries, they are new to China. This observation is not made to denigrate all the industry has accomplished in the last few years, but to provide a perspective that does not exaggerate these achievements.

While not a defense industry, the information technology (IT) sector has established a close working relationship with the PLA.
IT corporations provide command, control, communications and intelligence (C\textsuperscript{4}I) equipment to the armed forces, thereby providing an important modernizing component. This has allowed the PLA to incorporate major improvements in its communications abilities and operational security. Presumably, these same technologies have assisted the PLA in developing capabilities in offensive and defensive information operations often now referred to as “computer network operations” (CNO).\textsuperscript{50}

Although Chinese rightly feel pride in the success of their manned space program, China’s space industries and R&D have had a military purpose since their origins in the mid-1950s. China’s military space and counterspace programs\textsuperscript{51} are focused primarily on countering U.S. capabilities. Beijing’s primary interests are space-based command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C\textsuperscript{4}ISR), targeting for a variety of weapons, including cruise and ballistic missiles and anti-satellite (ASAT) systems. China’s progress in these realms is difficult to estimate. Nevertheless, as in other areas of advanced technologies, in addition to its indigenous programs Beijing works in cooperation in other countries, including Brazil and the EU and in a joint university program between Qinghua University and the United Kingdom’s (UK) University of Surrey. Four state-owned space industries are supervising China’s R&D as part of Beijing’s participation in the EU’s \textit{Galileo} satellite navigation system.\textsuperscript{52} Additionally, China is developing its own \textit{Beidou} satellite navigation system\textsuperscript{53} and has access to Russia’s Global Navigation System (GLONASS). How close China is to disrupting U.S. space systems while employing its own systems for C\textsuperscript{4}ISR and targeting cannot be determined from unclassified sources, and perhaps not by the intelligence community. What is important, nonetheless, is the concentrated and expensive priority Beijing has placed on developing these capabilities.

The effort Beijing has directed at improving China’s defense industries and R&D over the past 25 years, and particularly in the past 5 years, demonstrates China’s commitment to a self-sustaining MIC. Beyond extensive reorganization and reform, Beijing has increased its R&D investments and raised expenditures on the importation of foreign manufacturing technologies. These policies have generated an expanding cohort of technicians, engineers, and scientists. With
all its deficiencies, especially in view of the heavy baggage the MIC carried over from the 1960s and 1970s, the improvements made are remarkable. Whether these improvements signify a take-off stage for the MIC is not knowable. It is clear that the groundwork has been prepared for the time when further progress in military technologies will depend on China’s indigenous R&D and production capabilities.

RESOURCES, POTENTIAL POLITICAL CHANGE, AND CHINA’S FUTURE COURSE

What could cause China to change its current course? Will economic expansion stagnate, limiting the resources Beijing can allocate to military modernization? Will China’s political system undergo such change that Beijing will alter its strategic objectives? There are no firm answers to these and similar questions, but exploring them could shine some light on Beijing’s determination to pursue China’s current defense policies.

Resources.

Can Beijing sustain the level of defense expenditures it has accepted since 1989? With an average annual increase of 14.5 percent, the official defense budget has doubled in real terms about every 5 years. Even with these increases, the official defense budget over this period consumed a modest 1.6 percent of gross domestic product (GDP). When the recent RAND study adjusted the official budget to reflect probable total military expenditures, the defense burden in 2003 was 2.3 to 2.8 percent of GDP. This is not an unusual defense burden. It is reasonable to assume that China’s future economy will slow from its current high rate of expansion and grow at an average annual rate of 5 percent. This rate of growth will triple the size of China’s economy by 2025. Maintaining defense expenditures at some 2 percent of GDP as China’s economy expands at 5 percent a year will provide the defense establishment with sufficient funding to sustain its modernization programs. Nevertheless, it is questionable whether the rates of increase seen in recent years can be sustained if the economy grows at 5 percent per annum. To maintain such a high
rate of annual increase, estimated by the RAND study to average 9.8 percent a year in real terms, would require Beijing to accept defense expenditures ranging from 6.2 to 7.6 percent of GDP by 2025. This level of spending is excessive; China’s military expenditures would exceed those of any NATO or Asian country.

Moreover, the central government confronts demands for more societal spending. China’s economic expansion will be accompanied by an older, more urbanized population that, although wealthier, also will be making more demands on government expenditures. Currently neglected areas such as pensions, health care, education, public infrastructure, and the environment will compete with military spending. These demands joined the bad debts created by nonperforming loans granted by government banks to state-owned enterprises, placing an increasing burden on government expenditures. Even with these competing demands, sustaining military expenditures that require only around 2 percent of GDP is acceptable.

Nonetheless, defense spending at 2 percent of GDP could be viewed as inadequate, should Beijing perceive its security environment deteriorating to the point it believes a major war is probable. Under this condition, Beijing could consider it necessary to increase its defense expenditures to the range of 3 to 5 percent. Such a decision would create a serious friction with the increasing societal demands on central government expenditures.

Although the probability of economic collapse is slim, defense expenditures would be threatened by economic stagnation. If stagnation did set in, societal demands for spending on pensions, health care, and other societal needs would increase with the growth in unemployment and other consequences of prolonged economic decline. Unless China confronted a severe and immediate external military threat to its security, fear of internal unrest could well result in priority placed on domestic spending to ease societal tensions with the cost paid by decreased expenditures on military modernization. It also is possible that, even without economic stagnation, China’s political leadership could conclude that mounting national debt and increasing societal demands required diminishing military expenditures.
Political Change.

The swelling demands on future government spending are accompanied by tensions afflicting China’s polity stemming from uneven economic expansion, unemployment, corruption, and the malfeasance of many government and party officials. It would be imprudent to assume, however, that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is about to lose control and China disintegrate. Certainly, popular protests are increasing in number rapidly, growing larger and better organized. This pattern of protests is strong especially in China’s northeast “rustbelt” and in rural areas. In urban areas, the organization of protests is being aided by the wide use of cell phones, e-mail, and the Internet. China’s police, however, are becoming more sophisticated in their responses. The police now admit that the protesters often have legitimate complaints against such problems as avaricious managers and corrupt local officials. Moreover, police techniques for controlling these protests have begun to change from blunt suppression to containing and placating the protestors.

China’s political elite is worried about the implications of increasing unrest for the CCP’s continued monopoly of political power, but the response across China’s polity has been mixed. At the top of the political system, the CCP has indeed sought to increase its control over the political process and over the mass media and internet. At lower levels, however, experiments first seen in village elections have been repeated in urban areas. Moreover, experiments in “e-government” are underway in some provinces and municipal governments, including electronic bulletin boards that seek feedback and public opinion on government policies. There are even the early signs of an emerging civil society, especially in the rich, Internet, and cell phone-linked urban areas. In short, changes underway in China suggest continued CCP rule in a still controlled but more open political climate. Collapse of CCP rule and the disintegration of China seem far less probable than an incremental easing of authoritarian controls beginning at the level of local governance.

More importantly, from the PLA’s point of view, maintaining an authoritarian but slowly liberalizing political system that eases societal tensions minimizes the possibility that it will be used to bring
mass protests under control as it was in the Tiananmen debacle. Unless public protests get completely out of control, they are the responsibility of the civilian Ministry of Public Security police and the People’s Armed Police (PAP). The PLA can be used for domestic security purposes only when requested by local authorities and approved by the central government.58

POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND SPECULATIONS

For the United States, the major unresolved question hovering over China’s military modernization programs is whether Beijing’s intent is ultimately to challenge U.S. military supremacy in maritime Asia. From an American perspective, the trends potentially are ominous. China’s programs embracing strategic nuclear force enhancements, space exploitation for the conduct of military operations, information warfare, naval and air power modernization, and homeland defense against air and missile attack are all designed in large part to counter U.S. capabilities. From a Chinese perspective, beyond a possible confrontation over Taiwan, these programs are a necessary hedge against an uncertain future security environment that has at its center a potential U.S. shift to a more confrontational policy as China’s power and influence increases. Beijing’s defense white papers consistently signal such apprehension. Consequently, in Beijing’s eyes there is no contradiction between China’s expanding regional and global political influence and the aspirations of its military modernization programs. China’s most dangerous potential adversary wields the world’s most powerful military.

For the coming decade, China’s national interests drive Beijing toward maintaining its policy of fostering a pragmatic mutual engagement with the United States. Similarly, although Chinese military capabilities developed in response to U.S. military power are applicable to scenarios other than a Sino-American confrontation, Beijing will continue to rely on expanding trade, commerce, foreign direct investment, and technology transfers to build China’s economy. This will constrain China’s use of force. Aggressive military action in Asia would undermine the international environment Beijing correctly believes China needs to achieve its long-term strategic
objectives. For this reason, even as China prepares for a possible war with the United States over Taiwan, Beijing does not seek such a war. It is more probable that Beijing believes the PLA’s overt war preparations serve as a deterrent to Taiwan and stimulate the United States to keep pressure on Taipei to avoid unnecessarily provocative actions and statements.

Beyond this decade, the strategic landscape is uncertain. Because each is suspicious of the other’s strategic intent, neither China nor the United States accept the legitimacy of each other’s defense policies and strategies. At the root of the problem is what former Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Randall Schriver recently has defined as “strategic distrust.” Schriver suggests the gravest political danger underlying Sino-American relations is a “steady drift toward great power global rivalry, if not outright adversarial relations.”59 Such mutual suspicion does not serve the interests of the United States, China, or Asia. East Asia long has looked to the United States as the region’s security guarantor, with U.S. allies and friends contributing the bases and access to facilities that make America’s military strategy possible. Despite the stability the U.S. military presence brings to the region, thereby serving China’s near-term interests, the role of East Asia’s security guarantor is an aspect of U.S. policy and strategy that feeds Beijing’s suspicions of Washington’s strategic intent.

Nonetheless, the opportunity to ease this reciprocal mistrust exists. Although senior defense and military officials from China and the United States can play an important role in this task, the objective cannot be accomplished at this level of authority. Because it is a matter of strategic intent, easing mutual apprehension can be achieved only by the most senior political leadership in both capitals. This requires Beijing and Washington to face the reality of their reciprocal suspicion. The best avenue for approaching this sensitive area today is the “strategic dialogue” suggested by President Hu Jintao and initiated this summer in Beijing by Vice Foreign Minister Dai Bingguo and Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick. Ultimately, however, mutually acceptable visions of the roles the United States and China will fulfill in Asia have to be agreed upon by the two countries’ political leaders. Beijing and Washington undoubtedly would anticipate political and economic competition.
The difficult task will be to find reciprocal acceptance of their military security policies. No such agreement is now in sight, but the perilous consequences of a sustained military rivalry should spur initial steps toward easing their mutual apprehension.
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PART III
NORTHEAST ASIA
CHAPTER 7

HOW THE PLA SEES NORTH KOREA

John J. Tkacik, Jr.

Introduction: Was North Korea Worth Fighting For?

A half-century ago, Chinese military commanders did not necessarily believe North Korea was worth a war. Consider Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) General Peng Dehuai’s first direct encounter with the Korean problem at an expanded Politburo meeting in the afternoon of Tuesday, October 4, 1950.¹ He had left his Field Army headquarters in the western Chinese city of Xi’an that morning—suddenly, and under urgent orders to present himself at the Politburo conclave. The Party Center in Beijing had even sent a “silvery” Illyushin passenger plane out to the ancient capital of Xi’an to retrieve the General who was, at least that day, the top Communist official charged with the pacification and reconstruction of the nascent People’s Republic of China’s (PRC) Northwest Bureau.

When General Peng arrived at the old imperial Zhongnanhai compound abutting central Beijing’s Forbidden City, he was completely unaware that he would be asked to command China’s secret invasion of Korea set to commence in less than 2 weeks.

It was 4:00 pm, and the meeting was already in progress as the General entered the conference room within the ancient Yi Nian Hall. Chairman Mao himself greeted the General and beckoned him to enter. “Old Peng-ah,” the Chairman called out in apparent relief that he might now have an ally, “you’re just in time . . . sorry we had to call you so suddenly, but the American Imperialists don’t let us rest.”

The General commented that he had not been in Xi’an but a short time; his family was just settling-in—or “lighting the fire” as they say in Chinese—when he received his orders to Beijing.

“I don’t care if your family’s lighting a fire,” Mao retorted in mock impatience, “our Korean neighbors have just ‘lit a fire’, and when our neighbors are on fire, we can’t sit around crying about it, can we?”
And, (now that he was on the subject) Mao continued that “Korea” was exactly what this Politburo meeting was about—sending troops to Korea, to be precise.

“In a while,” the Chairman addressed the General in a courteous third-person syntax, “Old Peng should also be prepared to make a statement.”

Peng was caught by surprise. What statement did anyone need of him? Out in northwest China’s deserts, he had not really thought much about Korea—nothing at all, really. He knew that the Chairman had deployed 300,000 troops from General Lin Biao’s Fourth Field Army, now in Southern China, back to its old Manchurian haunts in August when the North Korean army’s invasion stalled under American bombing and strafing runs at the Naktong River. But that was someone else’s problem.

He quietly took a chair and ruminated to himself that he had enough problems coping with the post-liberation economic crises in the Northwest Bureau. Moreover, it did not seem that they really needed him here at this meeting—virtually all the attendees were top PLA generals. One more general was not going to be much use.

He was jarred from his reverie by a tug at his sleeve. Next to him on his right was Gao Gang, senior Politburo member and Chairman of the Northeast People’s Government that ran Manchuria as a virtual independent country since 1946 and had not yet been brought administratively under the Center’s jurisdiction.

“Get ready, Old Peng,” Gao muttered. The General gave Gao a puzzled look but got nothing but a knowing smile in return. Sotto voce, the General asked Gao when he had arrived in Beijing. “A few days earlier,” was the reply. “So, has the Center decided to send troops to Korea?” Gao nodded, then slurped at his tea mug, “on October second” and added “we’ve already sent a report to Stalin.”

“Then why are we still debating it?” “There are still differing opinions . . .” He paused, “let’s put it this way, this is a big deal, if it’s screwed up, we’ll be in a real mess, so let’s be prudent about this. . .” Gao’s whisper trailed off.

“You say there’re differing views? Whose?” In a low voice, Gao asserted that “an absolute majority is very concerned . . . Mao Zedong is no exception.” “And you?” “I’m in the ‘against-faction’,”
Gao admitted. “Who decided to send in the troops?” “Mao Zedong,” said Gao flatly, not bothering to use the title “Chairman” or even the honorific “comrade.”

At which point there came a high-pitched Hunanese voice from the head of the conference table. “I say, Gao Gang,” Chairman Mao interjected (also dispensing with the “comrade” formalities), “you can’t hold your own side meetings here . . . we all want to hear your views, you, with your ‘lofty’ mountain ‘outpost’ [a play on Gao Gang’s name]. The higher you are, the farther you can see!” At the sound of the Chairman’s voice, the room suddenly fell silent. Mao’s intervention focused all attention on Gao.

Gao, who obviously was not the Chairman’s favorite in the Politburo, screwed up his courage. “I still feel the same way, we should be cautious. Our land has been through over 20 years of war, we’ve only just been united, a sense of peace has yet to be restored. If we fight again, I’m afraid our economy won’t be able to bear the strain. We’ve only just gained power, we should be thrifty. Fighting a war isn’t all fists, it’s money . . .”

Looking around the room, Gao continued, “Then there are Lin Biao’s views, I think we ought to take them very seriously. Our army has backward weapons, most of them are junk [sanba dagai] from the Japanese. Each American corps has 1,500 artillery pieces, one of ours only has 200, even fewer tanks . . .”

General Lin Biao had evidently made these same arguments when Mao asked him to command the Korean campaign many days earlier. Of all the Chinese generals, Lin had the most operational military experience on the Korean border as chief of the PLA’s Fourth Field Army during the Manchurian campaigns. And the brave General Lin was adamant against sending Chinese troops into Korea.

(“Who could have imagined that Lin Biao believed this?” was the way the Communist Party’s Party History Research Office put it, by way of explaining Lin’s suspicious absence from the October 4 meeting.) Lin warned, “rushing headlong into Korea against the Americans can only mean we will all be consumed in flames [yinhuo shao shen].”

Puzzled by Lin’s reaction, General Nie Rongzhen recalled “Lin Biao said he was ill, blinding headaches, hot flashes, insomnia; and
on that pretext, he obstinately refused to go” to Korea. “This was very strange, for we used to work together, and I had never seen him so frightened of anything.”

Korea wasn’t important either to General Lin Biao or Chairman Gao Gang. Even if the Americans were to occupy the entire peninsula, in their view, the threat to China was minimal. And most historians agree that the general consensus among the Chinese Politburo in September and October 1950 was against Chinese participation in the war. The logistical strains alone would overwhelm China’s fragile economy which was just emerging from the Chinese Civil War, the military risk of confronting a United States armed with atomic weapons was grave, and much of Southwestern China had still not been pacified despite the defeat of Chiang Kai-shek’s main force armies.

Yet, when it dawned on him that he was going to lead the battle in Korea, General Peng Dehuai gave an ironic rebuttal to those in the October 4, 1950, Politburo meeting who said China’s entry into the Korean War would severely damage China’s economy. He asked them, “what are the ramifications of not entering the war?” He warned that “in the past, Japan has used Korea as a springboard for aggression into China.” As passionate as Peng’s words seemed to be, it is unlikely that this argument actually swayed anyone—Peng also cheerily pointed out, “. . . if we are devastated, it would just mean that our victory in the War of Liberation would be several years late.

This deadpan observation, no doubt, was intended as cold water on Chairman Mao’s enthusiasm. Instead, Chairman Mao played it as support. The Chairman, himself, favored entering the war, and as long as he had at least one other sane individual backing him up—tongue in cheek or otherwise—the rest of the Politburo apparently was willing to follow suit.

But with 50 years of hindsight, it is now clear that Mao was in a distinct minority if he truly considered Korea to be of dramatic strategic importance to China. Apparently in an effort to prod the Politburo into supporting him, the Chairman told an expanded Politburo meeting on October 2, 1950, that he had, that very day, sent a telegram to the Soviet leader, Marshal Stalin, confirming that China would move 12 divisions of Chinese troops into North Korea, beginning October 15.
In all probability, Chairman Mao, recent archival revelations now indicate, was testing the waters. In fact, Mao had sent an entirely different telegram to Marshal Stalin on October 2, indicating that perhaps North Korea was not all that important to China’s security. Mao explained that China would not immediately send troops to Korea after all.

However, having thought this over thoroughly, we now consider that such actions may entail extremely serious consequences. In the first place, it is very difficult to resolve the Korean question with a few divisions (our troops are extremely poorly equipped, there is no confidence in the success of military operations against American troops), the enemy can force us to retreat.

In the second place, this will provoke an open conflict between the USA and China, and as a consequence of which the Soviet Union also can be dragged into war, and the question thus would become extremely large.

Many comrades in the CC/CPC [Central Committee of the Communist Party of China] judge that it is necessary to show caution here. There are several explanations for Mao’s duplicity. Perhaps Mao wanted to give himself room to back down if his Politburo rebelled. Perhaps he wanted to pressure Stalin for vastly more military aid than Stalin theretofore had been willing to provide.

In any case, Mao’s real telegram to Stalin (as opposed to the one in the Chinese archives which apparently was never sent) reflects a realization that North Korea was not as strategically important as the “lips and teeth” metaphor might suggest. The idea that the United States had any intention whatsoever of invading Chinese territory simply was not credible in the Chinese Politburo. In retrospect, one is led to believe that Mao made the ultimate decision to enter the Korean War primarily to demonstrate that China, under his leadership, was ready to lead the Socialist Revolution in the East.

This is not to say that the Chinese leadership lacked a sense of responsibility or loyalty to their North Korean socialist comrades. North Korean archives seized when the U.S. Army occupied Pyongyang in October 1950 show that the Communists’ People’s Liberation Army (PLA) had several divisions of ethnic-Koreans fighting in Manchuria during the first part of the 1945-49 Chinese Civil
War. Nine Korean War scholar Bruce Cumings cites estimates that assert 15-20 percent of PLA troops in Manchuria in 1947—“fully seventy thousand”—were ethnic Koreans, and a Joint PLA-North Korean-Soviet Military Council controlled the movements of all troops and materiel across the Sino-Korean border in support of the Communist side during the Civil War in Manchuria. The PLA began detaching ethnic Korean infantry divisions back to North Korea as early as 1948, and by the beginning of the Korean War, 80 percent of Korean People’s Army (KPA) officers had served in China. By the autumn of 1950, at least 100,000 ethnic Korean troops were veterans of the Chinese Civil War, some of whom had fought “all the way down to the ‘last battle’ for Hainan Island in May 1950.”

The PRC-DPRK Alliance.

This was a relationship “sealed in blood” in the Chinese Civil War and the Korean War that followed immediately after. But North Korea’s leader Kim Il Sung (himself a creation of Stalin) remained deeply suspicious of China’s potential influence within his own military. No doubt the Beijing purges of pro-Soviets in the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leadership in 1954 following Stalin’s death sharpened Kim’s worries. And no doubt, the CCP leadership was sensitive to Kim’s suspicions. In the early 1960s, the pressures of the Sino-Soviet ideological dispute impelled China to conclude a rather broad treaty of alliance with North Korea, an alliance unlike any others in its utter lack of hedging. Article II of the Treaty signed in 1961 requires China, in the event of an armed attack against North Korea, to “immediately render military and other assistance by all means at its disposal.” China also is required “to adopt all measures to prevent aggression” against the North. There are no provisions for head-scratching or shilly-shallying should the casus belli for “aggression” against the North be unclear. Indeed, China’s commitment to defend the North Koreans is articulated far more directly and categorically than the Soviet-North Korean alliance, signed just 5 days before.

To China’s credit, it made sure that Article IV of the Treaty also obliged North Korea to “continue to consult . . . on all important international questions of common interests.” In return, North Korea
persuaded China to “render ... every possible economic and technical aid in the cause of socialist construction” including “scientific and technical cooperation.” Moreover, Article VII deprives China of any possible legal way to unilaterally revise or terminate the alliance should relations with North Korea become strained. In fact, one Chinese scholar recommended a renegotiation of the alliance to gain leverage with both Pyongyang and Washington, a suggestion that was ignored—though not removed from the Chinese internet site that published it.15 Thus far, the PLA appears completely committed to the precise terms and spirit of the treaty.

Despite this relationship “sealed in blood,” Chinese military strategists are no doubt asking themselves, “Is North Korea Still Worth Fighting For?”

The PLA’s Strategic Concerns in Korea.

China has had a peculiarly possessive relationship with North Korea for millennia. In 2003, Chinese archeologists and linguists resurrected an ancient controversy by claiming that most of the Korean peninsula, running down as far as the 38th Parallel, had been governed for 700 years by a Chinese king and essentially had been a Chinese Kingdom—and before that, it was part of China.16

Koreans in general view the kingdom in question, known in Korean history as “Koguryo” (and in Chinese as “Gaogouli”), as one of their most glorious dynasties. Nonetheless, the claim made its way onto the website of the Chinese Foreign Ministry and throughout 2004, horrified South Korean scholars and diplomats demanded a retraction, an explanation, and promises that Chinese academics would never allude to it again. In August, Jia Qinglin, the fourth ranking member of the CCP Politburo, visited Seoul and supposedly reached an unpublicized “oral agreement” on the controversy. But just days later, the CCP propaganda department blocked Chinese domestic access to the Chinese pages of Seoul’s Chosun Ilbo, pages which reported the Jia Qinglin compromise, and completely shut down an ethnic-Korean website in China that also reported the Jia visit.17

But North Korea was oddly circumspect—“Some Great Power-minded historians in other countries are scheming to erase Koguryo
history and our nation-state’s traditions and position” was about as direct as the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) media got. Pyongyang’s reticence puzzled South Korean observers who commented that “North Korea draws its legitimacy from Koguryo, so it would be difficult for it to continue to remain silent . . .”\(^{18}\) Since then, Pyongyang has remained silent—except to say that Koguryo was indeed a “Korean” nation, a “model kingdom,” and worthy of Korean emulation.\(^{19}\)

Pyongyang’s equanimity toward Chinese assertions of historical sovereignty over a good part of North Korean territory was odd—like Sherlock Holmes’s “dog that didn’t bark.” But like so much of the Chinese-North Korean relationship, a relationship that is husbanded by deeply secretive bureaucrats and ideologues on both sides of the Yalu River, the reasons for Pyongyang’s complaisance are hidden from view. Few Chinese scholars—if any—are willing or able to comment on it or any other aspect of Beijing-Pyongyang ties with any authority. And even fewer from the Chinese PLA.

Yet both Chinese and North Korean military commanders certainly have very sophisticated strategies to manage their relationship. And these strategies often are reflected indirectly in open sources, and in unguarded comments to foreign diplomats and scholars.

Historians of Sino-North Korean relations understand that links between China’s PLA and the KPA predate both the founding of the People’s Republic and the Democratic People’s Republic—and their friendship is “sealed in blood,” as both Chinese and DPRK military leaders insist every time they meet. That friendship undoubtedly underwent a metamorphosis during the Sino-Soviet ideological schism from the late 1950s through the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, as the North Korean leadership skillfully played off Beijing and Moscow (mostly in Moscow’s favor). And when the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic’s (USSR) demise left North Korea without a generous great-power patron, China was quick to step in to prevent a similar collapse of its little Korean socialist brother. It is apparent that Chinese strategists no longer see North Korea as strategic real estate essential to an outside aggressor—like the hegemonic United States—which may want to invade Manchuria. Rather, North Korea’s survival has now become essential to China, which does not want
to see a unified Korea emerge on its borders as a large, advanced industrial state with a modern military and nuclear weapons.

Pyongyang is one of Beijing’s last remaining revolutionary allies (although it is no longer even “communist” in name), yet it has become a major liability. It is an economic disaster held together only by outside aid. It is a ruthlessly “feudal” dictatorship that most Chinese have a hard time stomaching. It is a reckless nuclear brinkman. And it is a major source of social instability and violent lawlessness in China’s Yalu-Tumen border areas.

How the PLA (as opposed to the rest of the Chinese foreign policy establishment) intends to postpone Korean unification while mitigating the liabilities of the Pyongyang regime is a question that appears to be at the heart of its 21st century strategy for Northeast Asia. Understanding the PLA’s dilemma requires an historic perspective, a strategic examination, and a look at the available evidence of military-to-military contacts over the past few years.

For over 2,100 years, Chinese strategists considered the Korean Peninsula either a part of China or a vassal state. Since the end of the 19th century, however, the Chinese have seen Korea as a potential corridor of invasion; first by Tsarist Russia, then Japan, and now by the United States. As one Chinese strategic writer, Senior Colonel Shen Weilie of China’s National Defense University, writes:

The Northeast Asia region has been the locus of several instances of Imperial Russian and Militarist Japanese aggression; and now it has again become an area where the strategic interests of the United States, Russia, Japan, and China clash. Although the United States is far removed on the shores of the Eastern Pacific, nonetheless, as a superpower, it has established a so-called U.S. defensive front line on the island chain abutting our nation in the Western Pacific and Northeast Asia from Japan to Korea. Moreover, it has set up many military bases and deployed troops, signed treaties of military alliance with Japan and Korea, whose strategic target is China, and has thereby become a main adversary that threatens the security of China’s northeast.20

Colonel Shen’s thesis is that U.S. aggression in the Korean War directly threatened the security of Northeast China, and that after the war, Japan experienced a metamorphosis, turning from a “major economic state” into a “major political-military state” which aims to
become the “central player” (fahui ‘zhongxin zuoyong’) in the Western Pacific, and particularly in Northeast Asia. Colonel Shen believed that Japan refuses to acknowledge its historical criminal behavior in its aggression against China and, in this failure, Japan is witness to the resurgence of militarism. As such, Japan also is a potential adversary that threatens the security of China’s northeast. On the other hand, China and Russia have reached a strategic understanding and are now partners in Asia. And, with the final demarcation of the Sino-Russian border in the Far East, “Russia will not again become a threat to China’s security.” The situation on the Korean Peninsula, says Shen, always has been unstable, and “is a potential flashpoint in Asia.” As soon as military conflict erupts, it will pose a grave threat to China’s security.  

In short, says Colonel Shen,

in any future anti-aggression war to defend the national security of China’s northeast, the U.S. and Japanese military alliance and the U.S.-ROK [Republic of Korea] alliance under U.S. hegemonism and Japanese militarism, the seaborne aggression may come from the Yellow Sea area of the Liaodong Peninsula, while the land invasion still may come from the area of the Korean Peninsula, and the air attacks will come mainly from bases in Japan and South Korea.  

Following the terrorist attacks against the United States on September 11, 2001, one would think Chinese strategists would either be relieved that America’s attention would be distracted from China (which is indeed a sentiment I heard during a closed conference October 6-8, 2001, in Shanghai between The Heritage Foundation and the Shanghai Institute for Strategic Studies), or at the very least would worry that the United States would suddenly achieve a strategic presence in Central Asia. It is surprising that the Chinese also argued that “under the pretext of the opportunity offered by anti-terrorism, the United States expanded and strengthened their military presence in Northeast Asia.” This situation was complicated when the United States intercepted intelligence that North Korea had a “nuclear program” and was “exporting guided missiles.” According to the China Institute of Contemporary International Relations [CICIR], North Korea was still the “biggest problem in the Asia-Pacific region left over from the Cold War” and the two sides
(United States and DPRK) were plagued by mistrust. Both sides were “playing the nuclear card.” The United States used it to “impede the over-rapid progress of DPRK relations with Japan and the ROK,” while the DPRK used the nuclear card to “drag” the United States into a dialogue “in an effort to improve relations with the United States.”

Obviously, this view of the overland vulnerability of China’s Northeast provinces (Manchuria) to an attack from Korea has been influenced by the PLA’s experience in the Korean War. Still, it is very difficult to believe that the Chinese military has any fear that the United States (or anyone else) will ever again plan to invade Manchuria via North Korea. Nonetheless, that is the published story, and the PLA is sticking to it for the time being.

It is clear that the opposite is the case, that the PLA sees North Korea as a strategic problem—not as a corridor for invasion of China’s northeast—but in its own right.

**China’s Interests in Korea.**

The late Nobel laureate Francois Mauriac would have understood China’s current Korean dilemma. In 1952, the French writer explained that he “loved Germany so much,” he was “glad there are two of them.”

China likewise loves Korea very much. The collapse of the Pyongyang regime would result quickly in a unified peninsula of 70 million Koreans with a world-class heavy industrial base, advanced technology, wealth, a massive modern military machine (with who-knows-how-many nuclear devices) and—last, not least—an irredentist claim on nearly 18,000 square miles of China’s Changbai Mountain (Korean: “Paektu-san”) region, which is regarded as the birthplace of the Korean race.

In private discussions with U.S. academics, senior PLA strategists have commented that “Korea is a victim of East-West confrontation . . . reunification should not jeopardize another country’s security.” No doubt, the other country is China. The last thing China wants, therefore, is another powerful, assertive and sullen neighbor on its borders.
In March 1994, a group of U.S. intelligence community Asia specialists gathered near Washington with colleagues in academia and think tanks for a round-table discussion of North Korea. Their unclassified views no doubt were informed by a broad spectrum of information sources, as well as their own professional intuition.26

The consensus of the conferees was that China’s primary strategic objective on the Korean Peninsula was to impede (if not delay indefinitely) North-South unification. In the aftermath of the disintegration of the USSR, North Korea’s preeminent patron had ceased the provision of significant amounts of aid. North Korea was in the midst of an industrial and agricultural catastrophe and in total economic collapse; unless China—or someone—intervened, the crisis would eventually precipitate unification under Seoul’s ROK government. Faced with this, China was not overly concerned about North Korea’s withdrawal from the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) and its repudiation of safeguards under the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in January of that year. While China might prefer a non-nuclear North Korea, the conferees believed, “it is willing to live with ambiguity.” But Korean unification was something China would work hard to avoid.

China’s objectives, therefore, were to prevent economic and social chaos in North Korea by infusions of massive amounts of food and energy aid—preferably not paid for by the Chinese government. At the time, China was accepting North Korean currency in payment for all exports to the DPRK. One Chinese expert explained in July 1993 that

we have not reduced economic aid. We are still supplying the same level of oil exports, only now we no longer accept barter, but insist on trade in dollars. In fact, however, we have not demanded any hard currency. The change is only a written policy, but has not been implemented. In the past, we had barter trade and North Korea had nothing to provide us, so it built up debt—now it has no hard currency, so it is still building up debt. They owe China a lot . . . We don’t force them to pay.27

The massive amounts of food and fuel aid that North Korea needed to avoid a meltdown would have to come from the developed world—and with the approval of the United States.
The PLA Role in the 1993-1994 Nuclear Crisis.

Accordingly, China saw the 1993-94 nuclear crisis as an opportunity to bring about some form of Washington-Pyongyang *rapprochement* and to “begin the process of integrating North Korea into the world community.”28 This objective was very much in Beijing’s mind when it normalized relations with Seoul in 1992.

China nevertheless was concerned that the United States would use the nuclear crisis to play a dominant role in Northeast Asia under cover of multilateralism. Instead, Beijing wanted to assure itself of the primary role in determining the fate of the Peninsula. *In extremis*, the conferees judged, Beijing could abandon its stance of nonintervention on the Peninsula, using direct and assertive diplomatic pressure on Pyongyang or “even intervene militarily” if it perceived the North Korean situation to be dangerous to its national security.

But a nuclear-armed North Korea was not viewed in 1993 as a major problem by Chinese scholars closely associated with the PLA. One was asked, “Could China live with a North Korea having the bomb?” The response was “Yes, I can live with it. I wouldn’t like North Korea having nuclear weapons, but it is inevitable for more and more countries to have nuclear weapons.”29 In July 1993, then-CCP Politburo Standing Committeeman Hu Jintao visited Pyongyang with an entourage of PLA generals to celebrate jointly the 40th anniversary of the “victory of the Korean Liberation War [sic].” In his speech at the festivities, Comrade Hu “welcomed the positive progress achieved in the Korean-U.S. dialogue and hoped that the involved parties would solve existing problems through continued dialogue and consultation based on equality.”30 Since North Korea, just 10 days before, had managed to get U.S. negotiators in Geneva to “support the introduction of LWRs [light water reactors] and . . . explore with the DPRK ways in which LWRs could be obtained,” Hu’s sentiments were understandable.31 Evidently, the CCP and the PRC government were of the opinion that North Korea’s nuclear policies made “positive contributions to maintaining peace and stability in Asia and throughout the world.”32 Significantly, this last phrase, which once presaged optimism for a peaceful settlement of the North Korean nuclear issue, was to return again a decade later.
In 1994, as North Korea’s economy went into a free fall and whole provinces sank into starvation, Beijing was terrified that North Korea would implode. Chinese leaders feared hundreds of thousands of refugees would stream into Manchuria, and that eventually China would have an assertive unified Korean nation poised on its northeast border like the unified Germany that appeared in Europe after the collapse of communism there. A “soft landing” for North Korea became China’s strategic imperative.

Imperative to China, maybe, but not to whomever was in charge in Pyongyang. By March 1994, it was clear to all that the DPRK was dragging its collective feet on the nuclear issue. At one point, a DPRK negotiator at Panmunjom, apropos of nothing, declared “Seoul is not far from here. If a war breaks out, it will be a sea of fire.” The war crisis that followed is well-chronicled in Don Oberdorfer’s 1997 book, The Two Koreas. Suffice it to say, by mid-June, all sides in the Korean crisis had itchy fingers on their triggers. When the Chief of the KPA General Staff, General Choe Kwang, arrived in Beijing on June 7 for long-planned meetings, there were reports that Chinese President Jiang Zemin was to warn North Korea to accept negotiations on the nuclear crisis. According to reliable reports, however, “it has been learned this is not true.”

Apparently, what was true was that General Choe was consulting in depth with the PLA on preparations for a war. A North Korean military delegation was in China in February 1994; KPA Major General Kim Hak-san, director of the Foreign Affairs Bureau of the North Korean Army, met PLA Chief of General Staff General Zhang Wannian in March. And educated speculation was that General Choe Kwang’s trip was in preparation “for ‘an emergency on the Korean peninsula’ since he is the one who controls the general command of ‘military operations’ under the Supreme Commander and Chairman of the National Defense Committee, Kim [Jong]-il.”

For their part, the PLA leaders were saying all the right things. General Zhang Wannian warmly welcomed his KPA counterpart and gushed that “the Armies of the two countries of China and the DPRK have a long tradition of friendly relations” and emphasized “the friendship concluded between the people and Armies of the two countries through blood ties is invincible.” The next day,
Chinese Defense Minister Chi Haotian repeated to General Choe that the “Armies of the two countries fought shoulder to shoulder . . . opposing the Japanese imperialist aggressors, and that during the fatherland liberation war, they shed blood and fought together in one dugout against the U.S. imperialist aggressors.” And, as if he hadn’t mentioned “blood” enough, Minister Chi again “emphasized that the friendship between the two countries was truly bonded by blood.”

In Chinese President Jiang Zemin’s meeting with General Choe, Jiang apparently did not even broach the nuclear issue. He did, however, repeat that Beijing-Pyongyang ties were “interdependent, like teeth and lips.” Jiang insisted to Choe that “we are satisfied with the current development of relations between the two parties and countries. Strengthening and developing Sino-Korean friendship is a firm policy of our party and government, and it also is the wish of our entire party and the people throughout the country. We will make an effort for this on our part.” These were hardly the words of one ally trying to walk a reckless partner back from the brink.

One foreign interlocutor, hopeful that China’s message to the North Korean militarist was at least tough in private, confidentially queried a Chinese strategist about Chairman Jiang’s words, asking “maybe [Jiang] said very different things in private [to Choe] than he said in public.” The Chinese counterpart explained the facts of life to the American. “I don’t know what was said privately, but what Jiang said publicly means something. I think that if Jiang had said different words in private, then he would not have said such positive things in public.”

Given that the possibility of economic sanctions against the DPRK was, at that precise time, under serious review in both the United Nations (UN) Security Council and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and that Pyongyang had preemptively declared that sanctions would be regarded as “a declaration of war,” it would have been unthinkable for either the PLA or the KPA not to prepare for the unthinkable.

How far the “unthinkable” might go was anyone’s guess. But a respected South Korean journalist wrote from Hong Kong on June 11 what he considered to be a reliable report that “China promised to
send a ground army of approximately 85,000 troops to North Korea if a war breaks out.” KPA General Choe had, according to the report, reviewed the entire panoply of military assistance and operations with his PLA brethren in Beijing, including credit assistance for Chinese food and fuel if UN economic sanctions were imposed. Another source told the journalist in some detail that under the PRC-DPRK alliance treaty, three divisions of the 39th Mechanized Group Army (about 50,000 to 75,000 men) from the Shenyang Military Region (MR) and 10,000 Rapid Deployment Troops from the Jinan MR would be ready for deployment to Korea in the event of hostilities.\textsuperscript{38}

The sources, some of which were described as “Western diplomats,” said the PLA movements would only be ordered if North Korea was invaded by the United States, but that if North Korea invaded South Korea, “China will not directly provide military support to North Korea, except for spare parts or ammunition for the Chinese-made weapons North Korea currently possesses.”\textsuperscript{39}

Another reputable Hong Kong journalist, Jen Hui-wen, political commentator at Hong Kong’s respected \textit{Hsin Pao} newspaper, filled in the outlines of this message in a later article. China, he said, believed an effective strategy to deal with the pressures on the DPRK required that: 1) the DPRK should never initiate any shooting; 2) the DPRK’s reaction to international sanctions should be commensurate with the sanctions, but should not be an overreaction; 3) in order to avoid friction, the KPA should be removed a distance from the demilitarized zone; and, finally, 4) that “a political solution is the best strategy, stalling is the second best strategy, conflict is a bad strategy, and taking the initiative to launch an attack is the worst strategy. It should not emphasize the word ‘fighting,’ it should emphasize the word ‘talking.’”\textsuperscript{40}

These, apparently, were not trial balloons from a Chinese source to the South Korean, but rather a signal that had already been received by “Western diplomatic sources” in Hong Kong, that the PLA and the KPA were well along in the combat planning aspect of the nuclear crisis. The PLA was involved in the diplomacy of the nuclear crisis as well. \textit{Hsin Pao} reported that Jiang Zemin, as Chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC), addressed a PLA forum on June 9, 1994, where he posited a “denuclearized Korean peninsula” and “peace
and stability on the Korean peninsula” as China’s two strategic goals in the nuclear crisis. Jiang reported that a CCP delegation led by Politburo propaganda chief Ding Guangen, accompanied by Wen Jiabao (then an alternate Politburo member), General Wang Ruilin (Deng Xiaoping’s military confidant), and veteran Manchurian MR commander Li Desheng had been sent to the DPRK to sensitize Pyongyang to China’s concerns.

The fine print of this politico-military delegation’s presentation is instructive. The Ding delegation told its North Korean counterparts that 1) China would “do what it could” to support economic reforms in the DPRK; 2) if the DPRK developed nuclear weapons, China would be opposed; and, 3) if the DPRK was attacked, China would fulfill its obligations under the PRC-DPRK alliance treaty.41

The PLA’s Role in the 2002-Present Nuclear Crisis.

There is considerable circumstantial evidence indicating that the PLA leadership has coordinated with its KPA counterparts to the same extent that it did prior to the July 1994 negotiations that ultimately led to the Agreed Framework. On April 19, 2003, just 6 days before the first session of U.S.-PRC-DPRK “Three Party Talks” on North Korea’s nuclear weapons program, Pyongyang suddenly announced that the KPA’s top commander, General Jo Myong Rok, would visit Beijing from April 21-23. The terse one-line press release was not posted in English until the following day.42 While the purpose of General Jo’s visit was never announced, Seoul’s Yonhap news agency quoted Chinese sources as saying “his trip was seen as aimed at fine-tuning its talks stance with China.”43 A DPRK press report issued after Jo’s departure reported that “Jo Myong Rok and General Pak Jae Gyong and Colonel General Pak Sung Won of the KPA” had met with Chinese CMC Vice Chairman Guo Boxiong and CMC members General Xu Caihou and General Xiong Guangkai. “Jo also met and had a friendly talk with” PRC Defense Minister (and state councilor and CMC vice chairman) General Cao Gangchuan.44 The following day (April 22), General Jo’s party also conferred with Chinese President (and CMC Chairman) Jiang Zemin in a meeting again attended by Generals Guo, Xu, and Xiong, as well as vice foreign minister Wang Yi.45
The level of General Jo’s meetings, and the comprehensive array of Chinese military leaders with whom he met, was firm evidence that the General’s visit was intended to coordinate a bilateral position on the talks with the American negotiators who arrived in Beijing the same day that General Jo’s party departed. But the “Three Party Talks” abruptly ended 2 days later after only a few hours of meetings, when the North Korean representative reportedly “pulled aside Assistant Secretary of State James A. Kelly and in effect told him: ‘We’ve got nukes. We can’t dismantle them. It’s up to you whether we do a physical demonstration or transfer them.’”

Chinese negotiators evidently painted this shocking behavior on the part of the North Koreans as unexpected. Chinese Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing, said The New York Times, “did not seek to disguise the fact that the talks had broken down,” and the Times headline speculated that “North Korea May Be Angering Its Only Ally.” But this was hardly the case. While Chinese diplomats may have been hinting at some distress at the DPRK’s shenanigans, at no time did the foreign ministry ever utter a cross word about Pyongyang’s stance.

Four months later, in August 2003, on the eve of the first round of “Six Party Talks” in Beijing—this time including representatives from South Korea, Japan and Russia, supposedly to act as witnesses to North Korea’s antics and thereby to moderate them—the same routine played out. On August 17, China announced that General Xu Caihou, would make a quick visit to Pyongyang—no date mentioned.

The following day, the delegation arrived—and met with the same cast of characters who had visited Beijing in April. The Chinese delegation left Pyongyang on August 23 “after winding up its 5-day visit.”

On August 27, the first session of “Six Party Talks” began in Beijing. In that session, the North Koreans continued to vituperate their threats and insults, saving the most pointed jibes for the hapless Russian deputy foreign minister to whom the North Korean delegate referred by name as a “liar” and a “lap dog” of the Americans. Moreover, the North Koreans refused to budge from their insistence on the right to develop and maintain a nuclear arsenal. Even Russia’s normally sympathetic Deputy Foreign Minister Alexander Losyukov...
was said to have shaken his head in dismay and mutter, “there go
55 years of history.” The Russian remained noncommittal in public
and would only “suggest” in private “that the North Koreans had
not been listening to Mr. Kelly’s presentation.” The session ended
acrimoniously but was nonetheless painted as “a good beginning”
by the State Department.

China, however, remained firmly in North Korea’s corner. The
weekend after the talks, Chinese Vice Foreign Minister Wang Yi
declared that “the main problem we are facing” was not North
Korean histrionics, but “the American policy towards [the] DPRK.”
This, after the vice minister was described by all present at the six-
party talks (in an unmistakable incidence of mass hallucination) as
“visibly angered” by the North Korean delegates’ outbursts.

Again, the PLA and its North Korean counterparts had engaged
in lengthy talks immediately prior to multiparty nuclear talks in
Beijing—talks that were marred by North Korean bombast and
insults. Meanwhile, as Chinese diplomats evinced frustration with
the North Koreans during the closed negotiation session, in public
they blamed the United States for the impasse.

There were no press reports of similar PLA-KPA coordination in
anticipation of subsequent rounds of “Six Party Talks” in February or
June 2004, or in July, September, or November 2005, but it is likely that
they occurred. At the end of October 2005, Chinese CMC Chairman
Hu Jintao visited North Korea and met DPRK Leader Kim Jong Il. Ten
days later, the “first session of the fifth round of the Six Party Talks”
began in Beijing and, again, ended with no progress. It is apparent
that Chinese leaders, especially its military commanders, were in
close contact with their North Korean counterparts immediately
prior to each round of nuclear negotiations, and it is therefore highly
unlikely that the Chinese were surprised by anything that the North
Koreans did at those sessions.

Fortifying the Sino-Korean Border.

Close coordination of diplomatic negotiating positions, however,
was probably the least concern of the PLA’s Korea strategists. When
the North Korean nuclear crisis erupted again in October 2002, China
was left as the only world power with any sway over North Korea.
Over 88 percent of all North Korean oil comes from China (the rest comes in aid from the West) as does more than 90 percent of North Korea’s non-aid food imports.\textsuperscript{55}  

In the 8 years since 1994, North Korea’s economic condition had not improved, and pressures along the Sino-Korean border had steadily increased. By August 2003, economic and social tensions in Manchuria from the flood of North Korean migrants (and lawless KPA soldiers) had grown so bad that the imminent deployment of 150,000 regular PLA soldiers had become common knowledge in Hong Kong. Hong Kong press reports said the PLA was replacing People’s Armed Police (PAP) border troops in an effort to bring under control a Korean crime wave on the border. The deployments were confirmed indirectly by the Chinese foreign ministry, which said the new troop dispositions were meant to streamline administration of the border and was “a normal adjustment carried out after many years of preparation by the relevant parties.”\textsuperscript{56}  

Mysteriously, for 2 weeks in July 2004, the PLA conducted river-crossing maneuvers complete with floating bridges on the Yalu River near the major Korean border city of Sinuiju. Reportedly, the drills involved placing 10 floating bridges out to the middle of the Yalu, but not beyond. One observer told a Japanese newspaper that “we witnessed a few hundred of soldiers, but considering the fact that there were about 100 tents that can accommodate up to 10 soldiers each pitched near the river; I guess there were a total of 1,000 soldiers participating in the training.”\textsuperscript{57}  

While the PLA was conducting precautionary maneuvers along the Yalu River border, the CCP was still trying to assuage North Korea’s political sensitivities. In July 2004, when a Chinese scholar published a rather intemperate policy blast at North Korea—charging “Dear Leader” Kim with starving his people, and commenting favorably on President Bush’s antipathy toward the DPRK regime, the CCP propaganda department not only expunged the offending work from the Internet, but also recalled all print issues of the offending publication, \textit{Strategy & Management}, and shut down the publication altogether.\textsuperscript{58}  

One Hong Kong magazine reported that one of the first things Communist Party General Secretary Hu Jintao did upon ascending to the Chairmanship of the CMC was to issue a document declaring
that “although North Korea has suffered temporary economic difficulties, in politics it has been consistently correct.”

The CCP Politburo Standing Committee’s propaganda czar, Li Changchun, then visited Pyongyang on September 24, and repeated the encomium of a decade earlier:

[Li Changchun] said all nations and all peoples, benefit from this nation’s [the DPRK’s] practical choices and determination of its own road to development, and this is advantageous to the formation of all manner of characteristic theories and policy lines of social development, and advantageous to the realization of the people’s wealth and happiness, to the embodiment of the multi-polar world, and also is fundamentally beneficial to the protection of regional stability and world peace. He expressed that China will continue to support North Korea’s party and people in their insistence on the socialist road to development, and support the North Korean comrades in their exploration for development models that are suitable to this nation’s [DPRK’s] actual situation, and support the Korean side’s calls for Juche and peaceful unification, and support the positive force that North Korea has put forth in improving the international environment. (Emphasis added)

Sympathetic as the CCP party-hacks may have been to North Korea’s “development model,” the PLA was keeping its powder dry. In October 2004, the PLA deployed an additional 10,000 regular soldiers to reinforce another 20,000 troops in China’s Tumen River border area in a move that reportedly startled Western intelligence agencies. A Japanese newspaper said the move was intended to prevent North Korean soldiers from crossing the border. The troops apparently needed extra assistance from police dogs because the following week, there was a report that every police dog unit in North Korea had been deployed away from the Demilitarized Zone and transferred up to the Sino-Korean border to stem the flow of Korean migrants—and the PLA committed to providing the necessary supplies of dog food. The Chinese foreign ministry confirmed the troop movements but insisted the troops were sent to the border to help with a “communication engineering project.”

For a change, the foreign ministry spokesman was stating the simple truth. According to a Shenyang MR logistics department officer, “the communications infrastructure along the Chinese-Korean border is very advanced.” The system includes electronic
monitoring technology to assist border patrols. Said the Shenyang MR officer, “every single road that is monitored by a surveillance camera can be viewed by the CMC back in Beijing.” Another Chinese periodical confirmed the deployments in 2005, noting that then-Chinese CMC Chairman Jiang Zemin personally approved funds for the construction and renovation of over 100 military base camps along the Korean border.

The PLA then discovered that elaborate electronic surveillance systems are no substitute for manpower. Five armed North Korean bandits crossed the Yalu river at Guangping in Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture on October 16, 2005, an area within the responsibility of the Jilin Provincial Military District, and killed a 19-year-old PLA soldier in a nighttime gunbattle. The doomed soldier, four other troopers, and a PLA officer had gotten the Chinese equivalent of a “911” call and had hustled out to a remote vacation villa in the border town of Guangping to rescue several tourists and hotel workers who were being held hostage by the bandits. The bandits escaped into nearby woods and presumably slipped back across the border into North Korea.

The inescapable impression is that the PLA views the PRC-DPRK border region as porous and lawless. It is not unexpected, then, that the PLA gives every appearance of planning to do something about it.

**Peace Mission 2005: The Korea Scenario.**

On the surface, any joint China-Russia military exercise that begins in Vladivostok with a “strategic planning” exercise, and then continues on with separate joint amphibious landing and airborne demonstrations on China’s Shandong peninsula, has to raise suspicions that the two nations are practicing for a North Korea contingency. China actually billed *Peace Mission 2005* (PM2005), which was held between August 18-25, 2005, as a simulated mission “to aid a third state where law and order has broken down because of terrorist violence” according to *The Washington Post*. The Associated Press described “a fictional scenario” where Russia and China “have been given a UN mandate to stabilize a country plunged into violence by ethnic strife.”
Indeed, terrorism is a major consideration for China, Russia and their “Shanghai Cooperation Organization” (SCO) allies, all of whom were invited to send military intelligence officials to the drills—as were SCO observer nations India, Pakistan, and Iran. The Peace Mission 2005 operation plan centered on a coordinated Russian seaborne and airborne landing near a coastal town, “in advance of an inland offensive coordinated with the Chinese military.”

Preliminary reporting from Western media set the China-Russia PM2005 military drill in the context of “mutual unease at U.S. power and a fear of Islamic extremism in Central Asia,” and Russia’s particular concerns about “the United States’ expanding military presence in oil-rich Central Asia.” The Chinese Ministry of National Defense statement of August 1, 2005, declared that the exercises were meant to “strengthen the capability of the two armed forces in jointly striking international terrorism, extremism and separatism.” But it was clear from the beginning that Moscow did not want anything to do with China’s designs on “separatist Taiwan” and insisted against Chinese pressure that the plans take place in Central Asia—or some place far away from Taiwan.

According to one Japanese magazine, PM2005 was entirely China’s idea—and was entirely paid for by Beijing. Beijing was paying for the show, so a compromise was reached—Vladivostok and Shandong. While China no doubt hoped that the exercise would send a signal to the United States that China was determined to take Taiwan whatever the cost, there was little in Peace Mission 2005 that had “Taiwan” written on it. The naval staging was unopposed, the beach landings met minimal opposition—“62 minutes of pitched battle in the pouring rain” according to Xinhua. The Russian paratroop drops were to link up with an “inland offensive”—apparently by Chinese troops coming in force from another direction.

And there was certainly nothing in it relevant at all to “Central Asia.” Indeed, the Russians were reported to have asked to hold the maneuvers in China’s western deserts, bordering on potential Central Asian havens for real terrorists and extremists. PM2005’s centerpiece, however, was PRC-Russian naval coordination of a beach landing and a near-shore airdrop. There are, after all, no beaches and no shorelines in Central Asia.
On the contrary, the more one looks at PM2005, the more it looks like it was a very serious effort to plan for the collapse of North Korea. On August 19, the PRC-controlled Wen Wei Po newspaper in Hong Kong speculated that the Shandong site indicated that China and Russia were preparing for problems with North Korea—as well as Taiwan.\(^70\) From its Korean War experiences, the Chinese PLA is all too aware of the problems of penetrating the mountainous border areas between China and the DPRK in an effort to occupy the political centers in and around Pyongyang. It makes far more sense to stage beach landings on North Korea’s western shores somewhere on the 50 miles of flat shorelines north of Nampo port and move smartly inland 20 miles to Pyongyang.

China’s military planners easily can imagine North Korea’s economy in full collapse, and Chinese border troops can estimate that the existing stream of North Korean refugees would turn into a full-fledged human-tsunami. But in a state of collapse, the Chinese army cannot assume that the DPRK leadership or the army will simply disappear. Nor can the PLA assume that the South Koreans will not want a piece of the action—and this concern may have inspired the PLA Navy to establish a “military hot line” with South Korea in April 2005.\(^71\)

They understand all too well that the sole function of the DPRK’s military leadership is “the preservation of the memory of the leader” (i.e., Kim Il Sung) at the absolute core of the “Kimilsung Constitution.”\(^72\) This duty will be carried on “generation after generation.” As such, the DPRK’s guiding ideology of “Army First” (Songun)—which replaced “Self Reliance” (Juche) as the supreme light of North Korean wisdom—places the “Army above the workers and peasants”; and the Army is the “supreme organ of state power” (not the Korean Workers’ Party, much less the DPRK government). Any Chinese military planners who contemplate offensive operations inside the DPRK will have to deal with the KPA one way or another. It will likely be a tad tricky to persuade North Korea’s leader Kim Jong Il and his army “whose sole mission is to defend the headquarters of the revolution headed by Kim Jong Il at the cost of their lives,”\(^73\) to quietly lay down their arms.

PM2005 is a plausible indicator that the Chinese military is planning for a possible invasion and occupation of North Korea—
perhaps even under the auspices of the UN and at least in nominal partnership with the Russian Federation. And China would, of course, impose a pro-China civil government in Pyongyang that will be committed wholeheartedly to the eventual “unification” of the Korean Peninsula at some point in the coming millennium, or shortly thereafter. After all, North Korea (or Gaogoulì) has been Chinese territory more often than not in the past two millennia, so what real difference would another century or two make?

The operational aspects of PM2005 seem also designed to keep the United States at an arms-length when such an occupation takes place. Chinese and Russian naval operations included, said The Washington Post, “strategic long-range bombers capable of carrying nuclear weapons, which will fire cruise missiles at targets on the surface of the sea.” There was also a test firing from the Russian destroyer Burny of a Russian-made Moskit supersonic anti-ship cruise missile that is designed to keep U.S. carriers and other surface combatants away, but there was only one reported anti-submarine drill and no shipboard air defense drills.

Mystery Boats, Mystery Planes.

Although the very peculiar relationship between the Chinese and North Korean militaries rarely comes out into view, a few anecdotes will give a flavor of how close they are. For example, during the evening of December 22, 2001, three suspicious maritime vessels—which looked for all the world like Chinese fishing boats—were challenged by a Japanese Coast Guard cutter in the East China Sea some 390 km west of the island of Amami-Oshima in Kagoshima Prefecture. As the Japanese cutter approached the flotilla, it came under automatic weapons and anti-tank missile fire from one of the ships. When one of the “fishing boats” launched a missile in its direction, the Japanese cutter responded with a withering volley which apparently disabled the ship. But rather than let the Japanese authorities board the boat, its crew scuttled the vessel and it quickly sank—with all hands. The other two ships fled the scene under very high speed.

The Japanese Coast Guard had challenged the boats because their peculiar behavior led the Japanese to suspect they were North
Korean spycraft. Their suspicions were confirmed when underwater cameras revealed that the craft’s fishing bridge, which had separated from the hull and lay in the seabed several meters away, was a dummy structure. Video of the remains of the sunken ship’s crew in 90 meters of water also indicated that at least some of the crew had committed suicide, and the rest had been shot with small arms.

Despite considerable diplomatic pressure from China (which insisted that the sunken ship was in Chinese waters), Japanese salvage ships eventually brought the spyvessel to the surface, and put it on display at the Museum of Maritime Science in Tokyo. The mystery boat may have looked like a fishing vessel, but it had 4,000 horsepower engines and a top speed of 30 knots. It also had wide doors in the stern, which could permit smaller vessels to launch secretly, no doubt in order to conduct clandestine operations. And the vessel carried a hefty arsenal of weaponry including rocket launchers, an 82mm bazooka, an antiaircraft machine gun, and two surface-to-air missiles.

But the most curious aspect of the incident was a report in Tokyo’s respected Asahi Shimbun newspaper that quoted several government officials as saying that Tokyo has obtained U.S. satellite photos showing a vessel looking identical to the alleged spy ship calling at a Chinese military port some 100 km south of Shanghai and 130 km northwest of the spot where it sank on December 22. Japanese officials cited by Asahi believed the ship at the Chinese naval berth was either the one that was sunk or a very similar one that left North Korea around the same time. Japanese Defense Agency Director General Gen Nakatani told a separate news conference, “I cannot comment on details of information we receive from the U.S. military. I cannot say whether such information has been provided to us.” In contemplating this incident, American and Japanese policymakers must have been left scratching their respective heads, “Why on earth is the Chinese navy providing basing for North Korean special operations vessels?”

Consider another example. In July 2002, U.S. intelligence-collectors had happened upon a Pakistani military C-130 transport plane that had flown through Chinese airspace carrying a cargo from Pakistan’s top-secret nuclear weapons base, the Khan Research
Laboratory. The C-130’s cargo was probably $75 million worth of equipment relating to a uranium enrichment centrifuge. It landed at a Chinese military base to refuel, and proceeded on to North Korea. The aircraft returned to Pakistan carrying a North Korean Nodong ballistic missile, again, via a refueling stop at a Chinese military base.\textsuperscript{76} The flights were only the latest in a series of secret Pakistani C-130 missions to North Korea that dated back at least to 1998.\textsuperscript{77}

While the North Korean military seems to have a special relationship with its counterparts in Chinese military intelligence, there is certainly much skepticism about the value of keeping company with the North Koreans among China’s nonintelligence military analysts.

Just what exactly the PLA thinks about North Korea is a mystery to outside observers. This is partially due to the secretive nature of PLA strategic thought, partially to the less-than-monolithic composition of PLA strategists, but mostly due to conflicting evidence in the meager historic record. Senior Colonel Shen Weilie’s theories about the Korean Peninsula as a corridor for aggression against China notwithstanding, the way the PLA acts on the Korean border reflects a PLA consensus that North Korea is a strategic conundrum all its own—and, when the time comes, the PLA will be fully prepared to deal with it by force.
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CHAPTER 8

THE PLA, JAPAN’S DEFENSE POSTURE,
AND THE OUTLOOK FOR CHINA-JAPAN RELATIONS

Robert G. Sutter

INTRODUCTION

The Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is broadly influenced by the many nationalistic and other political issues that have served to bring about the most serious deterioration in Sino-Japanese relations since the establishment of diplomatic relations over 30 years ago. More concretely, PLA priorities evident notably in recent Chinese National Defense White Papers reflect a number of key national security issues with Japan that on the whole are worsening in recent years.

The outlook for China-Japan relations is uncertain and subject to debate among U.S. and other specialists. Regarding the PLA, it remains unclear exactly what role in Chinese leadership deliberations over policy toward Japan is played by PLA priorities regarding Taiwan and securing territorial integrity and strategic resources such as oil and gas. On the whole, the PLA priorities clearly emphasize the negative and support those who argue that Sino-Japanese relations are bound to deteriorate further. Moreover, this year, more than in the recent past, PLA naval forces have been deployed in ways that exacerbate tensions with Japan, worsening relations.

On the other hand, however, this paper demonstrates that there also are powerful reasons why Chinese leaders, as well as Japanese leaders, will seek to avoid further deterioration and restore more businesslike relations. Among them is China’s drive to project an image of leadership in Asia as a benign good neighbor, showing flexibility and accommodation to regional partners.

Deepening disputes, rivalry, and conflicts with Japan contradict important Chinese goals at home and abroad. While PLA leaders no doubt share such broad policy goals to some degree, PLA emphasis on national security issues and their obvious negative implications
for Sino-Japanese relations means that the PLA will serve as a drag on broader Chinese efforts to establish a position as a trusted partner in Asia with a benign agenda in the broad interest of regional peace and stability.

The debate among U.S. specialists over the outlook for China-Japan relations tends to drive differences among them over the implications of the tense relations for U.S. interests. On the one hand are U.S. specialists who argue that the Sino-Japanese friction is against U.S. interests and the United States should take concrete measures to reduce tensions. Such measures include U.S. efforts to get the Japanese prime minister to stop visiting the controversial Yasukuni war memorial and for Japanese government officials to be more rigorously forthright in accepting responsibility for Japanese aggression in the Pacific War; and U.S. efforts for Chinese officials to curb nationalistic excesses, avoid the widespread perception that Beijing manipulates history and other issues to weaken Japan, and manage territorial and other disputes without popular violence and in accordance with accepted international norms. On the other hand are U.S. specialists who see Sino-Japanese relations as unlikely to deteriorate substantially, as incentives on both sides offset sources of recent tensions. They see U.S. actions in this context as unwise and unwarranted.

DETERIORATING SINO-JAPANESE RELATIONS

The future stability of East Asia will depend heavily on the relationship between the main regional powers, China and Japan. Relations between the two swung markedly in the post-Cold War period. At first, both powers adjusted their bilateral relations amicably following the demise of the Soviet Union and its strategic influence in East Asia. The rise of China’s power and influence in Asian affairs in the 1990s, combined with Chinese military assertiveness over Taiwan and the South China Sea in the mid 1990s, coincided with a protracted period of lackluster Japanese economic performance and weak political leadership. This called into question the past disparity of the economic relationship between the two powers, added to ongoing differences over territorial, strategic, historical,
and economic issues, and strengthened the wariness and occasional antipathy between the two countries.²

More recently, Chinese relations with Japan have worsened. Chinese government, and specifically PLA concerns with Japan’s defense posture, including its notably strengthened alliance relationship with the United States, have added to this trend in worsening relations. The result has seen Chinese and U.S. relations with Japan move in markedly different directions. This has undermined Chinese influence in Japan, while enhancing that of the United States. It also has seriously complicated China’s broader strategy in Asia, which is based on a good neighbor policy seeking to enhance China’s influence by dealing with Asian countries in an accommodating way, putting aside differences and seeking greater areas of common ground. China’s uncompromising approach to and deteriorating relationship with Japan, its most important neighbor, belies Chinese broader declarations of goodwill, accommodation and “win/win” solutions. It prompts Japan, a country with half of Asia’s wealth and its most modern military force, to prepare for protracted difficulties and rivalry with China in Asia, while adding to broader regional wariness over Chinese intentions.³

The Bush administration has worked assiduously to strengthen the alliance with Japan and has found a willing partner in the Japanese administration of Prime Minister Koizumi. Both sides have played down persisting trade and other disputes as the bilateral relationship has reached new heights of strategic and political cooperation. While Japan also pursues alternative paths to support its national security and other interests, its reliance on the alliance with the United States has deepened to an unprecedented degree. In response, Japan is prepared to take new and more expansive military actions in support of allied interests in Asian and world affairs.⁴

By contrast, China has seen political and security relations with Japan deteriorate markedly despite burgeoning economic trade and large Japanese investment in China. Disputes range widely and involve competing and highly nationalistic views of Japan’s military expansion in Asia prior to 1945; territorial and resource conflicts in the East China Sea; rising Japanese concerns over China’s military buildup focused on Taiwan and Chinese concerns about Japan’s closer cooperation with the United States regarding Taiwan; Chinese
concerns over Japan’s closer military cooperation with the United States over ballistic missile defense and in regard to international deployments of Japanese forces; Sino-Japanese competition for Russian and other energy resources; and Chinese opposition to Japan’s strenuous efforts seeking a permanent seat in the United Nations (UN) Security Council. Several of these issues are of specific concern to the PLA, as was highlighted notably in the Chinese Defense White Paper of December 2004, discussed below.

Popular Chinese anger at Japan saw Chinese demonstrators attack Japanese diplomatic and business installations in China in 2005. The Chinese government allowed the violence to take place for several days before cracking down, suggesting to some in Japan that the Chinese authorities were using the popular outbursts to intimidate Japan. The crisis alarmed many other governments in Asia, fearful that China might follow such forceful policies toward them in the event they differed with China over sensitive issues.

Underlying the crisis was a continuing change in regional power relationships. China’s rising power and influence in Asian affairs since the 1990s combined with Chinese military buildup and assertiveness focused on Taiwan and coincided with Japan entering a second decade of poor economic performance. As China loomed larger as Asia’s leader in economic growth, Japan responded with deepening concern over its place in Asian and world affairs. This added to ongoing differences over territorial, strategic, historical, and economic issues, and strengthened the suspicion between the two countries. Meanwhile, stronger nationalism in both countries put them at odds over a variety of sensitive issues related to history and territorial claims. Notable in this regard was Chinese concern over a U.S.-Japan declaration on February 19, 2005, where the Japanese government joined the United States in expressing a joint position on Taiwan.

DEBATE OVER SALIENT TRENDS AND KEY DETERMINANTS IN SINO-JAPANESE RELATIONS

There is an active debate among specialists about the determinants and direction of Sino-Japanese relations. Some experts have predicted an increasingly intense competition, including likely confrontation
and possible conflict in future China-Japan relations. They highlight changes in attitudes of Japanese and Chinese decisionmakers, opinion leaders, and popular opinion about the status and outlook of their mutual relations. They tend to see initiatives reflecting strong Sino-Japanese friction and rivalry. Signs of Sino-Japanese competition and rivalry in Asia include:

- Separate and seemingly competing proposals by China and Japan in 2001-02 to establish free trade arrangements with the ten Southeast Asian nations in ASEAN.
- Strong Japanese competition with China to gain improved access to Russian oil in the Far East.
- Greater Japanese support for Taiwan and for stronger U.S. backing of Taiwan during the Bush administration.
- The first significant cutbacks in Japanese aid to China since the normalization of relations in the 1970s.
- Increased Japanese willingness to deploy military forces in Asia in support of U.S. and UN initiatives.
- Stepped up Japanese efforts to improve security, aid, and other relations with India and other nations on China’s southern and western flanks, including strong Japanese aid efforts for Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Central Asian countries.
- In the face of China’s steadily increasing economic ties and political influence in South Korea, on-again, off-again Japanese efforts to improve ties with Seoul, attempting to ease differences over historical, trade and other issues.

Underlying changes in Japan said to foreshadow greater Japanese-Chinese rivalry involve:

- With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War, strategic thinkers in the Japanese government and elsewhere in Japan have focused more on China’s rising power as the major long-term regional security concern for Japan.
- China’s continued remarkable economic growth, along with its rising political and military standing, has prompted more Japanese to view China as a rival for regional influence.
• Previous Japanese sensitivity and responsiveness to Chinese demands for special consideration on account of Japan’s negative war record in China over 50 years ago have lessened with the passage of time, the change in Japanese leadership generations, and Beijing’s loss of moral standing in Japan on account of its crackdown after the Tiananmen incident, its nuclear testing, and its intimidating military actions against Taiwan and in the South China Sea.¹⁵

• Undergirding Japan’s more critical approach to China is a strong sense of national pride and determination among Japanese leaders and public opinion to preserve Japanese interests in the face of perceived efforts by PRC officials to use charges from the past and recent economic, political, and strategic issues to prompt Tokyo to give way to Chinese interests.

Meanwhile, changes in China said to be leading to greater friction with Japan include:

• Chinese strategists’ long-standing concerns about Japan’s impressive military capabilities have increased as a result of U.S.-Japanese agreements from 1996 onwards, which, to Chinese observers, appear to broaden Japan’s strategic role in East Asia and to provide U.S. strategic support for Japanese politicians wishing to strike a military posture in the region less deferential to China than in the past.¹⁶ U.S. support for Prime Minister Koizumi’s strong military actions and deployments to the Indian Ocean in support of the U.S. war against terrorism in Afghanistan during 2001-02 and the Japanese leader’s strong stance in support of the U.S.-led attack on Iraq in 2003 and deployment of Japanese forces to Iraq in 2004 represented new developments in this perceived trend.

• Chinese government specialists have acknowledged changes in Japanese attitudes toward China and judged that Beijing appeared likely to meet even more opposition and gain less support from Japan as it sought to expand China’s influence in Asian and world affairs. The Japanese decisions to cut aid to China seem consistent with this trend.
• Chinese nationalism has been a focal point of government-sponsored media and other publicity in recent years especially following the Tiananmen Incident and the collapse of communism in Europe and the Soviet Union at the end of the Cold War. Appealing to the sense of China as having been victimized by foreign aggressors in the past, the publicity focused heavily on Japan, by far the most important foreign aggressor in modern Chinese history. The government-sponsored publicity has elicited widespread positive response in China and soured the overall atmosphere of China’s relations with Japan.17

A contrasting perspective gives greater weight to the common interests and forces that continue to bind Sino-Japanese relations and to limit the chances of serious confrontation or conflict. Mutual interests center on strong, growing economic and strategic interdependence between Japan and China, and the influence of the United States and other third parties, including other national powers in Asia—all of whom favor and could be expected to work to preserve Sino-Japanese stability. Specific elements of the argument against the development of serious Sino-Japanese rivalry involve:

• Both the Japanese and Chinese governments remain domestically focused, and continue to give top priority to the economic development of their countries, which they believe require a prolonged, peaceful, and cooperative relationship with their Asian neighbors, notably one another.

• China depends heavily on Japan for economic relations, for technology and investment, and as a market for Chinese goods; Japan increasingly depends on China as a market, source of imports, and offshore manufacturing base.

• Personnel exchanges between Japan and China have grown markedly. Tens of thousands of Japanese students visit or study in China each year. Government sponsored exchange programs abound, and even if they do not always promote positive feelings, they probably do promote more realistic mutual perceptions.
• Few, if any, governments active in Asian affairs would benefit from or seek to promote greater Sino-Japanese friction. This includes the Bush administration, which is careful to balance its strong pro-Japanese slant with reaffirmation of continued interest in closer mutually beneficial relations with China designed in part to sustain regional peace and stability. Such cooperation is especially important to the United States, and to China and Japan, in regard to efforts to deal diplomatically with the North Korean nuclear issue and related provocations coming from Pyongyang in 2002-05.

• Because the United States remains such a dominant military and economic power in the region, the U.S.-Japan alliance results in a marked asymmetry in Japanese and Chinese perceptions of competition and rivalry. While Japanese elite and popular opinion are more focused on China as a future concern, Chinese elite and popular opinion are more preoccupied with the United States as a possible concern; Japan’s role is seen as secondary, the junior partner in one of the U.S. alliances and security arrangements that affect Chinese interests. Given the Chinese focus on dealing with the primary concern posed by the United States, one result that works against Sino-Japanese rivalry is that Chinese officials at times have sought to avoid disputes with Japan and rather have tried to woo Japan away from close alignment with the United States and toward positions more favorable to China.18

THE RECENT TURN FOR THE WORSE

The Asian Economic crisis of 1997-98 added to the already strong preoccupations of leaders in Tokyo and Beijing with their respective domestic problems, especially economic problems. At least for the time being, neither government sought to exacerbate tensions over the array of issues that continued to divide them. Thus, they went ahead with senior leaders’ meetings in Tokyo and Beijing, capped by President Jiang Zemin’s November 1998 visit to Japan. That visit saw Japanese officials stand firm in the face of Chinese pressure on issues related to Taiwan and the history of China-Japan relations.
Chinese leaders adjusted their approach, as leaders in both capitals endeavored to emphasize the positive and give less public attention to important and often deeply-rooted differences. Lower level commentary in China and Japan made clear such differences over history, the U.S.-Japan alliance, Taiwan, theater missile defense, and competing visions of regional leadership had not been forgotten.\textsuperscript{19}

While he emphasized Sino-Japanese economic and other compatible interests, Japanese Prime Minister Koizumi tested Chinese tolerance on the sensitive history issue with his repeated visits to the Yasukuni Shrine—a Japanese war memorial that included commemoration of the Japanese leaders during the Pacific War who were later convicted as war criminals. After his third visit despite Chinese admonitions, Chinese officials made it known in 2003 that the Japanese Prime Minister would not be welcome in Beijing; but they were flexible in arranging a meeting between the Japanese Prime Minister and China’s recently installed President at the sidelines of an international summit in Europe in mid 2003. (There were several subsequent meetings between Koizumi and top Chinese government leaders, but none in Beijing.)

At that time, the burgeoning crisis over North Korea’s nuclear weapons program and the danger that tensions on the Korean peninsula might escalate and result in military confrontation and war saw Chinese leaders take unprecedented measures to work cooperatively and pragmatically with the United States and others in order to deal with the crisis through diplomatic means. For their part, Japanese officials were anxious to work closely with South Korea, China, and Russia, while Japan relied strongly on close collaboration with the Bush administration in seeking a political solution to the crisis. At bottom, dealing with the North Korean nuclear challenge posed an added preoccupation for Chinese and Japanese leaders that, at least over the short term, reduced the likelihood that they would adopt more assertive and potentially disruptive policies. They presumably were loath to appear to worsen an already delicate situation in ways that could affect their interests adversely in stability, development and security.\textsuperscript{20}

The sharp turn for the worse in China-Japan relations seen during the violent anti-Japanese demonstrations in China during April 2005 was marked by concurrent deterioration of relations regarding
political and security issues on several fronts, even as economic relations prospered. Prime Minister Koizumi remained unapologetic about visiting the Yasukuni shrine.21 Another textbook seen to white-wash Japanese aggression prior to 1945 was approved for publication by Japanese government officials. First China, then Japan, engaged in exploitation of gas in disputed waters in the East China Sea. Russia vacillated between strong incentives from Japan and China in determining whether to favor one or the other in building a pipeline to East Asia for Siberian oil. Repeated intrusions into Japanese claimed waters by Chinese “research” and other ships presaged the intrusion of a Chinese nuclear powered submarine that was found and tracked by Japanese forces in Japanese territorial waters near Okinawa. Growing Japanese concern about the implications for Japanese interests posed by the rapid Chinese military buildup focused on Taiwan elicited more explicit Japanese government expressions of concern and a variety of countermeasures, many involving strengthening Japan’s alliance relationship with the United States. In this context, Japan engaged in bilateral consultations with the United States over the Taiwan situation; worked in a trilateral forum with Australia and the United States that dealt with Taiwan and other Asian issues; was explicit in noting Japanese government concerns over the Taiwan situation; and backed the United States in seeking curbs on European and Israeli arms sales to China.22 A large Chinese-Russian military exercise involving naval and air forces in the East China Sea in August 2005 was followed by Japan’s detection in September of a flotilla of Chinese warships sailing near a Chinese gas rig exploiting resources in the East China Sea that are claimed by Japan.23

Japanese leaders used the marked increase in Japan’s international profile seen at the time of Japan’s impressive aid and relief efforts after the Tsunami disaster in South Asia in December 2004 to launch a series of high-level international visits and associated economic and other gestures in an effort to garner support for a permanent seat for Japan on the UN Security Council. Despite strenuous government efforts, China remained in the second echelon among tsunami relief donors. The Chinese government opposed Japan’s UN bid. As noted earlier, public opinion in China was fed by a long-standing Chinese
government media and education campaign to build nationalism by emphasizing the evils done to China by past imperial powers, notably Japan. In these circumstances, whether by design or happenstance, tens of thousands of Chinese responded to an Internet campaign against Japan’s UN bid by taking to the streets, with many attacking Japanese businesses and diplomatic properties in April 2005. For several days, the Chinese police attempted to regulate but did not attempt to stop the violent anti-Japanese acts, bringing bilateral relations to the lowest point since the normalization of relations in 1972.24

Subsequently, government officials on both sides endeavored to restore order and maintain mutually advantageous business ties. However, neither side gave ground on the various political and security disputes that gave rise to the recent deterioration of relations.25 Fresh from his success in leading his party to a decisive victory in the Diet election of September 2005, Prime Minister Koizumi again visited the Yasukuni Shrine in October, prompting shrill Chinese protests and cancellation of foreign minister talks to improve relations.26

PLA PRIORITIES AND JAPANESE POLICY AND PRACTICE—ADDING TO THE NEGATIVES IN CHINA-JAPAN RELATIONS

Forces of nationalism, anger over Japanese leaders visiting the Yasukuni Shrine, and outrage over Japanese textbooks white washing aggression in China prior to 1945 almost certainly have an important impact on the feelings of Chinese military leaders and policy inclinations of the PLA. However, the impact of these powerful but often poorly defined sentiments or movements is hard to measure.

This chapter endeavors to focus on the more clear-cut enumeration of PLA concerns and priorities seen in the Chinese National Defense White Paper issued in December 2004.27 That document in some respects marked an advance in criticizing Japan over a previous White Paper in 2002.28

Both the 2002 and 2004 documents gave top priority to the Taiwan issue. Clearly, any perceived effort by Japan supporting
Taiwan separation from China would be viewed as a major concern. Also highlighted in both documents is the PLA determination to protect Chinese territory and territorial claims and to secure strategic resources such as oil and gas. As Chinese-Japanese territorial conflicts grow in scope and intensity, they intrude ever more directly on these PLA priorities.

Discussing the Asian-Pacific regional situation, the 2002 document was vague in noting the sources of such adverse developments as strengthening military alliances and enlarging operations of armed forces. Not so the 2004 White Paper. It first explicitly criticized the United States for “realigning and reinforcing its military presence in this region by buttressing military alliances and accelerating deployment of missile defense systems.” It then explicitly criticized Japan for “stepping up its constitutional overhaul, adjusting its military and security policies, and developing the missile defense system for future deployment.” The White Paper added further criticism of Japan, that the Japanese government “also has increased markedly military activities abroad.”

The evidence of Japanese policy and practice in these key areas of PLA concern and Chinese responses criticizing such Japanese policy and practice (noted below) show that on balance the PLA priorities add to friction in Japan-China relations. They offset continued efforts by military leaders on both sides who continue to engage in some business-like contacts seeking to maintain communications and avoid conflict. They also offset efforts by military and other Chinese officials to cooperate with Japan on such key issues as the Six Party Talks regarding North Korea’s nuclear weapons program and the global war on terrorism.29

Based on the authoritative White Paper, it also appears that PLA priorities give less attention than other Chinese official commentary regarding China’s priority, emphasized repeatedly by top level Chinese leaders, to be seen as accommodating and flexible in dealings with neighbors, seeking wherever possible “win-win” solutions to problems involving China and neighboring states.30 Some Chinese officials continue to stress China’s determination not to be seen as adverse to the United States or its security and other interests in Asia, including its relations with key allies, emphasizing China’s
determination to develop and rise in influence in a manner that does not disturb Asia’s prevailing powers, which are led by the United States and include notably Japan. These themes are central to China’s recent foreign policy in Asia, resting on mutually advantageous trade ties, adroit and flexible bilateral and multilateral diplomacy, and “soft power” highlighting the attraction of China to its neighbors.31

Unfortunately for Chinese priorities concerning what some Chinese officials have called China’s “peaceful rise” in Asia,32 PLA priorities vis-à-vis Japan add to factors that lead to Chinese policies and actions that widen the gap between China and Japan, solidify China’s broadly acknowledged unattractive image in Japan, and complicate China’s efforts to reassure Asian neighbors. It remains hard to discern exactly what role in Chinese leadership deliberations over policy toward Japan is played by PLA priorities regarding Taiwan and securing territorial integrity and strategic resources such as oil and gas. On the whole, however, the PLA priorities clearly emphasize the negative and support those who argue that Sino-Japanese relations are bound to deteriorate further. Moreover, this year, more than in the recent past, PLA naval forces have been deployed in ways that exacerbate tensions with Japan, worsening relations.

A review of the successes and failures in China’s recent policies with its neighbors in Asia33 shows that China’s greatest failure is in relations with Japan. Given that Japan has half the wealth of Asia and other major attributes and influence, the inability of China to establish a stable and constructive relationship with Japan is a major source of weakness in any Chinese strategy to seek a more prominent role as an accommodating and attractive leader in Asian affairs.

Taiwan.

Evidence of Japan’s growing involvement with Taiwan in ways that are adverse to Chinese interests includes repeated reports of Japanese consultations with the United States, and other U.S. allies, regarding deterring China’s use of force against Taiwan, and preparation for actions in the event of such a use of force.34 The Japanese foreign minister now publicly says that Taiwan is covered under terms of the U.S.-Japan security treaty, which the Japanese government is
endeavoring to strengthen. Recent reports in mainstream media say that Japan is redeploying forces to protect southern Japan from Chinese attack, that Japanese officials acknowledge that U.S. marines in Okinawa will play a rapid response role under some Taiwan conflict contingencies, and that retired Japanese military officers are assisting Taiwan in preparing for mine warfare. Official Japanese statements increasingly are explicit about their concerns over the Chinese military buildup targeted against Taiwan, and have joined with the United States in urging a peaceful resolution of the issue. The Japanese prime minister criticized China’s March 2005 so-called antisecession law directed at Taiwan. Japan’s strong recent commitment to missile defense cooperation with the United States has direct implications for Taiwan, which are discussed below. Japanese politicians travel often to Taiwan and controversial Taiwan leaders like Lee Teng-hui are permitted to visit Japan.

Territorial Issues.

The disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands controlled by Japan are at the center of the many active territorial issues between China and Japan. The two governments dispute ownership and the resources (e.g., gas, oil, fish) that are related to the economic zone that comes with the territorial claim. The issue is related to the U.S.-Japan security treaty, which the 2002 and 2004 White Papers seem to criticize. Bush administration officials have claimed that the United States is bound under the treaty to help Japan in the event Japanese forces come under attack protecting the disputed islands. Meanwhile, disputes over how and where to divide competing territorial claims in the East China Sea have become more prominent recently than at any time since the normalization of relations between the two governments in 1972.

Missile Defense.

A review of Japanese missile defense efforts and Chinese comments about them show that China views the recently beefed up Japanese efforts as decreasing China’s ability to hold Japan at risk, increasing the strength of the U.S.-Japan alliance to compete
with China in the region and complicating China’s ability to use force against Japan, U.S. forces in Japan, and Taiwan in the event of the conflict over Taiwan. The missile defense efforts planned by Japan in conjunction with the United States clearly diminish the effectiveness of one of the few classes of weapons in which China is superior to Japan: ballistic missiles. China has hundreds of ballistic missiles that can hit Japanese territory. Beijing presumably has the ability to saturate any Japanese missile defense system, but Chinese ballistic missiles have a number of missions, and Beijing presumably would prefer not to be forced to focus them on Japan. Meanwhile, if the Japanese missile defense system, developed in conjunction with the United States, seems successful, it might encourage others to join with the United States and Japan in pursuing a closer missile defense cooperation. Reasons why a successful U.S.-Japan missile defense would affect PLA interests regarding Taiwan include:

1) Japan would have some more assurance that it could offer assistance to aid American forces and deal with possible Chinese response. This would especially be the case if the U.S. and Japan combined missile defense efforts to protect Japan.

2) Also, if Japanese ships substitute for U.S. ships guarding against missile attack from North Korea, U.S. ships would be free to help with missile defense for Taiwan.

**Expanded Scope of Japanese Military Activities.**

The recent trend of the Japanese government to break with past precedent and undertake a variety of military actions in support of U.S., UN, or other objectives continues to develop in ways that are of concern to China. Japanese military forces are the most modern in Asia. The Japanese government has now reached a point where Japanese officials discuss preemptive actions against North Korea and push for revision of article nine in the Japanese constitution and other constraints on “normal” use of Japanese military forces. Feeding back to Chinese concern over the strengthened U.S.-Japan alliance, the Japanese efforts to undertake more security responsibilities and revise the constitution in ways that allow even greater scope for Japanese military activities abroad are welcomed and encouraged by senior U.S. officials.
“Shaping” China’s Role in Asia.

The Bush administration has been explicit that U.S. policy in Asia remains unsure whether a rising China will be a friend or foe, a force for stability and development, or a source for disruption. They point to what they see as positive elements in China’s growing influence and negative aspects. They prudently prepare for both. In this regard, they work closely with Japan, seeing the U.S.-Japanese alliance as the key foundation for U.S.-led efforts to “guide” China onto the right paths and to deter China from taking the paths opposed by the United States. The latter involves U.S.-Japan discussions on dealing with Chinese military expansion, threats to Taiwan, and related questions. These U.S.-led efforts are a direct challenge to the goals of Chinese independence and opposition to infringement on Chinese rights set forth in the Chinese National Defense White Paper. Nonetheless, the Japanese government joins with the United States in this effort. Notable in the past year were Japanese efforts to persuade European and Israeli governments to follow U.S. advice and refrain from military sales that would increase Chinese capabilities in Asia. Meanwhile, Japanese official statements and documents support U.S. public concerns about the purpose and scope of China’s rapid military buildup.

Short-Term Outlook and U.S. Policy Implications.

The wide range of recent Sino-Japanese differences, reinforced by PLA priorities highlighting worsening security related issues between the two countries, makes it hard to be optimistic about future Sino-Japanese relations. Nonetheless, forces working against further deterioration of relations and encouraging more businesslike Sino-Japanese relations remain strong and appear powerful enough in this author’s view to keep tensions within bounds and avoid strident rivalry or military conflict. As noted above, both the Chinese and Japanese leaderships are likely to remain focused for some time to come primarily on domestic issues involving economic development amid favorable surroundings. In these circumstances, they can ill afford the dangers and negative fallout that would come from an escalating conflict with an important neighbor.
Both countries will continue to rely on advancing China-Japan economic relations as key measures in their domestic agendas focused on tasks of development and nation-building. Meanwhile, the United States and other powers in Asia will continue to seek moderation in Sino-Japanese tension. Whenever China or Japan take steps that escalate tensions, they will risk jeopardizing their influence among their regional colleagues and undermining this goal held important by leaders in both China and Japan.

The national security priorities of the PLA suggest that PLA leaders will remain less attentive to the economic and diplomatic consequences of escalating disputes in Sino-Japanese relations. In effect, PLA concerns will serve as a drag on efforts by Chinese leaders to manage relations with Japan in a businesslike and nonconfrontational way. They will add to the serious impediments burdening China’s ongoing effort to create a favorable and moderate image in Asia and to build an Asian order of regional cooperation that will help buffer China from suspected efforts by the United States to contain Chinese rising influence.

So long as Sino-Japanese tension persists amid conflicting assessment among U.S. specialists as to the causes and seriousness of the tensions, there will continue to be debate on what role the United States should take in regards to China-Japan differences. On the one hand are U.S. specialists who argue that the Sino-Japanese friction is against U.S. interests and the United States should take concrete measures to reduce tensions. Such measures include U.S. efforts to get the Japanese prime minister to stop visiting the controversial Yasukuni war memorial; to persuade Japanese government officials to be more rigorously forthcoming in accepting responsibility for Japanese aggression in the Pacific War; and to press Chinese officials to curb nationalistic excesses to avoid the widespread perception that Beijing manipulates history and other issues to weaken Japan, and manage territorial and other disputes without popular violence and in accordance with accepted international norms. On the other, are U.S. specialists, including this author, who see Sino-Japanese relations as unlikely to deteriorate substantially, as incentives on both sides offset sources of recent tensions. They see U.S. intervention in Sino-Japanese disputes in this context as unwise and unwarranted.
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PART IV

SOUTH AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
CHAPTER 9
THE CHINESE MILITARY EYES SOUTH ASIA

Srikanth Kondapalli¹

Introduction.

The South Asian region—bordering on Central Asia in the north, adjoining the Middle East in the west, and controlling the Indian Ocean to the south—is in a very important strategic position, while India is deservedly South Asia’s top power—whether in terms of territorial area, human resources, scientific and technological capabilities, military strength, or economic strength.²

South Asia has not been the principal focus of China’s attention over the last 5 decades. This is not to say that it has been overlooked: China fought a war with India in 1962, assisted Bangladesh and Pakistan in their sovereignty efforts, and has been a major military and foreign assistance supplier to both of the latter countries. The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) was a major actor in all of these matters. However, the PLA’s attention in the recent period generally has been on the eastern seaboard of the country, specifically towards Taiwan, Japan, Korea, and the South China Sea. The Soviet Union and its successor states, including Russia, also have drawn strong attention from China.

In interpreting the PLA’s perspectives on South Asia, Chinese scholarship has reflected on the major problems between the two countries, such as the Tibet issue, the 1962 war, and relative configurations of power in Asia. Scholars in China also have explored the three major problems in India-China relations: the border dispute, the Tibetan issue, and China-Pakistan relations.³ Yang Pingxue believes that the root of many of the India-China border problems, including Pakistan and Bangladesh, are a consequence of India’s inheriting British colonial security policies.⁴
Reviewing the Literature on India-China Relations.

Many Indian Army officers assess China’s basic approach as one with an objective of the “marginalization” of India. For instance, Sahgal argued that the PLA is “creating a ring of anti-India influences aimed at the strategic marginalization of India” and “leveraging the strategic configuration of power to its advantage, in South Asia.” Pravin Sawhney has argued that Chinese military deployments and preparations pose a threat to India. Other scholars outside the region view the PLA’s perspectives on India as a part of its strategic encirclement. For Mohan Mallik, continuing Chinese strategic weapons proliferation to Pakistan is intended against India. For Valerie Niquet, Even though tactically Beijing acknowledges the demographic importance and the cultural prestige of India, it is not ready to share its supremacy, strategic and economic, with its Asian neighbour. Like the Sino-Japanese relations, the Sino-Indian equation hinges on the scope of China’s ambitions, the nature of the Beijing regime, and the overall issue of leadership in Asia.

John W. Garver, a prominent American scholar on Sino-Indian relations, has argued that China systematically has downplayed perceptions of a threat from India in its media coverage in the recent period. Mark W. Frazier viewed Chinese and Indian military and security establishments at a crucial juncture in the post-1998 period. In contrast to the civilian leaderships’ broad agenda of joining globalization and reform process, according to Frazier, the military constituents are protectionist “statist” in their agenda. Andrew Scobell has argued that the subject must be understood in terms of Chinese strategic culture, influenced, as it were, by the Confucian tradition and the thinking of the military scholar, Sun Zi. The resulting strategic culture combines traditions of pacifism and realpolitik in its notions of security. A negative image was portrayed by the Chinese military leaders about India, given the overall threat perceptions of the Chinese leadership about its neighbouring countries. Tracing Tibet as a crucial issue in this milieu, Scobell argued that China and India are likely to witness “simmering tensions” in their relations.
Michael Pillsbury looks at China’s assessment of its own “comprehensive national power” and the strategic outlook vis-à-vis India and Japan. While India’s comprehensive national power is not yet a match to China’s, Pillsbury identifies and analyses several Chinese military and civilian perceptions of a rising India that could challenge China in military and economic terms. The greatest concern in the Chinese publications reviewed by Pillsbury was in the sphere of maritime power.\textsuperscript{13}

From China’s perspective, India’s actions on Tibet are seen as critical issues affecting China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity, while India’s 1998 nuclear tests were only a threat to its national security.\textsuperscript{14} China is sensitive to its sovereign claims in Tibet and hence waged war against India in 1962.\textsuperscript{15} For Xia Liping, 1962 was “not a purely military action, but a complicated political, diplomatic, and military war.” The main objective of the Chinese government was “not to recover the territory, but to wipe out more Indian effective strength so as to give more serious lessons to Indian Army.” The purpose here was “to shatter the attack by Indian troops, hit their arrogance, and give serious lesson to Indian Government.”\textsuperscript{16} The hostilities between China and India also drove China to change its nuclear nonproliferation policies and help Pakistan develop a nuclear capability. According to John Garver, helping Pakistan against Indian domination is a way to enhance Chinese security. While China’s response to Indian nuclear tests in 1974 was low key, its response to the 1998 tests was “strident.”\textsuperscript{17}

Chinese military action in the 1962 events were termed by Larry M. Wortzel as reflective of the PLA’s “good strategy and strong initiative in campaign art,” and he attributed its success to “a combination of audacious action on the battlefield, good leadership, taking advantage of the terrain, good logistics, and strong ideological preparation.”\textsuperscript{18} Several of these themes of the recent period shall be analysed below.

**Determinants.**

The major determinants in the PLA’s considerations on South Asia are the structural and dynamic aspects of the security environment in the region and how this regional environment fits
into the international security situation. PLA scholars and analysts recognize that the domain of policy perspectives on South Asian countries is principally that of the foreign ministry. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA), Asian Affairs Department is tasked to manage China’s relations with South Asia. On strategic matters, the MFA Arms Control and Disarmament Department has the principal role in formulating policy. Its actions became more focused after the 1998 Indian and Pakistani nuclear tests. China’s foreign policy goals were to “cap, roll back, and eliminate nuclear weapons” in South Asia (United Nations (UN) Security Council Resolution #1172).

Notwithstanding the MFA’s lead on policy, the Chinese military also has a major say in deciding about China’s equations with this region. The PLA’s participation in the foreign affairs of the country is done through a structured process in the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP) Foreign Affairs Small Leadership Group. This is headed by Hu Jintao, who is also the chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC). In addition to Hu, the PLA is represented in this body by the Minister of National Defense, also a CMC member. The CMC receives feedback from various defense personnel stationed abroad and from strategic think tanks, associated with the Academy of Military Science (AMS), National Defense University (NDU), and other PLA bodies; PLA newspaper articles; and security analysts’ views. This input goes to all of the CMC leaders. The PLA General Staff Department Overseas Foreign Intelligence Gathering and Assessment and Foreign Affairs Section also provides input to the military leadership through its branch devoted to South Asian affairs.

Another major factor in security relations between China and the countries in South Asia is the PLA presence in contiguous provinces in China. Chinese troops are present in Tibet Military District, frontier guards and other policing units, Chengdu Military Region (MR), and Lanzhou MR certainly are considered in the decisionmaking process on issues related to India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Nepal. However, it is difficult to know the extent to which the views of PLA leaders in contiguous areas are solicited formally.

There are divergent views between the foreign ministry and the PLA on several issues relating to South Asia, especially on border dispute resolution, nuclear issues, and Indo-Pakistan balancing.
strategy. Charged with national defense, the PLA often has been less willing to compromise on Chinese territorial claims with the neighbouring countries. It has been overtly sensitive on issues related to sovereignty aspects.

A major difference between PLA and the civilian leadership perspectives on the region is that, while China’s civilian leaders are critical of U.S. hegemony, they have been relatively silent on how India should fit into a multipolar world. In contrast, in the past 4 decades, the PLA has been critical of “Indian hegemony” in South Asia. Even while willing to enhance confidence-building measures (CBMs), PLA assessments constituents still express concern about Indian hegemony in South Asia.

While the PLA may focus on security threats in the region, China’s civilian leadership works toward economic development and trade, seeking a relatively peaceful environment. Hence the civilian leadership is more willing than PLA leaders to explore cooperation with India in the World Trade Organization and develop more nuanced strategic relations with Russia and India. These divergent views blended together in the agenda of the 16th Communist Party Congress with its focus on creating a peaceful environment for the next 2 decades even as the country explores the need to resolve the Taiwan issue.

Beijing’s “Western Development Strategy” also affects how China handles security and economic relations with South Asia. The success of the “Western Development” campaign is crucial to China’s balanced geographical development as well as domestic security. It affects the level of Beijing’s control over west and southwest China. The 10th five-year plan (2001-05) envisages about 70 major projects for Xinjiang involving an expenditure of several billion. A stable environment across its western and southwestern borders would not only lead to security in Xinjiang and other regions, but also focus on economic development. In the post-September 11, 2001, counterterror environment and given the festering of the Xinjiang Uighur “separatist” movement, China is poised to take more than a cursory interest in this region. This factor is significant because a crucial actor in implementing the western development campaign is the PLA, or paramilitary units, or those PLA units now integrated into the civilian sectors like the engineering corps or construction corps.
The PLA pays close attention to the relative force levels in South Asia. The naval visits Beijing conducted to Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, and Pakistan in late 1985 and early 1986 are examples of how China manages security relations in the region. Indian military operations in controlling Siachen Glacier in the early 1980s were viewed with concern by the Chinese military for their possible impact on military operations in Tibet and Xinjiang. The Indian joint military exercise, Operation CHECKERBOARD, conducted in the late 1980s, appears to have raised Chinese concerns. The PLA paid particular attention to the kill ratio in the exercise, which showed a strong Indian military response.\(^{23}\) By the 1990s, the PLA had strengthened its presence in the region, and the recent 2004 White Paper of the PLA discusses the enhancement in the revolution in military affairs potential of surrounding countries, probably including India. These have again led to a reevaluation on the part of the PLA to support other South Asian countries militarily.

Overall, China has about 400,000 troops from four corps (group armies) and eight to ten independent divisions and brigades in the Chengdu and Lanzhou MRs.\(^{24}\) India has deployed four army corps in areas contiguous to China or as their operational focus, a total of about 235,000 troops. These include the 14th Corps at Tezpur in Assam, the 3rd Corps at Rangapahar (Dimapur) in Nagaland, and the 33rd Corps at Siliguri in West Bengal. There are also 10 mountain infantry divisions and engineering and medical units.\(^{25}\)

The Chinese Air Force has about 300 J-7 II, J-6, and Q-5 aircraft in the South Asia region.\(^{26}\) In addition, the Su-27s, Su-30s, and J-8IIs may be pressed for air support duties. The Indian Air force (IAF) has a total of about 1,400 aircraft in its active inventory deployed in five air commands, three of which have a direct operational focus on China. India probably has the qualitative advantage in the air.

The entry of Su-30 fighters in the Indian inventory was seen as threatening the security of China’s south-western region. One Chinese writer identified three main problems with the Su-30MKI: the need to achieve air domination [duoquan zhikongquan]; an increase in the threat of air warfare in the southwest; and the difficulty in supporting
ground troops. About 15 airfields in and around Tibet are in the western sector: Kashgar, Yarkhand, and Khotan; the central sector: Hoping, Gonga Dzong, Donshoon, and Nagchuka; and the eastern sector: Gormo, Jeykundo, Chengdu, Kantzu, Bangda, Kunming, Paoshan, and Mangshi. These airfields can accommodate up to a maximum of 15 fighter squadrons and 12 bomber squadrons.

China’s strategic weapons capabilities surpass those of India. According to Vijai K. Nair, citing U.S. Air Force National Intelligence Center’s declassified documents and Russian reports, China has been upgrading its nuclear and ballistic missiles to target India. Not only are the numbers of CSS-2 missiles at the 53rd Army at Jianshui, with a range of 3,100 km, not changed, but the crew training program at Kunming training area is being enhanced, in addition to the probable replacement of CSS-2 by CSS-5 Mod#1. Large-scale training activities were reported from Datong field garrison, Haiyan training facility in the 56th Army (with missile bases at Da Qaidam, Delingha, and Xiao Qaidam). The interconnecting communications among the missile bases from Jianshui-Kunming-Yunan-Chengdu-Lhasa-Haiyan-Datong are being upgraded for faster mobility. Additionally, the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) estimates that China has been producing about 60 missiles a year for operations against Taiwan for which it reportedly has deployed about 400 short and medium range missiles. If the Taiwan issue is resolved, it is likely that at least some of these could be shifted to the Indian front.

China, with its railway line construction activity, road-building and airfield expansion, also has been improving its logistical capabilities. Nonetheless, in 1988, for instance, it was estimated that the Indian armed forces had an edge over China in Tibet in terms of logistics. India also has better road and rail communications to the border areas.

In terms of military capabilities, several outcomes are possible. Depending on the “resolution of the Taiwan issue,” Chinese military deployments could be altered in the southwest portions of China. While the PLA may not be adept in simultaneously waging two-theater warfare—say on Taiwan and India—it has shown flexibility and agility in coping with challenges at multitheater levels. For instance, in 1962, soon after operations on the Taiwan front, the PLA shifted troops to the India front. However, it would be difficult for
the PLA to deploy more than half of its field divisions on the Indian front in the current scenario, even though it has improved military logistics in the India-China border areas.

Donald Goel estimated that in terms of tanks; air force; command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C⁴ISR); and troop transportation, India leads, while China has an edge in the areas of ground-to-ground missiles and heavy caliber artillery. The Indian lead in ground force air defense systems is traced to 50 SA-11s, while China has 8 SA-10 launch systems. The Chinese disadvantage in this field may be overcome with their acquisition of HQ-7, FM-90, FT-2000, and LY-60 in the short to medium term. Goel estimated that the IAF can employ 80 percent of its fighter bombers (about 280 planes, with a maximum of 500) capable of dropping 1,500 tons of bombs in the first air attack. This is estimated to be double the Chinese air force capability. The air war may include about 300 Indian fighters pitched against about 200 that China can deploy. Indian frontline airfield availability may prove to be advantageous in terms of weapon/troop load capability.³²

Andrei Pinkov’s assessment of the Chinese military view of future campaigns against India is as follows:

- The enemy (a synonym for India) that has hi-tech weapons and equipment will conduct a large-scale invasion of some Chinese territory;
- An operational force with certain hi-tech weapons and equipment will be organized and put into operation for the purpose of counterattacks;
- The campaign actions will include the defense, commitment of reserves, and initiation of the counterattack. Most of the time for this action is spent outside of the boundary line;
- Hi-tech weapons and equipment will be brought into full play, especially tactical missile troops (ground-to-ground missiles); and,
- The firepower should be combined organically. As to the form of combat, all the firepower should be combined, including short-range fires, light cannon fire, air attack, tactical missiles (ground-to-ground missiles), and surprise attack by non-line-of-sight long-range artillery.³³
Chinese security concerns in the naval and nuclear fields are related to the Indian Ocean Zone of Peace of the 1970s after the U.S. bases in Diego Garcia came into being, and the 1974 South Asian Nuclear Free Zone proposals.\textsuperscript{34} Indian naval modernization and ballistic missile deployments evoked concern among the PLA, specifically as these have potential implications for China’s energy security in the Indian Ocean. These will be elaborated on below.

India.

Despite the general opinion that the PLA has not focused much on India, an elaborate list below indicates its major appraisals and reappraisals. These are concerned with the PLA’s views on Indian defense policies, defense budgetary allocations, troop deployments, intentions, the emerging cooperation between the United States and India and the like. The three main basic goals of Indian defense policy, according to \textit{World Military Yearbook of 2001}, are: dominate South Asia [\textit{chengba nanya}],

- control the Indian Ocean [\textit{kongzhi yindu yang}],
- strive to be a world class military power [\textit{zheng dang shijie yiliu junshi qiangguo}].

The \textit{Yearbook} further noted that, in order to pursue “great power diplomacy,” India has:

- actively competed with regional militaries, and actively developed its strength to influence security aspects of the world and the Asia-Pacific region.
- carried out “minimum credible nuclear deterrence” to contend with China and deter Pakistan, intended to extend India’s second-strike capability in the Indian Ocean so as to check U.S. influence.
- insisted that its defense buildup is linked to economic growth but has enhanced its defense budget, dual-use technologies, information technology (IT), nuclear energy, and aerospace capabilities.
- took the policy of hi-tech weaponry as the core principle in building technology intensive armed forces.
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ensured overwhelming military superiority along its borders with Pakistan for the security of Kashmir.

enlarged its influence in the Indian Ocean, made preparations to enter the South China Sea, and made efforts to conduct exercises with the Japanese, Vietnamese, and South Korean navies.

Further, the Yearbook mentioned Indian:

defense strategy as "regional deterrence" [diqu weishe];

strategic objectives as dominating South Asia, containing [ezhi] China, controlling the Indian Ocean, and becoming a great military power;

strategic policy of waging limited hi-tech war under nuclear deterrence conditions and preparing for changes from one theater to multiple theaters;

strategic objectives: consider Pakistan and China as two adversaries [duishou]; possess overwhelming superiority over Pakistan and force it to vacate occupied territory; regard China as a potential threat; do not give up on China’s "vested interest"; seek an opportunity to expand; control South Asia through diplomatic, military, economic, and nuclear deterrence; control the areas from the Arabian Sea to the South China Sea; and develop military cooperation arrangements with Southeast Asian countries.

Current Indian military operational concepts are: the basic purpose of war is to eliminate the enemy’s war fighting ability, attack must be combined with defense, limited war is to be waged under hi-tech conditions, with dozens of nuclear strikes. The basic themes of these ideas are: emphatic offensive battles; first strikes; crossing the boundary; extending damage into enemy territory; fully implementing three-dimensional war through attack in depth and defense; placing the emphasis on flexible battles, combined operations, and the role of the air force; focus on coordinated air-land battle; emphasis on the concentration of absolute military strength in one major direction; seeking quick resolution; paying attention to the
role of electronic war, deception, electronic countermeasures, and concealment of operational intentions; and the efficient conduct of operational command.\textsuperscript{35}

The above long citation is a dominant theme of the PLA and is reflected and reproduced in several forms. These have not only influenced the subsequent PLA discourse but also the views of Chinese scholars studying the region. Despite the launching of a “constructive cooperative partnership” (xing he zuo huo ban guanxi) during Jiang Zemin’s visit to New Delhi in 1996 and the gradual normalization of relations between the two countries, the PLA continues to sport such views. For instance, according to the PLA paper:

Since the 80s, India started pursuing a policy of “regional deterrence” and a military strategy aimed at seeking a strong military . . . consolidating [its] gains, containing China and deterring Pakistan, controlling weak and small neighbors, and intercepting big power penetration outside the region, thereby clearing hurdles in its path towards becoming a world power. Indian armed forces development took a path of attaining regional military superiority, importing and incorporating advanced weapons technology, spending on indigenous production, and speeding up weapons modernization.\textsuperscript{36}

The Indian Defense Ministry’s annual report mentioning that there is a huge imbalance in Chinese and Indian nuclear power and that several Indian cities are within Chinese nuclear range was termed the “spread of sheer fallacy.” China’s strategic weapons transfers to Pakistan were dismissed as “fabricating rumors out of thin air.” The citing of a “China threat” by Indians to further their defense modernization, specifically their strategic weapons program, was termed as holding a “shield.” A commentator, writing in the \textit{PLA Daily}, wondered:

How could one win the trust of others if he seeks to benefit himself at others’ expense? The Chinese people wish those people in India who are eager to advertise the “theory of China threat” could really proceed from the interests of the Chinese and Indian people to say more things favorable to their interests and do more things beneficial to the two countries so as to promote a sound and steady development of the relations between China and India.\textsuperscript{37}
Yan Liwei argued that India playing a greater role from the Persian Gulf to the Strait of Malacca “is bound to further push India and Pakistan to the brink of war.” Commenting that Indian political leaders are whipping up a war frenzy against Pakistan after the Kaluchak attack by terrorists in Jammu and Kashmir, Yan argued that:

... Pakistan reiterated to the international community through various ways that it has always upheld the stance of cracking down on terrorism, and the activities of the Muslim militia in Kashmir are “freedom and democracy” activities and should be distinguished from terrorist organizations. In order to prevent India from profiting, after weighing up the pros and cons the Pakistani Government did not shrink from deciding to cooperate with the United States in the face of strong domestic pressure, thus easing the pressure from the United States.  

India’s entry into the Central Asian arena was viewed with caution by a military journal. Four main factors were mentioned as to why India has embarked on linking with the Central Asian region: contain [ezhi] Pakistan; protect energy security; combat terrorism; and pin down China’s development [qianzhi Zhongguo fazhan].

Nuclear Tests and China’s Response.

The Indian nuclear tests of 1998 evoked a sharp response from China. This is natural, given the strategic importance of this event to the Asian balance of power, with China as the sole declared nuclear power in Asia. Indeed, the shrill Chinese tone against India peaked, with reports that then CMC Chairman Jiang Zemin hardly slept during the night India tested its nuclear weapons. Several comments in this regard are set forth below.

According to Cheng Ruisheng, speaking to the Liberation Army Daily, which started a special column on experts’ opinions on Indian nuclear tests,

... the main reason for this is that the Indian authorities, foreseeing that India’s nuclear tests would evoke strong condemnation in the international community, had to find an excuse that could confuse world opinion to reduce the pressure from the international community. The “China threat theory,” which still enjoys some support in the international
community, came in handy as a “shield.” Viewed at a deeper level, this incident shows that a handful of people in India still harbor hostile sentiment toward China, despite the fact that the constant improvement of Sino-Indian relations over the years is moving gradually to eliminate the shadow of the 1962 Sino-Indian border conflict.41

A May 20, 1998, an article in the PLA Daily criticized the Indian nuclear tests, commenting that:

Since independence, India has pursued a military expansionist line. After 50 years of development, it now has a strong military that is the world’s fourth largest. While other countries have capitalized on the opportunity arising from the end of the Cold War to develop their economies, India has intensified its efforts to build up its military and make war preparations. Since the beginning of the nineties, its military spending has grown continuously and has remained fairly high. . . . India has always viewed China and Pakistan as its biggest threat, thinking that it could rival China and Pakistan and consolidate its hegemonic status in South Asia only if it developed nuclear weapons.42

Another article in the PLA Daily published on the same day stated:

The Indian authorities have engaged in double-dealing, calling loudly for nuclear disarmament while quietly implementing a nuclear weapons plan. They also have intentionally orchestrated a clumsy show of recrimination, with key Indian Government officials openly dishing up “the China threat theory” with the aim of finding an excuse for its nuclear weapons development and diverting attention. . . . History has proved and will continue to prove that any country that vainly hopes to dominate the world or a region will end up lifting a rock only to drop it on its own toes.43

The PLA Daily articles criticized the Indian nuclear tests for going against the “current international trend” and destabilising regional and world peace. While it was silent on the Chinese and French nuclear tests of 1996, the article criticized the Indian leaders’ quest since independence to become a global power and charged that all successive leaderships have taken active steps in developing nuclear and ballistic missile capabilities.44 Yet another writer viewed the 1998 nuclear tests as India seeking hegemony over South Asia.45 According to a Chinese radio bulletin, acquisition of nuclear
weapons in 1998 was a part of India’s desire “to establish its regional supremacy status in sub-continental South Asia.” Cao Yongshang and Xu Yong, after mentioning that India is developing a nuclear deterrent policy, conducted successive long-range ballistic missile tests in April 1999 and January 2001, enhanced its conventional military capabilities, and established a joint command facility in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, opined that “Through an active and flexible diplomatic policy, India has won relatively widespread strategic room and interests, and is stepping closer to the goal of being a military and political superpower in the 21st century.

Recent Chinese assessments note a growth in the Indian national defensive power in the last few decades. Hu Angang and Liu Taoxing, for instance, argued that Indian military power has increased, especially between 1980 and 2000. While reflecting on the growing interactions between India and major powers, especially with the United States and Russia, and acquisitions from Israel, Liu Siyuan argued that, while India acquired more than 70 percent of its inventory from Russia in the fields of ground, air, and naval fields, it also is, in the recent period, acquiring several weapons/weapon systems from Israel, with the U.S. blessing to become a great military power.

Other Strategic Issues.

It is not only on the nuclear issue that the PLA’s views on India have hardened. There are other issues as well that exhibited an inveterate animosity between the two countries. According to Zhang Wenhu, “... the concept of the ‘big power’ of India should imply the historical concept that brings Pakistan, Bangladesh, Chinese Tibet, and all countries along the coast of the Indian Ocean into the India-controlled ‘federation.’” Zhang equated Nehru’s political agenda with that of the Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP) views about “greater India.” Identifying two regions as the security focus of India, the northern (Pakistan-Tibet-Bangladesh regions) and southern (Indian Ocean) regions, Zhang argued that India has a program to make Tibet an independent region in order to eliminate the threat emanating from China, which is viewed purely as a geographic threat. He
further stated that the “deeper meaning of that statement [by George Fernandes in 1998] is that China is the “biggest” obstacle to India’s pursuit of hegemony in South Asia and that China’s capability to resist Indian hegemonism in South Asia is greater than that of Pakistan.”

According to Jian Hua, India is not satisfied with being a South Asian power but has been:

... ambitiously preparing to dash out of the Indian Ocean and march toward the whole world. In addition to its nuclear deterrent, India has formulated a military strategy of “guarding against China in the north, attaching Pakistan in the West, occupying the Indian Ocean in the south, and expanding the scope of its influence in the East.” In this extremely ambitious strategy, the “eastward expansion” is a very important link. Its nucleus is to expand the scope of its influence and activities to the South China Sea and part of the Pacific Region.

Wang Tao, reflecting on the Indian defense allocations to several top of the line weapon systems from Russia, France, Israel and the United States, stated “India’s continuous engagement in arms expansion under the present high-tension situation of the southern Asian regions is a very risky move, because the ‘erroneous message that such a move has helped to relay’ will definitely give rise to an increasingly fierce arms race in these regions.”

Wang Ming argued that in order to control the Indian Ocean and compete to become a big power in the world, India has embarked on a military modernization program. Wang pointed to Indian plans to become a “futuristic military” by increasing the technical arms of the services; transforming the Army into a “strategic strike service”; raising its three-dimensional operational ability; acquiring 400 T-90 tanks from Russia; acquiring 24 attack submarines, 200 extra warships, and 3 aircraft carriers, long-range air lift capabilities, air refuelling, and airborne warning and control systems (AWACS); increasing its air fighting detachments from 39 to 55; procuring 190 Su-30 aircraft from Russia and 126 F-16 or F-18 aircraft from the United States; enhancing its strategic bomber, strategic reconnaissance, and strategic transport aircraft; and ensuring its ability to conduct reliable and effective strategic nuclear strikes. Wang and Yan identified four commando units as the special operation forces in
the Indian military. Numbering a total of 20,000, these forces are variously tasked for para-dropping, assault operations, amphibious operations, and counterterrorism.\textsuperscript{54}

Nie Yun has mentioned that the Indian Army plans to increase its special operation forces from the current level of 5,000 to about 20,000 to gear up for the higher responsibilities that would be bestowed on India after it becomes a permanent member of the UN Security Council. Nie stated that the Indian Army has been training several such forces at a secret base and has plans to acquire digital battlefield equipment, global positioning systems (GPS), night vision equipment, etc.\textsuperscript{55} Li Lin has argued that the Indian ground forces have embarked on a hi-tech modernization program for its tanks; armored personnel carriers; self-propelled artillery; and \textit{Prithvi}, \textit{Agni}, and \textit{Surya} series of missiles and have allocated several billion dollars for the period 2001-15 in order to “seek hegemony” [\textit{changba}] in South Asia.\textsuperscript{56}

On the Indian Navy, PLA writers mention its impact on the Indian Ocean. While former PLA General Logistics Department (GLD) director Zhao Nanqi observed in the early 1990s that the Indian Ocean is not India’s ocean, others have pointed out its impact on the energy security of China in the event of a war between the two countries. The key here is the power projection capability of the Indian Navy. An Binggong reported that India launched an indigenous aircraft carrier program in May 2005 at Cochin Shipyard, making it the fifth country in the world having this technological ability. The ship, to enter service in 2012, is 252 meters wide, has about a 37,500 ton displacement, can carry 30 aircraft, and is to cost about $1 billion.\textsuperscript{57} According to Jiang Nan, in the last 50 years of naval ship-building and operational activity, India has achieved several landmarks.\textsuperscript{58} Li Jie focused on Indian efforts in acquiring nuclear submarines.\textsuperscript{59} Another writer underlined the growth of the Indian Navy, especially its modern destroyer program, and termed it as a “specter” [\textit{youling}] for the Indian Ocean.\textsuperscript{60} While the IAF reportedly has pressed into service Israeli-made \textit{Heron} and \textit{Searcher} -2 unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) on the Pakistan and China borders for surveillance and reconnaissance purposes, the Indian Navy reportedly is preparing to form a UAV base in the eastern Andaman and Nicobar Islands.
to counter Chinese installations on the Myanmar-held Great Coco Islands.\textsuperscript{61} Citing Indian naval plans to acquire warships, submarines, aircraft, and UAVs, a PLA writer argued that this reflects the Indian desire to control the Indian Ocean region. He said:

For a long period of time, India has regarded the Indian Ocean as an “ocean of destiny” and an “ocean of the future” and strived to turn it into an “ocean of India.” With the guidance of the strategic idea of “looking east, going out from the west, and going south,” India has had an ever increasing desire to become a maritime military power. Since the 1990s, India has stepped up implementing the “Indian Ocean control strategy” and the “blue water project” to enhance its Navy’s maritime attack capability.\textsuperscript{62}

Su Ping, in a general introduction on the Indian military in \textit{PLA Daily}, after explaining in detail the services, force structures, weapon systems, deployments, training, etc, observed that the IAF is one of the highly modern and professional services.\textsuperscript{63} Cui Jianchuang and Bi Shuqin argued that IAF is increasing its precision strike capabilities by acquiring and conducting test flights of low altitude missiles and strengthening its air defense network.\textsuperscript{64} A writer noted the IAF acquisition of nine new type \textit{Jaguar} fighters with precision navigational aids, laser-range finders, and operational systems on July 15, 2005. While India has acquired nearly 130 \textit{Jaguar} aircraft from the British firm BAE since 1979 and has assembled 100 more, this type of aircraft has become one of the mainstays of the IAF in its long-range precision strike missions. Song Dazhao has argued that these fighters, in addition to the other military aircraft, high modernization levels, and operational expertise, have provided the Indian military the ability to project force. Along with long-range precision strikes, Song identified strategic deterrence preparation as the other major objective of the IAF modernization.\textsuperscript{65} As peace and tranquillity prevails on the line of actual control areas with China, the IAF reportedly is increasingly conducting “mercy missions” of air drops and logistic support in the remote border areas of Arunachal Pradesh in the recent past. No hostile air intrusions by China were reported.\textsuperscript{66} Another report, however, indicated that the IAF has not lowered its guard in the eastern sector and indeed has maintained nearly 10,000 sorties of flying time for its pilots at Tejpur, a forward
Reflecting on the IAF plans to send a team to Alaska for exercises (which used to be reserved for Asian countries like Japan, South Korea, Singapore, or Thailand); a Chinese writer indicated that the United States and India are evolving a common “understanding” regarding China. The Indian effort, according to this report, is to fit into the U.S. “strategic orbit” and carry forward U.S. policy and its global strategic needs.

Another PLA concern is the growing Indian missile capability. This is of serious concern to the PLA as any enhanced reach of the missile capability of India could neutralize the nuclear deterrent capacity of China. Chun Xiao identified the recent series of Indian missile tests in the category of Akash [sky] as a part of the Indian plan to achieve the capabilities of that of the Patriot II series of missiles.

An unidentified writer underlined the large missile capability of India in the Asian region in terms of quantity and quality. This writer has traced the origins of the Indian missile program to Britain, France, and the former Soviet Union/Russia. Prithvi, Agni, and Surya series missiles and their parameters are identified, and he argues that it is not the technological barriers but political signals from the Indian establishment that are crucial in launching the latter intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) programs. These will be augmented by the acquisition of a second strike nuclear capability. India also plans to buy two nuclear submarines from Russia. Fang Hua predicted that India is on the threshold of launching several long-range ballistic missiles with solid propellant fuel in a short period of time. Fang mentioned that India has accelerated the missile program with an array of new series of missiles, including the enhanced versions of Agni II IRBM (2,000-2,500 km range), Agni III IRBM (3,500 km range from May 2001), Surya ICBM (5,000 km range), and Surya III ICBM (12,000-20,000 km range) to “be out by 2003.” Indian attempts to build an anti-missile defense system are traced to the 1990s. Developments in this regard include acquisitions from Russia of S-300 PMU batteries, acquisition of the Barak system from Israel, support in 2001 of President George W. Bush’s missile defense proposals, etc. Dong Guozhong argued that Indian missile tests of the Agni in January 2002 [of a range of about 700 km] “made the people of the world become nervous” and warned of an arms race in the region.
On a related issue of strategic significance, Dai Wenming mentioned that India is on the verge of acquiring strategic intelligence through satellite imageries in the South Asian region and beyond to serve its security interests in the changed conditions after both India and Pakistan acquired missile capabilities. Specifically tracing such programs to 2001, Dai stated that India has a plan to launch a series of satellites that can observe the region more accurately, with picture resolutions reduced from 2.5 meters to 1 meter to 500 millimetres. With the help of Israel in January 2004, India is now in a position to acquire “absolute advantage” over Pakistan in information collection. These systems can be used for the proposed missile defense systems’ early warning.\(^{75}\) Yi Fan has summarized the recent Indian space program and argued that India has ambitions to become one of the great countries in the world in the 21st century, and estimated that by 2020, India would be a space power in the fields of military surveillance, telecommunications, and meteorological aspects and will acquire the ability to launch mini-satellites for military purposes.\(^{76}\) A PLA writer, after tracing the Indian space program from the 1980s (implying that these have dual use applications), argued that “…the development trend of India’s missile technology has been vigorous, and that India is constantly accelerating the steps to realize its intention to dominate South Asian affairs and to enter into competition with the world’s great powers.” More intriguing is the comment that the defensive and offensive space and missile programs “might upset the existing strategic balance in the South Asia region. What the influence this series of changes will have on the Kashmir region in South Asia, people will just have to wait and see.\([!]\)”\(^{77}\)

To overcome the challenges posed by the Indian military capabilities, the PLA adopted a policy of supplying arms to other South Asian countries, expanding military-to-military ties, in the belief that it can thereby exert pressure on India and check its rise (see the two appendices). Besides, in 1999 China reportedly set up a special task force to engage in information warfare activities against not only Taiwan, Japan, the United States, and South Korea, but also India. Reportedly the program included the following four methods, as reported by Prasad. These remind one of the methods proposed by senior PLA colonels in their work on *Unrestricted Warfare.*
1. China would not attack military or political targets in these countries but would target their financial, banking, electrical supply, water, sewage, and telecommunications networks.

2. Chinese companies would establish business links with private companies in these countries. After carrying on legitimate business for some time, they would insert malicious computer codes and viruses over commercial e-mail services.

3. The viruses and malicious codes would be sent through computers in universities in third countries so that they could not be traced back to China, but would be thought to be the handiwork of adolescent pranksters.

4. The attacks would be launched when the political leadership of the target countries was preoccupied with election campaigns.\textsuperscript{78}

The U.S. Factor.

Several Chinese military experts have reflected on the possible impact of growing U.S.-India relations on Chinese security. Most of them have expressed concern that such relations are detrimental to Chinese security interests. Moreover, a realignment of the global strategic equation—that shifted in 1971 into U.S.-China-Pakistan axis and Soviet Union-India treaty and then to the gradual post-Cold War U.S.-India rapprochement—may not augur well for China, as the latter increasingly came under the U.S. scanner. On the other hand, the earlier shrillness against the United States in the Chinese security outlook of the 1950s and 1960s is giving way to a more accommodative “peaceful coexistence” approach in the recent period. In this context, with then U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell’s announcement in March 2004 designating Pakistan as a major non-North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ally, the region is poised to emerge once again in the Chinese security calculus as it did after a similar agreement was arrived at by the United States and Pakistan 50 years ago. Though the contexts are different, China has shown remarkable flexibility in the recent period to the presence of U.S. forces in Pakistan, if not in other parts of Asia. On the other hand, the physical presence of U.S. troops in Pakistan, with its implications for any possible “control” of Chinese supplied strategic weapons,
may be causing the PLA to think of opening up another front in Bangladesh against India.

Despite U.S. opposition to Indian nuclear tests in May 1998, Chinese security analysts viewed President Bill Clinton’s visit to India in March 2000 and President Bush’s policies as anti-China in orientation and pro-India in content. Liberal democratic political systems, similar perspectives on ballistic missile defense systems, closer defense relations as exhibited in reinstatement of defense policy group consultations, joint military exercises, a common perspective on free navigation on the high seas, lenient sanctions regimes, and alleged similarities in strategic agendas of countering China and separating Tibet were all cited as contributing to the improvement in recent U.S.-India relations. These are, according to Liu Ying, in accordance with the Indian interests in becoming a great power and U.S. interests in sustaining and expanding global and regional strategies. Another reporter criticized the alleged Indian drive for achieving “one-sided nuclear superiority” and linked Indian nuclear and ballistic missile build up—which he estimated at about 30-70 nuclear weapons with the prospect of developing 100 weapons by 2005 and 200 missiles—to the U.S. strategy of engaging with South Asia. Nie Hongyu has drawn attention to the Indian military commanders’ conference in October that is intended to take steps to deploy nuclear weapons. The People’s Daily, 3 days before the September 11, 2001 (9/11), events, drew linkages to the U.S. ballistic missile defense plans and the Indian nuclear program thus:

Currently, India is one of the few countries in support of the NMD [National Missile Defense] program of the United States, so the Americans naturally do not want to offend India, therefore they actually give tacit consent to India’s practice of expanding its nuclear arsenal and developing a “reliable and minimal nuclear deterrent force”. . . . India’s current acceleration of its pace of using nuclear power to equip its armed forces is inseparable from the profound background of U.S. change of its South Asian strategy.

The January 2002 visit of Indian Defense Minister Fernandes to the United States was seen as ending the Cold War between the two countries but also as furthering military cooperation. According to Ding Zengyi, the U.S. objectives in enhancing relations with India are to:
• raise U.S. troops’ combat capabilities by conducting training in the Indian Ocean (thereby ensuring U.S. energy security in the Indian Ocean) and by joint exercises with Indian troops;
• check the spread of terrorism;
• ensure peace between the two nuclear states of India and Pakistan so that the nuclear factor does not affect its strategic plan in South Asia; and,
• contain India-Russia relations and wean away India into the U.S. camp.

In the case of India, the main reasons for improving relations with the United States are, according to Ding:
• The United States provides India with a “shortcut” to fulfil its dream of becoming a great power.
• India can acquire the latest military technologies from the United States and replace its aging inventory.
• India can receive prestige, security, and the possibility of playing an increasingly important role on the international stage.\textsuperscript{85}

According to Zhang Guoping, U.S. interests in conducting joint military exercises and enhancing cooperation with India are due to its objective of linking up Central, West, and South Asia, while the Indian objective is to become a military and political power and force Pakistan into “submission.”\textsuperscript{86} Reports about a potential formation, dubbed the “Asian NATO,” with U.S.-Israel-India forming the western wing in Asia, while U.S.-Japan-India make up the eastern wing, were viewed by the \textit{PLA Daily} as reflecting the Cold War mentality of working towards strategic containment of a rising China. Nevertheless, Wang Yusheng argued that since India-China relations improved after the June 2003 joint statement between the two premiers and enhancement in confidence-building measures (CBMs) between the two militaries as reflected in the November 2003 joint naval operations and mutual military exchanges, these measures would usher in greater cooperation between the two countries.\textsuperscript{87} Another writer viewed U.S. plans for restructuring West
Asian political contours as a part of its larger scheme for global supremacy, reduction of Russian and Chinese influence and control over energy resources, and measures to form an “iron triangle” over West Asia, Central Asia, and South Asia to include the United States, Israel, Turkey, and India.88 According to an observer, the China-Pakistan joint naval operation off Shanghai was viewed as “resolutely breaking out of the circle of containment” strategy of India and the United States, who held a major naval exercise in October 2003 and formed a “military alliance.”89 The U.S. President’s decision to send Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld and others to India was seen by a PLA writer as an attempt to mediate between the two countries.90 Another commentator viewed such mediation efforts as part of a U.S. plan to not just curb potential South Asian conflict, but as a part of the U.S. grand strategy of facilitating oil and gas exports of Central Asian Republics to the Indian Ocean and beyond through Afghanistan and Pakistan.91

Some analysts in China have cautioned India against improving relations with the United States. Mentioning that Indian military exercises in May 2002 and joint exercises with the United States and France have revealed an Indian desire to dominate South Asia and expand its influence, Shi Chun-yu warned India that this would be detrimental to Indian interests. He suggested that,

India should not forget that once the U.S. military strength grows in South Asia and the Indian Ocean region, India unavoidably would be the first to be suppressed. By that time when the wolf is brought into the house, it will be too late for India to repent.92

Kashmir.

While China has exhibited a flexible policy towards the Kashmir issue in the recent period compared to its “self-determination” policy of the 1960s and 1970s, the PLA appears to be still taking time to readjust to this policy. The Chinese PLA or other officials stationed in India appeared not to have visited Kashmir, Sikkim, or other areas near to the border or contentious areas. The PLA shows concern about the Indian control of Siachen Glacier for its potential impact on not only the Pakistani airfield at Skardu but also for operations
in Tibet and Xinjiang. However, given the spurt in activity by Uighurs in Xinjiang, the PLA appears to be concerned more about its counterterrorism drive. Nevertheless, it needs to be pointed out that soon after the U.S. strikes on al-Qa’ida and the Taliban in Afghanistan, the PLA has not only blocked the China-Afghan border areas, but also has enhanced its troop presence and its chief of general staff visited these areas. On a related subject, maps published in China generally depict Kashmir as a separate territory. Certain think-tanks in China like the China Institute of International Strategic Studies (CIISS) have published maps which depict Kashmir as an independent territory. This used to be the case with Sikkim as well until about 2003. After the Indian prime minister’s visit to China in June 2003, China has sent signals that it recognizes Sikkim as a part of India, a position that it had not accepted since Sikkim’s integration with India in 1976. More concrete developments are visible, with some Chinese maps depicting Sikkim as a part of India. In a major departure from the past practice, in October 2003 the Chinese defence attaché to India joined his counterparts in the Indian Army organized trip to Sikkim.\textsuperscript{93}

Transgressions.

An issue between China and India, specifically in the context of the unresolved border dispute is the growing number of transgressions of the line of actual control by both sides. While many such transgressions are unintentional in nature, given the high-altitudes and inhospitable weather conditions, intentional transgressions to enforce sovereignty claims also have increased in the last 7 to 8 years. This issue may be seen as one more difference in perspective between the civilian leadership’s desire to evolve normalization and the PLA or the frontier guards’ resolve to enforce sovereignty claims in the region.\textsuperscript{94} It was estimated that nearly 1,000 transgressions a year were reported in the last 4 years, even though the May-July 1998 transgressions (coinciding with Indian nuclear tests) were considered to be more political in nature.\textsuperscript{95} Then Indian Army Chief General Padmanabhan reportedly wrote a note to the government, drawing attention to the aggressive patrolling done by Chinese troops during the Kargil events, often five to ten kilometres deep inside the Indian territories.\textsuperscript{96}
According to Arunachal Pradesh chief minister Mukul Mithi, Chinese troops, often in the guise of herdsmen, not only have transgressed the border areas, but have built infrastructure facilities in the region. The following year, Chinese Deputy Director-General of the Asian Department of the Foreign Ministry Sun Guoxiang denied that Chinese troops violated the India-China boundary areas. Chinese troops’ intrusion in Ladakh was detected by local authorities at Sheshoon and Chemoon in 2003.

A related issue is whether India can permit Chinese companies bidding for projects in border or security sensitive areas. India has concerns over Chinese bidding for projects in areas closer to the border region or in fields related to defense and strategic areas. Proposals by Hutchinson Port Holdings and Huawei Technologies and proposals to set up hydro-electric projects in Himachal Pradesh reportedly were denied by the Indian side. In March 2001 the United States criticized the Huawei Company for allegedly laying down fiber optic lines in Baghdad. In December, the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) reportedly alerted Indian agencies on possible supplies of telecommunication networks for the Taliban in Afghanistan. Huawei Technologies invested about $120 million, and 513 people work at its Bangalore branch. The Indian Navy also reportedly cancelled a Chinese tender for dredging of the Mazagon Dockyard.

Counterencirclement By India.

If the PLA’s policy is to exert pressure on India by supporting Pakistan, Bangladesh, and other countries, such “encirclement” also may be replicated by the Indians. While India had little strength or intention to enter into such escalation during the Cold War period, the rise of India and the reformulation of its security interests from the Persian Gulf to the Strait of Malaccas in 2001 could extend its reach. Indian naval exercises in 2001 and 2004 in and around the South China Sea were seen by the PLA as a part of this Indian design. In October and November 2000, the Indian Navy, following deliberations at its naval commanders conference, intends to conduct unilateral and bilateral exercises with its Vietnamese and South Korean counterparts. This decision is in line with Defense Minister
Fernandes’ statement on April 14, 2000, that India’s interests extend from the north of the Arabian Sea to the South China Sea. This is considered by an analyst as a direct challenge to China. A Chinese analyst viewed this as “a daring attempt out of deepgoing and long-term strategic considerations.” Emerging contacts between India and Taiwan are another area of concern to the PLA.

A major concern for the PLA is the emerging relations between India and Taiwan. While both do not have diplomatic relations, any contacts between the two were viewed with suspicion by the PLA. The then Indian military chief’s statement during the 1962 war that India and Taiwan should exert pressure on the People’s Republic of China (PRC) could have opened two unmanageable war theaters for the PLA. This may result in the same situation that the PLA has adopted over the last 4 decades—that of putting pressure on India during the Indo-Pakistan conflict, as in the 1965, 1971, or in the 1999 Kargil events. In the recent period, India and Taiwan reportedly are developing military cooperation—to start with military intelligence sharing—according to a Chinese website report. Liu Weijun reported that IAF officials visited Taiwan and met Taiwanese air force chief Chen Chao-min. Tracing such contacts to Lee Teng-hui’s administration, this report argued that “Taiwan wants to use India to diffuse military pressure from the mainland China, and India tries to play the Taiwan card to weaken China’s tie with its long time enemy Pakistan.”

**PLA on CBMs and Normalization.**

Overall policies of building a “well-off society” in the next 2 decades by the 16th Party Congress meant emphasis on furthering CBMs and normalizing relations with the neighboring countries. The PLA and Indian armed forces have initiated several CBMs in the last 3 decades, with the 1996 agreement formalizing such measures. The following points flowing across the lines of actual control (LAC) were observed by both militaries:

- Reducing/limiting combat tanks, infantry combat vehicles, guns with 75 mm or bigger caliber, mortars with 120mm or bigger caliber, surface-to-surface missiles, and surface-to-air missiles.
• Exchanging data on such military forces and armaments and ceilings.
• Avoiding large scale military exercises involving more than one division (15,000 troops).
• Prior notification of an exercise by more than a brigade (5,000 troops).
• Prevent air intrusions, with restrictions on flying combat aircraft within 10 km of the LAC.
• No fire/blasts, etc., within two km of the LAC.
• Self-restraint on the LAC and deescalation.
• Meetings between border personnel at designated places.
• Expanding telecommunication links between the border meeting points.
• Contacts between border authorities.
• Assistance to personnel and information on forced or inadvertent LAC crossings.
• Information on natural disasters, etc.

Certain concrete results in the CBMs are in the regular meetings between border personnel. In 1978 the first flag meeting between border personnel took place at Chushul in the western sector. Border security personnel met in the eastern and western sectors for a second time in July 1991.106 Soon after the CBM agreements were signed, the number of such meetings has increased to nearly four to five. During these meetings, both sides raised issues related to the transgressions of the LAC. In addition, both sides also have instituted courtesy calls on each other on the Indian Independence Day on every August 15th and the Chinese National Day on October 1st. These have been furthered in the recent period, with plans for joint exercises between the two.

Two Chinese naval ships visits to Bombay on May 27, 2001, for a 3-day visit were termed as having political rather than military significance.107 India and China conducted joint naval search and rescue operations in November 2003 at Shanghai a month after
the Chinese navy conducted similar operations with the Pakistani navy.\textsuperscript{108} Indian naval ships \textit{INS Ranjit}, guided-missile corvette \textit{INS Kulish} and \textit{INS Jyothi} with about 900 personnel participated in drills with the Chinese navy off Shanghai in November 2003.\textsuperscript{109} While viewing this joint operation more in terms of its political significance rather than having any major military significance, a writer vividly described the different scenarios involved in the operation:

The first step is an exchange exercise; the second step, formation of ships; and the third step, a maritime search-and-rescue exercise. In the course of the search-and-rescue exercise, a crew member from the Indian side would board a Chinese ship and, in a scenario where some incidents have happened on the Chinese ship, a helicopter would be dispatched to “rescue” this crew member from the Chinese ship and bring him back to the Indian ship. Besides, the ships on both sides would conduct a joint exercise to put out a fire.\textsuperscript{110}

According to Meng Xiangqing of the NDU, with the joint operations with Pakistan and Indian navies, China is sending signals that it is following a “balancing strategy” between these two South Asian countries, and that it is not playing favorites between the two in the region.\textsuperscript{111}

On November 6, 2004, the Indian side invited for the first time a Chinese border guards’ team to participate in a volleyball sports event at Chushul in the border areas.\textsuperscript{112} The Indian military also has plans to invite Chinese military delegations to participate in counterterrorism maneuvers. In 2004, two such events took place between the two sides.\textsuperscript{113}

Increasing CBMs between the PLA and Indian armed forces are not without their problems, though. The Indian Army chief’s suggestion that India and China should conduct a joint military exercise to counter terrorism was viewed by the Pakistani side with concern. A Pakistani foreign ministry spokesman warned against “crossing red lines” — meaning these exercises should not be conducted in disputed areas.\textsuperscript{114} On November 18, 2003, Indian Army Chief General N. C. Vij stated that, even as India-China relations are improving in the recent period, India should not be complacent about the growing Chinese military capabilities and rail and road infrastructure developments in Tibet and that India needs to match these capabilities.\textsuperscript{115}
Nevertheless, with the Indian prime minister’s visit, according to a PLA commentator, bilateral relations:

. . . have entered a new stage of development, which has laid a solid foundation for good-neighborly relations and mutually beneficial cooperation . . . China’s responsible behavior in handling international problems of various kinds and the role played by China in safeguarding world and regional peace over the past several years have been obvious to all countries. More and more Indian people are all the more willing to regard China as a friendly neighboring country and a trade partner, and the market for the “China Threat Theory” has been getting smaller and smaller in India.”

Another commentator in the PLA Daily hailed the improvement in bilateral relations because this belied the “Asian NATO” concept and the talk about improving relations between the United States, Israel, India, Australia, and Japan. With improvement in India-China relations after the Indian prime minister’s visit and the joint naval operations in November, according to Wang Yusheng, certain views of the strategic experts of the United States and Japan were rejected.117 Meng Xiangqing of the NDU viewed the Indian prime minister’s visit to China in June 2003 as a second major effort towards normalization of relations between the two countries after such efforts were made in the 1950s.118 These have set the pace for enhancing military exchanges between the two militaries. Chinese Defense Minister Cao Gangchuan visited India in 2004, followed by Chinese Chief of General Staff Liang Guanglie in 2005. Cao Gangchuan, before setting out from Beijing, mentioned that “China is willing to actively create a harmonious, stable, and peaceful regional political and security environment with all Asian countries, including Pakistan, India, and Thailand.”119

While bilateral relations improved further, important differences still persist between the two countries on continuing Chinese assistance to Pakistan, its role in the Southern Asian region, and divergence between the Indian desire to discuss and participate in global issues of concern and the Chinese position of confining discussions to “regional” security issues only. From the Chinese point of view, despite eliciting a favorable response from the Indian government for its position on Tibet, as reflected in the Joint
Declaration of June 2003, it is still concerned about the economic and military rise of India.

Rise of China and India.

The economic growth of India and enhancement of its military capabilities pose a challenge as well as an opportunity for China. The PLA responses to the rise of India, in light of the rise of China, are mixed in nature, with a dominant view arguing that this could pose a challenge to China. The overall perspective of the PLA during the rise of China may be gleaned from the following: For Jiang Lingfei, Professor at National Defense University, China’s rise poses historical opportunities as well as challenges. Jiang viewed the 9/11 events as shaping China’s rise but adds that it would be conditioned by socialist development and the enhanced role of the country in international relations. Luo Yuan, chairman of the Strategy Research Institute of the Academy of Military Science, argued that China’s rise would result in national cohesion and would make it the most powerful country in the Asia-Pacific region. He proposed three stages in such a rise:

1. The construction [yingzao] stage, in which China should promote a peaceful environment on its periphery and safeguard national sovereignty and territorial integrity.

2. The molding [suzao] stage, in which China would pursue policies to shape events and regain lost territories.

3. The plan and control [jinglue] stage, in which by political [or military?] means, the international community accepts China’s efforts in building a new political economic international order that ensures strategic balance and stability.

Luo stated that China currently is at the first stage mentioned above. He contended that emphasis on peace does not mean that China should neglect the defense sector. Indeed, it should strengthen its defense forces. In his support, Luo cites an old proverb “youguo wufang, guojiang buguo” [a country without defense would not be a country]. On the other hand, even if China rises without any military backing, it will not be able to retain its influence long and
will certainly decline. The experience of the Qing Dynasty clearly validates this assertion, according to Luo. Therefore, for a rising China, the military should have to provide “escort” functions. Indeed, the only existing powerful countries in the world are those with strong military strength. Luo advocates higher attention should be paid to the defense sector during the course of China’s rise. This is conducive for China to achieve a higher strategic ability not only to wage a dozen local wars successfully but, more importantly, to restrain a war from breaking out. The second ability that China can possess, by emphasizing military modernization, is strategic autonomy that ensures independence from an adversary’s control of strategic resources. The third quality that Luo bestows on China, on the path to rapid rise with defense preparation, is its strong international coordinative [xietiao] ability. Luo warns China that if it neglects/forgets war preparation, it would face disaster in its path to a peaceful rise [heping jueqi, wangzhan biwei].

According to Professor Gu Haibing of the People’s University, China needs to adopt a great power strategy for the coming years as the international influence of China is set to grow phenomenally. Gu notes that China’s rise faces stiff competition [qiangli jingzheng] from India and from the economically resourceful Japan. In order to overcome problems in China’s rise, Gu argued that China should choose this as the “fulcrum” of all its strategies and enhance the military capabilities of the country to ensure the country’s “independence.” Emphasis is placed by Gu on the powerful nation [qiangguo] (with priority given to building military capabilities of the country), rather than on the other elements of enriching the people (fumin) and environment (huanqing meijing).

Hu Xin, of the PLA International Relations Academy’s International Research Institute, argued that the peaceful rise of China is all set to become the strategic guiding principle of the country in the 21st century. Hu identified the main challenges facing the country as relations with the United States, issues related to Taiwan, and the security of the country in its border regions. He introduced the concept of “multiple rises” as a part of China’s interaction with the international system. While agreeing that the United States is able to maintain its dominant international position for several decades, he noted the simultaneous rise of several nations
(like China, the European Union (EU), Russia, Japan, and India), with their consequent influence on adjusting the international power. However, it is possible that these rising powers may compete or even come to blows in the international power struggle. It is here that Hu suggests that China should have the ability to control events, restrain negative domestic or international hostile factors, enhance qualitative and quantitative aspects of its strategic resources, etc. As a rising power, China should, according to Hu, shoulder responsibility in the international arena and actively participate in resolving international problems. This calls for a change in its foreign policy. Interestingly, Hu suggests that, as in a long-distance race, China should acquire sustenance from its fellow competitors.\(^\text{122}\)

The above statement implies that the PLA needs to work along with India, at least in the short to medium term, to enhance its IT potential and expand military exchanges for probable benefits in more closely understanding Indian military intentions and capabilities and like.

The above discussion of China’s rise and “multiple rise” of other countries, and the consequent influence on the strategic environment and policy options, poses fresh challenges to the inherited wisdom of the PLA. These factors are bound to influence the PLA’s views on South Asia, although it is not clear at the moment how exactly the PLA will respond.

Pakistan.

China’s relations with Pakistan have been beneficial to the former, given the latter’s geographical proximity to the Islamic world in Southwestern and West Asia,\(^\text{123}\) as a counter to the growing economic and military power of India,\(^\text{124}\) as a source of western military technology, in light of Pakistan’s support to China in securing its UN Security Council membership between 1961 and 1971,\(^\text{125}\) and other factors. However, the Pakistani establishment reportedly collaborated with American agencies in covert operations in Tibet in the 1950s.\(^\text{126}\) Nevertheless, from the 1962 war between India and China, both China and Pakistan have evolved an “all weather” [quantianhou] relationship, which remained relatively undisturbed despite the end of the Cold War and the spread of terrorism.
In general, Chinese security perceptions on Pakistan are related to efforts to build bridges with China’s neighbors in the overall policy of “good-neighborliness” [mulin zhengce], overcome the U.S. trade embargoes, and nullify the influence of encirclement of China by the Western powers through the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization/ Central Treaty Organization (SEATO/CENTO) security treaties that came up in the 1950s; secure Tibet and Xinjiang from outside influence and intervention; create conditions in the international arena for the reunification process of the PRC with Taiwan and other regions; provide assistance to the third world countries so as to maintain independence of these countries and keep at bay the “hegemonic” influences in the region, and the like. Building close relations with its neighbors will also contribute to forming allies and friends for China that may, in the short term, create cushions for the security of the country as well as contribute to the global rise of China in the long term. In the nonmilitary fields, given the restive Xinjiang Uighur movement, efforts by China in persuading the concerned [such as the then Taliban-led Afghanistan and Pakistan] would be conducive to its national security. Another dimension is that, since the four modernization programs were launched, energy requirements of China have increased, underlining the requirement for oil and gas supply routes security. Joint efforts with Pakistan in the Gwadhar naval port construction comes in handy, as it overlooks the Strait of Harmuz that accounts for about 47 percent of the Persian Gulf oil exports. Environmental considerations, drug and human trafficking, and illegal financial flows are other areas China also is concerned about.

Several scholars have viewed the enduring Sino-Pakistan relations from different prisms. Samina Yasmin, for instance, in her doctoral dissertation on the subject, contends that such relations should be viewed from a “dominant-bilateral equation,” which is “characterised by differing strategic outlooks and responses . . .”127 One aspect of the neo-realist perspective is the view that forming security alliances provides cushions against drastic and negative changes of the international relations. John W. Garver has argued that the fundamental rationale for such bilateral relations has not changed despite the changes in the international scenario, but that the “entente cordiale remained unchanged.” According to him,
“China’s overriding strategic interest in South Asia is to maintain a balance of power favorable to itself. Most fundamentally, this entails the perpetuation of Pakistan’s existence as a strong center of power in South Asia, independent of Indian domination . . .”  

However, while several elements of neo-realist perspective are visible in the Sino-Pakistan security relations, one crucial variable, i.e., an explicit security/defense alliance, is missing in such relations.

Sino-Pakistan relations withstood the vagaries of international relations in the Cold and post-Cold War eras alike. According to General Yu Yongbo, a member of the CMC, speaking in May 1997, “no matter what changes may take place in international situation and in each other’s countries, the two peoples always support each other, sympathize with each other, and help each other.”  

Cai Bingkui, Vice Chairman of the PLA’s think-tank (CIISS) and a member of the newly formed (in March 2003) Sino-Pakistani Friendship Forum, argued that such relations withstood the test of time because of the “mutual trust” evolved between the two countries based on “common understanding and common interests” and on a “broad consensus in understanding the international and regional issues.” The Friendship Forum, composed of the two countries “celebrities” and specialists, met for the first time in September 2003. Its goal is “to promote and enhance the friendly ties between the two nations.”

Meeting the Pakistan Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff on January 16, 2002, at Beijing, Jiang Zemin, who worked in Pakistan in the 1970s, stated that China would “coordinate positions” with Pakistan in order to “safeguard peace and stability in the region.”

Contrary to the general belief that the Sino-Pakistani military relations may have affected post-9/11 events, and in light of China’s problems in Xinjiang, the Chinese foreign ministry declared in its 2003 assessment that such relations are “continuing and maintained” [ZhongBa zai junshi lingyu jixu baochi youhao zhulai]. However, given the Chinese problems related to the growth of Uighur separatism and the reported support the militants received from al-Qa’ida/Taliban or from some in Pakistan, Chinese leaders like Li Peng and others have emphasized measures to curb cross-border terrorism. As a part of this strategy, some interpreted Chinese responses to the Kargil crisis in 1999 as maintaining neutrality between India and Pakistan.
The discussion above on the PLA’s views on India mentioned Indian plans to emerge as a great power and impose its hegemony on the region. As a policy option to curtail such influence, the PLA followed a policy of supporting Pakistan to counter India. PLA statements in this regard are implicit in nature. A brief historical account may be useful in explaining this position. The Indo-Pakistan wars of 1965 and 1971, as several Chinese authors contend, led to a “common strategy” between the two countries, especially in the late 1970s, that was further strengthened after the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic’s (USSR) Afghan occupation.135 In the 1965 Indo-Pakistan war, soon after India attacked Lahore on September 6, Premier Zhou Enlai reportedly advised Pakistan to wage a people’s war of withdrawing from the territories and luring the adversary deep inside the country to be drowned later. As India had superior strength numerically, Pakistani forward postures would be detrimental to the latter.136 On the occasion, Zhou said:

. . . the Indian reactionaries could not have engaged in such a serious military adventure without the consent and support of the United States. Everybody knows that for several months now, U.S. imperialism has used every means in an attempt to compel Pakistan to give up its independent policy. The Indian reactionaries’ armed attack on Pakistan was an inevitable result of this policy of the United States.137

During President Liu Shaoqi’s visit to Pakistan in March 1966, a commentator, Anjam, wrote in Beijing Review, acknowledging Chinese support. He said: “At the time of the Indian attack [in 1965], China boldly stood by Pakistan . . . This will be remembered by all posterity in our country.” Another article, an editorial of Ta’Meer, in the same issue of the Beijing Review stated: “No intrigue, threat, or pressure can stand in the way of the ever-increasing mutual friendship and cooperation” between the two countries.138 Liu Shaoqi himself outlined the Chinese security concerns during this visit. He stated, at the State Banquet on April 1, 1966:

Last year, when Pakistan was subjected to India’s armed attacks, its Government, people, and army put up a heroic resistance and dealt a heavy blow at the aggressors. The Chinese Government and people firmly supported Pakistan in its righteous fight against aggression . . . [Sino-Pakistan] relations are in the fundamental interests of our two peoples.
The Pakistan people can rest assured that, when Pakistan resolutely fights against foreign aggression in defense of its national independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity, the 650 million Chinese people will stand unswervingly on their side and give them resolute support and assistance. We have always held that the Kashmir dispute should be settled in accordance with the wishes of the Kashmir people.139

In the joint communiqué issued during the 1966 visit, the “[Pakistan] President expressed the deep gratitude . . . for the support they received from the Government and people of China in resisting aggression . . .”140 The period of the 1970s was described by the Chinese as a common struggle with Pakistan against “expansionism [kuozhang zhuyi] and hegemonism [baquan zhuyi]” in Southern Asia.141 In the 1971 Indo-Pakistan war, the Chinese reportedly advised Pakistan to make a political settlement with the leaders of East Pakistan, but in vain. In the event of war, there was no concrete Chinese support to Pakistan’s operations, even as some pressure was exerted by China on the India-China border areas. The Indo-Soviet Treaty and possible Soviet military buildup on the Chinese northeastern and western borders were too unnerving to the Chinese to get involved militarily in the war.142 Nevertheless, Chinese civilian and military aid to Pakistan increased by leaps and bounds from this period onward.143 For instance, Pakistan reportedly received nearly one-third of its arms from abroad from the PRC in the 1966-80 period that is worth about U.S. $1.5 billion. Subsequently, Pakistan signed several agreements for further import of weapons from China.

According to a Pakistani commentator, China has established military cooperation arrangements with Pakistan from the 1970s. The year 1989 witnessed a military cooperation agreement between China and Pakistan. The agreement envisaged “purchase of military goods, mutual research, and cooperation, along with the manufacturing of arms, the transfer of technology, and the sale of these arms to third countries with mutual understanding.” This was followed by another supplementary agreement in 1993 that made China “the most important military seller” of weapons or systems to Pakistan. China also promised and fulfilled the pledge related to supply and cooperation in the manufacturing of fighter aircraft, tanks, and missiles. Thus China provided M-11 missiles to Pakistan.144 On March 12, 2002, Deputy Chief of General Staff Xiong
Guangkai reportedly signed an agreement with Pakistan for further cooperation between the two militaries.\textsuperscript{145}

Mutual high level military visits between China and Pakistan have increased over a period of time as Appendix I indicates. Indeed, such visits far outnumber India-China military visits. This is another indication of the importance attached by the PLA towards Pakistan. A few days before the 9/11 events, a high level military team from China reportedly visited Pakistan to enhance military cooperation. At the same time, it was reported that a joint high level commission would meet in Beijing to review and enhance military relations between the two countries.\textsuperscript{146} However, after the 9/11 events and entry of the United States in the region, specifically with the Afghan war, China has mobilized its troops to block any al-Qa’ida/Taliban infiltration into Xinjiang through the 96-kilometer-long border with Afghanistan.

Pakistan continues to receive advanced weapons systems from China (see Appendix II). The Pakistan Navy has opened negotiations with China for the transfer of F-22P frigates in early 2003.\textsuperscript{147} Pakistan reports indicated that the Super 7 aircraft is being developed indigenously, with the assistance of the China Aero Technology Import and Export Corporation and the Chengdu Aircraft Industry Corporation. The first flight test was reported in May 2003, and two more were conducted subsequently, and the aircraft was declared fit for development. About 300 are to be manufactured with Italian-made Kreno S-7 fire control radar system, 3,800 kg weight of weapon carriage, and 3,000 km range.\textsuperscript{148} Pakistan also has plans to buy 50 F-7MG aircraft from China to replace its aging F-6 aircraft.\textsuperscript{149}

Due to the nature of warfare conditions between India and Pakistan, China emphasized supplying armored equipment to Pakistan. It has supplied equipment in this regard.\textsuperscript{150} The Al-Khalid Main Battle Tank is being manufactured in Taxila with Chinese technical cooperation. Under Project 711 that began in the 1980s, these tanks are considered to be modern. Pakistan is said to be graduating from mere assembly of such tanks to manufacturing them in the country with Chinese collaboration.\textsuperscript{151} Post 9/11, China has not only beefed up its security in Xinjiang by redeploying to the region several ground-attack fighters but also reportedly has enhanced its military cooperation with Pakistan. According to a Hong Kong report, China supplied
Pakistan with a new type of missile system, the LY-60N ground-to-air missiles, for air defense purposes even before these were supplied to the PLA units. In addition, China reportedly supplied tanks and communication equipment.\textsuperscript{152}

Several reports indicated Chinese cooperation with Pakistan in a strategic weapons program. These include not only supply of about 5,000 ring magnets, but also designs of nuclear weapons, missiles, and missile technologies. With Pakistani inveterate animosity towards India, these weapons of mass destruction (WMD) transfers of the PLA appear to be well thought out. Whereas the Indian ballistic missile program generally is termed by the PLA writers as part of the Indian designs to become a great power, similar plans by Pakistan were termed as only having a defensive impact. A PLA writer stated that the Pakistani missile tests of \textit{Ghauri} (1,500 km range) IRBM, \textit{Hatf}-2 (180 km range), and another missile of 290 km indicated that Pakistani:

\begin{verbatim}
. . . intention is as plain as daylight—showing its real strength to prevent war. After all, given the situation that its conventional military strength is inferior to that of India, Pakistan can only rely on the deterrent role of its nuclear strength to control the offensive that may be launched by India.\textsuperscript{153}
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Counterterrorism and Joint Exercises.}

China conducted naval operations with a foreign naval force for the first time in its contemporary history with Pakistan in October 2003 at Shanghai.\textsuperscript{154} After agreeing to conduct exercises in July 2003, the Chinese navy (with No. 521 vessel) had maritime operations with the Pakistan naval ships (\textit{Babur} and \textit{Nasr}) in October 2003, involving nearly 1,600 personnel and several surface vessels, submarines, and anti-submarine helicopters in search and rescue operations and damage control following attacks involving nuclear, biological, or chemical weapons.\textsuperscript{155}

The 2004 PLA White Paper issued in December 2004 emphasized measures to strengthen nontraditional security issues such as countering terrorism, drug trafficking, and piracy, and enhancing maritime search and rescue operations. The paper specifically mentioned cooperation with Pakistan and India in this regard.\textsuperscript{156}
Pakistan's counterterrorism campaign has been much appreciated by China. The Chinese army conducted military exercises with the Pakistani army in the Taxkorgan Tajik autonomous county of Xinjiang from August 3-6, 2004. Code-named Youyi (Friendship)-2004, these are high-altitude operations performed by about 200 troops of both countries at about 4,000 meters on the Pamir Mountains bordering China, Pakistan occupied areas, Afghanistan, and Tajikistan. According to Major General Cheng Bing, the “exercise is aimed to further strengthen cooperation between the two countries and armies in nontraditional security fields and maintain security and stability in the region, and to improve the capacity of jointly combating terrorism, separatism, and extremism.” This live-fire operation achieved “great success” and involved encirclement, assault, and mop-up practices.

These exercises came in the wake of a series of events that highlighted security concerns for China in the Xinjiang region, which declared itself independent in the early 20th century before the People’s Republic was formed in 1949. While differences with the Soviet Union on the agreement to keep foreigners from a third country from entering into Xinjiang were kept under the carpet, these surfaced soon after the Sino-Soviet split in 1960, when nearly 60,000 Uighurs migrated to the Soviet Central Asian Republics. The pan-Turkic movements spread during the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan with the active support of the United States, Pakistan, and China from 1979-89. Chinese transfers of arms to the mujahideen against the Soviets during this period appear to have boomeranged in the recent period as al-Qa’ida trained separatists started entering into Xinjiang in the last few years. Most are suspected of having been trained in Pakistani camps. Chinese Deputy Chief of Staff General Xiong Guangkai estimated in his book published in late 2003 that nearly a thousand such armed separatists have entered Xinjiang.

To counter these flows, in the 1990s China closed its Karakoram highway connecting with the Pakistan-occupied northern areas to stop the flow of “separatists” from Afghanistan into Xinjiang. Later, after the United States launched its strikes on Taliban-held Afghanistan following the 9/11 incidents, China closed its borders with Afghanistan and Pakistan due to fears that fleeing al-Qa’ida/Taliban activists would sneak into Xinjiang. Nevertheless, the Uighur movement spread fast, with several incidents of attacks against state
organizations like the military, police, and judiciary, and against infrastructural projects and administration.

In addition to the Pakistan link in the Uighur movement, a spate of incidents in which Chinese were killed in Pakistan and other places have led the Chinese to seek the active cooperation of the Pakistan government. A car bomb attack on May 3, 2003, at the Gwadar Port construction site killed three Chinese engineers and injured eleven, including nine Chinese and two Pakistanis. These engineers were employed by China Harbor Engineering Company, which was overseeing the port project. While Pakistan authorities saw a Baluchi hand in this incident, the Chinese authorities suspected Uighur “separatists” were responsible. A Pakistan air force plane carried the deceased to China, and the Pakistani government has paid U.S.$145,000 compensation to the Chinese victims. The matter of safety of Chinese was discussed in the first week of August 2004 when Pakistan Senate Chairman Soomro met Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao in Beijing. Wen also demanded the security of over 3,000 Chinese working in Pakistan on several military and civilian projects. Other incidents also underlined the plight of Chinese working in these areas. On April 11, 2004, for instance, seven Chinese construction workers were taken hostage briefly in the Iraqi town of Falluja, although they were freed in 36 hours. On June 10, 11 Chinese road workers were gunned down and five wounded at Kunduz, Afghanistan. In the last week of July, an explosion in a Chinese national-run restaurant in Islamabad injured several people. The Chinese suspect the involvement of Uighurs in these incidents and blame them for the general deterioration of the situation in Pakistan and Afghanistan.

These incidents have alerted the Chinese leadership to take concrete measures to counter “separatism” in Xinjiang, and seek the support of Pakistan in this regard. In a late 2001 visit to Xian, the capital of the Chinese western province of Shaanxi, Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf issued a statement at a famous mosque in the city that the Chinese Muslims should be patriotic and work for the good of China. In early November 2003, Hu Jintao, in his first meeting with President Musharraf since taking office as the President of China, said that both countries must tackle the Chinese version of the “Axis of Evil” — the “three evil forces,” viz., extremism, separatism,
and terrorism. He also urged Pakistan to step up its fight against transnational crime and drug trafficking. President Musharraf said that Pakistan stood resolutely against terrorism and did not allow anti-China forces, including Uighurs seeking independence for Xinjiang, to use Pakistan as a base. To facilitate this, both countries signed an extradition treaty in the same month.

On December 15, 2003, the Chinese Ministry of Public Security publicized a list of terrorist organizations and 11 terrorists to include the East Turkistan Islamic Movement (ETIM), the East Turkistan Liberation Organization, the World Uighur Youth Congress, and the East Turkistan Information Center. The ministry requested other countries to ban these four organizations and their activities, their support base, and financial aspects and to deny protection to these organizations. When the head of ETIM, Hasan Mahsum, was killed by the Pakistani army on October 2, 2003, in a joint antiterrorism raid along the border of Pakistan and Afghanistan, China thanked Pakistan for this operation as Hasan was accused of plotting several incidents in Urumqi and Hotan in Xinjiang.

A joint working group was established in 2001 to discuss and suggest measures to counter narcotics trafficking, illegal border trade, and money-laundering, besides other trans-border crimes. The frequency of these meetings was increased after 1 year in view of the worsening situation on the border of these two countries. In July 2004 Pakistani Interior Minster Syed Faisal Saleh Hayat met Chinese Minister for Public Security Zhou Yongkang at Beijing to “neutralize” the threat posed by al-Qa‘ida.

However, despite China seeking the Pakistan government’s support in countering these nontraditional security challenges, there appears to have been no respite, given the popular support and discontent in Xinjiang and the short-sighted policies of these governments.

Bangladesh.

The three key principles governing China’s relations with Bangladesh are, according the Chinese Foreign Ministry yearbook, “treat each other with equality [and] mutual benefit, mutual trust [and] mutual help, concerted cooperation” [pingdeng xiangdai,
The PLA’s views appear to be not entirely at variance from the above civilian leadership’s guidelines. Indeed, by supporting Bangladesh in military and economic infrastructure projects, China would not only enhance its influence in the region, but also exert pressure on India. The PLA has been active in building linkages with this country in terms of arms transfers, as Appendix II indicates, and through periodic interactions with the Bangladesh military for enhancing “mutual trust” and cooperation, as Appendix I indicates. Indeed, the number of China-Bangladesh mutual military visits almost surpasses that of the China-India military visits to each other. This indicates the relative importance given by the PLA and the civilian leadership to Bangladesh.

At the strategic level, Chinese cooperation with Bangladesh could enhance the latter’s position in the region. In certain cases, such as in any joint cooperation in the control of vulnerable Siliguri corridor, the PLA may place enormous military pressure on Indian troop movements to the Indian northeast, specifically if it has any arrangement with Bangladesh forces. The late 2002 defense cooperation agreement between the two sides has been cited as an instance of elevation of bilateral relations between the two armed forces. While the document has not been published, this is intended to further “institutionalize” the military links between the two and enhance systematic training, arms exports promotion, etc.

The military interaction between the two armed forces highlights the security dynamic in Sino-Bangladesh relations. In general, statements issued during these meetings indicate common concern and understanding on the need to “maintain independence” of Bangladesh, strive for “stability” in South Asia and the like. Given the PLA’s assessment that India is hegemonic and intends to be a big power, as noted above, the context of these statements between the Chinese and Bangladesh militaries make it amply clear that such interactions are not purely bilateral in nature.

Making Dhaka as his first overseas visit after taking over as the Air Force Commander, Cao Shuangming assured his hosts in 1993 that China would continue to extend defense cooperation with Bangladesh, especially in Air Force related issues. Lieutenant General Tang Tianbiao, deputy director of the General Political
Department (GPD) told the Bangladeshi foreign minister on November 2, 1998 that,

China and Bangladesh, as well as the Chinese and Bangladesh armed forces, have been maintaining a traditional friendship and friendly and cooperative ties. Further developing bilateral Bangladesh-Chinese friendly and cooperative ties will be beneficial to the basic interests of the people of the two countries and to peace and stability in South Asia and even in the whole of Asia. He commended Bangladesh for its unwavering efforts in developing its own economy, in enhancing regional cooperation, and safeguarding peace in south Asia.161

Then Chief of General Staff Fu Quanyou, meeting Bangladesh Army Chief Muhammad Mustafizur Rahman at Beijing on May 7, 1999, said that bilateral “ties between the armies of the two countries are becoming tighter, thanks to the great attention given by government and military leaders.”162

While the visiting Rear Admiral Abu Taher, chief-of-staff of the Bangladesh navy, thanked China “for its selfless aid to Bangladesh,” CMC vice chairman Zhang Wannian told the former in March 2000 that,

Military relations between China and Bangladesh are the important component part of bilateral relations and have fully demonstrated good-neighborly relations between the two countries. The development of military relations between China and Bangladesh not only accords with the basic interests of the two countries but are also conducive to promoting peace and stability in the region.163

In December 2002, Bangladesh PM Khaleda Zia signed four pacts with China, including one on defense cooperation that reportedly called for “institutionalizing” current defense ties between the two.164 This agreement is expected to plug loopholes in the existing defense ties and cooperation and further elevate such interactions in the future. The April 2005 nuclear agreement during Premier Wen Jiabao’s visit to Dhaka was set to be in the civilian field, though the strategic significance of such a move is quite evident.

One of the concrete manifestations of cooperation between the two militaries, apart from the training activities and 2002 defense cooperation agreement, is in the growing arms transfers of China
to Bangladesh, as Appendix II indicates. These include supplies of frigates, fast attack craft, ship-to-ship missiles and launchers, fighter aircraft, etc. A few examples include the Bangladesh-considered purchase of eight F-7MB fighter aircraft from China on “very easy financial terms,” i.e., no payment for at least 2 years and a “spread out” payment schedule to be worked out through negotiations with the Chinese government. The Bangladesh Air Force already had some of these aircraft in addition to the Chinese supplied A-III ground-attack aircraft. The letter “B” in the F-7MB stood for the Chinese export version of the aircraft for Bangladesh. The policy approval for procuring these aircraft came in 1997.

Nepal.

Major objectives of China in building relations with Nepal are protecting its interests in Tibet, curtailing the influence of India, expanding its influence in the region through infrastructure building projects, curtailing the spread of Maoists, etc. Several of these are appealing to the PLA. Relatively, the PLA’s interactions with Nepal have not been as intensive as they are with other countries in the region (see Appendix I), although it has supplied small arms and other weapons and equipment to Nepal in the late 1980s and agreed in 2005 to train the Nepalese army to counter Maoists.

Chinese civilian and military leadership alike have shown interest in ties with Nepal. During the visits of President Jiang Zemin in 1996 and subsequently during other occasions, such as Li Peng’s visits, it was reiterated that relations with Nepal are important, even in the security fields. Meeting the Nepalese Army Chief in December 1999, vice president and vice-chairman of CMC Hu Jintao said that China wanted to fulfil its strategic goal of building good neighborliness by enhancing relations with Nepal. On a hastily arranged visit to Nepal as a part of his visit to southeast Asian countries, defense minister Chi Haotian began the first visit to Nepal in February 2001. This visit comes a few days after the Maoists injured a Chinese national at Sindhuphulchok in the first of such attacks on Chinese.

China has emphasized extending cooperation with Nepal in infrastructure development programs connecting Tibet and Nepal. In the infrastructure projects, reports indicated plans to extend the
Golmud-Lhasa railway line to Kathmandu. If implemented, these could enhance further the logistics facilities of the PLA in the region. Apart from the economic benefits that such projects entail, especially for Tibet, the strategic and logistics importance of overcoming Himalayan barriers may not be out of place.\textsuperscript{169}

China and Nepal had agreed in 1994 to start transport service along the 873 km highway linking Kathmandu and Lhasa. It took nearly a decade for this proposal to materialize. The Nepalese government-run transport organization, Sajha Yatayat, announced that in September 2004 such trips will be made.\textsuperscript{170} However, this was delayed further until May 1, 2005, when in March 2005, both sides signed an agreement to start a two-way bus ride.\textsuperscript{171}

A careful reading of the statements issued during the mutual visits from China and Nepal, especially by military personnel, indicates the need for both parties to arrive at an “understanding” on issues related to India. During the visit of Political Commissar of the General Armaments Department Li Jinai in June 1999, King Birendra said that emerging “new issues” like Kosovo and Kashmir should be resolved through consultation and dialogue. Li, on his part, emphasized the need for stability in South Asia.\textsuperscript{172} While seeking “further support” from Nepal on issues like Tibet, Taiwan, and human rights, General Fu Quanyou, during his visit to Nepal in April 2000, emphasized closer relations between the two neighbors. King Birendra stated that “Although China is much larger than Nepal, China showed understanding and support to Nepal’s struggle for independence and sovereignty and has extended much assistance to Nepal’s economic development.”\textsuperscript{173} On September 4, 2001, the Commander of the Chengdu MR, Liu Baochen, told the Nepalese PM that the PLA will work with the Nepalese Army in “in maintaining peace and stability of the bordering areas.” He stated:

The goodwill visit of my delegation is in response to the consensus reached by the leaders of our two countries in 1996 to build a good-neighborly partnership that will be handed down from generation to generation. In particular, our visit is aimed at further strengthening the good relations between the armies of the two countries, especially promoting the relations between the Royal Nepal Army and China’s Chengdu Military Region and Lanzhou Military Region.\textsuperscript{174}
In reply to Royal Nepalese Army Chief Pyar Jung Thapa’s remarks that the PLA has helped the Nepalese Army modernization program, Lieutenant General Zou Gengren, Commander of the Lanzhou MR, on a visit to Kathmandu in September 2002 said:

The goodwill visit of my delegation is aimed at further strengthening the good relations between the armies of the two countries, especially promoting the relations between the Royal Nepal Army and China’s Lanzhou Military Region. . . . [W]e will cooperate more closely with the Nepali army in maintaining peace and stability of the bordering areas.175

However, despite a relative enhancement in the interactions between the two militaries of Nepal and China, there exist underlying tensions between the two. For instance, the border interactions between Nepal and China are not without problems. Specifically, the Chinese border guards’ role in the border trade and smuggling were highlighted by the Nepalese side. For instance, in March 3, 1997, at Friendship Bridge, the only border post for vehicles between the two countries, the Nepalese truck drivers and traders protested for 2 1/2 days against Chinese Armed Police brutality on Tashi Gyaltsen. In August 1994, two Tibetans were stabbed by the Chinese police at Zhangmu (Dram). In August 1996, Tibetans protested against the Chinese police for beating to death a Tibetan at Dram Public Security Office.176 Another report indicated that Chinese police personnel maltreat common people and officials from the Nepalese side several ways at and across the border check post in Humla district.177

Sri Lanka.

While the civilian leadership of the PRC has been making efforts to build relations with Sri Lanka for the last 5 decades, the PLA’s role has been relatively less pronounced. Even though the Sri Lankan government recognized the PRC in 1950, full diplomatic relations started only from 1957. More important from the Chinese national security point of view, the Rubber and Rice Pact signed between the two countries in 1952 was to come in handy in the difficult years of U.S. trade embargoes against the PRC.178 Also, the Sri Lankan position on Taiwan, and more importantly, given its predominantly Buddhist
orientation, Tibet and human rights are crucial for consolidating the PRC’s national interests.\textsuperscript{179}

Other issues in which China has shown security concerns related to its support of Sri Lanka’s policy of “independence, peace, neutrality, and nonalignment” and its backing for the Sri Lankan proposal for declaring the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace in the backdrop of the UN Resolution of 1971.\textsuperscript{180} However, Sri Lankan support for the Indian nuclear tests in 1998 was unpalatable to China.

Nevertheless, one main area that directly affects security relations between the two countries is arms transfers. China has exported arms to Sri Lanka in the recent period to counter the Tamil rebels. During the tsunami events, the PLA logistics department exhibited interest in Sri Lanka.\textsuperscript{181} The China North Industries Corporation (NORINCO) carried out most of the military transactions with Sri Lanka, although they are not without controversies related to corruption, etc.\textsuperscript{182}

Conclusions.

The PLA has an active interest in South Asia and regional security that forms a crucial element in China’s policies toward the region. Although China’s overall role in South Asia has been limited except in times of crisis, recent policy initiatives from Beijing have been proactive. The PLA has been one of the crucial players as it has pushed for a role to deal with India and build linkages with other South Asian states. Among the issues addressed by the PLA on South Asia are countering “splitsm” in Tibet and “separatism” in Xinjiang; promoting the recently launched Western Development Campaign in Tibet, Xinjiang, Yunnan and Sichuan; having a maximalist position of no compromise on border dispute resolution with India and Bhutan; having nuclearization of the region; the growing international clout of India with its economic and military rise; growing concern over the U.S. role in the region; and evolving strategies to enhance energy security in the Indian Ocean.

The PLA’s views on South Asia as an institutional actor at times have differed from those of the civilian leadership. While such views on India differed between the PLA and civilian leadership during normal or nonconflict times, there has been a surprising coincidence
of views of both the PLA and civilian leadership on other South Asian countries. Of late, with CBMs increasing in content and scale in the military and nonmilitary fields between India and China, there also has been a division within the PLA constituents. While some in the PLA have argued for “encircling” India or helping other South Asian countries against India in order to curb its “regional hegemony” and drive to become a “great power,” others saw in India the benefits of normalization in relations in the overall context of unipolarity and resolve to reunify with Taiwan. Given the “multiple rises” of China, Japan, and India in the recent period and renewed U.S. interest in the region, PLA responses are expected to be less confrontational but firm on India.

While the PLA’s strategy of confronting India has become more nuanced in the recent period, earlier policy called for exerting pressure on India. In Indian military circles, China’s actions were seen as an attempt by the PLA at the “strategic encirclement” or “marginalization” of India. This can be seen in the late 1985 PLA naval visits to Chittagong, Colombo, and Karachi, skipping Indian ports; continuing arms transfers to most of the South Asian countries, with Pakistan receiving the strategic weapons; and Bangladesh elevated in the Chinese security calculus with extensive military exchanges with these countries. The PLA military exchanges with the region indicate emphasis placed on Pakistan and Bangladesh, while ties with Indian armed forces remain sparse and defensive and conflict prevention in nature. Along with security considerations of both the countries, PLA’s close relations with Pakistan and Bangladesh have not been conducive to the full normalization of relations between China and India.

Overall, the PLA has painted a negative picture of India as dominating South Asia through increased defense preparation. In this context, policy fallout to counter such domination by India has been the PLA efforts to prop up other countries like Pakistan and Bangladesh. To a large extent, the PLA has been successful in pushing through this policy of the PRC in the last 4 decades. However, with the civilian leadership’s emphasis on building a “well-off society” by 2020 and the resolve to focus on solving the Taiwan issue, it appears the PLA has adopted a nuanced approach to its South Asia policy,
even as it maintained its traditional relations with the concerned countries. While there has been no let down on military cooperation with Pakistan, Bangladesh, or Nepal and Myanmar, the PLA has been expanding its contacts with the Indian military forces in terms of preventive CBMs and exchanges. The PLA leadership continues to follow a policy of balancing India by supporting Pakistan, Bangladesh, or Nepal; supplying nuclear and missile systems or components; and supplying small arms to insurgents in northeast India through a third party as “commercial” transactions. The PLA displayed identical views with the civilian leadership on Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Nepal and supported them to balance India. While there has never been a military alliance between China and Pakistan or with Bangladesh, these states are being courted extensively for their value in countering India, besides being sources for raw materials and markets for low technology arms of China. However, the PLA’s arms market and military cooperation with Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Myanmar are witnessing a rise in sophisticated arms transfers in the last few years.
APPENDIX I

CHINA'S MILITARY DIPLOMACY WITH SOUTH ASIA


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Indian Defense Services delegation of nine members from the places in three services led by Lieutenant General J. N. Chowdhury.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China</td>
<td>INS Mysore headed by Admiral Srinivasan’s port call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>INS Mysore headed by Admiral Srinivasan’s port call.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1987</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Defense Minister KC Pant’s stop over visit en route to India from Pyongyang.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 23-30, 1991</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Indian Army Intelligence Bureau chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 14-22,</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>NDU vice-president visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 26-April 6,</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>IDSA Director visited Beijing International Strategic Studies Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 24-30, 1992</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Defense Minister Sharad Pawar’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 30-</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>National Defense College (NDC) delegation visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 5, 1992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 30-May 9,</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>GLD deputy chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 15-19,</td>
<td>Bombay</td>
<td>Visit by Chinese naval training ship Zheng He.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Delegate/Delegation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 18-23, 1993</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of General Staff Lieutenant General Xu Huizí’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 6-16, 1994</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>Chinese Air Force deputy chief of staff delegation visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 26-July 2, 1994</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>NDC delegation visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 22-30, 1994</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Chief of Army Staff General B.C. Joshi’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 7-12, 1994</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>Minister for National Defense General Chi Haotian’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 9-15, 1994</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>IAF intelligence bureau chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 15-22, 1995</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Indian Army delegation’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 8-11, 1995</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>Indian naval vessels port call at Shanghai.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 10-19, 1996</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>Chief of Naval Staff Admiral V.S. Shekhawat’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 23-29, 1996</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>NDC Army department chairman visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 3-11, 1996</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>PLA delegation visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 26-31, 1997</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Five-member delegation headed by Vice Chief of Army Staff General Vice-President Malik visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 6-12, 1997</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>Chengdu MR Commander Lieutenant General Liao Xilong visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12-17, 1998</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>Chinese NDU delegation led by Lieutenant General Dong Lisheng’s visit to NDC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 26-May 1, 1998</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>Chief of General Staff Fu Quanyou’s visit. The first ever visit by a Chinese chief of general staff.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
November 21, 1999  Nathu La Pass A telephone link was established in the Sikkim sector between Yatung garrison in Tibet and the 17th Mountain Division of the Indian Army to keep each other informed of activities along the border and “defuse border tensions.”

March 6-7, 2000  Beijing As a result of E. A. M. Jaswant Singh’s visit to Beijing in June 1999, the first ever security dialogue between the two countries held by MEA Joint Secretary (Disarmament) Rakesh Sood and Director-General of the Asian Department of the MFA, Zhang Jiuhuan. PRC told India to abide by the Chinese-backed UN Resolution 1172, calling for India to roll back its nuclear program. The meeting came 2 weeks before U.S. President Clinton’s visit to India.

April 1, 2000  Nathu La Pass Commemorative border meeting of the Nathu La Brigade of India and Yatung garrison of the Chinese army authorities on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two countries.

May 22-26, 2000  Beijing NDC delegation visit.

August 18-23, 2000  New Delhi Chinese Academy of Military Science delegation’s visit headed by General Tian Shuyan.

September 16-19, 2000  Shanghai Indian naval port calls at Shanghai with INS Delhi and a frigate.


May 20-26, 2001  Beijing Air Chief Tipnis visited.

May 22-26, 2001  New Delhi NDU delegation headed by Zhang Xingye visited.

May 27-30, 2001  Mumbai Two Chinese naval ships from the North Sea Fleet made a port call.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>September 7-12, 2001</td>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>Deputy commander of the Chengdu MR, General Liu Baochen, with seven-member delegation, including those from the Lanzhou MR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 16-22, 2001</td>
<td>Mumbai</td>
<td>Deputy Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Zhang Li.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 23-December 1, 2002</td>
<td>Chengdu and other places</td>
<td>Indian Central Command delegation’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2003</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Defense Minister George Fernandes visit with a 16-member delegation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2003</td>
<td>New Delhi and other places</td>
<td>Chinese Air Force delegation’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 10-14, 2003</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>India-China naval drills near Shanghai with INS Ranjit, INS Kulish, and INS Jyoti.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2003</td>
<td>Tibet</td>
<td>Indian military delegation’s first visit to Tibet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 26, 2004</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>MND Cao Gangchuan’s visit to New Delhi as a part of his Pakistan, India, and Thailand visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2004</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Indian Army Chief General N. C. Vij’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 24, 2005</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>First “strategic dialogue” between the two countries with F. S. Shyam Saran and Wu Dawei delegations in talks on globalization and multipolarity, energy security, reform of the UN, border disputes, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 12, 2005</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Yashwant Prasad, vice chief of the Indian naval staff, and his party met CGS Liang Guanglie.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2005</td>
<td>New Delhi</td>
<td>CGS Liang Guanglie’s visit with 11-member delegation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 1988</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan naval chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1988</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>PLA deputy chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1988</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Army chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 27-</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chief of Staff Chi Haotian visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 3, 1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 20-26, 1989</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Xinjiang MR Commander visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 9, 1989</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan defense secretary’s delegation visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 8-13, 1989</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Army deputy chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 11-19,</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Guangzhou MR Commander’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 24-26,</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan defense minister’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13-23, 1990</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan naval chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 18-26,</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Army delegation visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 30, 1990-</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Army chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2, 1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 17-24, 1991</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>PLA deputy chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2-9, 1991</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 24-30, 1991</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Army chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
February 7-14, 1992  Islamabad  Chinese naval commander’s visit.

May 10-18, 1992  Beijing  Pakistan Air Force chief of staff.

May 17-25, 1992  Beijing  Pakistan Army head of Chief of Staff Bureau.

August 16-25, 1992  Beijing  Pakistan’s Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff visited.

September 27- October 2, 1992  Beijing  Pakistan defense minister’s visit.

November 15-23, 1992  Beijing  Pakistan Army’s air defense commander’s visit.

March 11-15, 1993  Beijing  Pakistan’s newly appointed Army chief visited.

May 6-14, 1993  Beijing  Pakistan’s naval chief visited.

May 20-27, 1993  Islamabad  Chinese Air Force commander’s visit.

December 1-7, 1993  Islamabad  Chief of General Staff Zhang Wannian’s visit.

December 2-6, 1993  Beijing  Pakistan defense minister’s visit.

February 27- March 6, 1994  Beijing  Pakistan Army chief’s visit.


July 17-25, 1994  Beijing  Pakistan’s tri-services public relations bureau delegation visited.

July 17-21, 1994  Islamabad  Defense Minister Chi Haotian’s visit.

September 18-25, 1994  Beijing  Pakistan Air Force chief’s visit.

October 6-14, 1994  Islamabad  Chinese Navy’s East Sea Fleet’s naval aviation commander and others visited. This is the first time a naval aviation delegation visited Pakistan.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Delegation/Visit Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 17-22, 1994</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>NDU delegation headed by its vice-president.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 20-24, 1994</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Army chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 6-12, 1995</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>General Logistics Department Director Fu Quanyou’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 27, 1995</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Air Force chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 28-June 4, 1995</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan naval chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 29-October 8, 1995</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>NDU delegation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 22, 1995</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Chairman of Joint Chief’s of Staff’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 16-20, 1995</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>PLA’s China North Industries delegation’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 7-13, 1995</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>PLA naval deputy commander’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 8-17, 1995</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Lanzhou MR deputy commander’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 22-27, 1996</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan chief of army staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 28-July 2, 1996</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>PLA Navy Commander Zhang Lianzhong’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 15-21, 1996</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>PLA deputy chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 29, 1996</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Army delegation’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 29, 1996-January 4, 1997</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chinese Air Force Commanders Academy’s high-level unit’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Description of Visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 5-9, 1997</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Director of General Political Department Yu Yongbo visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 21-27, 1997</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>General Political Department’s Cadre Department deputy director visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 31-November 7, 1997</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>PLA Naval Commander Shi Yunsheng visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 10-15, 1997</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>PLA Logistics Department’s health department’s deputy director visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 7-12, 1997</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chinese Air Force Command Academy’s high level unit’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 22-28, 1997</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Academy of Military Science vice president’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1-8, 1998</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan naval chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 10-16, 1998</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>A delegation of 20 members of Pakistan Military Medicine visited the PLA Medical Institute, No. 304 Military Institute, and the Naval Hospital Institute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 23-28, 1998</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan’s Chairman of Joint Chiefs of Staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 23-29, 1998</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Deputy director of the GDP visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 19-23, 1999</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chinese Defense Minister Chi Haotian’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 24-31, 1999</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Chief of Joint Staff Musharraf’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 7-13, 1999</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chinese General Armaments Department Political Commissar Li Jinai’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 16-22, 1999</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan’s Air Force chief visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 26-March 2, 2000</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chinese Air force Commander Liu Shunyao’s delegation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 6-11, 2000</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Defense College delegation’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22-28, 2000</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan’s naval chief of staff’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 14-18, 2000</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chinese Armed Policy Department’s deputy political commissar’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 7-14, 2000</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Deputy chairman of the Commission of Science and technology for National Defense visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 16-21, 2000</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Nanjing MR political commissar’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 16-23, 2001</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Air Force chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 19-21, 2001</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chief of General Staff Fu Quanyou’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 23, 29, 2001</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan Military Academy chief visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2-June 14, 2001</td>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Chinese naval visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 23-30, 2001</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan’s Army chief of staff’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 14-21, 2002</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Pakistan’s chief of Joint Staff’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2003</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>General Mohammad Youaf, first deputy chief of general staff visited to attend the Second Round of China-Pakistan Defense and Security Consultation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 25, 2003</td>
<td>Zhurihe in Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>A Pakistani delegate participated along with 14 other foreign military officers in observing a PLA armored brigade exercise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2003</td>
<td>Islamabad</td>
<td>Chief of the General Staff Liang Guanglie visited.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
September 2003  Islamabad  First round of disarmament consultations between the two sides.


October 2003  Shanghai  Port call of Pakistan naval fleet. Conducted joint search and rescue exercises with the Chinese navy, the first of its kind between the Chinese and foreign navies.

November 5, 2003  Beijing  General Musharraf met Defense Minister Cao Gangchuan.

March 23, 2004  Islamabad  Defence Minister Cao Gangchuan visited.

April 27, 2004  Beijing  Pakistani NDC delegation led by Rear Admiral Syed Afzal met Lieutenant General Fan Changlong, assistant chief of the general staff of the PLA.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 2-11, 1988</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh Army chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 7-13, 1989</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>Chief of Staff Chi Haitian’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1989</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh Air Force chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1989</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh naval delegation visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1989</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>Naval Commander Zhang Lianzhong’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 27-March 4, 1990</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>Defense Minister’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Range</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Visiting Official</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 25-May 1, 1991</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh Army chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 11-14, 1991</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>PLA General Staff Department’s second department chief visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 3-11</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh naval chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 22-25, 1991</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>Deputy chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1992</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>PLA Armored Corps commander’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1992</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh’s Armaments Unit’s National Command Staff Institute’s head visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1992</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh’s Army Commander of Unit 9 and head of the Capital District visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1992</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh Air Force chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 17-20, 1993</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>Chinese Air Force Commander Cao Shuangming’s visit. This was his first overseas visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 6-13, 1993</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh army chief visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 24-29, 1993</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Chinese naval vessel Zheng He from Dalian visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 28-December 1, 1993</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>Chief of Staff Zhang Wannian visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 12-16, 1995</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>General Logistics Department Director Fu Quanyou’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 13-16, 1995</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>PLA Navy deputy commander’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 5-12, 1995</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh Army chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 29-November 6, 1995</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh Army’s delegation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 21-25, 1996</td>
<td>Dhaka</td>
<td>PLA deputy chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 8-18, 1996</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Bangladesh Navy chief of staff visited.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
October 26-November 3, 1996
Beijing
Bangladesh Chief of Air Staff Vice Marshal Jamal Uddin Ahmed visited.

November 7-12, 1996
Beijing
Bangladesh Army chief visited.

August 17-21, 1997
Beijing
Bangladesh Defense Secretary’s visit.

August 30-September 4, 1997
Dhaka
Eight-member delegation headed by Major General Zhou Shaojun visited to attend the commissioning ceremony of a Landing Craft Tank at Postogola.

November 1-4, 1997
Dhaka
Lanzhou MR Commander visited.

November 4-8, 1997
Hong Kong
Bangladesh naval vessel *Madhumati* made port call.

October 28-November 2, 1998
Dhaka
Deputy Director of GDP Lieutenant General Tang Tianbiao visited.

May 4-12, 1999
Beijing
Bangladesh Army Chief Muhammad Mustafizur Rahman’s visit.

June 13-16, 1999
Dhaka
General Armaments Department Political Commissar Li Jinai’s visit.

September 10-15, 1999
Dhaka
Ministry of National Defense Foreign Affairs Office chairman’s visit.

October 31-November 8, 1999
Beijing
An officer of the Armaments Bureau of the Prime Minster’s Office visited.

March 28-April 5, 2000
Beijing
Rear Admiral Abu Taher, Chief-of-Staff of the Bangladesh Navy visited.

August 15-18, 2000
Dhaka
Academy of Military Science Vice President General Tian Shuyan led a delegation of military research and training personnel.

November 12-16, 2000
Dhaka
Nanjing MR’s political commissar led a delegation.

July 8-14, 2001
Beijing
Bangladesh’s Chief of Army Staff Ahsan N. Amin’s visit.
December 22-25, 2001 Dhaka Chinese Deputy Chief of Staff Gen Zhang Li’s visit.

April 2002 Dhaka National Defense University delegation’s visit.

June 2-8, 2002 Beijing Bangladesh’s Army chief visited.

August 19-26, 2002 Beijing Bangladesh’s Air Force chief’s visit.


December 2003 Dhaka Deputy Chief of General Staff General Wu Quanxu visited.

September 22, 2004 Beijing Hasan Mashhud Chowdhury, Chief of Army Staff of Bangladesh Army met Cao Gangchuan. Cao said China attached “great importance” to ties with Bangladesh and continued to support the latter’s efforts to “play a greater role in regional and world affairs.”

April 12, 2005 Beijing Mahbubur Rahman, advisor to the prime minister on national defense and security and chairman of the standing committee on the Ministry of Sefense of the Bangladesh Parliament met Chief of the General Staff Liang Guanglie.

May 21-24, 2005 Dhaka CGS Liang Guanglie’s visit with an 11-member delegation.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 29-December 5, 1993</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Nepal’s defense secretary’s visit. This is the first such visit in 30 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13-19, 1997</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Nepal defense secretary’s visit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
June 12-17, 1997  Kathmandu  Chengdu MR commander visited with a seven-member delegation.

November 24-December 2, 1998  Beijing  Nepal military delegation’s visit.

June 16-20, 1999  Kathmandu  General Armaments Department Political Commissar Li Jinai visited.


December 7-13, 1999  Beijing  Nepal Army Chief Prajwal Shumshere Jung Bahadur Rana’s visit.

April 6-11, 2000  Kathmandu  Chief of General Staff, Fu Quanyou and others visited.

October 17-24, 2000  Beijing  Deputy chief of Army Staff’s visit.

February 21-24, 2001  Kathmandu  Chinese defense minister Chi Haotian’s visit. This is the first visit of a Chinese defense minister to Nepal.

August 22-30, 2001  Beijing  Nepalese military delegation visited.

September 4-10, 2001  Kathmandu  Lieutenant General Liu Baochen, Commander of Chengdu MR, visited with a seven-member delegation.

October 30-November 7, 2001  Beijing  Defense Secretary of Nepal’s visit.

March 26, 2002  Beijing  Army Chief Lieutenant-General Pyar Jung Thapa and delegation visited.

September 15-21, 2002  Kathmandu  Lanzhou MR Commander Lieutenant General Zou Gengren’s seven member-delegation visit.

April 2003  Beijing  Defense Secretary MP Aryal visited.

October 15, 2003  Beijing  Lieutenant General Victory Renan, Chief of General Staff of the Royal Nepalese Army visited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>March 21-April 2, 1994</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Sri Lankan naval chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 10-17, 2002</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Sri Lankan defense minister’s visit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>April 14-18, 2001</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Chief of General Staff Fu Quanyou’s visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 10-15, 2001</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Maldives national security bodyguard chief’s visit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: This list is not exhaustive but reported in the sources below.

Sources: Zhongguo Waijiao (various Yearbooks from 1996-2005); Zhongguo Waijiao Gailan (Various Yearbook from 1989-1995); Various Indian Parliament debates and newspaper reports; PLA Daily website at www.chinamil.com.cn\site1\wjdwjlsI\wjdwjlsI.htm and www.chinamil.com.cn\site1\wjdwjlsI\2002\2002.htm.
### CHINA’S ARMS TRANSFERS TO SOUTH ASIAN COUNTRIES

#### a. Pakistan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Delivery</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>F-6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>F-7MG</td>
<td>(55)</td>
<td>(2001)</td>
<td>2001-03</td>
<td>Included nine F-7PG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>F7MG</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>(2002)</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>F-7P Skybolt</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>Super 7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>To Pakistan. Deal struck during PM Nawaz Sharif’s visit to China in June 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>F-7</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1986-90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air-to-air missiles</td>
<td>PL-12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(2004)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>For JF-17 contract to be signed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter/ground attack</td>
<td>Q-5 Fantan-A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>For final assembly in Pakistan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter trainer</td>
<td>FT-7P</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>With PAF squadrons No. 2 at Masroor, Nos. 18 and 20 at Rafique, and No. 25 at Mianwali.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trainer aircraft</td>
<td>K-8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>PRC offered for export to Egypt the Karakoram K-8jets. Previously 75 of these also were offered to Pakistan from 1991.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Year Range</td>
<td>Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Y-12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable SAM</td>
<td>Hong Ying-5</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Arming M-113 APCs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable SAM</td>
<td>Anza</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBT-2000</td>
<td>Al-Khalid (P90)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Original agreement date back to 1988. Chinese NORINCO and Pakistan Heavy Industries Taxila are partners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>T-59</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>(1975)</td>
<td>1978-90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>T-69 II</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1991-93</td>
<td>Deal worth $1.2 billion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>T-85 II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towed Gun 85mm</td>
<td>Type 56</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submarine</td>
<td>Romeo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>For final assembly in Pakistan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Attack Craft (FAC) Patrol</td>
<td>Hainan class</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrofoil</td>
<td>Huzhuan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC patrol</td>
<td>Huangfen</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC gun</td>
<td>Shanghai</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>Year 1</td>
<td>Year 2</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Hegu</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Huangfen</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC patrol</td>
<td>Hainan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1976-80</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC torpedo</td>
<td>Huzhuan</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShShM system</td>
<td>C-801/802</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>For the four Jalata class FAC. Eight probably delivered in 2004.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShShM system</td>
<td>C-802</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>For the four Jalatas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**b. Bangladesh**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Year 1</th>
<th>Year 2</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frigate</td>
<td>Jianghu I class</td>
<td>2 (1988)</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The first, Xiangtan, was delivered in November 1989. Status of the second is uncertain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigate</td>
<td>Jianghu class</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Huangfen class</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC–gun</td>
<td>Shanghai class</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1980-82</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Huangfen class</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Hegu class</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Hegu class</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC Patrol</td>
<td>Hainan Class</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC Patrol</td>
<td>Hainan Class</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC Patrol</td>
<td>Hainan class</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrol boat</td>
<td>Haizhui class</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amphibious warfare</th>
<th>LCU/LCP-Yuchin</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tugs</td>
<td>Hujiu class</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1984 &amp; 1995</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShShM L</td>
<td>Hai Ying 2L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>For two Jianghus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShShM L</td>
<td>Hai Ying 2L</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>For two Huangfens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShShM</td>
<td>Hai Ying 2</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Arming two Jianghus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShShM</td>
<td>Hai Ying 2</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ShShM</td>
<td>Fei Lung</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>1989-90</td>
<td>Arming two Jianghus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter/ground attack</td>
<td>A-5 Fantan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>F-6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>F-7M Airguard</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>1992-94</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Sri Lanka

| FAC Patrol        | Shanghai class | 5 | - | 1972 | - |
| FAC Patrol        | Shanghai class | 3 | 1991 | 1994 | Sri Lankan designation Rana Class |
| FAC Patrol        | Shanghai class | 3 | (1996) | 1998 | - |
| FAC Patrol        | Haiqing class  | 2 | (1995) | 1997 | - |
| Landing Ship      | Yuhai class    | 1 | (1996) | 1997 | - |
| Artillery systems | 130mm          | - | - | - | - |
| Air Surveillance radar | CEIEC-408C | (3) | 2004 | - | Designation uncertain. |

Sources: Yearbooks of SIPRI; Military Balance (various); Foreign Broadcast Information Service-CHINA (various).
1. The author thanks Andrew Scobell, Larry Wortzel, Paul Godwin, Brantly Womack, Bernard Cole, Michael Swaine, June Teufel Dreyer, Harlan Jencks, Kenneth W. Allen, Gregory K. S. Man, Andrew Nathan, and Shirley Kan for their critique and suggestions in improving this revised manuscript submitted at The Heritage Foundation and the U.S. Army War College organized conference on September 24-25, 2005. Nevertheless, none of the above is responsible for the views or errors expressed in this article.
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The People’s Republic of China (PRC) has undertaken a diplomatic strategy of moderation and reassurance in Southeast Asia over the past decade. The objectives of this strategy have been to ease fears of China as a military threat to the region; to build Chinese influence in the region and within its major multilateral organization, the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN); and to lessen U.S. influence in response to earlier American containment strategies in Southeast Asia. The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) has been a factor influencing and supporting this strategy, but has not been the major actor in articulating the strategy.

Beijing’s diplomatic strategy in Southeast Asia has political, economic, and military or security components. In this sense, China is exercising all of the instruments of national power in executing the strategy; these are political, diplomatic, economic, military, social, and cultural. The Foreign Ministry and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), including its liaison and propaganda organs, have been major architects of the strategy and agents of its articulation. China’s military organs have played a supporting role in articulating the strategy, but a role that clearly has been subordinate to the Foreign Ministry. However, unlike the situation in the 1960s and 1970s, there is no strong ideological component in today’s strategy. Even though the CCP maintains friendly party-to-party relations with the Communist parties in the region, especially those of Vietnam and Laos, the Foreign Ministry plays the main role in articulating the strategy.

Although the PLA is not the major instrument through which China addresses its goals in the region, it, nonetheless, has an important role in advancing the strategy. The PLA provides the backdrop of military power and that makes the nations in the region
consider China’s security interests as a factor in their policies. One of the most active actors in advancing China’s strategy in Southeast Asia has been the Central Communist Party School. For the most part, the Central Party School has acted through its surrogate, the China Reform Forum. The major goal of China’s activities in the region is to reassure Southeast Asian nations that China’s long-term intentions are benign. This played to the very nature of ASEAN. ASEAN is a body for the discussion of political, economic, and security matters through mutual consultation, as is its ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). By actively engaging the ARF and ASEAN, China’s has played to ASEAN’s goals through careful diplomacy.

The Historical Record.

Security always has been a major component of the policies of the PRC in Southeast Asia. In the 1950s and 1960s, China’s support for Communist insurgencies in the region and its actions in providing weapons to indigenous Communist parties created deep concern about China’s long-term intentions among Southeast Asian nations. The active support and presence of PLA forces in Vietnam and Laos during the U.S. war in Southeast Asia exacerbated fears of China in the region. China’s seizure of the Paracel Islands, its expansive territorial claims in the South China Sea, and its aggressive rate of military growth increased concerns within Southeast Asia over China’s long-term intentions. A naval clash with Vietnam in the Spratly Islands only increased fears of China, as did its 1979 attack into Vietnam. Indeed, it was these concerns about the PLA that led to the creation of the ASEAN ARF. The Chinese seizure of Mischief Reef claimed by the Philippines after the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Clark Air Force Base and Subic Bay was another factor that created the perception of a threat from China.

China’s policies toward overseas Chinese also complicated diplomacy and security perceptions in the region. There are significant Chinese populations throughout Southeast Asia, and for a long time, Beijing treated all of the Diaspora as “overseas Chinese” (Huaqiao), ignoring their citizenship and claiming that their ethnicity made them citizens of China. In a couple of instances claims that
Beijing has an obligation to protect ethnic Chinese citizens in other countries (in Vietnam in 1975 and Indonesia in 1995) exacerbated concerns over China’s military intentions. Over the past 5 decades, there have been explicit attempts by Beijing to put such fears among Southeast Asian governments to rest, the first of which took the form of a charm offensive in Indonesia.

**China’s First Charm Offensive in Southeast Asia.**

Zhou Enlai, China’s Foreign Minister, represented China at the Afro-Asian Conference in Bandung, Indonesia, April 18-24, 1955. At that time, Zhou advanced China’s policy of peaceful coexistence in an attempt to address concerns among Asian nations that China was a threat to the internal security of those nations. Beijing also was working to counter U.S. containment strategy by seeking to establish a nonaggression pact with the Philippines, ease concerns in Thailand, and address concerns about a Communist fifth column in Indonesia. Indeed, at the time, there were concerns throughout Southeast Asia about the Chinese population in those nations, and Beijing’s attempts to support the spread of communism in the region. This affected China’s relations with Thailand, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Indonesia.

The “peace offensive” did not last long, however. By 1963, China sought to place itself at the center of a worldwide movement to spread socialist revolution, strengthening anti-Chinese policies in Southeast Asia and the American network of alliances designed to contain Communism in the region. The beginnings of the ideological split between Beijing and Moscow fed the CCP’s efforts in the region. However, the CCP was not successful in all cases. The United States provided significant covert and overt help to the Philippine government in its effort to suppress the indigenous, but Beijing-supported, Communist rebellion in the Philippines. The same is true in Laos. In Malaya, the British government was instrumental in suppressing the mainly ethnic-Chinese Communist insurgency. In this period, China’s ideological and military aid to Southeast Asian insurgencies increased. Beijing supported Indonesian President Sukarno’s confrontation with Malaysia. A tipping point came in
Indonesia, when in 1965 a coup broke out with radical military officers attempting to overthrow the anti-Communist senior leadership of the Indonesian Army. Beijing had supported the Communist Party of Indonesia (PKI) with encouragement, money, and some 100,000 small arms. When the PKI and Communist sympathizers in the Army tried to take over the government, there was a bloodbath as the Indonesian armed forces went after not only the insurgents, but also ethnic Chinese in general. Even today, in Beijing one can meet surviving members of the Indonesian, Philippine, and Malayan Communist Party (or their children) who fled to China to escape death in anti-Communist counterinsurgency operations in their home countries. In addition, of course, the American involvement in Vietnam strengthened, while the PLA poured money, equipment, and some 50,000 troops in engineer, armor, and air defense units into North Vietnam and Laos.

**Why it Matters for the United States.**

The United States has important interests in Southeast Asia. These interests include freedom of navigation through the region and ensuring protection of the sea and air lines of communication; keeping the area open to free trade and investment; promoting the rule of law and values such as democratic institutions of government, human rights, and religious freedom; and supporting America’s treaty allies and friends in the region. In pursuing these national interests, “the United States has followed a strategy to promote a stable, peaceful, and prosperous Asia-Pacific Region.” From the standpoint of diplomatic engagement and military security engagement this means promoting regional stability and nurturing friendships and alliances designed to keep another power or group of powers from dominating the region. In addition to military contacts and relations, the United States exercises diplomatic and political strategies designed to avoid being excluded from influence in the region by another power or group of powers. Nonetheless, there is room for China as a strong power in the American strategy for the region. In a speech in China in 2004, then U.S. Trade Representative (and now Deputy Secretary of State) Robert Zoellick told an audience “... the United States and
others need to work with China to integrate its rising power into regional and global security, economic, and political arrangements. For its part, China warrants respect, but needs to be careful not to trigger fears.”

There should be no mistake that in recent years this mention of preventing the domination of the region by other powers is principally a concern about China. China’s influence in Southeast Asia is strong, its economic influence is growing, and its history in security relations over the 56 years the PRC has been in existence primarily has been one of excluding American and Russian (earlier Soviet) influence. India more recently has expressed its own concerns about the security of Southeast Asia, but has not acted to pursue those interests in a way that affects U.S. interests negatively. Australia and Japan both have important interests in the region. The interests of these strong U.S. allies, however, are complementary to those of the United States.

The same is not true of China. China’s previous actions in the region: its support for indigenous revolutionary groups, its expansive maritime claims in the South China Sea, its muscular claims to be the protector of citizens of other countries who are ethnic Chinese, its pursuit of oil and natural gas resources, and its military build-up create security concerns in the region. Naturally, given its own interests, the United States has responded to those concerns by strengthening its own diplomacy in the region, tying Southeast Asian states into the general war on terrorism, stationing more military forces in the region (primarily in Guam), and reinvigorating security assistance.

China has responded as well. In the world of ideas, scholars speaking for the Communist Party and the government in Beijing have articulated a strategy by which China would rise as a major power and do so peacefully. At the same time, the PLA has worked with the Foreign Ministry to create confidence-building measures through the ASEAN ARF. In 2002, the PRC signed the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea, with ASEAN outlining a code of conduct for nations with competing territorial claims in that area. This resulted in enough good will that in August 2005, a Chinese state-owned oil company, China Oilfield services, won a contract from the Philippine National Oil Company and
PetroVietnam (both state owned) to do seismic exploration for oil and gas in the Spratly Islands. The PLA also has worked on security assistance programs in the region. These will be covered in more detail later in this chapter, but these actions include providing military equipment to Burma and developing an anti-ship cruise missile with the Indonesian Armed Forces.

A New Security Concept.

Beijing sought to reassure the rest of the world of its peaceful intentions in 2002 with the “new security concept.” Aimed primarily at calming fears in the Asia-Pacific region after the seizure of Mischief Reef in 1995, the firing of missiles over Taiwan, and the arrival of a U.S. fleet off the Taiwan Strait in 1996, China’s leaders called for a “new security concept” based on “mutual trust, mutual benefit, equality, and coordination.” The “Concept” emphasized confidence building and a multi-lateral security dialogue as a means to resolve international problems. Of course, Beijing still reserved the right to use force against Taiwan, which it views as an internal problem. In this paper, Beijing lauded the resolution of border disputes with Russia and noted the establishment of the Shanghai Cooperative Organization (SCO). Addressing Southeast Asia specifically, Beijing emphasized its active participation in the ASEAN Regional Forum, seeking “cooperation and dialogue over confrontation.” In the economic sphere, Beijing emphasized its participation in the “10+3 cooperation in East Asia.” While this was a move toward calming fears of China in Southeast Asia, other scholars in China associated closely with the Central Communist Party School moved further with a more comprehensive theory to address concerns over China’s rise as a great power.

There was a division of labor among ministries and agencies in China. The PLA handled the military-to-military portion of a general package of diplomatic and economic initiatives. While PLA officers reassured regional neighbors about China’s benign intentions at various regional fora, the PLA Navy ventured further into the region and built its own strength. This conveyed the point that while China’s intentions might be benign, the nation was prepared to protect its interests with force.
China’s Peaceful Rise.

The earlier themes designed to reassure China’s neighbors evolved into a full-blown effort to reassure the world that China has peaceful intentions. In April 1998, four of China’s national security scholars published a book discussing the concept of a peaceful rise for China as an international power. The focus of the book, as outlined by its main author in the introduction, is to examine how the rise of China as a world power (or superpower) can take place in such a way as to avoid war and another cold war. The authors began their work on the theory in 1994 and, through the China Philosophy Society, began further research on the topic. With respect to Southeast Asia, Yan Xuetong explained that the strategists who developed the theory of China’s peaceful rise designed it to respond to the “China Threat Theory” advanced at the time by Lee Kuan-yew of Singapore and Prime Minister Mahathir of Malaysia.

The Central Communist Party School has been the major actor in promulgating this theory internationally. In a speech to the Center for Strategic and International Studies of the United States on November 13, 2003, Zheng Bijian, as he retired from his work at the Central Communist Party School in China, explained the concept of China’s peaceful rise. American scholars, who argued that the rise of great powers usually creates instability in the international system, particularly when those powers are nondemocratic states, challenged him. The Americans specifically mentioned the cases of Germany and Japan in the lead-up to World Wars I and II. In response, in a 2004 issue of the China Reform Forum journal, Zheng responded with a new formulation: “our [China’s] path is different from both the paths of Germany in World War I and Germany and Japan in World War II, when they tried to overhaul the world political landscape by way of aggressive wars. Our path is also to be different from that of the former U.S.S.R. [Union of Soviet Socialist Republics] during the reign of Brezhnev, which relied on a military bloc and arms race in order to compete with the United States for world supremacy.”

As the Chairman of the China Reform Forum, a position he assumed after his retirement from the Central Party School, he advanced the “Peaceful Rise” theory at the Bo’ao Forum on Hainan
Island in 2003.\textsuperscript{17} Indeed, he may be its most active international proponent for China, including publishing a version of his popular “China’s Peaceful Rise” speech in the U.S. Council on Foreign Relations magazine, \textit{Foreign Affairs}.\textsuperscript{18} The “Peaceful Rise” thesis is an interesting one. The thesis suggests that China’s rise as a great power is inevitable, and that the different interests of a rising power and an existing superpower in the same region will create friction. Implicit in the “Peaceful Rise” theory, however, is the suggestion that it is up to the United States, as the lone superpower in the world, to accommodate China’s rise.\textsuperscript{19}

It was not only CCP intellectuals that put forth the formula. On December 10, 2003, not long after Zheng Bijian’s speech, Premier Wen Jiabao told an audience at Harvard University in Boston that, as a developing country, China would seek to rise peacefully as it resolves its natural resource and energy problems.\textsuperscript{20} Sixteen days later, celebrating the 110th anniversary of Mao Zedong’s birth, Hu Jintao told the audience that China would “develop along its own socialist course . . . and would follow a peaceful road to development.”\textsuperscript{21} Hu repeated the formulation on February 23, 2004, to a politburo study meeting of senior CCP leaders, telling them that the peaceful development path would also follow a policy of self-reliance.\textsuperscript{22} In addition, to complete the set of new senior leaders that repeated the formulation, on March 14, 2004, Wen Jiabao echoed the formula, telling a session of the National People’s Congress in Beijing that, although China’s peaceful rise would take a long time, it would not depart from the general interests of the world.\textsuperscript{23}

The CCP did not accept the “Peaceful Rise” formulation without some internal debate. In a meeting of senior PLA Air Force officers in May 2004, Jiang Zemin suggested that perhaps the formulation should be set aside, since the thesis potentially limited China’s military development and modernization. This objection by Jiang was both a manifestation of friction between Jiang and Hu Jintao in the transfer of power from Jiang to Hu and a demonstration of genuine concern within the PLA that it could continue to modernize and strengthen.\textsuperscript{24} In the end, after some period of debate, the CCP arrived at the position that “there is no contradiction between military modernization or military strength and China’s peaceful rise.”\textsuperscript{25} China’s policymakers
in the PLA and the CCP see military development as complementing China’s peaceful rise, and accommodating this rise requires an adjustment in attitude by the United States and Southeast Asia.  

There are unspoken elements in the “Peaceful Rise” formulation. Some of China’s security thinkers suggest that it is a sign of hostility if the United States or other powers try to prevent China’s rise. Some in Beijing interpret the debate between the United States and the European Union (EU) over Brussels lifting arms sales sanctions against China as a sign of hostility on the part of Washington.  

There is also some resentment among security specialists in China over the continued imposition of high technology export controls by the United States.

An analogy that illustrates Beijing’s attitude on the “Peaceful Rise” debate is to imagine yourself walking down the middle of a wide street when someone else turns the corner and walks in your direction on an intersecting path. That person does not deviate his or her course, but expects another to shift its own course to accommodate the new arrival’s route. Failure to accommodate the new arrival could be interpreted as hostile and to directly challenge the new arrival is clearly hostile. Moreover, since the path of the new arrival is not shifting, any failure to adjust your route could result in a clash. Thus, the “Peaceful Rise” thesis may not be quite as benign as Beijing’s security thinkers suggest. That said, in Southeast Asia, the thesis has been successful and has won Beijing increased influence and diplomatic influence.

A more recent formulation of the “Peaceful Rise” formula takes into consideration China’s “comprehensive national power” (zonghe guoli). In an article in Guoji Zhengzhi Kexue (The Science of International Politics), Yan Xuetong argues that there is a defined position (standing) of actual strength for China in the international community.  

He argues that, in terms of overall national strength, China is now the number two nation in the world, second to the United States. Moreover, according to Yan, China can maintain this position and even grow in comprehensive national power peacefully without coming into conflict with the United States. The theme of comprehensive national power is an integral part of grand strategy in China today. Strategic thinkers are consumed by computations of
what China’s rightful place in the world should be based on, using mathematical equations representing elements of power (economic, social-cultural, scientific/technical, military, and political), with the objective of creating a “scientific” justification for China’s rise, while the Foreign Ministry argues that the rise will not upset the international order.  

The PLA has been part of the action. The first security policy conference of the ASEAN Regional Forum was held in Beijing on November 4-6, 2004, with the goal of “expanding the channel for dialogue on security issues between high ranking officials in the Asia-Pacific region." This latest effort represents a stage of a longer-term policy in the PLA, and by China, to interact with and engage the member states of ASEAN.

**China’s Multilateral Activities in Southeast Asia.**

Over the decades since the establishment of the PRC, there has been an evolution of policy toward participation in multilateral institutions. If China was not able to lead a multilateral body, such as the nonaligned movement, Beijing generally treated such institutions as potential threats to China’s sovereignty that could limit the foreign policy options open to China’s diplomacy. China’s diplomats also knew that ASEAN originally developed the ARF, in part, to respond to fears of China’s military activities and expansion into Southeast Asia, especially in the Spratly Islands. Gradually, however, Beijing participated in multilateral institutions in Southeast Asia, albeit grudgingly. In addition, in the past 4 to 5 years, as U.S. policy shifted to focus on fighting the war on terror and countering the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), China is perceived in Southeast Asia as a positive and effective player in multilateral institutions in the region.

China is now active in security-related multilateral matters in the ASEAN Regional Forum. In Track II, nongovernmental (or quasi-governmental) organizations, China participates in the Council for Security and Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP), the Northeast Asia Security Cooperation Dialogue (NEACD), and the Asia-Pacific Roundtable. In the economic realm, China is an active participant in
the Bo’ao Forum for Asia and the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum, and has negotiated an ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement.\textsuperscript{35} Meanwhile, in Northeast Asia, China has gone from being a mere “concierge” for the six-party talks with North Korea to being an active facilitator and negotiator.

These activities by China are consistent with the broader foreign policy orientation in Beijing of trying to achieve a multipolar world order.\textsuperscript{36} They are effective means of countering fears that China means to dominate the region and have helped Beijing achieve its broader international goals.\textsuperscript{37} These policies toward Southeast and Northeast Asia have not been carried out in isolation. Beijing also has worked hard to create the Shanghai Cooperative Organization, a multilateral institution aimed at cementing security policy and relations in Central Asia and with Russia. Indeed, China’s \textit{Defense White Paper} says that “China supports regional security dialogue and cooperation at different levels, through various channels, in different forms and in a step-by-step manner pursuant to the principles of participation on equal footing and reaching consensus through consultation in the spirit of seeking common ground while reserving differences,” a comfortable formulation for ASEAN states.\textsuperscript{38} Writing in the \textit{Far Eastern Economic Review}, Murray Heibert assessed China’s actions as “subtle,” but aimed at “diluting American influence” and reducing American strategic dominance in the region.\textsuperscript{39} Meanwhile, ASEAN increasingly is willing to cooperate with China, especially as the United States has been preoccupied with other security problems.\textsuperscript{40}

China’s activities with ASEAN have been effective in bringing about acceptance of Beijing as a center of power and balancer in the Asia-Pacific region.\textsuperscript{41} China is seen in the region as a positive actor, especially after the Asian financial crisis. The Philippines has accepted security cooperation with China, softening its attitudes since the occupation of Mischief Reef in 1995. Indonesia, whose armed forces have been held at arms length by the United States for human rights violations in East Timor and Aceh, is cooperating with China on the development of a naval cruise missile. For years, the United States refused to work with Indonesian industry on any form of missile development on nonproliferation grounds. Nonetheless, while China has gone from a skeptical attitude toward ASEAN,
there is still concern in the region over China’s long-term intentions, particularly in view of its military buildup and the development of a blue-water navy.\textsuperscript{42}

In the last year, China hosted an ARF security policy conference, workshops on alternative development, and on increasing cooperation in the field of nontraditional security issues (such as disaster relief). According to Chinese Foreign Minister Li Zhaoxing, “in the next year China will co-host with Brunei an Inter-sessional Meeting on counterterrorism and international crime, and with the United States and Singapore will host a seminar on nonproliferation of WMD.”\textsuperscript{43} Li also expressed Beijing’s willingness to co-host an intersessional meeting with Indonesia.

China’s active diplomacy and confidence-building measures in the security realm have gone a long way to improve Beijing’s image in the region. This has been a coordinated effort across the government and the CCP. The PLA has been an active player in these activities, even if it is not the primary agent for engaging Southeast Asia. The combination of strategy conferences PLA officers attend and diplomacy emphasize the point that the rise of China is in the interests of Southeast Asian nations. China’s diplomacy also stresses that China’s goal is not to “push the United States out of the region,” but given the way that the United States exercised its military power in Iraq, some military hedge to American hegemony is a valuable tool in Asia.

**Specific Actions in Southeast Asia.\textsuperscript{44}**

During the 2-year period between January 2001 and January 2003, there were 21 bilateral military-diplomatic visits between leaders of the PLA and Southeast Asian military leaders.\textsuperscript{45} The year 2001 opened with a visit by the Philippine Defense Minister to China in January, while in February the Chinese Defense Minister took a PLA delegation to Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. The numbers of visits into China from Southeast Asia was about two to three times the number of visits by Chinese officials overseas. This is consistent with the author’s experience in dealing with China as a military attaché, from the staff of the office of the Secretary of Defense, and on the Department of the Army staff. Simply put, the PLA has a
finite annual budget for overseas visits as well as to receive foreign visitors. The PLA distributes its budget for international activities around the world, with an emphasis on specific geographical regions or countries, depending on broader policy considerations. If there are a significant number of visits by a specific country to China, the PLA accepts the visiting delegation if that country foots the bill for the visit.

With respect to arms sales policies, the PLA is also an important actor and can shape regional policy. Arms sales decisions, foreign military cooperation, and foreign military assistance come under the purview of the General Armaments Department of the PLA. Officers from this department participate in policy decisions across the government and can shape foreign policy.

Vietnam.

China’s relations with Vietnam are “normal” and regular, but not particularly friendly. Vietnam’s security planners see all of Southeast Asia at some risk in the face of China’s size and strength. Nonetheless, physical proximity alone requires close contact.

The senior leaders of China visited Vietnam in April 2001, September 2001, February 2002, and October 2004. These visits, however, were either Communist Party-to-Party visits or government-to-government visits. They were not specific military delegations. In most cases, however, the Chinese delegation included a military official responsible for improving military-to-military contacts.

In November 2001, the guided missile frigate Yulin made a port call to Ho Chi Minh City as part of a friendship visit. This was billed as a way to “increase military understanding between the two countries.” A PLA delegation also visited Vietnam in September 2003, led by the inspector general for discipline of the PLA General Political Department (GPD). During the visit, Major General Ye Wanbi visited the tunnels of Cu Chi, most likely an opportunity to emphasize the bilateral China-Vietnam military effort against the United States during the Vietnam War. Later the same year, Chinese Vice President Zeng Qinghong visited Vietnam in October and paid a call on the Chief of the General Staff of the People’s Army of Vietnam (PAVN), Phung Quang Thanh.
The Deputy Chief of the General Staff Department (GSD) of the PLA, Lieutenant General Qian Shugen, visited Vietnam in March 2004, as part of a good will, training, and military education visit. Qian met with Defense Minister General Pham Van Tra.\textsuperscript{53} Later the same year, there were economic delegation visits and even a visit by Premier Wen Jiabao. But there were only passing references to the Spratly Islands during the Wen visit.\textsuperscript{54} The PLA GDP followed this up with a visit by GPD vice director Lieutenant General Tang Tianbao in December 2004, another Party-to-Party visit that emphasized cooperation against the United States.\textsuperscript{55}

In 2005, a major delegation of Vietnam military officials visited China in April, meeting with General Xiong Guangkai, CMC Vice Chairman Xu Caihou, and PLA Chief of the General Staff Department General Liang Guanglie.\textsuperscript{56} There were the obligatory expressions of a “desire for friendly cooperation between the two armed forces,” but no substantive agreements came from the visit. Later the same year, in July 2005, the PAVN Chief of the General Staff met with his Chinese counterpart in a confidence-building visit.\textsuperscript{57} In addition to these military delegations, there were a number of trade, border demarcation, and Foreign Ministry related visits. There are still no close relations between the two nations, although efforts are being made to ensure balanced, friendly relations. In the military sphere, using the GSD as the main agent to make or sponsor visits between the two militaries demonstrates a tepid relationship. Considering that during the U.S. war in Vietnam there were 50,000 Chinese troops operating in that country, the level of cooperation today between the PAVN and the PLA is relatively low. The contacts reflect the reality of a smaller nation overshadowed by a more powerful military and a stronger economy. In addition, there probably is still some restraint on both sides, given the Chinese attack into Vietnam in 1979 and the ensuing years of combat.

\textbf{Laos.}

During the American war in Vietnam, the PLA was building roads through Laos and had air defense forces stationed there. One road system almost reached the border with Thailand. Today, those roads are functional but devoted to civil trade. Vietnam is Laos’
dominant security partner, and China does not dispute this limited sphere of influence for Vietnam. The Laotian military is relatively small and is equipped with a mix of older United States and Soviet-bloc weapons. China could supply parts or ammunition for many of these weapons, but there is no major military trade or activity between the two countries.

The Chinese Defense Minister visited Laos in February 2001 as part of a swing through Southeast Asia that included Vietnam, Cambodia, and Nepal. His Laotian counterpart made a return visit in December of the same year, spending about 2 weeks in China. In 2003, PLA Chief of the GSD General Liang Guanglie met with the Deputy Chief of the General Staff of the People’s Army of Laos. They discussed unspecified “military exchanges,” but Laos remains a relatively low priority for China today. In May 2005, in connection with attending a security policy meeting of the ASEAN Regional Forum in Vientiane, Deputy Chief of the PLA GSD General Xiong Guangkai met with Prime Minister Buongnang Volachit and Deputy Defense Minister Major General Douangchai Pichit. Relations between Laos and China are cordial, with Laos supporting China on its Taiwan policy.

Cambodia.

China maintains a correct but distant relationship military relationship with Vietnam and good but not deep relations with Laos. The long-standing relationship between King (Prince) Sihanouk and Beijing has been the focus of China’s aid and friendship for years. Relations with Cambodia, on the other hand, are strong, backed by foreign aid and military assistance, and aimed at building a strategic relationship in Southeast Asia and in the Indian Ocean. There are parallels in the way that China treats Cambodia and the way that Beijing approaches relations with Thailand and Burma.

China supported Pol Pot during his reign in Cambodia with the Khmer Rouge. Beijing also actively worked to undermine Vietnam’s influence there, supporting an insurgency after Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia. There are military aid packages in the millions of dollars each year for Cambodia, including the reconstruction of Kampong
Chhnang Air Base. The 2003 aid package from China to Cambodia was some $30 million. The Wall Street Journal quotes Cambodian Army Major General Bun Song as saying, “The U.S. helped us open the door to democracy, but then they flew away. So we have no choice right now but to rely on China.” Former Cambodian Ambassador to the United States Roland Eng, who spent years in Beijing with Prince Sihanouk, tells of thousands of Chinese merchants and families moving to Cambodia to set up businesses. Nor is China’s interest solely in the ports along the Indian Ocean. Beijing is cultivating relations with Cambodia (and Thailand) because of their strategic location on the Mekong River as part of Beijing’s relationship with the Greater Mekong Subregion.

**Myanmar.**

During the 1990s, Myanmar (Burma) received as much as $3 billion in weapons from China. Analyzing the bilateral relationship, the Financial Times characterized Myanmar as China’s “client state.” Beijing is putting shelters for ships in the Mergui archipelago in the Andaman Sea while supplying tanks, patrol boats, fighters, and air force training to Myanmar. Still, Myanmar seems to seek some balance in its relations, also purchasing jet aircraft from India and Moscow. When Jiang Zemin visited Rangoon (Yangyon) in late 2001, China and Myanmar signed six agreements on the economy and border security. In 2003, China’s Vice Premier Li Lanqing offered Myanmar debt relief and $200 million in new loans, which propped up the military and its rule.

If one doubted the relationship between China and Myanmar, the old Burma Road, a muddy track during and after World War II, is now a paved, multimodal highway, supplementing rail and river transport systems. Thus, while using China for a security anchor, Myanmar has managed to turn isolation by the United States into a strong position in ASEAN and Southeast Asia. Still, while there are strong security considerations in China’s relations with Myanmar, the PLA is not a direct actor in a range of political, economic, and security relations. This allows China to be in a position to export from its southwest region, allows access to the sea from the southwest part of China, and provides a set of places from which China can monitor India.
Indonesia.

No security relationship in Southeast Asia has seen greater improvement in the past 5 years than that between China and Indonesia. Yet U.S.-Indonesian security relations should be close. Between 1950 and 1993, 8,065 Indonesian officers trained at U.S. military institutions. The United States also provided about $200 million in military assistance to Indonesia and $400 million in loans and credits for military purchases. The President of Indonesia, Susilo Bambang Yudyohono, is a 1991 graduate of the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College in Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. However, the U.S. Congress cut off security assistance to Indonesia in 1992 after extrajudicial killings and atrocities by the Indonesian armed forces in Dili, East Timor.

It is fair to say that China has taken advantage of the end of U.S. military assistance to improve its own relations with Jakarta. Still, Indonesian military leaders always have tried to avoid direct alignment with any powers. Even when American military assistance was flourishing, there was still a Soviet military mission in Indonesia. One can go to the naval base in Surabaya and see Soviet PT-76 amphibious tanks entering the water off the ramps of U.S. landing ships. Before 1965, China provided arms and assistance to Indonesia. Although China established diplomatic relations with Indonesia on April 13, 1950, those relations were suspended on October 30, 1967, in the wake of the November 30, 1965, coup attempt and the subsequent anti-Chinese riots and suppression in Indonesia.

Beijing used loans at concessional rates and a series of bilateral visits to repair relations with Jakarta over the period 1990 to 2002. Of course, given the close association of Li Peng with the Tiananmen Massacre, China was not critical of the role of the Indonesian armed forces in suppressing civil liberties. When PRC Defense Minister Chi Haotian visited Indonesia in September 2002, he met with then Coordinating Minister for Politics and Security (now President) Yudyohono to discuss cooperation in counterterrorism. Chi praised Indonesia’s domestic and international counter-terrorist programs.

Beijing also has taken advantage of the end of U.S. military assistance cooperation to improve relations with Indonesia. There
have been traditional concerns in the United States over missile development and proliferation around the world. When the United States sold high-speed computers to Indonesia’s aircraft manufacturer, IPTN, in the 1980s, Washington placed restrictions on the software applications that could run on the computer and refused to allow the computer to network with military research institutes working on air-to-air missiles. China has no such proliferation concerns. Indonesian Minister Juwono Sudarsono noted in November 2004 that Indonesia needed alternative sources of military equipment and expertise because of the U.S. embargo, and that China was one nation that could supply such equipment.

China and Indonesia reportedly have signed agreements to develop missiles together and a strategic partnership agreement. Together, China and Indonesia will develop a ballistic missile with a range of 150 kilometers in accordance with an agreement initialed by Defense Minister Jurwono Sudarsono in August 2005, and they will work together on naval cruise missiles with ranges of 9-19 miles. These defense ties are important inroads for China in Southeast Asia, and are one way that Chinese diplomacy has flanked the United States, with its neuralgia for cooperation with the Indonesian armed forces.

Beijing secured its new relationship with Jakarta through low interest loans ($300 million), relief assistance (about $2 million), and a strategic partnership agreement. One defense-related web site in India claims that China will build a submarine base in Indonesia as a means to help secure the Malacca Strait; however, no reliable independent source has confirmed this information. Thus far, on the Chinese side, the defense cooperation between the two nations has involved North China Industries (NORINCO), which was established originally by the equipment department of the PLA GSD. Indonesian Defense Minister Sudarsono noted, “Within 2 years, military relations will make up 40 percent of our bilateral relations” with China.

Philippines.

Philippine-China security relations were at their recent nadir after the 1995 seizure of Mischief Reef by China. Originally, Chinese
fishermen detained Philippine fishing boats. By early February 1995, however, the PLA Navy was involved, and China reiterated its claims to the Spratly Islands and the South China Sea.\textsuperscript{83} By 1996, the two countries had exchanged military attachés at their respective embassies. China built two concrete structures there that appeared to have military use. In October 1998, two PLA navy frigates blocked passage to the reef by a Philippine naval ship carrying journalists.\textsuperscript{84} Chinese diplomacy and Beijing’s actions in the ARF, however, have done much to improve the situation with the Philippines and in the South China Sea in general.

Beijing and Manila agreed on a bilateral framework for cooperation on May 16, 2000.\textsuperscript{85} In addition to agreeing to scientific, technical, legal, and economic cooperation, the two governments committed to “peace and stability in the South China Sea.” Thus, having handed Manila a fait accompli by its actions on Mischief Reef, Beijing got Manila to agree that neither side would “take actions that might complicate or escalate the situation.” This is effective diplomacy backed up by the naval presence of the PLA. China made its commitments to the government in Manila firmer in 2002 when Beijing signed the 2002 ASEAN-China Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea.\textsuperscript{86} There also have been a series of military contacts aimed at confidence-building. In October 2000, Philippine Chief of the General Staff Angelo Reyes paid a visit to China. He visited again as Secretary of Defense in April 2002. PLA General and Minister of Defense Chi Haotian paid a return visit to the Philippines in September 2002, and in 2004 two Philippine defense officials, Armed Forces Chief of Staff Narcisco Abaya and Secretary of Defense Avelino Cruz, visited China.\textsuperscript{87} Manila and Beijing also opened formal defense and security consultations between the PLA and the Philippine armed forces, the first of which was when PLA General Xiong Guangkai visited Manila between May 22 and 25, 2005. Beijing will train five Filipino soldiers in China in the future, and Xiong donated 80 million pesos of equipment to the Philippine armed forces.\textsuperscript{88} In the future, the two countries will hold annual defense talks.\textsuperscript{89}
Malaysia.

Malaysia has shown some interest in diversifying its sources of military equipment. In the past, Malaysia has bought short-range air defense systems from the United States, Pakistan, and Russia, but Malaysian armed forces are exploring purchases from China. China Precision Machinery Import and Export Corporation, a state-owned major producer of missiles, signed a memorandum of understanding with two Malaysian companies on the purchase of short-range missiles and co-production in Malaysia of the FN-6 short-range, shoulder-launched anti-aircraft missile. This has an engagement capability of about 6 kilometers. Malaysia also has explored the purchase of the KS-1A medium-range surface-to-air missile from China. In addition, in the general area of science and technology cooperation, China is willing to share satellite and space technology with Malaysia. Such technology has both civil and military application. These overtures aside, there has been no substantive action between the two countries, and no arms deal is expected before 2006, if at all.

Singapore.

Of all the nations in Southeast Asia, Singapore has made the strongest commitments to the United States. Notwithstanding the security agreements between the United States and Thailand and the renewed U.S.-Republic of Philippines security agreement, Singapore has taken substantive action to provide facilities for U.S. forces. The naval base at Sembawang houses a U.S. Navy logistics and support group, a pier was built there to permit a U.S. aircraft carrier to berth, and Changyi Airfield can accommodate two squadrons of U.S. fighter aircraft. Still, the PLA is making some inroads in Singapore.

As part of a “show the flag” trip around the world, a PLA Navy task force stopped in Singapore in 2002. The guided missile destroyer, Qingdao, and a fleet support/depot ship, Taicang, made a 3-day call in Singapore where China’s North Sea Fleet commander, Ding Yiping, embarked. Singapore Navy ships already had visited China twice on good-will voyages in the past. However, there have really been
no direct military initiatives between Singapore and China. Instead, there have been a series of diplomatic confidence-building measures, most of which involved the ARF.

Thailand.

When the People’s Army of Vietnam was poised on the Thai-Cambodian border in 1980, its guns and artillery had greater range than the howitzers the United States had provided to Thailand. The Royal Thai Army remedied that problem with the purchase of Chinese 130 millimeter guns. In addition, China perhaps sealed a new security relationship with Thailand when as many as five main force PAVN divisions withdrew from the Cambodian-Thai border to reinforce the Vietnam-China border in the aftermath of Beijing’s February 16-March 16, 1979, attack into Vietnam.

Beijing has been a good security partner for Thailand. The Royal Thai Army inventory includes 50 Type-69 Tanks. Today these are in storage or used for training, but in the 1980s, they were in the active inventory. Thai officers complained about the durability of the tracks, but the tanks were serviceable and of use in the event of an attack by Vietnam. Thailand also has 450 Type-85 armored personnel carriers from China, 15 130 millimeter Type-59 towed guns, Type-85 multiple rocket launchers, and 24 57 millimeter anti-aircraft guns. The Thai Navy has two PRC Jianghu-III class frigates, designated the Chao Phraya class in Thailand and two Jianghu-IV frigates, designated the Kraburi class. In a 2004 interview, Chinese Minister of Defense General Cao Gangchuan described Sino-Thai military relations as “comprehensive, deep, and high-level.” Cao repeated these remarks on the 30th anniversary of the establishment of Sino-Thai diplomatic ties on July 4, 2005.

Brunei.

The PLA’s exchanges with Brunei and military relations in general have developed more slowly than in other places in Southeast Asia. The first Memorandum of Understanding on Military Exchanges was signed on September 12, 2003, committing both countries to bilateral exchanges, attendance at military courses, visits, sports,
and cultural exchanges. Later the same year, two PLA Navy ships made a port call at Muara en-route to a friendship cruise that also stopped in Singapore and Guam. In 2004, Shenyang Military Region Commander Qian Guoliang, Guangzhou MR deputy political commissar Ma Guowen, and staff from both military regions visited the Brunei Ministry of Defense and the commander of the Royal Brunei armed forces. The attention to Brunei rounds out generally good relations between the PLA and other armed forces in Southeast Asia.

Conclusions.

In their 1999 study, Kenneth Allen and Eric McVadon said that the PLA has had a role in “shaping and implementing” China’s foreign policies by pursuing the following goals:

• To shape the international security environment in support of key Chinese national security objectives;
• To improve political and military relations with foreign countries;
• To enhance China’s military and defense industry modernization;
• To provide military assistance to countries in the developing world; and,
• To acquire knowledge in modern military doctrine, operations, training, military medicine, administration, and a host of noncombat related areas.

The PLA has not been the principal actor in China’s relations with Southeast Asian nations. Southeast Asian nations, meanwhile, hedge their security interests by maintaining good relations with China, but would not want to exclude the United States or Australia from the region. Nor would Southeast Asian nations “buy into” an American-led containment policy against China. The peaceful rise of China and its economic strength is consistent with the interests of Southeast Asian states and Australia. The hedge is needed, however, because the PLA is the backup for the legal claims of China in the
South China Sea. Thus, China’s public diplomacy is successful, but its military power is enough of a latent threat that Southeast Asian nations still hedge their security.

Therefore, it is fair to say that there has been a strong security component to all relationships in the region. Beijing has been skilful in exercising a range of relations using the “comprehensive national power” of China, ensuring contacts in the political, diplomatic, cultural, trade, and economic spheres around the region. However, the growing military power of China and its increased ability to send its Navy around the region have been a factor in ensuring good relations. The PLA’s activity has consisted mainly of high-level visits and military diplomacy, except, of course, for Thailand. The backdrop of regional security has been a major factor in promoting the way that China has behaved in the region. Thus, the PLA may not be leading in all relations, but it can certainly see itself as a major factor behind China’s improved standing in Southeast Asia.
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